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Abstract

This thesis consists of three parts.

The first part presents three extensions of the core calculusof classes and mix-
ins. The first extension is a proposal for a programming language equipped with
higher-order mixins, which enable the construction of sophisticated class hierar-
chies. In the second extension mixins are seen asincompleteclasses, and accord-
ingly, their instances are seen asincompleteobjects that could be completed in
an object-based fashion via method addition and object composition. In the third
extension, width subtyping on (complete) object types is added to the calculus of
mixins and incomplete objects.

The second part studies the untypedλµµ̃ calculus calledGemini. The con-
fluence ofGeminin andGeminiv, two well-behaved subcalculi ofGemini, closed
under call-by-name and call-by-value reduction respectively, is proved. Moreover,
the interpretation ofGeminin in the category of negated domains, and the interpre-
tation ofGeminiv in the Kleisli category is given. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first interpretation ofuntypedλµµ̃ calculus.

In the third part, two inverse limitλ-models are constructed, which completely
characterise the sets of terms with similar computational behaviours: the sets
of normalising, head normalising, weak head normalisingλ-terms, those corre-
sponding to the persistent versions of these notions, and the sets of closable, clos-
able normalising, and closable head normalisingλ-terms.
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Summary

This thesis was developed as a joint work between Dipartimento di Informat-
ica, Universit̀a di Torino, Italy, and Laboratoire de l’Informatique du Parallélisme
(LIP), École Normale Suṕerieure de Lyon, France.

The thesis is divided into three parts. The first part, supervised by Prof. Vi-
viana Bono, is a proposal for the design of a mixin-based calculus that accommo-
dates incomplete objects and higher-order mixins. The second part is developed
under the supervision of Prof. Pierre Lescanne, and it investigates some properties
of two subcalculi of untypedλµµ̃ calculus of Curien and Herbelin [CH00].The
third part, written in collaboration with Prof. Mariangiola Dezani and Prof. Silvia
Ghilezan, presents two inverse limit models for the lambda calculus with intersec-
tion types.

Mixin calculus

In object-oriented world, there are two predominant programming paradigms:
class-based and object-based.Class-basedobject-oriented languages promote
disciplined programming by enabling construction of solidclass hierarchies, while
object-basedlanguages provide a convenient environment for experimenting with
prototypes, where parts of their implementation might still be missing.

The aim of this work was to give the basis for designing a calculus that com-
bines class-based features with object-based ones, that is, to try to fit into one
setting the “best of both worlds”, discipline and flexibility first of all. We propose
two extensions of the “Core Calculus of Classes and Mixins” of [BPS99], one
with higher-order (composable) mixins, the second one withincomplete objects.

Our approach

Mixins [BC90] are (sub)class definitions parameterized over asuperclass and
were introduced as an alternative to some forms of multiple inheritance. A mixin

xi



xii Summary

can be seen as a function that, given one class as an argument,produces a (sub)class,
by adding and/or overriding certain sets of methods.

Mixins in our calculi have the following form:

mixin

method mj = vj ;
(j∈N )

redefine mk = vk;
(k∈R)

expect mi;
(i∈E)

constructor vc;
end

Methodsmj = vj are newly introduced by the mixin,mk = vk areredefining
methods, that will redefine the methods with the same names from the superclass,
andmi areexpectedmethod (names), that must be provided by the superclass. All
the methods are functions of the privatefield, and ofself, which will be bound to
the newly created object at instantiation time. In addition, redefining methods can
refer to their corresponding superclass implementation via a special keywordnext.
A mixin type takes into account the types of the methods already present in the
mixin and the expected types of the components not yet present. New subclasses
are created by applying a mixin to a class via amixin applicationoperation¦. The
type system determines when a mixin application is possible.

The first proposed calculus extends the core calculus of classes and mixins of
[BPS99] withhigher-ordermixins. In this extension a mixin can: (i) be applied to
a class to create a fully-fledged subclass; (ii ) becomposedwith another mixin to
obtain yet another mixin with more functionalities. In whatwe believe being quite
a general framework, we give directions for designing a programming language
equipped with higher-order mixins, although our study is not based on any already
existing object-oriented language.

In the second proposed calculus we extend the core calculus of classes and
mixins of [BPS99] withincomplete objects. Since mixins have a flexible nature of
“incomplete” classes prone to be completed according to theprogrammer’s needs,
we decided that the promising starting point for our calculus could be the com-
bination of mixin-based inheritance with constructs for manipulating incomplete
objects. In addition to standard class instantiation, it isalso possible toinstanti-
ate mixinsthus obtainingincomplete objects. Therefore, an incomplete object is
“incomplete” in two different respects: (i) it may need some expected methods;
(ii ) its redefining methods cannot be invoked until methods withthe functionality
of their next are added. Incomplete objects can be completed in two ways: (i)
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via method addition, that adds one of the expected methods or one of the miss-
ing nexts; (ii ) via object composition, that composes an incomplete object with
a complete one that contains all the required methods. When a method is added,
it becomes an effective component of the host object, meaning that the methods
of the host object may invoke it, but also the new added methodcan use any of
its sibling methods. The type system ensures that all methodadditions and object
compositions are type safe and that only “complete” methodsare invoked on ob-
jects. This way the type information at the mixin level is fully exploited, obtaining
a “tamed” and safe object-based calculus.

In addition to functional, record, and reference types, ourtype system has class
types, mixin types, and object types (both for complete and incomplete objects in
the second extension).

The metatheory of both extensions is studied. In particular, the soundness
property is proved, to guarantee the absence of run-time ”message-not-understood”
errors.

Gemini calculus

λµµ̃ calculus was introduced by Curien and Herbelin in [CH00], to provide a
Curry-Howard correspondence for classical logic. The termsof λµµ̃ represent
derivations in a sequent calculus proof system and reduction reflects the process
of cut-elimination.

The untyped version of the calculus can be seen as the foundations of a func-
tional programming language with an explicit notion of control. The new termi-
nology for the basic syntactic constructs was given in [GL04], which will also be
used in this work. We call this untyped languageGemini.

The basic syntactic entities are given by the following:

v ::= x | λx.v | µα.c e ::= α | v • e | µ̃x.c c ::= 〈v ‖ e〉

wherev ranges over the setCaller of callers,e ranges over the setCallee of
callees andc ranges over the setCapsule of capsules. The variables denoted with
Latin letters represent input and the variables denoted with Greek letters denote
continuations. We refer to the terms ofGemini asG-terms.

There are three rules that characterise the reduction in thecalculus:

(λ) 〈λx.r ‖ r′ • e〉 → 〈r[x ← r′] ‖ e〉
(µ) 〈µα.c ‖ e〉 → c[α ← e]
(µ̃) 〈r ‖ µ̃x.c〉 → c[x ← r]
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The calculus has a critical pair〈µα.c1 ‖ µ̃x.c2〉where both,(µ) and(µ̃) rule can be
applied ambiguously, producing two different results. Hence, the calculus is not
confluent. But if the priority is given to one of the rules, we obtain two confluent
subcalculiλµµ̃T andλµµ̃Q, that are closed under call-by-name and call-by-value
reduction, respectively.

This work investigates some properties of two subcalculi ofuntypedλµµ̃ cal-
culus of Curien and Herbelin [CH00], calledGeminin andGeminiv, respectively.
It proves the confluence and then gives domain theoretic models for both versions.

In order to prove the confluence for each of them, we adopt the technique
of parallel reductions given by Takahashi in [Tak95]. This approach consists of
simultaneously reducing all the redexes existing in a term.First, we define the
notion of parallel reduction⇒n for Geminin. Then, we show that→→n is a reflex-
ive and transitive closure of⇒n. Therefore, in order to prove the confluence of
→→n, it is enough to prove the diamond property for⇒n, which follows from the
stronger “Star property” for⇒n that we prove. The proof forGeminiv is obtained
by a straightforward modification of the proof forGeminin.

When interpreting the calculi that embody a notion of control, it is convenient
to start from continuation semantics, that enables to explicitly refer tocontinua-
tions, which are the semantic constructs that represent evaluation contexts.

Continuation semantics ofGeminin is given by the interpretation in the cate-
gory of negated domains of [SR98a], whereasGeminiv is interpreted in Moggi’s
Kleisli category over predomains for the continuation monad [Mog91]. Using
computational monads, we also give an improved interpretation for Geminin, in-
troducing the new syntactic entity, calledco-value. In all the cases the reduction
preserves the denotations. The main point about these domain-theoretic models
is that they cope with untypedness of the calculus by solvinga recursive domain
equation.

Using intersection types to characterise the behaviour
of lambda terms

In the simply typed lambda calculusλ→, the basic type forming operator is the
arrow→. Among many known extensions of this type assignment system, the
one which characterizes larger class of terms is the extension with intersection
types. The intersection type assignment system was introduced in[BCDC83] and
[CDCV80], and is denoted byλ∩. In this system, the new type-forming operator
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is introduced, namely the intersection∩. Consequently, it is possible to assign
two typesσ andτ to a certain lambda term at the same time. Another outstanding
feature of this system is the universal typeω which can be assigned to all lambda
terms.

We construct two inverse limitλ-models which completely characterise sets of
terms with similar computational behaviours: the sets of normalising, head nor-
malising, weak head normalisingλ-terms, those corresponding to the persistent
versions of these notions, and the sets of closable, closable normalising, and clos-
able head normalisingλ-terms. More precisely, for each of these sets of terms
there is a corresponding element in at least one of the two models, such that a
term belongs to the set if and only if its interpretation (in asuitable environment)
is greater than or equal to that element. We use the finitary logical description of
the models, obtained by defining suitable intersection typeassignment systems, to
prove this.
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Riassunto

Questa tesìe stata sviluppata in co-tutela tra il Dipartimento di Informatica, Uni-
versit̀a di Torino, Italia, e il Laboratoire de l’Informatique du Parallélisme (LIP),
École Normale Suṕerieure de Lyon, Francia.

La tesi è divisa in tre parti. La prima parte, sviluppata sotto la supervisione
della Prof.ssa Viviana Bono,è una proposta per ildesigndi un calcolo basato sul
costrutto di “mixin”, nel quale vengono modellati una formadi “oggetti incom-
pleti” ed introdotti mixin di “ordine superiore”. La seconda partèe stata sviluppata
sotto la supervisione del Prof. Pierre Lescanne e presenta alcune propriet̀a di due
sottocalcoli delλµµ̃ calcolo non tipato di Curien e Herbelin [CH00]. La terza
parte, scritta in collaborazione con la Prof.ssa Mariangiola Dezani e la Prof.ssa
Silvia Ghilezan, presenta due modelli per il lambda calcolotipato con i tipi inter-
sezione.

Mixin calcolo

Nel mondo dei linguaggi orientati agli oggetti, ci sono due paradigmi di program-
mazione predominanti: i linguaggi basati sulleclassi e i linguaggi basati sugli
oggetti. I linguaggi basati sulle classi promuovono una programmazione disci-
plinata, permettendo la costruzione di solide gerarchie diclassi, mentre i linguaggi
basati sugli oggetti forniscono un ambiente conveniente per sperimentare con pro-
totipi, ovvero codice in cui parti dell’implementazione potrebbero essere assenti.

Lo scopo della prima parte di questo lavoroè di fornire le basi per un cal-
colo che unisca alcune delle caratteristiche di entrambi i paradigmi, e produca un
linguaggio con la disciplina delle classi e la flessibilità dei prototipi. Abbiamo
proposto due estensioni del “Core Calculus of Classes and Mixins” di [BPS99],
una con i mixin di ordine superiore ed un’altra con gli oggetti incompleti.

xvii
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Il nostro approccio

I mixin [BC90] sono definizioni di (sotto)classi parametrizzate rispetto a una so-
praclasse, e sono stati introdotti come alternativa a certeforme di ereditariet̀a
multipla. Un mixin pùo essere visto come funzione che, data una classe come
argomento, produce una nuova (sotto)classe, aggiungendo e/o ridefinendo certi
insiemi di metodi.

Nei nostri calcoli, i mixin hanno la forma seguente:

mixin

method mj = vj ;
(j∈N )

redefine mk = vk;
(k∈R)

expect mi;
(i∈E)

constructor vc;
end

I metodi mj = vj sono i metodi nuovi introdotti dal mixin, glimk = vk

sono i metodiridefiniti che sovrascriveranno i metodi con gli stessi nomi della
sopraclasse, e glimi sono i (nomi dei) metodiprevisti, che devono essere for-
niti della sopraclasse. Tutti i metodi sono funzioni di unfield privato, e diself,
che sar̀a legato all’oggetto stesso nel momento della sua creazione. In più, i
metodi ridefiniti possono chiamare la loro corrispondente implementazione nella
sopraclasse, usando la parola-chiavenext. Il tipo del mixin contiene i tipi dei
metodi gìa presenti nel mixin ed i tipi previsti per le componenti non ancora pre-
senti. Le nuove sottoclassi sono generate applicando un mixin ad una classe,
attraverso un’operazione di applicazione¦. Il sistema di tipi determina quando
un’applicazione mixin-classèe possibile.

Il primo calcolo proposto estende il “Core Calculus of Classes and Mixins” di
[BPS99] con i mixin diordine superiore. In questa estensione un mixin può: (i)
essere applicato ad una classe per generare una sottoclassefunzionante; (ii ) essere
compostocon un altro mixin per ottenere un altro mixin con più funzionalit̀a. Il
nostro scopòe di offrire alcune direzioni, secondo noi generali, per il design di un
linguaggio di programmazione con i mixin di ordine superiore, bench̀e il nostro
calcolo non sia basato su alcun linguaggio esistente in particolare.

Nel secondo calcolo proposto estendiamo il “Core Calculus of Classes and
Mixins” di [BPS99] con una forma dioggetti incompleti. Poich̀e i mixin pos-
sono essere visti come classi incomplete che possono esserecompletate secondo
le richieste del programmatore, abbiamo deciso che un buon punto di partenza
per il nostro calcolo potesse essere l’ereditarietà basata sui mixin, combinata
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con operazioni per la manipolazione degli oggetti incompleti. Nella nostra pro-
posta, quindi, oltre che instanziare le classi,é possibileinstanziare i mixinper
ottenere cos̀ı degli oggetti incompleti. Un oggetto incompleto pùo essere ”in-
completo“ in due modi: (i) gli possono mancare alcuni metodi previsti; (ii ) i
suoi metodi ridefiniti non possono essere invocati finchè i metodi con la funzion-
alità del loronext non sono stati aggiunti. Gli oggetti incompleti possono essere
completati in due modi: (i) con method addition, che aggiunge uno dei metodi
previsti o uno deinext mancanti; (ii ) con object composition, che compone un
oggetto incompleto con un oggetto completo contenente tutti i metodi richiesti
dall’incompleto. Quando un metodo viene aggiunto (viaaddition o via com-
position), diventa una componente effettiva dell’oggetto ospite, quindi i metodi
dell’oggetto ospite possono invocarlo, ma anche il nuovo metodo aggiunto pùo
usare i metodi dell’oggetto ospite. Il sistema di tipi assicura che tutte le aggiunte
di metodo e composizioni degli oggetti siano ben tipate e chesoltanto i metodi
“completi” possano essere invocati sugli oggetti. Con questo approccio, le infor-
mazioni di tipo al livello dei mixin sono sfruttate completamente, ottenendo un
calcolo basato sugli oggetti “safe”.

Partendo dai tipi funzionali, tipi ”puntatore”, e tipi record, il nostro sistema di
tipi comprende anche i tipi delle classi, i tipi dei mixin ed itipi degli oggetti (degli
oggetti completi, e anche degli oggetti incompleti nella seconda estensione).

La metateoria di entrambe le estensioniè stata studiata estensivamente. In par-
ticolare, entrambi i calcoli sono stati dimostrati “sound”, una propriet̀a che garan-
tisce l’assenza degli errori detti “messagge-not-understood” durante l’esecuzione.

Gemini calcolo

Il λµµ̃ calcoloè stato introdotto da Curien ed Herbelin in [CH00], per fornireuna
corrispondenza Curry-Howard alla logica classica. I termini di λµµ̃ rappresentano
le derivazioni in un sistema di prove basato sui sequenti e lariduzione riflette il
processo dell’eliminazione del “cut”.

La versione non tipata del calcolo può essere vista come la fondazione di un
linguaggio di programmazione funzionale con una nozione esplicita di controllo.
Una nuova terminologia per le costruzioni sintattiche di base è stata introdotta
in [GL04], ed è stata usata anche in questo lavoro. Chiameremo questo nostro
linguaggio non tipatoGemini.

Le entit̀a sintattiche di base sono cosı́ definite:

v ::= x | λx.v | µα.c e ::= α | v • e | µ̃x.c c ::= 〈v ‖ e〉
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dove iv appartengono all’insiemeCaller deicaller, gli e appartengono all’insieme
Callee dei calleee i c appartengono all’insiemeCapsule dellecapsule. Le vari-
abili denotate con le lettere latine rappresentano l’inputmentre le variabili deno-
tate con le lettere greche rappresentano le continuazioni.I termini di Gemini si
chiamanoG-termini.

Ci sono tre regole che caratterizzano la riduzione nel calcolo:

(λ) 〈λx.r ‖ r′ • e〉 → 〈r[x ← r′] ‖ e〉
(µ) 〈µα.c ‖ e〉 → c[α ← e]
(µ̃) 〈r ‖ µ̃x.c〉 → c[x ← r]

Il calcolo ha una coppia critica〈µα.c1 ‖ µ̃x.c2〉, dove le due regole(µ) e (µ̃)
possono essere applicate ambiguamente, producendo due risultati diversi. Quindi
il calcolo nonè confluente. Ma se si dà a una delle regole la priorità, si ottengono
due sottocalcoli confluentiλµµ̃T eλµµ̃Q, che sono chiusi per call-by-name e call-
by-value riduzioni, rispettivamente.

Il presente lavoro studia alcune proprietà di questi due sottocalcoli chiamati
Geminin eGeminiv, rispettivamente. Viene provata la confluenza per tutte le due
versioni, e vengono presentati dei loro modelli categoriali.

Per dimostrare la confluenza per le due versioni, abbiamo adottato la tecnica
delle riduzioni parallele, introdotta da Takahashi in [Tak95]. Questa tecnica con-
siste nella riduzione simultanea di tutti i residui che esistono in un termine. Come
primo passo, abbiamo definito la nozione di riduzione parallela⇒n perGeminin.
Dopodich̀e, abbiamo dimostrato che→→n è una chiusura riflessiva e transitiva
di ⇒n. Di conseguenza, per dimostrare la confluenza di→→n, è stato sufficente
provare la “propriet̀a del diamante” per⇒n, che seque dalla più forte “propriet̀a
di stella” per⇒n (anch’essa dimostrata). Le prove delle proprietà perGeminiv
sono state ottenute modificando direttamente le prove perGeminin.

Quando si interpretano dei calcoli che comprendono nozionidi controllo, con-
viene utilizzare lasemantica delle continuazioni, che permette di riferirsi esplici-
tamente allecontinuazioni, ovvero alle costruzioni semantiche che rappresentano
i contesti di valutazione.

La semantica delle continuazioni perGeminin è stata ottenuta interpretando
il calcolo nella categoria dei domini negati di [SR98a], mentre Geminiv è stato
interpretato nella categoria di Kleisli basata sui predomini per le monadi delle
continuazioni, introdotte da Moggi in [Mog91]. Usando le monadi delle com-
putazioni, otteniamo inoltre un’interpretazione migliorata perGeminin, intro-
ducendo una nuova categoria sintatica che abbiamo chiamatoco-value. In tutti
i casi, la riduzione preserva le denotazioni.
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Uso dei tipi intersezione per caratterizzare il compor-
tamento dei lambda termini

Nel lambda calcolo con tipi sempliciλ→, l’operatore principale per construire i
tipi è la “freccia” →. Fra le molte estensioni di questo sistema di tipi, quella
che caratterizza la classe più grande di terminìe l’estensione con i tipiinter-
sezione. Il sistema di tipi con i tipi intersezionèe stato introdotto in [BCDC83]
ed in [CDCV80], edè di solito denotato daλ∩. Il nuovo operatore∩ per la for-
mazione di tipiè introdotto in questo sistema. La caratteristica principale di tale
operatorèe che rende possibile assegnare due tipiσ e τ ad un certo lambda ter-
mine allo stesso tempo. Un’altra caratteristica importante di questo sistemàe il
tipo universaleω che pùo essere assegnato a tutti i lambda termini.

In questo lavoro, sono stati costruiti due modelli per il lambda calcolo basati
sui limiti inversi. Essi caratterizzano completamente gliinsiemi di termini con
comportamenti computazionali simili: gli insiemi dei termini normalising, head-
normalising, weak head-normalizing, gli insiemi dei termini che corrispondono
alle versionipersistentidi queste nozioni, e gli insiemi dei terminiclosable, clos-
able normalising, e closable head normalising. Piú precisamente, per ciascuno
di questi insiemi di termini, esiste un elemento corrispondente almeno in uno
dei due modelli, tale che il termine appartiene all’insiemese e solo se la sua in-
terpretazione (in ambiente adatto)è superiore o uguale a quell’elemento. Per di-
mostrare questo, abbiamo usato la descrizione logica finitaria dei modelli, ottenuta
definendo i sistemi di tipi con i tipi intersezione adatti.
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Résuḿe

Cette th̀ese s’est droulée en collaboration avec deux laboratoires scientifiques: le
Dipartimento di Informatica de l’université du Turin, en Italie, et le Laboratoire
de l’Informatique du Parallélisme (LIP), l’École Normale Suṕerieure de Lyon, en
France.

La thèse est diviśee en deux parties. La première partie, diriǵee par Viviana
Bono (professeur), propose un calcul fondé sur la notion de mixin, qui permet
de repŕesenter̀a la fois des objets incomplets et des mixins d’ordre supérieur.
La seconde partie, dirigée par Pierre Lescanne (professeur),étudie les propríet́es
de deux sous-calculs duλµµ̃ calcul non tyṕe de Curien et Herbelin [CH00].
La troisìeme partie,écrite en collaboration avec Mariangiola Dezani et Silvia
Ghilezan, pŕesente deux modèles de limite inverse pour le lambda calcul avec
types intersections.

Mixin calculus

Dans le monde orienté objet, on trouve deux paradigmes de programmation prédo-
minants: les langages fondés sur les classes et ceux fondés sur les objets. Les
langages fond́es sur les classes renforcent la discipline de programmation en per-
mettant la construction de hiérarchies de classes rigides, alors que les langages
fondés sur les objets offrent un environnement confortable pourl’expérimentation
de prototypes, dont certaines parties manquent encore.

Le but de ce travaiĺetait de concevoir un calcul qui combine les deux paradigmes,
c’est-̀a-dire d’essayer de fournir en un seul langage la disciplinedes classes et la
flexibilit é des prototypes. Nous proposons deux extensions du “Core Calculus of
Classes and Mixins” [BPS99], l’une avec mixins d’ordre supérieur (composite),
l’autre avec objets incomplets.

xxiii
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Notre approche

Les mixins [BC90] sont des définitions de (sous) classes paramétŕees par une
super-classe. Ils ontét́e introduit comme une alternativeà certaines formes d’héritage
multiple. Un mixin peut̂etre vu comme une fonction qui,étant donńee une classe
en argument, produit une (sous) classe, en ajoutant et/ou redéfinissant certains
ensembles de ḿethodes.

Dans notre calcul, les mixins ont la forme suivante:

mixin

method mj = vj ;
(j∈N )

redefine mk = vk;
(k∈R)

expect mi;
(i∈E)

constructor vc;
end

Les ḿethodesmj = vj sont introduites par le mixin, lesmk = vk sont des
méthodes red́efinies, qui vont red́efinir les ḿethodes de m̂eme nom provenant de
la super-classe, et lesmi sont des (noms de) ḿethodesattendues, qui doiventêtre
fournis par la super-classe. Toutes les méthodes sont fonctions du champ privé
field et deself, qui seront líesà l’instanciationà l’objet en cours de création. En
outre, les ḿethodes red́efinies peuvent faire référencèa leur impĺementation dans
la super-classe grâce au mot-clef sṕecialnext. Un type de mixin prend en compte
les types des ḿethodes d́ejà pŕesentes dans le mixin, ainsi que les types attendus
pour les composants manquant. On crée de nouvelles sous-classes enappliquant
un mixin à une classe via un opérateur d́edíe ¦. Le syst̀eme de types v́erifie que
l’application de mixin est possible.

Le premier calcul proposé par la th̀eseétend le “Core Calculus of Classes and
Mixins” [BPS99] avec des mixins d’ordre suṕerieur. Dans cette extension, un
mixin peut (i) être appliqúe à une classe pour créer une sous-classe complète, ou
(ii ) tre compośe avec un autre mixin, ce qui donne un nouveau mixin avec plus
de fonctionnalit́es. Dans ce que nous croyonsêtre un cadre suffisamment géńeral,
nous donnons deśeléments pour concevoir un langage de programmationéquiṕe
de mixins d’ordre suṕerieur, bien que notréetude ne soit pas basé sur un langage
orient́e-objet existant.

Dans le second calcul proposé par la th̀ese, nouśetendons le “Core Calculus of
Classes and Mixins” [BPS99] avec desobjets incomplets. Les mixins pouvant̂etre
vus comme des classes incomplètes, susceptibles d’être compĺet́ees suivant les be-
soins du programmeur, nous avons choisi comme point de départ de notre calcul la
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combinaison du style d’h́eritage fourni par les mixins avec les constructions pour
la manipulation d’objets incomplets. Par conséquent, en plus de l’instantiation de
classe habituelle, le calcul fournit aussi un mécanisme d’instanciation de mixin,
qui géǹere desobjets incomplets. Ainsi, un objet incomplet est incomplet en deux
sens distincts: (i) il peut avoir besoin de ḿethodes attendues et (ii ) les ḿethodes
qu’il redéfinit ne peuvent paŝetre invoqúees tant que leursnexts ne sont pas
fournies. Les objets incomplets peuventêtre compĺet́es de deux façons: (i) par
ajout de ḿethode, qui ajoute l’une des ḿethodes attendues ou l’un desnexts man-
quant, ou bien (i) par composition d’objets, qui compose un objet complet avec
un objet complet contenant toutes les méthodes requises. Lorsqu’une méthode est
ajout́ee, elle devient un composant effectif de l’objet hôte, de telle sorte que les
méthodes de cet objet peuvent y faire référence. De m̂eme, la ḿethode ajout́ee
peut utiliser les autres ḿethodes de l’objet ĥote. Le syst̀eme de types v́erifie que
tous les ajouts de ḿethode et les compositions d’objets sont sûres et que seules
des ḿethodes “compl̀etes” sont invoqúees. Ainsi, l’information de types sur les
mixins est exploit́ee au maximum, ce qui donne un calcul d’objets sûr et flexible.

En plus des types de fonctions, d’enregistrements et de références mutables,
nos syst̀emes de types comprennent des types de classes, de mixins et d’objets
(complets et incomplets pour la seconde extension).

Nousétudions la ḿetath́eorie des deux extensions. En particulier, nous prou-
vons la propríet́e de ŝuret́e, pour garantir l’absence d’erreur “Message not under-
stood”à l’exécution.

Le Gemini calcul

Le λµµ̃ calcul aét́e introduit par Curien et Herbelin [CH00], dans le but d’établir
une correspondance de Curry-Howard pour la logique classique. Les termes de
λµµ̃ repŕesentent des dérivations dans une présentation de la logique classique re-
posant sur un calcul de séquents, et la réduction refl̀ete le processus d’élimination
des coupures.

La version non tyṕee du calcul peut̂etre vue comme le fondement d’un lan-
gage de programmation fonctionnel avec une notion explicite de contr̂ole. Une
nouvelle terminologie áet́e donńee dans [GL04], que nous utilisons ici. Nous
appelons ce langage non typéGemini.

Les constructions de base sont définies comme suit:

v ::= x | λx.v | µα.c e ::= α | v • e | µ̃x.c c ::= 〈v ‖ e〉

où v désigne uńelément de l’ensembleCaller des “callers”,e désigne uńelément
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de l’ensembleCallee des “callees”, etc désigne uńelément de l’ensembleCap-
sule des “capsules”. Les variables en lettres latines représentent les entrées et
les variables en lettres grecques représentent les continuations. Nous appelons les
terms deGemini desG-termes.

La réduction dans ce calcul est caractériśee par trois r̀egles principales:

(λ) 〈λx.r ‖ r′ • e〉 → 〈r[x ← r′] ‖ e〉
(µ) 〈µα.c ‖ e〉 → c[α ← e]
(µ̃) 〈r ‖ µ̃x.c〉 → c[x ← r]

Le calcul pŕesente une paire critique〈µα.c1 ‖ µ̃x.c2〉 où les r̀egles(µ) et (µ̃)
s’appliquent toutes les deux et donnent deux résultats diff́erents. Le calcul est
donc non-confluent. Ńeanmoins, si la priorité est donńeeà l’une des r̀egles, on
obtient deux sous-calculs confluentsλµµ̃T et λµµ̃Q, qui sont clos par ŕeduction
en appel par nom et en appel par valeur, respectivement.

Ce travailétudie les propríet́es de deux sous-calculs duλµµ̃ calcul de Curien
et Herbelin [CH00], appelés respectivementGeminin etGeminiv. On prouve leur
confluence et on en donne des modèles dans la th́eorie des domaines.

Pour prouver la confluence de ces calculs, nous adoptons la technique des
réductions parallèles propośee par Takahashi [Tak95]. Cette approche consisteà
réduire simultańement tous les redexes d’un terme. D’abord, on définit la notion
de ŕeduction parall̀ele⇒n pourGeminin. Ensuite, nous montrons que→→n est une
fermeture ŕeflexive et transitive de⇒n. Ainsi, pour prouver la confluence de→→n,
il suffit de prouver la propríet́e du diamant pour⇒n, qui d́ecoule de la propriét́e
plus forte de “l’́etoile”, que nous prouvons. La preuve pourGeminiv est obtenue
en modifiant ĺeg̀erement la preuve pourGeminin.

Pour interpŕeter les calculs dotés d’une notion de contrôle, il est int́eressant
de partir de la śemantique des continuations, qui permet de faire explicitement
référenceà descontinuations, qui sont les structures sémantiques utiliśees pour
repŕesenter les contextes d’évaluation.

La śemantique des continuations deGeminin est donńee par l’interpŕetation
dans la cat́egorie des “domaines niés” [SR98a], alors queGeminiv est interpŕet́e
dans la cat́egorie de Kleisli sur les prédomaines pour la monade des continua-
tions, propośee par Moggi [Mog91]. En utilisant les monades calculatoires, nous
donons aussi une meilleure interprétation pourGeminin, qui introduit une nou-
velle entit́e syntaxique appeléeco-valeur. Dans tous les cas, la réduction pŕeserve
la dénotation. L’avantage principal de ces modèles est qu’ils s’accomodent du
caract̀ere non tyṕe du calcul en ŕesolvant unéequation de domaine récursif.
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Utilisation de types intersections pour caract́eriser le
comportement de lambda termes

Dans le lambda calcul simplement typé λ→, l’opérateur basique de construction
de type est la fl̀eche→. Parmi les nombreuses extensions connues de ce système
de types, celle qui caractérise la plus grande classe de termes est l’extension avec
types intersections. Le systme de types avec intersection [BCDC83, CDCV80]
est not́e λ∩. Dans ce système, un nouvel oṕerateur de construction de type est
introduit, l’intersection∩. Grâceà cet oṕerateur, il est possible d’assigner deux
typesσ et τ simultańementà un certain lambda terme. Une caractéristique de ce
syst̀eme est le type universelω, qui peutêtre assigńe à tous les lambda termes.

Nous construisons deuxλ mod̀eles avec limite inverse qui caractérisent compl̀e-
tement des ensembles de termes dotés de comportements calculatoires semblables:
les termes normalisants, ceux qui admettent une forme normale de t̂ete, ceux qui
admettent une forme normale de tête faible, les ensembles de termes correspon-
dant aux versions persistentes de ces notions, ainsi que lesensembles de terms qui
admettent la fermeture, la fermeture normalisant et la fermeture normalisant de
tête. Plus pŕeciśement, pour chacun de ces ensembles de termes, il y a unélément
correspondant dans au moins l’un des deux modèles, de sorte qu’un terme appar-
tient à l’ensemble consid́eŕe si et seulement si son interprétation est suṕerieur ou
égaleà l’élément correspondant. Pour prouver ce résultat, nous utilisons une de-
scription logique finie des modèles, obtenue en définissant des systèmes de types
avec intersection adéquat.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Type systems for programming languages

1.1.1 Introduction

In a struggle for designing more flexible and expressive programming languages,
type systemscertainly play a very important role. They were introduced in order
to check the occurrence of some execution errors during run-time, and ensure the
semantical good behaviour of programs.

A type is a syntactic construct assigned to a term to provide a description of
some properties of the term. It is a set of values together with the operations and
relations applicable to them. A type assigned to a term can becompared with a
dimension of a physical entity. More accurately, terms and their types can be seen
as programs and their specifications, respectively.

Typed languagesare the ones where variables can be assigned nontrivial
types, i.e., each part of the program can be assigned a type that describes its be-
havior, and can be deduced from the types of its sub-fragments. The types of
operands are checked to prevent nonsensical operations. Onthe other hand,un-
typed languageseither have no types at all, or have a single universal type for all
values.

It is exactly the concept of “type” for functional languages that is the connect-
ing link among the various parts of this thesis.

We distinguishdynamically typed languages, where type checking is done
just before the operations are executed, fromstatically typed languages, where
types are assigned to terms at compile time. Static typing enables earlier detection
of errors, and provides information to compilers, as well asdocumentation of

3
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the program. The algorithm that performs the type checking process is called
typechecker, and the program that passes the typechecking process is said to
be well-typed. In the case of dynamic typing, only values are assigned types,
which brings more flexibility, but at the cost of execution speed and space. Java
[AGH00], ML [MTHM97], Haskell [JHA+99], and Pascal [JW71] are examples
of statically typed languages. LISP [Ste90] and Python [vRD03] are some of the
dynamically typed languages. In this thesis we are dealing with static typing only.

Using type systems enables static analysis of the programs,thus establishing
the properties about their execution. The key property of absence of some runtime
errors is ensured by proving formally a property oftype safety. For instance,
for object-oriented languages this guarantees avoiding ”message-not-understood”
errors.

Base typesin programming languages include types likeCharacter, String,
Integer, Real, Booleanetc. By applying certain operators to base types, it is also
possible to build new types, like record or function types.

Record type is a list of label-type pairs, where all the labels are pairwise
distinct. They give types to records, which means that they assign a type to each
value corresponding to a label in a record. Record type is of the form

{`i : σi}
i∈I .

Function type types functions. It needs to take into account the types of its
arguments and the types of the returned results. It has the form

σ → τ

which means that the argument is of typeσ and the result is of typeτ .
Intersection type makes it possible to assign two typesσ andτ to a certain

lambda term at the same time. It has the form

σ ∩ τ.

We distinguishexplicitly typed languageswhere programs are typed manu-
ally, i.e., types are part of the syntax and the programmer gives the annotations to
the program’s source code, so that the compiler has only to check the validity of
provided types, fromimplicitly typed ones where programs are typed automati-
cally, i.e., types are inferred by a type inference algorithm.
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1.1.2 Formalizing a typed programming language

In this thesis we focus on the languages based on the functional programming
paradigm.Functional programming is a programming style in which compu-
tation is performed by applying functions to arguments. Thecentral concept is
evaluation of expressions, rather than execution of commands. Afunctional lan-
guage is the language that supports functional programming style. Functional
programs have a more abstract nature, making formal reasoning about them eas-
ier.

When formalizing a typed functional programming language, the following is
usually described:

• syntaxof its terms and types. Terms are the programs and types express
static information about the terms;

• scoping rulesdefined by the set of free variables of the program. A notion
of substitution of types or terms for free variables is also given;

• operational semanticsvia reduction rules that compute results (values) start-
ing from terms;

• type systemthat consists of the set of formal rules used compositionally to
assign types to well-typed programs.

Judgementsof the type system specify thehas typerelations of the form

Γ ` t : τ,

whereΓ is a context,t is a term andτ is a type.Contextsare used to record the
types of the free variables. A contextΓ has the form

Γ = x1 : σ1, . . . , xn : σn,

where for alli = 1 . . . n, xi are term variables, andσi are types. All the variables
in the context are pairwise distinct, and none of them occurstwice.

Starting from some typing judgements of the language,type rulesassert the
validity of other judgements. They are given by one or more premisses, followed
by a conclusion judgement.

The consistency of a type system with respect to operationalsemantics is pro-
vided bytype soundness, which ensures that the well typed programs are well-
behaved, i.e., they cannot go wrong.
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Simply typed lambda calculus

As an example, we present here the syntax, operational semantics and typing rules
of the simply typed lambda calculus. For comprehensive account of the subject
we refer the reader to [Bar84].

The syntax of the lambda calculus is given by

t ::= x | λx.t | tt

wherex is a variable,λx.t is a lambda abstraction (which represents a mapping
x 7→ t), andtt is the application (which represents application of a function to its
argument).

The main reduction rule of the lambda calculus is theβ-rule, which we give
for the call-by-name variant:

(λx.t1)t2 → [t2/x]t1.

This means that the actual parametert2 is substituted for the formal parameterx
in the function bodyt1.

The typing system for simply typed lambda calculus has the following axioms
and rules.

(x : α) ∈ Γ

Γ ` x : α
(ax)

Γ, x : α ` t : β

Γ ` λx.t : α → β
(→ I)

Γ ` t1 : α → β Γ ` t2 : α

Γ ` t1t2 : β
(→ E)

Subtyping

In some languages,subtyping relation of the form

Γ ` σ < : τ

between types is given. It means that an expression of typeσ can be used when-
ever an expression of typeτ is expected. In the type system, subtyping is usually
included by thesubsumption principlewhich says that if an expressione has type
σ andσ is a subtype ofτ (σ < : τ ), thene is also of typeτ .

For the record types the subtyping relation is given by

{`i : σi}
i∈I < : {`j : τj}

j∈J iff J ⊆ I and∀j ∈ J, σj < : τj.
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This means that a subtype of a record type may have more fields (subtypingin
width) and types of corresponding labels may be subtypes of the ones in the su-
pertype (subtypingin depth).

In the case of function types, the argument has a contravariant position, whereas
the result is covariant. This can be expressed as

σ1 → τ1 < : σ2 → τ2 iff σ2 < : σ1 andτ1 < : τ2.

If we add imperative side effects to a functional language, reference types
have to be taken into account. A reference variable of typeσ denotes a location
in which a value of typeσ is stored. Hence, for reference types there are no
non-trivial subtypes, i.e.,

ref σ < : ref τ iff σ ' τ.

In the sequel, we consider type systems for object-orientedlanguages and in
these systems, subtyping relation plays a very important role.

1.2 Object-oriented programming

1.2.1 Basic concepts

Object-oriented programming languages are not loosing their strength and influ-
ence over the last two decades.

The basic computational entities areobjects which are data structures with
a state(represented byinstance variablesor fields) and some operations, called
methods, used to access and manipulate the object’s state.

A program can act on objects’ states by invoking methods on them. Objects
are instances ofclasses. A class stores implementation information about its ob-
jects, like initial values of the instance variables, and names and bodies of the
methods.

One of the main features of object-oriented languages isinheritance which
is the ability to generate subclasses from existing classes. The subclass inherits
all the components from its superclass and it has the possibility to add/replace
the instance variables and methods from the superclass. Using inheritance as an
implementation technique when designing class hierarchies, avoids code duplica-
tion, enhances code reuse, and enables consistent changes in the class hierarchy.

Encapsulation is a concept that enables modular programming, since objects
in a system can be seen as “black boxes” that hide the implementation details
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of their components while only revealing their usable interface. There are usually
three levels of visibility for instance variables and methods:public, when they can
be seen and accessed from all the components of the system,protected, if they can
be only inherited, andprivate, when they are owned by a class and accessible only
from inside the class itself.

Dynamic binding enables choosing the appropriate method to be executed
based on the run-time type of the receiving object. The same message can be
sent to different objects that have the method with the givenname and appropriate
type but different implementations. When the code selectiondepends only on
the receiving object, it is calledsingle dispatch, whereas in the case ofmultiple
dispatch, the selected code depends also on method arguments.

self is a language construct that is used to refer to the object that executes the
method. The termself is used in languages like Object Pascal and Smalltalk,this
is used in C++ and Java, andCurrent is used in Eiffel.

Finally, another basic concept of this thesis is the conceptof mixin . Mixins
[BC90, FKF98] are (sub)class definitions parameterized over asuperclass and
were introduced as an alternative to some forms of multiple inheritance [BLS94,
Bra92, LM96]. It can be seen as a function that, given one classas an argument,
produces another class, by adding and/or overriding certain sets of methods.

1.2.2 Typing object-oriented languages

In object-oriented programming languages, types ensure that certain methods can
be safely invoked on certain objects, preventing the occurrence of the so called
“message-not-understood” errors. In the literature, invoking a method is often
regarded to as sending a message to an object. The object thatis sent a message,
must have a method with the same name, where types of formal parameters and
return types are compatible with the ones in the message.

Object types give names and types of methods that the objects of that type
support, but usually do not restrict the implementation of the methods. Types can
be seen as a usable interface which specifies the legal operations on the objects of
that type. As pointed out in [FM96], there is also another form of object type: the
type that also imposes some implementation constraints. Inthis work, only the
first form will be used.

Variableself, which denotes the object that receives the message and executes
the method, may introduce complexity in typing systems, when it is given a poly-
morphic type, usually calledMyType or SelfType [Bru02, FHM94]. MyType
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specializes as the methods are inherited and can be considered as a special form
of a recursive type.

Subtyping is an important concept that enables uniform treatment of expres-
sions of various types. Object subtyping is based on record subtyping and we
distinguishsubtyping in width, where the subtype can have more components,
andsubtyping in depth, with componentwise subtyping on the components. This
form of object subtyping is calledstructuralbecause it depends only on the pub-
lic interfaces of the objects, not on their implementations. Especially, objects in
subtyping relation do not necessary need to be instances of the classes that are in a
subclass relation. Hence, objects with the same interface,but different implemen-
tations can be used interchangeably in a program. There is another form of object
subtyping, callednominal subtyping, where subtyping hierarchy depends strictly
on the class hierarchy (as it is for instance in Java [AGH00]).

In the presence of subtyping, there is some added flexibilityin constructing
language expressions, although at the price of further complications in typing is-
sues, since the actual parameters of the methods can differ from the formal ones.
Subtyping in the presence ofMyType is more complicated because of the well-
known issues concerning subtyping and recursive types.

1.2.3 Class-based vs. object-based languages

In object-oriented world, there are two predominant programming paradigms:
class-based and object-based.

In class-based languages, objects are created as instances of classes (that can
be seen as templates) and as such are computational entitiesof a software system.
But they are “passive” with respect to their structure, whichis fixed by a class
hierarchy. Inobject-based languages, new objects are produced starting from
the existing ones, through operations like method additionand method override.
Class-based object-oriented languages (like Java [AGH00] and C++ [Str97]) pro-
mote disciplined programming by enabling construction of class hierarchies, espe-
cially needed in a programming-in-the-large setting. The object-based paradigm
is gaining a renewed interest in the context of script languages (see for example
[BDG02, DG03]) like Java-Script [Fla02], and delegation-based languages (see
for example [AD02, ABDCD03]), since it provides a convenient environment for
experimenting with prototypes, where parts of their implementation might still be
missing. For some insightful discussions about the differences between the two
paradigms observed from different angles, some of the good references are the
books of Abadi-Cardelli [AC96] and of Bruce [Bru02].
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1.3 Basic domain theory

“The theory of domains was established in order to have appropriate spaces on
which to define semantic functions for the denotational approach to programming
language semantics.” [GS90]

This section summarises some basic terminology on domain theory.
A partially ordered set or poset(X,vX) is a setX with a binary relation

vX which is reflexive, anti-symmetric and transitive. If no confusion can arise,
we will often omit the underlying relation and write justX for a poset(X,vX).

Let X be a poset and letA ⊆ X. Then:

• x ∈ X is anupper boundfor A if ∀a ∈ A. a v x;

• x ∈ X is agreatest elementof A if x ∈ A andx is an upper bound forA;

• a ∈ A is maximalif ∀a′ ∈ A, if a v a′, thena′ = a;

• the notions of a lower bound, least and minimal element are defined analo-
gously;

• a join or supremumof A (if it exists) is a least upper bound forA. It is
denoted bytA. A meetor infimumof A (if it exists) is a greatest lower
bound forA. It is denoted byuA.

Let X be a poset. Then:

• A ⊆ X is calleddirected, A ⊆dir X, if A 6= ∅ and∀x, y ∈ A,∃z ∈ A. x v
z andy v z;

• X is completeor cpo if it has a least element⊥ and everyA ⊆dir X has a
join;

• X is alattice if it has finite meets and joins. If it has only finite meets (joins)
it is called ameet (join)-semilattice. A poset with arbitrary meets and joins
is called acomplete lattice;

• x ∈ X is compactor finite if ∀A ⊆dir X. x v tA ⇒ ∃a ∈ A. x v a. The
set of all compact elements ofX is denoted byK(X).

Let X be a cpo. Then:

• its lifting is X ∪ {⊥} = X⊥, where⊥ 6∈ X and x vX⊥
y iff (x =

⊥ or x vX y);

• X is algebraic if for all x ∈ X, the setM = {x0 ∈ K(X) | x0 v x} is
directed andx = tM ;
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• X is bounded completeif every bounded subset ofX has a join;

• X is Scott domain if it is algebraic and bounded complete.

A functionf between two cpo’s(X,vX) and(Y,vY ) is:

• monotoneif ∀x, y ∈ X. x vX y ⇒ f(x) vY f(y);

• continuous if it is monotone and∀A ⊆dir X. f(tA) = tf(A);

• strict if f(⊥) = ⊥.

If X is a cpo andf : X → X is continuous then afixed point of f is an ele-
mentx ∈ X such thatx = f(x). The minimal fixed point is given bytn∈Nfn(⊥).

For two domainsX andY , thefunction spaceX 7→ Y contains the continu-
ous functions fromX to Y ordered pointwise, which means that

f v g iff ∀x ∈ X. f(x) v g(x).

Two posetsX andY areisomorphic if there are monotone functionsf : X →
Y andg : Y → X such thatg ◦ f = idX , andf ◦ g = idY

A pair of continuous functions(f, g), wheref : X → Y andg : Y → X is
calledembedding-projection pair if g ◦ f = idX , andf ◦ g v idY .

1.4 Basic category theory

Category theory arose in mathematics to enable abstract description of different
mathematical structures and relationships between them.

A categoryC is specified by the following:

• A collectionObj(C) of objects, often denoted byA,B,C, . . ..

• A collectionMor(C) of morphisms, often denoted byf, g, h, . . ..

• Two operations assigning to each morphismf its sourcesrc(f) andtarget
tar(f), both objects ofC. If A = src(f) andB = tar(g), we write

f : A → B or f ∈ C(A,B).

• Morphismsf andg arecomposableif tar(f) = src(g). Compositionof
two composable morphismsf andg is a morphism denoted byg ◦ f such
thatsrc(g ◦ f) = src(f) andtar(g ◦ f) = tar(g).

• For each objectA of C there exists anidentity morphismidA : A → A.
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• For everyf : A → B, g : B → C andh : C → D the following holds:

idtar(f) ◦ f = f, f ◦ idsrc(f) = f

h ◦ (g ◦ f) = (h ◦ g) ◦ f

The opposite categoryCop is the category with the same collection of ob-
jects as the categoryC and morphisms given by the following:f : A → B is a
morphism inCop if and only if f : B → A is a morphism inC.

The category issmall if Obj(C) is a set. It islocally small if far all A,B ∈
Obj(C), C(A,B) is a set.

A functor F : C → D between two categoriesC andD, maps objects ofC
into objects ofD and morphisms ofC into morphisms ofD, preserving identities
and composition, i.e.,

• For everyA ∈ Obj(C), FA ∈ D;

• For everyf : A → B in C, Ff : FA → FB in D;

• For everyf : A → B, g : B → C, F (idA) = idFA andF (g◦f) = Fg◦Ff .

In a categoryC, abinary product of objectsA andB is a triple

(A × B, π1, π2)

whereA × B is an object inC, andπ1 : A × B → A, π2 : A × B → B are
morphisms inC, such that for anyC ∈ C and any two morphismsf : C → A and
g : C → B, there is a unique morphismh : C → A × B for which π1 ◦ h = f
andπ2 ◦ h = g. h is usually denoted by〈f, g〉.

Given morphismsf : X → X ′ andg : Y → Y ′, morphismf × g is defined
as

f × g = 〈f ◦ π1, g ◦ π2〉 : X × Y → X ′ × Y ′.

Finally, cartesian closed category (CCC)is a category which has finite prod-
ucts and for anyA,B ∈ Obj(C), exponentBA ∈ Obj(C) and a morphism
ev : BA × A → B exist, such that for anyf : A × B → C there is a unique
morphismλ(f) : A → CB for whichf = ev ◦ (λ(f) × idB).

Some examples of categories are:
1. Set (Part), the category of sets and total (partial) functions;

2. Any preorder(X,≤) can be seen as a category, where objects are the ele-
ments ofX, and morphisms are instances of the order relation;

3. Cat, the category of small categories and functors;

4. SDom, the category of Scott domains and continuous functions.
For further reading on category theory, some of the good textbooks are [Lan71,

Kro93].
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1.5 Overview of the thesis

This thesis was developed as a joint work between Dipartimento di Informatica,
Universit̀a di Torino, Italy, and́Ecole Normale Suṕerieure de Lyon, France, under
supervision of Prof. Viviana Bono (Torino) and Prof. Pierre Lescanne (Lyon).

The thesis is divided into three parts. The first part, supervised by Prof. Vi-
viana Bono, is described in Part II. It is a proposal for the design of a mixin-based
calculus that combines and puts to the test some fairly innovative features with
more classical ones. It is organised as follows:

• Chapter 2 is an introduction to mixin calculi. It also gives a simple example
of the mixin usage and gives an account on the existing work onthe subject.

• Chapter 3 is a short overview of “Core calculus of mixins and classes”
of [BPS99] that was the starting point for the first part of the thesis.

• Chapter 4presents the extension of the “Core calculus of mixins and classes”
of [BPS99] with higher-order mixins, which enable the construction of more
flexible class hierarchies.

• In Chapter 5 the “Core calculus of mixins and classes” of [BPS99] is en-
riched with incomplete objects, thus yielding a language suited for rapid
prototyping. It is an attempt to integrate good features of class-based and
object-based languages.

• In Chapter 6, width subtyping on complete objects is added to the variantof
the calculus with mixins and incomplete objects from Chapter5. A general
technique for composing objects in the presence of subtyping is given.

• Finally, Chapter 7 concludes comparing our work with the related work on
the subject, and giving some directions for possible futuredevelopment.

The work on the mixin-based calculi is published in [BBL04a, BBL04b, BBL04c,
BBL05a, BBL05b].

The second part was developed under the supervision of Prof.Pierre Lescanne
and is described in Part III. It investigates some properties of the untypedλµµ̃
calculus and is organised as follows:

• Chapter 8 recalls the syntax and the reduction rules ofλµµ̃ calculus, and
its two well-behaved subcalculiλµµ̃T andλµµ̃Q. It also presents the type
system based on simple types, and gives a short account of therelated sys-
tems.
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• Chapter 9 presents an elegant proof of the confluence for theλµµ̃T and
λµµ̃Q variants of the calculus.

• Chapter 10 deals with the denotational semantics of untypedλµµ̃ calcu-
lus. It gives an account of negated categories where theλµµ̃T calculus is
interpreted. Next, the basic notions of Kleisli triple and Kleisli category
are presented and interpretation of theλµµ̃Q calculus is given. Finally, the
improved interpretation ofλµµ̃T calculus is provided.

• Chapter 11concludes, indicating some possible future research directions.

The work from this part can be also found in [LL04].
The third part was written in collaboration with Prof. Mariangiola Dezani and

Prof. Silvia Ghilezan It is presented in Part IV and is organised as follows:

• Section 12.2discusses the duality between intersection types and inverse
limit domains.

• In Section 12.3the modelsD∞ andE∞ are built.

• In Section 12.4we define intersection types and build setsFD andFE of
filters in order to prove the isomorphism between the inverselimit λ-models
and the filter models. The corresponding intersection type assignment sys-
tems are defined inSection 12.5.

• The main result is a complete characterisation of computational behaviours
of terms by their typeability in the corresponding type systems. This is
stated inSection 12.5and one direction of the equivalence is proved there
for all cases but for persistently normalising terms.Section 12.6deals with
the case of persistently normalising terms, which needs thenotions of re-
placeable and non-replaceable variables.

• In Section 12.7we prove the other direction of the equivalence using stan-
dard techniques of the reducibility method adapted for these type systems.

The results from this part are published in [DCGL04].
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Chapter 2

Mixins in programming languages

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 What is a mixin?

Recently, the concept of a “mixin” is undergoing a renaissance, due to its flexible
nature of “incomplete” entity that can be completed according to the program-
mer’s needs. There are two uses of the term mixin in the literature: it can be
seen as amixin class(parameterized (sub)class definition, see [ALZ00, DT01,
BBV02, BBV03]), and as amixin module(module supporting deferred compo-
nents, see [ALZ02, FF98, SB98, HL02]). In this work the term mixin refers to
mixin classes.

Mixins [BC90, FKF98] are (sub)class definitions parameterized over a super-
class and were introduced as an alternative to some forms of multiple inheritance
[BLS94, Bra92, LM96]. A mixin could be seen as a function that, given one class
as an argument, produces another class, by adding and/or overriding certain sets
of methods. The same mixin can be used to produce a variety of classes with
the same functionality and behavior, since they all have thesame sets of methods
added and/or redefined. This uniform extension and modification of classes is ab-
sent from the classical class-based languages, where a new subclass needs to be
written whenever a class has to be extended with a certain setof components.

The superclass definition is not needed at the time of writingthe mixin def-
inition. This minimizes the dependencies between superclass and its subclasses,
thus improving modularity and code reuse.

Mixins actually specify how a particular subclass differs from anarbitrary
superclass. Therefore, separate mixins can be used to specify each of these varia-

19
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tions and more complex structures can be obtained by combining the basic mixins.
This approach is fundamentally different from the inheritance mechanism in pure
class-based languages.

As mentioned before, the notion of mixin is not strictly connected to object-
oriented programming. A mixin module is generally regardedas a construct with
some missing components, expected to be provided by some other module. Mix-
ins were first introduced in the Flavors system [Moo86] and CLOS [Kee89], al-
though not as a formal language construct but as a programming idiom.

2.1.2 Examples

In this section, we present the examples that should illustrate some of the uses of
mixins.

In standard class-based languages, (sub)classes are produced by extending
the (super)class, giving definitions of new methods and/or redefining the exist-
ing methods from the superclass.

Let us assume that we have two classesFileStream andSocket that both
have methodsread andwrite with different implementations. Moreover, class
Socket may have some additional methods, for example,IPaddress.

To create encrypted stream classEncryptedFileStream which redefines
these two methods, we have to extend the classFileStream providing redefi-
nitions for these two methods.

class FileStream
method write = . . .
method read = . . .
. . .

end

class EncryptedFileStreamextends FileStream
redefine write = . . .
redefine read = . . .

end

If we also want to create classEncryptedSocket, which encrypts data
communicated over a network connection, thenread andwrite methods must
be redefined with the same body as in the previous case. Therefore, we have to
extend the classSocket providing again the same redefinitions for these two
methods.

class Socket
method write = . . .
method read = . . .
. . .

end

class EncryptedSocketextends Socket
redefine write = . . .
redefine read = . . .

end
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In some other situation we might want to use the stream as a logging de-
vice which provides adoLog method. Then we have to create the subclass
LogFileStream that extends the classFileStream with the definition of
doLog method. The same would happen if we wanted to use a socket as a log-
ging device, i.e., we would again be in the situation to create a new subclass
LogSocket with the same additional method definition.

class LogFileStreamextends FileStream
method doLog = . . .

end

class LogSocketextends Socket
method doLog = . . .

end

We can see that the extensions in all the cases duplicate the code, thus making
the code less understandable and more difficult to maintain.It would be much
better if we could reuse the method redefinitions that we usedwhen extending the
FileStream class to also extend theSocket class. Furthermore, it should be
possible to use the definition ofdoLog method whenever we need to add logging
functionality to some class.

Mixins are a simple solution to these problems. We can group the encrypting
redefinitions intoEncrypted mixin and then apply this mixin to all the classes
that need to be encrypted.

mixin Encrypt
redefine write = . . .
redefine read = . . .

end

class EncryptedFileStream = Encrypted¦ FileStream
class EncryptedSocket = Encrypted¦ Socket

In the same manner, we can create the mixinLogger and apply it to any class
that is supposed to provide logging.

mixin Logger
method doLog = . . .

end

class LogFileStream = Logger¦ FileStream
class LogSocket = Logger¦ Socket

Mixins are also useful to simulate some cases of (linearized) multiple inher-
itance. For example, we can construct classLogEncryptedFileStream by
applying mixinsLogger andEncrypted to FileStream, i.e.,

class LogEncryptedFileStream = Logger¦ Encrypted¦ FileStream
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With the mixin constructs we achieved a significant reduction in code size,
and we provided for a better understanding of the program, since the connected
(re)definitions are grouped together and can be uniformly applied to many differ-
ent classes.

In the following chapters (see Sections 4.6 and 5.7) we will see how this ma-
chinery works in our proposal and what are its benefits and restrictions.

2.2 Literature on mixins

In the literature, there are many proposals that deal with mixins. We mention here
some of them, the most interesting with respect to our proposal. Direct compari-
son with our work will be given in Section 7.2.

• Bracha and Cookextend Modula-3 with mixins in [BC90] (this is one of
the seminal papers on mixins). Mixins are taken as the basic compositional
constructs in the language and inheritance is simulated by mixin composi-
tion. The novelty is seeing object types as mixins, which either explicitly
state the modifications to the superclass, or are obtained asa result of mixin
composition. The left-hand mixin has a “priority” and the composition is
not explicitly written in order to ensure upward compatibility with the ex-
isting language.

• JIGSAW is a module manipulation language introduced byBracha and
Lindstrom [Bra92, BL92]. The basic notion is that of amoduleand oper-
ators can be seen as module-to-module functions. JIGSAW’s operator suite
supports mixins, encapsulation, multiple inheritance, and strong typing.

A module is a language construct that binds names to values throughdefini-
tions. Names are not bound to types. Module can also containdeclarations
which assign types to the attributes, without providing values for them, and
are used for defining abstract classes. Modules do not have free variables.
They can be nested.

While JIGSAW is a typed language, its operators are defined in untyped
lambda calculus and typing constraints are deduced for module operations.
They do not need access to modules’ definitions. Since modules are seen as
generators, operators are modelled as functions that operate on generators
and produce generators as results.
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There is a number of operators that can be used to modify modules. Mixin
composition is modelled bymergeandoverrideoperations. In the first case,
name conflicts result in static error, while in the second one, left-hand mod-
ule is modified by the right-hand one, where the type of the result is taken
from the overriding module and it has to be the subtype of the type in the
module being overridden. It is also possible to: eliminate the conflicting
attributes byrenameoperator, eliminate the attribute definition (but retain
its declaration) byrestrict in order to achieve sharing, statically bind at-
tribute references byfreeze, control visibility byhideandshow, and access
overridden definitions bycopy-asoperator.

Typing in JIGSAW is structural. Modules haveinterfacesassociated to them
which provide types for all visible attributes of the module. The subtyping
relation on interfaces is interface equivalence.

Object are produced instantiating modules, which is done bytaking the
fixed-point of the module generator.

• Flatt et al. [FKF99] extend a subset of sequential Java called CLASSIC-
JAVA with mixins and call it MIXEDJAVA . Only mixins and interfaces can
be declared, whereas classes can be seen as special cases of mixins where all
the components are defined. As opposed to CLASSICJAVA , where classes
are organized into class hierarchy, and new classes are produced by extend-
ing the existing classes, in MIXEDJAVA the basis for inheritance is a mixin
hierarchy and new classes are produced by applying mixins toclasses.

They distinguish two types of mixins,atomicandcompositeones. Atomic
mixin defines a set of fields and methods that extend or/and redefine fields
and methods fromunspecifiedsuperclass. Mixin is not statically connected
to the superclass, but uses itsinheritance interfaceto specify how the inher-
ited methods are extended and/or overridden. Mixin also implements one
or more interfaces.

A composite mixin does not have any new field and method definitions,
but combines two existing mixins in order to produce a new mixin with
different functionality. The left-hand mixin has a ”precedence” over the
right-hand one which means that the method redefinitions aretaken from
the left-hand mixin according the left-hand mixin’s inheritance interface,
whereas the new definitions are taken from both mixins. Composition is
well-defined only if the right-hand mixin implements the left-hand mixin
inheritance interface (i.e., the right-hand mixin is required to provide all the
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methods expected by the left-hand one). A new mixin extends the right-
hand mixin inheritance interface and implements all the inheritance inter-
faces implemented by the composing mixins.

The duplication of method names during run-time is resolvedwith the run-
time context information provided by the currentviewof the object (repre-
sented as a chain of mixins).

It is possible to instantiate mixins with thenew operator if they have all
the methods implemented, i.e., they do not inherit any methods from the
superclass.

• Boudol [Bou01] extendsReferenceML [WF94] with records andlet rec
operator.Degrees(which are boolean information) are introduced into the
type system, distinguishing certainly safe from possibly unsafe variables for
recursion from the typing context. Degrees apply also to functions select-
ing out the functions that areprotectivetowards their arguments and thus
safe for the recursion (since in the recursive record semantics of objects the
usage oflet recexpression is unsafe). This enriched ML leads to a theoret-
ically solid treatment of mixins, which are seen as class transformers and
are protective functions of their argumentself.

• Ancona and Zucca[AZ98, AZ02] give a formal mathematical model for
mixin modules. A mixin is a function from input to output components,
i.e., from deferred and virtual components to the components defined in the
module. They give an axiomatic/denotational characterisation of the oper-
ators for composing mixins in order to obtain higher-order mixins. These
operations are:merge, restrict, override, hide, andfunctional composition.
It is showed that all these operations can be expressed usingthree primitive
operations (sum, reduct, freeze) which are characterized by the small set of
axioms. They also present a variety of method renaming forms, to deal with
different typologies of name collisions.

• In [LZ03] Ancona et al. present JAM , where the notion of mixin is inte-
grated with Java, respecting Java design principles and type system con-
straints.

In JAM , mixin declaration has two parts: components defined by the mixin
and components expected from the superclass, labelled withinherited
modifier. The latter methods must have the same return and argument type
and equivalentthrows clause as the corresponding methods in the parent
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class. Unexpected and ambiguous overriding, as well as hiding, are all for-
bidden in JAM . Mixin instantiation on classes can be explained by a copy
principle, i.e., the newly obtained subclass behaves as if obtained by usual
inheritance, copying all the components from the superclass. Mixins can
implement interfaces, in the same way classes do.

Classes obtained by applying the same mixin to different classes are sub-
classes of the corresponding mixin. This enables using common interface
to manipulate objects of any mixin instance.

JAM to Java translator ensures that JAM code can be executed on every Java
Virtual Machine.

One of the drawbacks of the approach in this work is thatthis cannot be
used as argument in method and constructor invocations inside a mixin.
Therefore, it is not possible to refer to the generic parent class or to the
generic heir class. Moreover, there is no support for mixin composition.

• Traits have been recently proposed bySchärli et al. [SDNB03] as an al-
ternative to class and mixin inheritance in order to enhancecode reuse in
object-oriented programs. A trait is a collection of methods that can be
used as “building blocks” for assembling classes. It is a language construct
that implementspure behaviourproviding only a set of methods. It can also
expect some other methods that serve as parameters. A trait neither defines
nor directly accesses state variables.

New classes can be created by subclassing existing classes,possibly adding
a set of traits or composting a number of traits. Additionally, special “glu-
ing” methods that connect the traits and state variables need to be provided.
When traits are composed (usingsymmetric sum, override, exclusion, and
aliasing operators) the conflicting methods are resolved explicitly. Thus
traits can be used to extract reusable building blocks from classes, thereby
identifying different aspects of their behaviour.

The original calculus of traits, since intended as an extension of Smalltalk,
is untyped. A typed calculus of traits is proposed byFisher and Reppyin
[FR04] as an attempt to integrate traits into a statically-typed object-oriented
language.
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Chapter 3

Core calculus of classes and mixins

3.1 Overview

The first part of this thesis extends The Core Calculus of Classesand Mixins of
[BPS99]. When designing the calculus, the main goal was to find abalanced
solution that has enough expressive power and a relatively simple type system.

Starting from the basic constructs like records and references, the components
that model classes and mixins were added, thus producing a calculus that supports
mixin inheritance, data encapsulation, structural subtyping, and modular object
creation. The main constructs introduced in the calculus are:

- class valueclassval,
- mixin expressionmixin,
- mixin application¦,
- instantiation expressionnew.
Mixins govern the inheritance mechanism which is achieved via mixin appli-

cation. The class values are the products of mixin inheritance. Thenew construct
creates new objects from the existing classes.

The class value consists of a class generator, and two sets ofmethod names,
public and protected. The generator function produces a function from self to
a record of methods. To this function, the fixed-point operator can be applied at
instantiation time (whennew constructor is applied) to bindself in method bodies
and produce an object.

A mixin expression consists of declarations of new and redefined methods, as
well as the mixin constructor, described later. It also contains names of protected
methods, not modelled in the extensions presented in this work.

27
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Inheritance in the calculus is simulated by applying a mixinto a class value.
When creating a new (sub)class, mixin dictates the changes tothe (super)class.
First, the superclass generator builds the record of its methods. Then the generator
of the new class is built by integrating the modifications specified by the mixin
(method additions and/or replacements).

Instantiation is possible only on fully-fledged classes, while mixins serve only
as inheritance mechanism.

Objects are represented by recursive records of methods. Methods are func-
tions that depend on two arguments,field andself. A special parameterself is
bound in all method bodies to enable them to reference the host object. Recursive
reference toself is given only after resolving the inheritance, which permits the
fixed-point operator to be applied only once. Redefining methods have three ar-
guments: additional special keywordnext is used to enable them to access the old
method body inherited from the superclass.

Constrained parameterization ensures static type checking. Each mixin dec-
laration specifies to which class the mixin may be applied. The mixin declara-
tion and mixin application are typed separately. The calculus supports structural
subtyping, hence the types of objects do not depend on the classes they were
instantiated from, which removes the dependency of object users on class imple-
mentation. The only operation allowed on objects is method selection, and it is
typed as usual record selection.

The calculus supports class inheritance without class subtyping, and object
subtyping without object extension, thus avoiding the implications of the known
conflict between inheritance and subtyping of object types.

3.2 Motivating the design

The leading idea was that modular program development should minimize code
dependencies not only between a superclass and its subclasses (as obtained by
using mixin-based inheritance) but also between class implementors and object
users. Thus, there should be a clear distinction between inheritance and subtyping
of object types.

Well-designed object-oriented systems should be built as stable and robust hi-
erarchies of classes. The interface of the superclass is theonly part that should
influence the design decisions in the subclass, whereas the implementation should
remain hidden. This enables future changes in the implementation of the super-
class without affecting the expected behavior of its subclasses. It can be achieved
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through modular object creation. Upon creation of a new object, subclass im-
plementation should only initialize its own fields, leavingthe initialization of the
inherited fields (some of which can be private and as such invisible to a subclass)
to its superclass. For each class in the class hierarchy, class constructor should be
invoked to initialize only the fields of its own class, and then invoke the construc-
tor of its superclass which should initialize only its own fields, and so on.

The calculus directly support modular object construction, as some other the-
oretical calculi in the literature (see [BF98, Fis96, FR02, RS02, Vou01]). Only the
local constructor for each mixin needs to be written. The generator functions, in-
voked during mixin application, are responsible for restoring the inheritance chain
by calling the constructors in the correct order, making sure that the resulting ob-
ject is fully initialized (see Sections 4.3 and 5.3).

The levels of encapsulation in the calculus describevisibility, and not merely
accessibility, like many other approaches to encapsulation in object calculi, such
as existential types. For example, even the names of privatecomponents are invis-
ible outside the class in which they are declared. The operational semantics really
implements this feature, more than merely assuming it as a general property for
private fields, as fields are lambda abstracted (reference) variables in method bod-
ies. This seems to be a better approach since all the information about data repre-
sentation is hidden, not even the number and the names of the fields are revealed
to the user. Hence the superclass and the subclass can declare a private field with
the same name without causing any conflicting situations. This allows the same
mixin to be applied twice.

To ensure the static type checking of components taking partin the mixin in-
heritance, the calculus uses subtype-constrained parameterization. Each mixin
definition specifies to which classes the mixin can be applied, thus ensuring the
resulting subclasses are type-safe. The mixin constraint includes information on
which methods the class must contain, whereas negative constraint, i.e., which
methods the class must not contain, are checked by the type system at mixin ap-
plication time.

3.3 Core calculus in more details

In this section some more details about The Core Calculus of Classes and Mixins
of [BPS99] are given. First of all, we give a detailed description of a mixin as a
basic construct. Mixins in this calculus have the followingform:
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mixin

method mj = vj;
(j∈New)

redefine mk = vk;
(k∈Redef )

protect [p`];
(`∈Prot)

constructor vc;
end

A mixin definition contains the following method declarations:

• newmethods, which are the newly introduced methods by the mixinseen as
a subclass,

• redefiningmethods, which wait for a superclass containing a method with
the same name to be redefined, and provide the overriding body, and

• protectedmethod names.

In the original mixin calculus of [BPS99],protectedmethods are part of the
mixin definition, but they are not treated in any of our extensions, being an orthog-
onal issue to higher-order mixins and incomplete objects. Nevertheless, protected
methods could be easily accounted for via (structural) subtyping as in the original
calculus.

New and redefined methods are distinguished in the mixin implementation.
While a newly introduced method may have arbitrary behavior,the redefined
method must behave in accordance with the old method that it replaces (“behav-
ior” being formalized via types). Introducing a clear distinction in the syntax
between new and redefined methods definitely contributes to avoiding uninten-
tional redefinitions of superclass methods and facilitatesgeneration of the mixin’s
superclass constraint (see Sections 4.4 and 5.4).

Redefining methods can refer to their corresponding superclass implementa-
tions via a special keywordnext. In [BPS99] it was chosen to refer to the cor-
responding super-method only, instead of permitting the access to all of the su-
perclass’ methods (assuper in Java does), because this extension is just a tech-
nical matter and including it would complicate the operational semantics without
adding anything relevant to the calculus.

There is only one private field bound in each method body (which can be a
record). Only public and protected methods are supported, since the private ones
can be modelled by the private field of function type. Also, public and protected
fields can be accounted for combining the private fields with accessor methods.
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To model different levels of encapsulation, protected methods do not appear in
the type returned to the user. Also, private fields are excluded from the object
types completely.

Constructor is, as in our calculi, a function that returns a record of two com-
ponents:fieldinit initializes the private field, whilesuperinit serves as an argument
to the superclass constructor. A type for the mixin is given by the following:

mixin〈τ1, τ2, {mj : τj}, {mk : τk}, [p`]〉
j∈J,k∈K,`∈L.

A mixin type takes into account the types of the methods already present in the
mixin and the types of the “super-class” method bodies (nexts) of the redefining
methods.

If a mixin is applied to a class viamixin applicationoperation, a new fully-
fledged subclass is obtained. In order to have a successful mixin application, the
(super)class must provide everything that is listed in the mixin information. In
particular, the types of the methods provided by the class must be (according to a
standard subtyping relation) “equal or worse” if they are overridden.

The calculus is imperative. Without functional updates, itis possible to have
early binding ofself, the fixed-point operator has to be applied only once, and
recursive object types are not needed. A drawback of this choice is that there is no
support forMyType [FHM94] inheritance, and binary methods [BCC+95] cannot
be accounted for.

3.4 Extending the core calculus

The two versions of the mixin calculus presented in this thesis are both based on
The Core Calculus of Classes and Mixins of [BPS99].

We chose to extend the calculus [BPS99] because:

• it is an easy-to-extend framework;

• its operational semantics is close both to an implementation and to a deno-
tational model. Therefore, being able to produce somethingthat is almost
an implementation and goes towards a denotational model formixins is, in
our opinion, a good by-product;

• it permits choosingstructural subtyping(as opposed tonominal subtyping
of C++ and Java), since, according to Bracha et al., [BBG+02], “When
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subtyping is structural, mixins do not introduce any new issues with respect
to subtyping.”

In Chapter 4 The Core Calculus of Classes and Mixins of [BPS99] is enriched
with higher-ordermixins. In this version of the calculus a mixin can:

(i) be applied to a class thus creating a fully-fledged subclass;

(ii) be composedwith another mixin obtaining yet another mixin with more
functionalities. This is the novelty with respect to [BPS99], which makes
the calculus more powerful.

Calculi with higher-order mixins existed previously [FKF99], but our work can be
seen as a unifying framework for them, where the rules for composing two mixins
are given on the more general level possible.

In Chapter 5 we extend The Core Calculus of Classes and Mixins of [BPS99]
with incomplete objects. In this version of the calculus:

(i) a mixin can be applied to a class to create a fully-fledged subclass;

(ii) a mixin can be instantiated to obtain an incomplete object.

In turn, an incomplete object can be completed viamethod addition(this operation
is discussed to greater extent in [FHM94] and in [Fis96]) or via object composi-
tion. At the best of our knowledge, incomplete objects instantiated from mixins
are a new concept.

Both extensions of the core calculus are an attempt to design aflexible calculus
that provides a fruitful environment for combining class-based and object-based
features of object-oriented languages.

Both versions of the calculus are the results of the joint workwith Viviana
Bono (Universit́a di Torino) and Lorenzo Bettini (Universitá di Firenze).

A Core Calculus of Higher-Order Mixins and Classes is included in Post-
Workshop Proceedings of TYPES 2003, LNCS [BBL04a] and in Proceedings of
SAC, Special Track on Programming Languages [BBL04b].

An extended abstract (without the presentation of the type system and the re-
lated properties) of A Core Calculus of Mixins and Incomplete Objects appears in
the informal proceedings of FOOL - Foundations of Object-Oriented Languages
11 ([BBL04b]).



Chapter 4

Adding higher-order mixins

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a framework for the construction of composite mixins, and
therefore of sophisticated class hierarchies, while keeping the good features of the
original core calculus of [BPS99]. In particular, structural subtyping is retained.

In this chapter the core calculus of classes and mixins of [BPS99] is extended
with higher-ordermixins. A mixin can:

(i) be applied to a class to create a fully-fledged subclass;

(ii) be composedwith another mixin to obtain yet another mixin with more
functionalities. This is the novelty with respect to [BPS99].

In Section 4.6 some uses of mixin inheritance are presented and, in particular, it is
showed that mixin composition enables a cleaner modular object-oriented design.

This work draws some inspiration from the work of Flatt et al.[FKF98,
FKF99], where mixins and mixin composition are added to JAVA programming
environment. In their work, they have followed JAVA design principles. Instead,
we add mixins to an ML-like language and present core calculus needed for mixin
application and creation of higher-order mixins. In what webelieve being quite
a general framework, we give directions for designing a programming language
equipped with higher-order mixins, although our study is not based on any already
existing object-oriented language. Section 7.2.1 discusses how the approach given
here attempts to cover and possibly ameliorate already existing calculi based on
mixins, while keeping a good eye on the feasibility of the implementation of the
calculus.

33
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This chapter has the following structure: syntax of the calculus is given in
Section 4.2, operational semantics and a type system are presented in Sections 4.3
and 4.4, respectively, properties of the calculus are givenin Section 4.5, while
Section 4.6 provides some examples of the usage of mixin calculus with mixin
composition. Section 7.2.1 compares our calculus with other research done in this
area.

4.2 Syntax of the calculus

The starting point for our calculus is The Core Calculus of Classes and Mixins
of Bono et al. [BPS99] that, in turn, is based onReference MLof Wright and
Felleisen [WF94]. To this imperative calculus of records andfunctions, we add
constructs for manipulating classes and mixins. The class and mixin related ex-
pressions are:

• class valueclassval〈vg,B〉,

• mixin expressionmixin

method mj = vj;
(j∈N )

redefine mk = vk;
(k∈R)

expect mi;
(i∈E)

constructor vc;
end

,

• mixin valuemixinval〈vg,N ,R, E〉,

• mixin applicatione1 ¦ e2,

• mixin compositione1 • e2,

• instantiation expressionnew e.

The novelty with respect to [BPS99] is the introduction ofmixinval and• (mixin
composition) to deal withhigher-ordermixins. let expression is not a primitive
in the calculus, since there is no need for polymorphism in modelling objects.

Expressions and values of the calculus are given in Figure 4.1, whereVar is an
enumerable set of variables,Const is an enumerable set of constants,I,N ,R, E ,B
⊆ N, andvg, vc, vi, vj, vk are values, more precisely, lambda abstractions. In the
following, the explanation of the syntactic constructs is given.
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e ::= c | x | λx.e | e1 e2 | fix

| ref | ! | := | {xi = ei}
i∈I | e.x

| H h.e | classval〈vg,B〉
| mixin

method mj = vj ;
(j∈N )

redefine mk = vk;
(k∈R)

expect mi;
(i∈E)

constructor vc;
end

| mixinval〈vg,N ,R, E〉
| e1 ¦ e2 | new e | e1 • e2

v ::= c | x | λx.e | fix | ref| !
| := | := v | {xi = vi}

i∈I

| classval〈vg,B〉
| mixinval〈vg,N ,R, E〉

Figure 4.1: Syntax of the calculus: expressions and values.

• c ∈ Const are constants, which include both, data and operations.x, xi,mi,
mj,mk ∈ Var are variables.

• λx.e is a lambda abstraction

• e1 e2 denotes application of the expressione1 to the expressione2.

• fix is the standard fixed-point operator.

• ref, !, := are operators1 for defining a reference to a value, for de-referencing
a reference, and for assigning a new value to a reference, respectively.

• {xi = ei}
i∈I is a record which represents an object in our calculus and

e.x is the record selection operation (note that this corresponds to method
selection in our calculus).

• h is a finite function from variables to values. It can be seen asa set of
pairsh ::= {〈x, v〉∗} wherex is a variable andv is a value, and first com-
ponents of the pairs are all distinct.h in the expressionHh.e represents the
heap, which is used for evaluating imperative side effects. In the expression
H〈x1, v1〉 . . . 〈xn, vn〉.e, H binds variablesx1, . . . xn in v1, . . . , vn and ine.

• classval〈vg,B〉 is a class value, and it is the result of mixin application.
It is a pair, containing the functionvg and the setB. The functionvg is

1Introducingref, !, := as operators rather than standard forms such asrefe, !e, :=e1e2, simplifies
the definition of evaluation contexts and proofs of properties. As noted in [WF94], this is just a
syntactic convenience, as is the curried version of:=.
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the generator for the class used to generate its instance objects. The setB
containes the indices of all the methods defined in the class.In our calculus
method names are of the shapemi, wherei ranges over an index set, and
are univocally identified by their index, i.e.,mi = mj if and only if i = j.

• mixin

method mj = vj;
(j∈N )

redefine mk = vk;
(k∈R)

expect mi;
(i∈E)

constructor vc;
end

is amixin expression, and it explicitly states the methods that are new, re-
defined, and expected in the mixin (names of which have to be all distinct).
More precisely,mj = vj are definitions of the methods newly introduced
by the mixin,mk = vk are method redefinitions that will replace the meth-
ods with the same name in the superclass, andmi are method (names) that
the superclass is expected to implement, since other methods can call them
(and not getting them from the parent class would mean breaking the code
of these methods).

Each method bodyvj,k is a function of the privatefield and ofself, which
will be bound to the newly created object at instantiation time. In method
redefinitions,vk is also a function ofnext, which will be bound to the old,
redefined method from the superclass. Notice that we consider only one
field for each mixin for the sake of simplicity, but this is nota restriction,
as the field could be a tuple. Furthermore, the calculus does not enforce the
field to be “global”, i.e., available to all methods from the mixin, but this
is easily obtained by declaring it to be of typeref. If so, the field behaves
like a proper (private) instance variable. To understand fully how, we refer
the reader to [WF94], from which we borrowed the side-effect part of our
calculus.

A different choice could be to declare only expected and new methods, in-
ferring the redefining ones by intersecting the former two, but this choice
would not change much the semantics of the calculus. Moreover, it would
allow less control over possible run-time errors.

The valuevc in the constructor clause is a function that returns a record
of two components: thefieldinit value is used to initialize the private field;
the superinit value is passed as an argument to the superclass constructor.
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When evaluating a mixin,vc is used to build the generator as described in
Section 4.3. The generator basically binds the private fieldin all method
bodies.

• mixinval〈vg,N ,R, E〉 is amixin value, and it is the result of a mixin eval-
uation. It is a tuple, containing one function and three setsof indices. The
functionvg is the (partial) generator for the corresponding mixin. Thesets
N , R, andE contain the names of all methods defined in the mixin (new,
redefined, and expected).

• new e uses generatorvg of the class value to whiche evaluates to create a
function that returns a new object, as described in Section 4.3.

• e1 ¦ e2 denotes the application of mixin valuee1 to class valuee2. Given the
(super)class valuee2 as an “argument” toe1, it produces a new (sub)class
value ofe2. Since it can produce new class values from the old ones, mixin
application is considered to be the basic inheritance mechanism in our cal-
culus.

• e1 • e2 is the composition of two mixin valuese1 ande2. It produces a new
mixin value taking components from bothe1 ande2. The resulting mixin
can be applied to class values to produce new classes, as wellas composed
with other mixin values to produce new composite mixins.

Mixins are first class citizens in our calculus, which means that all the usual
operations can be performed on them (they can be passed as arguments to func-
tions, be returned as results to function calls or combined in order to get new
data structures). However, class values, mixin values, andobject forms are not
intended to be written directly; instead, these expressionforms are used only to
define the semantics of programs. Class values can be created by mixin appli-
cation, mixin values result from evaluation of mixins, and object forms can be
created by instantiating classes.

In order to treat uniformly all the classes, we define the rootof the class hier-
archy, classObject. It is a predefined class value:

Object
4
= classval〈 λ .λ .{}, [ ] 〉

and it is the only class value that is not obtained as a result of mixin application.
Intuitively, Object is the class whose object instances are empty objects. The
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calculus can then be simplified by assuming that any user-defined class that does
not need a superclass is obtained by applying a mixin containing all of the class
method definitions toObject. For the sake of clarity, the explicit mixin application
to Object is avoided in the examples in Section 4.6.

With respect to the calculus of [BPS99], we introducedmixin values, which
are partially evaluated incomplete classes (as it can be seen in Section 4.3). They
have exactly the same types as the mixins they are evaluated from (see Sec-
tion 4.4), which points out that they are more syntactic sugar than substantial
syntax, which becomes useful when defining the operational semantics.

4.3 Operational semantics

Our approach is the one of giving the calculus a semantics as close as possible to
an implementation. In order to do so, the formal operationalsemantics is a set of
rewriting rules including standard rules for a lambda calculus with stores (in our
case the Reference ML of Wright and Felleisen [WF94]), and rulesthat evaluate
the object-oriented related forms to records and functions, according to the object-
as-record approach and Cook’s class-as-generator-of-objects principle. This op-
erational semantics can be seen as something close to a denotational description
for objects, classes, and mixins, and this “identification”of implementation and
semantical denotation is, in our opinion, a good by-productof our approach.

The operational semantics extends the one of the core calculus of classes and
mixins, [BPS99], and therefore exploits theReference MLof Wright and Felleisen
treatment of side-effects [WF94]. The reduction rules are given in Figures 4.3, 4.4,
and 4.5.

The relation→→ is the reflexive, transitive, and compatible closure of→, which
can be formalized with the following rules:

(→→)

e1 → e2

e1 →→ e2 e1 →→ e1

e1 →→ e2 e2 →→ e3

e1 →→ e3

e1 →→ e2

C[e1] →→ C[e2]

whereC are the contexts, defined in Definition 4.3.1. Contexts are theexpressions
with the hole, which is denoted by[ ] and can be filled in by the other expression.

Definition 4.3.1 (Contexts)

C ::= [ ] | C e | e C | λx.C | C.x | H h.C | H〈x,C〉h.e
| {m1 = e1, . . . ,mi−1 = ei−1,mi = C,mi+1 = ei+1, . . . ,mn = en}

1≤i≤n

| C ¦ e | e ¦ C | classval〈C,B〉 | new C | C • e | e • C
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R ::= [ ] | R e | v R | R.x | new R | R ¦ e | v ¦ R | R • e | v • R
| {m1 = v1, . . . , mi−1 = vi−1, mi = R, mi+1 = ei+1, . . . , mn = en}

1≤i≤n

Figure 4.2: Reduction contexts

c v → δ(c, v) if δ(c, v) is defined (δ)
(λx.e) v → [v/x] e (βv)

fix (λx.e) → [fix (λx.e)/x]e (fix)
{. . . , x = v, . . .}.x → v (select)

refv → H〈x, v〉.x (ref)
H〈x, v〉h.R[!x] → H〈x, v〉h.R[v] (deref)

H〈x, v〉h.R[:=xv′] → H〈x, v′〉h.R[v′] (assign)
R[H h.e] → H h.R[e], R 6= [ ] (lift )

H h.H h′.e → H h h′.e (merge)

Figure 4.3: Reduction rules for standard and heap expressions

| mixin

j ∈ N \ [l]
k ∈ R
i ∈ E

method mj = vj;
method ml = C;
redefine mk = vk;
expect mi;
constructor vc;
end

| mixin

j ∈ N
k ∈ R \ [l]
i ∈ E

method mj = vj;
redefine mk = vk;
redefine ml = C;
expect mi;
constructor vc;
end

| mixin

j ∈ N
k ∈ R
i ∈ E

method mj = vj;
redefine mk = vk;
expect mi;
constructor C;
end

Although standard, the definition of contexts is quite long due to the number
of subexpressions in themixin expression.

In Figure 4.3,R are thereduction contexts[MT89, CF91, FH92]. Reduction
contexts are necessary to provide a minimal relative linearorder among the cre-
ation, dereferencing and updating of heap locations, sinceside effects need to be
evaluated in a deterministic order. Their definition can be found in Figure 4.2.

4.3.1 Reduction rules for standard and heap expressions

First, we give the brief explanation of the standard forms given in Figure 4.3.

• In the rule(δ), partial functionδ : Const × ClosedVal ⇀ ClosedVal

interprets the application of functional constants to closed values and has
closed values as results.
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• Rule (βv) is the standard rule of beta reduction for call-by-value lambda
calculus, where[v/x]e denotes the substitution of valuev for all free occur-
rences of the variablex in the expressione.

• Rule(fix) enables bindingself in recursive records of methods.

• Rule(select) is also the standard rule for selecting the record component. It
is used as a method selection operation in the calculus.

• Cells are represented by ordinary variables from the domain of h. When a
new cell is created, its current value is recorded in theH-expression intro-
duced by the(ref) rule.

• The value of the cell is retrieved from the closestH-expression, using the
rule (deref). In case the appropriate cell is bound in aH-expression that is
not the closest one,H must be merged with the outer one.

• (assign) rule is responsible for replacing the current value in a cellin the
closestH and returning the assigned value. It might be necessary to perform
lift and merge operations first.

• (lift ) and(merge) rules are used to lift inner local heaps and merge them
with outer ones, when the desired location cannot be found inthe closest
local heap.

4.3.2 Reduction rules for class and mixin related forms

In this part, we focus on the reduction rules for class and mixin related forms
given in figure 4.4.

• (new class HO) rule is responsible for instantiating new objects from class
definitions. The resulting function can be thought of as the composition of
two functions:fix ◦ vg. First, the generatorvg is applied to an argumentw,
thus creating a function fromself to a record of methods. Afterwards, the
fixed-point operatorfix is applied to bindself in method bodies and create a
recursive record (following [Coo89]). The resulting recordis a fully formed
object that could be returned to the user.

• Rule(mix HO) turns a mixinexpressioninto a mixinvalue. Notice that all
the other mixin operations, i.e., mixin composition and mixin application,
are performed on mixin values.
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(new class HO)
new classval〈vg,B〉 → λw.fix (vg w)

(mix HO)
mixin

method mj = vj;
(j∈N )

redefine mk = vk;
(k∈R)

expect mi;
(i∈E)

constructor vc;
end

→ mixinval〈Genm,N ,R, E〉

where

Genm
4
= λx.

let t = vc(x) in



gen = λself.{
mj = λy.vj t.fieldinit self y, (j ∈ N )
mk = λy.vk t.fieldinit self y, (k ∈ R)

}
,

superinit = t.superinit





(mix app HO)
mixinval〈Genm,N ,R, E〉 ¦ classval〈vg,B〉

→ classval〈Gen,N ∪ B〉
where

Gen
4
= λx.λself.

let mixinrec= Genm(x) in

let mixingen= mixinrec.gen in

let supergen= vg(mixinrec.superinit) in



mj = λy.(mixingen self).mj y, (j ∈ N )
mk = λy.(mixingen self).mk (supergen self).mk y, (k ∈ R)
mi = λy.(supergen self).mi y, (i ∈ B \ R)





Figure 4.4: Reduction rules for class and mixin related forms
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A mixin value consists of a mixin generatorGenm and the sets of mixin
method names (new, redefined, and expected. We recall that names are
identified with their indices, as said in Section 4.2).

Genm is a sort of a compiled (equivalent) version of the mixin expression.
Given the parameter for the mixin constructorvc, Genm returns a record
containing a (partial) object generatorgen, and the argumentsuperinit for
the (future) superclass constructor. We recall thatvc is a function of one
argument which returns a record of two components: one is theinitializa-
tion expression for the method field (fieldinit), the other is the argument for
the superclass generator (superinit). The object generatorgen binds the pri-
vate field of the methods defined (N ) and redefined (R) by the mixin to
fieldinit (recall that method bodies take parameters forfield, for self, and,
if the method is a redefinition, also fornext, which will be bound to the
corresponding superclass method). The returned object generator is partial
because it comes from a mixin, i.e., the expected methods andthenext for
each redefined method will be provided by a superclass or by other mixins
(in fact, note thatnext is not yet bound inmk’s bodies).

In the original calculus of [BPS99], mixin values are createdand “blended”
directly at mixin-application time with a (super)class value to obtain a (sub)
class value. Here mixin values are made explicit to deal smoothly with
mixin composition. For all the methods, the method bodies are wrapped
insideλy. · · · y to delay evaluation in our call-by-value calculus.

• Rule(mix app HO) evaluates the application of a mixin value

mixinval〈Genm,N ,R, E〉

to a class value
classval〈vg,B〉

(which plays the r̂ole of the superclass), thus performing mixin-based in-
heritance.vg is the object generator of the superclass andB is the set of all
method names defined in the superclass.

The resulting class value isclassval〈Gen,N ∪ B〉, whereGen is the gener-
ator function for the subclass, andN ∪ B lists all its method names.

Using a class generator delays full inheritance resolutionuntil object instan-
tiation time whenself becomes available. The generatorGen takes a single
argumentx, which is used by the mixin generator, and returns a function
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from self to a record of methods. When the fixed-point operator is applied
to the function returned by the generator, it produces a recursive record of
methods representing a new object (see rule(new class HO)).

Gen first callsGenm(x) to compute the mixin object generatormixingen
(a function fromself to a record of mixin methods), and the parameter
mixingen.superinit to be passed to the superclass generatorvg. Superclass
generator, in turn, returns a functionsupergenfrom self to a record of su-
perclass methods.Gen results to be a function ofself that returns a record
containingall the methods — from both the mixin and the superclass.

All the methods from the superclass that are not redefined by the mixin (mi

wherei ∈ B \R), areinheritedby the subclass. They are taken intact from
the superclass’s “object” (supergen self). These methodsmi include all the
methods that are expected by the mixin (this is ensured by thetype system,
see Section 4.4). Methodsmj defined by the mixin are taken intact from
the mixin’s “object” (mixingen self). As for redefinedmethodsmk, next is
bound to(supergen self).mk in Gen. Notice that, at this stage, all methods
have already received a binding for the private field. The variable self is
passed all along in all method forms, in such a way that the host object will
be bound appropriately at object creation time.

4.3.3 Reduction rule for mixin composition

Finally, we give the reduction rule for mixin composition, which is the main con-
tribution of this work.

Rule (mix comp) (Figure 4.5) composes two mixins to produce a new mixin.
The two mixins may partially complete each others’ definitions, providing (some
of) the missing components.

Let us denote the mixin composition bye1 • e2 and the resulting mixin by
e. When composing two mixins, it is necessary to determine which sets of new/
redefined/expected methods the new mixine will have. Our design decision is the
following: the mixine2 acts as a “superclass” fore1 (mirroring mixin application
order), and, in particular, some ofe1 methods may override some ofe2 methods.

Therefore, all the new methods of the mixine1 (N1) are inserted in the re-
sulting mixin e, while only the new methods ofe2 that are not redefined bye1

(j2 ∈ N2 − R1) become part of the new mixin. Notice that the typing rule for
mixin composition(mix comp) (Figure 4.9) must check that no name clashes be-
tween new methods ofe1 and any method ofe2 take place. This decision is in
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(mix comp)
mixinval〈vg1,N1,R1, E1〉 • mixinval〈vg2,N2,R2, E2〉

→
mixinval〈Gen,N1 ∪N2, (R1 ∪R2) −N2,

(E1 − (N2 ∪R2)) ∪ (E2 −R1)〉
where

Gen
4
= λx.

let leftrec= vg1(x) in

let rightrec= vg2(leftrec.superinit) in

let leftgen= leftrec.gen in

let rightgen= rightrec.gen in



gen = λself.



mj1 = λy.(leftgen self).mj1 y,
(j1 ∈ N1)

mj2 = λy.(rightgen self).mj2 y,
(j2 ∈ N2 −R1)

mj3 = λy.(leftgen self).mj3 (rightgen self).mj3 y,
(j3 ∈ R1 ∩N2)

mk1 = λy.(leftgen self).mk1 y,
(k1 ∈ R1 − (N2 ∪R2))

mk2 = λnext.(leftgen self).mk2 ((rightgen self).mk2 next),
(k2 ∈ R1 ∩R2)

mk3 = λy.(rightgen self).mk3 y,
(k3 ∈ R2 −R1)





,

superinit = rightrec.superinit





Figure 4.5: Reduction rule (mixcomp) for mixin composition

line with a good object-oriented design principle of not confusing method redefi-
nitions and name clashes. Therefore, an error is signaled atcompile time and not
at runtime.

As far as redefined methods are concerned, the situation is more complex.
The methods specified as redefining ine1 can override some new methods ofe2

(completing their job of overriding), some redefining methods ofe2, and (even if
only virtually) some of the expected methods ofe2. Hence, the situation is the
following:

- If a methodmj3 in e1 redefines a method defined ine2 (j3 ∈ R1 ∩N2), then
the overriding is completed andmj3 becomes a new method in the resulting
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mixin e, after binding itsnext to e2’s implementation ofmj3.

- If e1 redefines a methodmk2 that, in turn, is redefined bye2 (k2 ∈ R1∩R2),
then this method is still a redefined method ine. Sincee1 “overrides” e2,
thereforemk2 ’s implementation ofe1 redefines that ofe2, the next in the
implementation ofe1 is bound to the implementation ofe2, and thenext in
the implementation ofe2 is not bound, since it will be bound during future
mixin composition or mixin application. This means that theredefinition of
a methodmk2 by means ofe2 is delayed (whilee1 has already performed its
“internal” redefinition ofmk2 overe2).

- If e1 redefines a method that is expected ine2, then this method will become
a redefined method ine, so it will not appear among the expected methods
of e, but it will be a method thate is willing to redefine.

Apart from the above examined methods, method redefinitionsthat are still present
as method redefinitions in the resulting mixine are: (i) the redefining meth-
ods from e2 that are not redefined bye1 (k3 ∈ R2 − R1); (ii ) the methods
from e1 that are not defined ine2 and hence not “overriding” anything yet (k1 ∈
R1 − (N2 ∪R2)).

Finally, new and redefined methods frome2 can provide some of the defini-
tions that the mixine1 expects. In that case, such methods expected bye1 do not
appear anymore in the expected method set ofe.

If e1 ande2 expect the same methods the typing rule (Figure 4.9) checks that
they have a compatible type, and after typing (i.e., before execution), only one
copy is kept in the list of expected method fore.

The generator of the new mixin is a combination of the generators ofe1 and
e2. Sincee1 is considered to be the “subclass”, the parameterx is passed tog1, and
g2 receives as a parameter thesuperinit returned byg1(x); thesuperinit field of the
record returned by the generator of the new mixin is set tog2(g1(x).superinit).superinit.
This strategy for building the new mixin generator corresponds to serializing the
call of the two constructors similarly to what happens in standard object-oriented
languages. Notice that this is consistent with the typemixin〈γb2 , γd1 , ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉
assigned to the new mixin by the type rule(T mix comp) (Figure 4.9).
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4.4 Type system

4.4.1 Types

In addition to functional, record, and reference types ofReference MLtype sys-
tem, our type system hasclass-typesandmixin-types. Typing mixin application
and composition adds complexity to typing object-orientedprograms in our sys-
tem. The only operation on objects is method selection and itis typed as ordinary
record component selection. Method invocation is a function application, since
methods are typed as ordinary functions.

The types in our system are the following:

τ ::= ι | τ1 → τ2 | τ ref | {mi : τi}
i∈I

| class〈τ, ΣB〉 | mixin〈τ1, τ2, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉

whereι is a constant type,→ is the functional type operator,τ ref is the type of
locations containing a value of typeτ , {xi : τi}

i∈I is a record type,class〈τ, ΣB〉 is
a class type, andmixin〈τ1, τ2, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉 is a mixin type.

Σ (possibly with a subscript) denotes a record type of the form{mi : τmi
}i∈I

wheremi’s are distinct. The set of indicesI (whereI ⊆ N) is often omitted when
it is not relevant. A record type can be viewed as a set of pairslabel:typewhere
labels are pairwise disjoint and the order does not matter. Notations and operations
on sets are easily extended to record types as in the following definitions:

• if mi : τi ∈ Σ we say that thelabelmi occursin Σ (with typeτi). Labels(Σ)
denotes the set of all the labels occurring inΣ;

• Σ1 andΣ2 are consideredequal, denoted byΣ1 = Σ2, if they differ only in
the order of their elements);

• Σ1∪Σ2 is the standard set union (used only onΣ1 andΣ2 such thatLabels(Σ1)
∩Labels(Σ2) = ∅, in order to guarantee thatΣ1 ∪ Σ2 is a record type);

• Σ1 − Σ2 is the standard set difference;

• Σ1/Σ2 = {mi : τi | mi : τi ∈ Σ1 ∧ mi occurs inΣ2} is the operator that
permits to refer to the method names appearing in both records, giving them
the types present in the first record.
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In class typeclass〈γ, ΣB〉, γ is the type of the argument for the generator
andΣB = {mi : τi} is a record type representing the interface of the objects
instantiated from the class.

In the mixin typemixin〈γb, γd, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉:

• γb is the expected argument type of the superclass generator,

• γd is the exact argument type of the mixin generator,

• ΣN = {mj : τ ↓

j } are the exact types of the new methods introduced by the
mixin,

• ΣR = {mk : τ ↓

k} are the exact types of the methods redefined by the mixin,

• ΣE = {mi : τ ↑

i } are the types of the methods that are neither defined nor
redefined by the mixin, but expected to be supported by a superclass which
the mixin will be applied to, or by another mixin which the mixin will be
composed with,

• ΣO = {mk : τ ↑

k} are the types assumed for the old bodies of the methods
redefined by the mixin.

• Labels(ΣN )∩Labels(ΣR)∩Labels(ΣE) = ∅ ensures that the names of new,
redefined, and expected methods are all distinct.

Typing judgmentsare of the form:

Γ ` τ1 < : τ2 τ1 is a subtype ofτ2

Γ ` e : τ e has typeτ.

Typing environmentsare defined as follows:

Γ ::= ε | Γ, x : τ | Γ, ι1 < : ι2

whereε denotes the empty typing environment,x ∈ Var , τ is a well-formed type,
ι1, ι2 are constant types, andx, ι1 6∈ dom(Γ).
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Γ, ι1 < : ι2 ` ι1 < : ι2
(< : proj)

Γ ` τ < : τ
(refl)

Γ ` τ1 < : τ2 Γ ` τ2 < : τ3

Γ ` τ1 < : τ3

(trans)
Γ ` σ2 < :σ1 Γ ` τ1 < : τ2

Γ ` σ1 → τ1 < : σ2 → τ2

(arrow)

Γ ` σj < : τj j ∈ J J ⊆ I

Γ ` {mi : σi}
i∈I < : {mj : τj}

j∈J
(< : record)

Figure 4.6: Subtyping rules

4.4.2 Subtyping rules

The subtyping rules are standard and are given in Figure 4.6.Objects support both
depth and width subtyping.

Since subtyping on references is unsound and we wish to keep subtyping and
inheritance completely separate, we have only the basic subtyping rules for func-
tion and record types.

Each object has anobject type, which lists the names and types of methods but
doesnot include information about the class from which the object was instanti-
ated. Therefore, objects created from unrelated classes can be substituted for each
other if their types satisfy the subtyping relation.Structural subtyping( < : re-
lation), represented by subsumption rule (sub), was a deliberate design decision
already in [BPS99, BPSM99, Pat01], motivated by the desire to minimize code
dependencies between object users and class implementors.A different approach
would be to follow Java or C++, in which the type of an object is related to the
class from which it was instantiated, and subtyping relation apply only to objects
instantiated from the same class hierarchy (nominal subtyping). Subtyping is de-
fined on object types only, not on class and mixin types, to avoid the well-known
inheritance-subtyping conflicts (for an account on the subject, see for instance
[Bru02]). As a consequence of the absence of subtyping on classes, a higher-
order mixin is more than a function that consumes and produces classes, since
such a function cannot accept a class with extra methods as anargument. More-
over, the type system would have to express that the result ofthe “mixin-function”
has at least the methods of the argument, and such general extensions to the type
system look unnecessarily complex for the model’s more specific purpose.
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typeof (const) = τ

Γ ` const : τ
(const)

Γ, x : τ ` x : τ
(proj)

Γ, x : τ ` e : σ

Γ ` λx.e : τ → σ
(λ)

Γ ` e1 : τ → σ Γ ` e2 : τ

Γ ` e1 e2 : σ
(app)

Γ ` fix : (σ → σ) → σ
(fix)

Γ ` e : τ Γ ` τ < : σ

Γ ` e : σ
(sub)

Γ ` ei : τi

Γ ` {xi = ei}
i∈I : {xi : τi}

(record)

Γ ` e : {x : σ}

Γ ` e.x : σ
(lookup)

Γ ` ref : τ → τ ref
(ref)

Γ ` := : τ ref → τ → τ
(:=)

Γ ` ! : τ ref → τ
(!)

Γ′ = Γ, x1 : τ1 ref, . . . , xn : τn ref Γ′ ` vi : τi Γ′ ` e : τ

Γ ` H〈x1, v1〉 . . . 〈xn, vn〉.e : τ
(heap)

Figure 4.7: Typing rules for standard and heap expressions

4.4.3 Typing rules for standard and heap expressions

The typing rules for the expressions are simple, except for heaps, which have to
be typed globally. They are given in Figure 4.7. The functiontypeof associates
types to constant terms as follows: for a constantc ∈ Const and valuev,

if typeof(c) = τ1 → τ2 andε ` v : τ1,
thenδ(c, v) is defined andε ` δ(c, v) : τ2.

4.4.4 Typing rules for class and mixin related forms

The typing rules regarding classes and mixins are reported in Figure 4.8 Some of
them are syntactic variations of those presented in [BPS99],but are still standard.

• The rule(T class val HO) types the class values with class types. As already
mentioned, the generatorvg of the class takes the argument of typeγ and
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Γ ` vg : γ → {mi : τi}
i∈B → {mi : τi}

i∈B

Γ ` classval〈vg,B〉 : class〈γ, {mi : τi}
i∈B〉

(T class val HO)

Γ ` e : class〈γ, {mi : τi}
i∈B〉

Γ ` new e : γ → {mi : τi}
i∈B

(T class inst HO)

Γ ` Object: class〈unit, {}〉
(T root)

(New) For j ∈ N : Γ ` vj : η → Σ → τ ↓

j

(Redef) Fork ∈ R : Γ ` vk : η → Σ → τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k

(Constr) Γ ` vc : γd → {fieldinit : η, superinit : γb}
Labels(ΣN ) ∩ Labels(ΣR) ∩ Labels(ΣE) = ∅

Γ `

mixin

method mj = vj ;
(j∈N )

redefine mk = vk;
(k∈R)

expect mi;
(i∈E)

constructor vc;
end

: mixin〈γb, γd, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉

(T mix HO)

Γ ` vg : γd → {gen : Σ → {mj : τ ↓
j
,mk : τ ↑

k
→ τ ↓

k
}

j ∈ N
k ∈ R,

superinit : γb}

Γ ` mixinval〈vg,N ,R, E〉 : mixin〈γb, γd, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉
(T mix val HO)

Γ ` e1 : mixin〈γb, γd, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉
Γ ` e2 : class〈γc, ΣB〉
Γ ` γb < : γc

Γ ` ΣB < : (ΣE ∪ ΣO)
Γ ` ΣR < : ΣB/ΣR

Labels(ΣB) ∩ Labels(ΣN ) = ∅

Γ ` e1 ¦ e2 : class〈γd, Σd〉
(T mix app HO)

where Σd = ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ (ΣB − ΣB/ΣR)

where in all the rules

Σ = ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ ΣE

ΣN = {mj : τ ↓

j }, ΣR = {mk : τ ↓

k },

ΣE = {mi : τ ↑

i }, ΣO = {mk : τ ↑

k }
τ ↑

i andτ ↑

k are inferred from method bodies

Figure 4.8: Typing rules for class and mixin-related forms
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returns a function of type{mi : τi}
i∈B → {mi : τi}

i∈B. Since this function
is used at instantiation time to create a new object, its typemust beσ → σ
(whereσ is the type ofself) to enable the application of the fixed-point
operatorfix .

• (T root) rule assigns the type to the root of class hierarchy, classObject.
Its generator does not expect anything as an argument, and returns empty
record of methods as a result.

• The rule(T class inst HO) is responsible for typing newly created objects.
The object to be instantiated has to be a class value. The typeof the new
object is a function that expects the argument of typeγ (type of generator’s
argument) in order to return a record type that contains all the methods of
the newly created object.

• The rules(T mix HO) and (T mix val HO) assign the same type to their
respective expressions, although deduced in a different way. In the rule
(T mix HO) the side conditionLabels(ΣN )∩Labels(ΣR)∩Labels(ΣE) = ∅
ensures that the names of new, redefined, and expected methods are all dis-
tinct.

• In the rule(mix app HO), ΣB contains the type signatures of all methods
supported by the superclass to which the mixin is applied, and ΣB/ΣR are
the superclass methods which will be redefined by the mixin (the superclass
may have more methods than those required by the mixin constraints). The
premises of the rule(mix app HO) are the following:

i) ΣB < : (ΣE ∪ ΣO) requires the actual types of the superclass methods
to be subtypes of those expected by the mixin.

ii ) ΣR < : ΣB/ΣR requires that the types of the actual implementations
of methods in the superclass (which may belong to a subtype ofthe
ΣO, from the above constraint) are supertypes of the ones redefined in
the mixin. Thus, the types of the methods redefined by the mixin (ΣR)
will be subtypes of the superclass methods with the same name. This
ensures that all calls to the redefined methods are type-safe.

iii ) Labels(ΣB)∩Labels(ΣN ) = ∅ guarantees that no name clash will take
place during the mixin application.
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iv) Theγb < : γc constraint requires that the actual argument type of the
superclass generator be a supertype of the type assumed whentyping
the mixin definition.

Intuitively, the above constraints insure that all the actual method bodies of
the newly created subclass are at least as “good” as expected. The resulting
class, of typeclass〈γd, Σd〉, contains the signatures of all the methods form-
ing the new class, created as the result of mixin application. ΣR andΣN

are methods defined by the mixin, whereasΣB − (ΣB/ΣR) are the meth-
ods inherited directly from the superclass. Let us observe that, for any well
typed mixin,Labels(ΣR) = Labels(ΣO), therefore for any record typeΣ,
Σ/ΣR = Σ/ΣO.

4.4.5 Typing rule for mixin composition

In this part we focus on the most important rule for this calculus, the rule for mixin
composition,(T mix comp) given in Figure 4.9.

Sincee2 acts as the “superclass” ofe1, e1 will pass the argument of typeγb1

to the constructor of the superclasse2, that expects an argument of typeγd2 for its
constructor. Therefore, we require thatγb1 < : γd2 (condition(c1)).

The mixine1 is allowed to redefine methods: defined bye2, expected bye2, or
redefined bye2. In all cases we must check that the redefinition (and the expecta-
tion about the old method in the superclass) is type safe (conditions(c2), (c3) and
(c4)). If e1 redefines a methodmk that is in turn redefined bye2, then we will put
the redefined type ofmk from e1 in ΣR and the old one frome2 in ΣO. This is
consistent with the view that the new mixin will containmk with the body frome1

(with its next bound toe2’s implementation, while inmk’s body frome2 next re-
mains still unbound, as the methodmk can be further redefined, see Section 4.3).
Thus,e1 has already, internally, performed the redefinition, whilee2 has yet to do
it. If e1 redefines, instead, an expected method ofe2, that method will not appear
in ΣE , but the redefined type and the old type, as inferred frome1, will appear in
ΣR andΣO, respectively.

Conditions(c5) and(c6) check whethere2 can provide methods (either defined
or redefined) that are expected bye1. If such a method is provided, then it will
not appear inΣE . In case both,e1 and e2 expect the same method, the types
with which such a method is expected must be comparable (condition (c7)). The
method will then appear inΣE with the smaller type.
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(T mix comp)

Γ ` e1 : mixin〈γb1 , γd1 , Σ
1
N , Σ1

R, Σ1
E , Σ

1
O〉

Γ ` e2 : mixin〈γb2 , γd2 , Σ
2
N , Σ2

R, Σ2
E , Σ

2
O〉

(c1) Γ ` γb1 < : γd2

(c2) Γ ` τ ↓
k1

< : τ ′↓
j2

< : τ ↑
k1

if k1 = j2

(c3) Γ ` τ ↓
k1

< : τ ′↓
k2

< : τ ↑
k1

if k1 = k2

(c4) Γ ` τ ↓
k1

< : τ ′↑
i2

< : τ ↑
k1

if k1 = i2
(c5) Γ ` τ ′↓

j2
< : τ ↑

i1
if i1 = j2

(c6) Γ ` τ ′↓
k2

< : τ ↑
i1

if i1 = k2

(c7) Γ ` τ ′↑
i2

< : τ ↑
i1
∨ Γ ` τ ↑

i1
< : τ ′↑

i2
if i1 = i2

(c8) Labels(Σ1
N ) ∩ (Labels(Σ2

N ) ∪ Labels(Σ2
R) ∪ Labels(Σ2

E)) = ∅

Γ ` e1 • e2 : mixin〈γb2 , γd1 , ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉

where

Σ1
N = {mj1 : τ ↓

j1
}, Σ2

N = {mj2 : τ
′↓
j2
},

Σ1
R = {mk1 : τ ↓

k1
}, Σ2

R = {mk2 : τ
′↓
k2
},

Σ1
E = {mi1 : τ ↑

i1
}, Σ2

E = {mi2 : τ
′↑
i2
},

Σ1
O = {mk1 : τ ↑

k1
}, Σ2

O = {mk2 : τ
′↑
k2
},

ΣN = Σ1
N ∪ (Σ2

N − Σ2
N /Σ1

R) ∪ Σ1
R/Σ2

N

ΣR = (Σ1
R − Σ1

R/Σ2
N ) ∪ (Σ2

R − Σ2
R/Σ1

R)
ΣO = (Σ1

O − (Σ1
O/Σ2

N ∪ Σ1
O/Σ2

O)) ∪ Σ2
O

ΣE = (Σ1
E − (Σ1

E/Σ2
N ∪ Σ1

E/Σ2
R ∪ Σ1

E/Σ2
E))∪

(Σ2
E − (Σ2

E/Σ1
R ∪ Σ2

E/Σ1
E)) ∪ Σmin

Σmin = {mi : min{τ ↑
i , τ

′↑
i } | mi : τ ↑

i ∈ Σ1
E , mi : τ

′↑
i ∈ Σ2

E}

Figure 4.9: Typing rule for mixin composition

Finally, condition(c8) checks that no name clash occurs among methods de-
fined bye1 and those defined/redefined/expected bye2. This decision is in line
with a good object-oriented design principle of not confusing method redefini-
tions and name clashes.

4.5 Properties of the system

In this Section some properties of the system are proved, following [WF94] and
[Bon99]. Soundness of the system is one of the most important properties to be
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showed (see Section 4.5.3 below). In order to do so, we prove some auxiliary
lemmas and the subject reduction lemma.

4.5.1 Preliminary properties

The definition of contextsC[ ], used later throughout this Section, was given in
Section 4.3 in Definition 4.3.1.

The notion ofsubstitutionis defined as

[e2/x]e1

where the expressione2 is substituted for all free occurrences of the variablex in
the expressione1.

First, we give some lemmas that characterise the deductionsin the calculus.
The first lemma can be seen as a generation lemma.

Lemma 4.5.1 (Deduction properties)

i) If Γ ` C[e] : τ then there existΓ′, τ ′ such thatΓ′ ` e : τ ′;

ii) If there exist noΓ′, τ ′ such thatΓ′ ` e : τ ′, then there exist noΓ, τ such
thatΓ ` C[e] : τ .

Proof

i) By induction on the derivation ofΓ ` C[e] : τ .

ii) Follows by contradiction. 2

Lemma 4.5.2 (Contravariance of→ w.r.t. < : ) If Γ ` τ1 → τ2 < : ρ, thenρ =
σ1 → σ2, andΓ ` σ1 < : τ1 andΓ ` τ2 < : σ2.

Proof
The proof follows by induction on the derivation ofΓ ` τ1 → τ2 < : ρ. The

only interesting cases are: (refl), (trans), and (arrow).

• (refl): the judgement becomesΓ ` τ1 → τ2 < : τ1 → τ2. Trivially, Γ `
τ1 < : τ1 andΓ ` τ2 < : τ2.
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• (trans): the judgement becomesΓ ` τ1 → τ2 < : τ3 → τ4. By inspect-
ing the rule (trans) we obtainΓ ` τ1 → τ2 < : σ1 → σ2 andΓ ` σ1 →
σ2 < : τ3 → τ4. Again analysing the rule (trans) we deriveΓ ` σ1 < : τ1 (1),
Γ ` τ2 < : σ2 (2), Γ ` τ3 < : σ1 (3), andΓ ` σ2 < : τ4 (4). Now applying
the (sub) rule to (3) and (1) and to (2) and (4), we deduceΓ ` τ3 < : τ1 and
Γ ` τ2 < : τ4.

• (arrow) the thesis follows trivially from the hypothesis of the rule. 2

Lemma 4.5.3 (Weakening is Admissible)Let e be an expression, andΓ andΓ′

two typing environments . If, for allx ∈ FV (e), Γ′(x) = Γ(x), then

Γ ` e : τ if and only if Γ′ ` e : τ, for someτ.

Proof
(⇒) The proof is by induction on the derivation ofΓ ` e : τ , then by a case

analysis, starting from the hypothesisΓ′(x) = Γ(x) andΓ ` e : τ . We prove
only a few interesting cases here:

• (proj): We only consider the case when the projected variabley ∈ FV (e),
i.e., y = x. By the first hypothesisΓ′(y) = Γ(y), so the thesis trivially
follows.

• (λ) and (heap): These cases follows by induction, ensuring that all bound
variables in the derivation are renamed in such a way they areall different
from x.

(⇐) The proof is the same as in the previous case, this time starting from the
hypothesis:Γ′(x) = Γ(x) andΓ′ ` e : τ . 2

This lemma actually allows elimination of the bound variables of the expres-
sione from typing environmentΓ in the judgementΓ ` e : τ .

In a typable expression, it is possible to replace the subexpression with an-
other subexpression of the same type, while not changing thetype of the initial
expression. This is formalized in the next lemma.

Lemma 4.5.4 (Replacement) If

1. D is a deduction ofΓ ` C[e1] : τ ;

2. D′ is a sub-deduction ofΓ′ ` e1 : τ ′ in D;
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3. D′ occurs inD in the hole([ ]) of C;

4. Γ′ ` e2 : τ ′,

thenΓ ` C[e2] : τ .

Proof
Deductions in our system are tree-structured, where conclusion is found at the

root of the tree. If we denote byD′′ a deduction ofΓ′ ` e2 : τ ′, then we can
replace the subtreeD′ with the subtreeD′′, since they have the same types. We
can also replace all the occurrences ofe1 with e2, thus obtaining a valid deduction
of Γ ` C[e2] : τ , which can be proved using induction on the tree structure.2

Lemma 4.5.5 (Substitution) If Γ, x : τ ′ ` e : τ and Γ ` e′ : τ ′, thenΓ `
[e′/x]e : τ .

Proof
The proof is by induction on the derivation ofΓ, x : τ ′ ` e : τ , where most of

the cases follow directly from the induction hypothesis. Here we only give a few
interesting cases: (proj), (λ), (new class HO), and(mix app HO). We will assume
that contexts are well-formed, although the rules that assure this are not explicitly
given.

• (proj): the first hypothesis of the theorem becomesΓ, x : τ ′ ` y : τ .
We distinguish two cases, depending on whether the projected variabley is
equal tox or not.

(i) y 6= x: if we let Γ′ = Γ, x : τ ′, thenΓ(y) = Γ′(y). Hence, we can
apply Lemma 4.5.3 to obtainΓ ` y : τ .

(ii) y = x: then,τ ′ = τ and[e′/x]e = e′, soΓ ` e′ : τ trivially holds by
the second hypothesis of the theorem.

• (λ): the first hypothesis of the theorem becomes

Γ, x : τ ′ ` λy.e′′ : τ.

If necessary, it is possible to rename the bound variable in the derivation in
order to havey 6= x. Using Lemma 4.5.1, analysing the (λ) rule, and taking
subtyping into account, we can deduce

Γ, x : τ ′, y : σ1 ` e′′ : σ2, whereσ1 → σ2 < : τ.
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By the induction hypothesis,Γ, y : σ1 ` [e′/x]e′′ : σ2, so applying the rule
(λ), we getΓ ` λy.[e′/x]e′′ : σ1 → σ2. Finally, applying the (sub) rule we
derive that

Γ ` λy.[e′/x]e′′ : τ.

• (new class HO): the first hypothesis of the theorem becomes

Γ, x : τ ′ ` new e : γ → {mi : τi}
i∈B.

By inspection of the rule(new class HO) and using Lemma 4.5.1 we deduce

Γ, x : τ ′ ` e : class〈γ, {mi : τi}
i∈B〉.

By the induction hypothesis,Γ ` [e′/x]e : class〈γ, {mi : τi}
i∈B〉 (1), so

applying(new class HO) to (1) we derive

Γ ` new [e′/x]e : γ → {mi : τi}
i∈B.

• (mix app HO): suppose thatΓ, x : τ ′ ` e1 ¦ e2 : class〈γd, Σd〉. Inspecting
the rule(T class inst HO) and using Lemma 4.5.1 we derive

Γ, x : τ ′ ` e1 : mixin〈γb, γd, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉 (1)
Γ, x : τ ′ ` e2 : class〈γc, ΣB〉 (2)
Γ, x : τ ′ ` γb < : γc (3)
Γ, x : τ ′ ` ΣB < : (ΣE ∪ ΣO) (4)
Γ, x : τ ′ ` ΣR < : ΣB/ΣR (5)
Labels(ΣB) ∩ Labels(ΣN ) = ∅ (6)

Applying the induction hypothesis to (1) and (2), we get

Γ ` [e′/x]e1 : mixin〈γb, γd, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉 (1′)
Γ ` [e′/x]e2 : class〈γc, ΣB〉 (2′)

Since the type assignment does not influence subtyping relation (3)-(5) be-
come

Γ ` γb < : γc (3′)
Γ ` ΣB < : (ΣE ∪ ΣO) (4′)
Γ ` ΣR < : ΣB/ΣR (5′)

Then applying the rule(mix app HO) to (1’)-(5’), and (6) we deduce

Γ ` [e′/x]e1 ¦ [e′/x]e2 : class〈γd, Σd〉.

2
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Lemma 4.5.6 (<: Weakening) If Γ, x : τ ` e : σ and Γ ` τ ′ <: τ , then
Γ, x : τ ′ ` e : σ

Proof
The proof is by induction on the derivation ofΓ, x : τ ` e : σ. The only

interesting case is the (proj) rule. The hypothesis of the theorem then becomes
Γ, x : τ ` x : τ (1). The judgementΓ, x : τ ′ ` x : τ ′ (2) can be derived by the
rule (proj). Applying the (sub) rule to (1) and (2) we obtain

Γ, x : τ ′ ` x : τ.

2

Lemma 4.5.7 If Γ ` fix(λx.e) : τ thenΓ ` [fix(λx.e)/x]e : τ .

Proof
By Lemma 4.5.1, there are typing environments in whichfix and(λx.e) can

be assigned types. SinceΓ ` fix(λx.e) : τ is derived using the rule (app), we
deduce that

Γ ` fix : ρ1 → ρ2 andΓ ` λx.e : ρ1

where
Γ ` ρ2 < : τ (1).

We can also deduce that

Γ ` fix(λx.e) : ρ2 (2).

According to the typing rule (fix), Γ ` fix : (σ → σ) → σ. Therefore, taking
subtyping into account,

ρ1 = τ1 → τ2 andρ2 = τ1 (3)

where
Γ ` σ < : τ1 (4) Γ ` τ2 < : σ (5).

By the rule (trans), from (4) and (5) we obtain,

Γ ` τ2 < : τ1 (6),

and from (1) and (3)
Γ ` τ1 < : τ (7).
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SinceΓ ` λx.e : τ1 → τ2 is deduced by the rule (λ), applying Lemma 4.5.1 and
taking subtyping into account, it follows thatΓ, x : σ1 ` e : σ2 (∗), where

Γ ` τ1 < : σ1 (8) Γ ` σ2 < : τ2 (9).

Then the proof follows by the induction on the derivation ofΓ, x : σ1 ` e : σ2.
The most interesting cases are:

• (proj): there are two cases to distinguish, depending on whether the pro-
jected variabley is equal tox or not:

(i) y 6= x: the statement (*) becomes

Γ′, y : σ2, x : σ1 ` y : σ2,

so Lemma 4.5.3 impliesΓ′, y : σ2 ` y : σ2. Then we derive

Γ′, y : σ2, ` y : τ

from (9), (6), and (7), using the rule (sub);

(ii) y = x: the statement (*) becomes

Γ, x : σ1 ` x : σ1.

Then by Lemma 4.5.3 it follows that

Γ ` x : σ1.

From (2), (3), and (8) by the (sub) rule we deduce that

Γ ` fix(λx.e) : σ1 (10).

Hence the substitution[fix(λx.e)/x]x = fix(λx.e) is sound and

Γ ` fix(λx.e) : τ

trivially follows by the hypothesis of the theorem.

• (λ): the statement (*) becomes

Γ, x : σ1 ` λy.e′ : σ2 (∗∗).
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If necessary, we can rename the bound variable in the derivation in order to
havey 6= x. By Lemma 4.5.1, there is a typing environment in whiche′ can
be assigned a type. Since (**) is derived using the rule (λ), it follows that

Γ, x : σ1, y : γ1 ` e′ : γ2, whereγ1 → γ2 < : σ2.

We can apply Lemma 4.5.3 to obtain

Γ, y : γ1 ` e′ : γ2.

By the induction hypothesis,

Γ, y : γ1 ` [fix(λx.e)/x]e′ : γ2.

Applying the rule (λ) we derive

Γ ` λy.[fix(λx.e)/x]e′ : γ1 → γ2.

By the rule (sub) we deduce

Γ ` λy.[fix(λx.e)/x]e′ : σ2.

Finally, the thesis follows from (9), (6), and (7) by the rule(sub). 2

4.5.2 Subject reduction

In this part we prove a subject reduction property that is oneof the key properties
used in the proof of the soundness theorem. There are some basic differences in
this calculus, regarding the calculus of [WF94], that are reflected in the proof of
the subject reduction:

• the proof is simplified by the fact that there are no polymorphic types in the
calculus;

• subtyping has to be accounted for, making sure that functional and reference
type operators work in its presence;

• new expression forms introduce new reduction rules, which have to be care-
fully integrated in the proof.

Lemma 4.5.8 (Subject Reduction)If Γ ` e : τ ande →→ e′, thenΓ ` e′ : τ .
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Proof
The proof is given by cases on the one-step→ reduction definition, followed

by induction on the number of steps of the reduction. First, we find the typing for
the left-hand side of each reduction rule. Then we show that the right-hand side of
the rule in question can be assigned the same type, using the rest of the reduction
rules and the type system.

• (βv):

Suppose thatΓ ` (λx.e1)v : τ. Using Lemma 4.5.1, inspecting the rule
(app), and taking subtyping into account, we deduce

Γ ` λx.e1 : τ1 → τ2 (1) Γ ` v : τ1 (2) τ2 < : τ (3).

Now analysing the rule (λ), taking subtyping into account and applying
Lemma 4.5.1, from (1) we deduce

Γ, x : σ1 ` e1 : σ2 (4) Γ ` σ1 → σ2 < : τ1 → τ2 for someσ1, σ2 (5).

Then from (5) using the subtyping rules for the function space operator (see
Section 4.4, Figure 4.6) we can deduce

Γ ` τ1 < : σ1 (6) Γ ` σ2 < : τ2 (7).

Applying Lemma 4.5.6 to (4) and (6), it follows that

Γ, x : τ1 ` e1 : σ2 (8).

Next, applying the(sub) rule to (7) and (8), we derive

Γ, x : τ1 ` e1 : τ2 (9).

Finally, applying Lemma 4.5.5 (Substitution) to (9) and (2), we obtainΓ `
[v/x]e1 : τ2, which combined with (3) gives

Γ ` [v/x]e1 : τ.

• (fix):

This case follows by Lemma 4.5.7.
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• (select):

If Γ ` {. . . , xi = vi, . . .}.xi : τ , then inspecting the rule(lookup) in the
presence of subtyping we derive

{. . . , xi = vi, . . .} : {. . . , xi : τi, . . .} (1) τi < : τ (2).

Then by the rule(record), from (1) it follows thatvi : τi which together with
(2), by the (sub) rule givesvi : τ.

• (ref):

If we suppose thatΓ ` refv : τ ref then inspecting the rule(app)and using
Lemma 4.5.1 we derive

Γ ` ref : τ → τ ref andΓ ` v : τ (1).

Applying Lemma 4.5.3 to (1), it follows thatΓ, x : τ ref ` v : τ (2). By
(proj) rule we haveΓ, x : τ ref ` x : τ ref (3). Then the desired judgement
Γ ` H〈x, v〉.x : τ ref is derived by the rule(heap)from (2) and (3).

• (deref):

Let h = 〈xi, vi〉, i ∈ {1..n}. Denote byΓ′ = xi : τiref and suppose that

Γ ` H〈x, v〉h.R[!x] : τ.

Then inspecting the rule (heap) and using Lemma 4.5.1 we derive

Γ, Γ′, x : τ ′ref ` R[!x] : τ (1)
Γ, Γ′, x : τ ′ref ` v : τ ′ (2)
Γ, Γ′, x : τ ′ref ` vi : τi (3).

By the rule(proj), it follows that

Γ, Γ′, x : τ ′ref ` x : τ ′ref (4).

Applying the rules (!) and (app) to (4) we get

Γ, Γ′, x : τ ′ref ` !x : τ ′ (5).

Since Lemma 4.5.4 has been proved for the more general context C, it
works also for the reduction contextR. Applying Lemma 4.5.4 and the
(heap) rule to (1)-(5), we getΓ ` Hh〈x, v〉.R[v] : τ as desired.
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• (assign):

This case is similar to the previous one, except that Lemma 4.5.4 is applied
twice.

• (lift ):

The proof is by induction on the structure ofR. Most cases resemble the
ones in [WF94]. The only different case is when

R = {m = v, n = R′[Hh.e], o = e}

since a (sub) rule may apply in the left-hand derivation (generality is not lost
by choosing a record with three components only). The left-hand judgement
can be assigned the type

Γ ` {m = v, n = R′[Hh.e], o = e′} : {n : τ ′}

using the rules (record) and (sub), and it could be derived from the follow-
ing:

Γ ` v : ρ1 Γ ` R′[Hh.e] : τ ′′ (1) Γ ` e′ : ρ2

whereΓ ` τ ′′ < : τ ′. Applying the induction hypothesis to (1), we deduce

Γ ` Hh.R′[e] : τ ′′ (2).

Let us denote byΓ′ = xi : τiref andh = 〈xi, vi〉 for i = 1 . . . n. Using the
rule (heap) and Lemma 4.5.1 for (2) we derive:

Γ, Γ′ ` vi : τi andΓ, Γ′ ` R′[e] : τ ′′.

Finally, by Lemma 4.5.3, (record), (heap) and (sub) we get

Γ ` Hh.{m = v, n = R′[e], o = e′} : {n : τ ′},

which is the desired thesis.

• (merge):

By conventiondom(h) ∩ dom(h′) = ∅ holds for the left-hand side of the
rule. Leth = 〈xi, vi〉, i ∈ I andh′ = 〈yj, uj〉, j ∈ J. Denote by

Γ′ = xi : σiref andΓ′′ = yj : τjref.
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The typing of the left-hand side of the rule is

Γ ` HhHh′.e : γ.

Observing the rules (heap) and (sub) and using Lemma 4.5.1 we derive the
following:

Γ, Γ′ ` vi : σi (1) Γ, Γ′ ` Hh′.e : γ′ (2)

whereΓ, Γ′ ` γ′ < : γ (∗). Furthermore, analysing the same rules for the
judgement (2) we derive

Γ, Γ′, Γ′′ ` uj : τj (3) Γ, Γ′, Γ′′ ` e : γ′′ (4)

whereΓ, Γ′ ` γ′′ < : γ′ (∗∗).

Now applying Lemma 4.5.3 to (1) we obtain

Γ, Γ′, Γ′′ ` vi : σi (5).

Finally, applying the rules (sub) and (heap) to (5), (3), and (4), together with
(*) and (**) we obtain

Γ ` Hhh′.e : γ.

• (new class HO):

Suppose that
Γ ` new v : γ → {mi : τi}

i∈B.

Since it must be derived by the rule(T class inst HO), applying Lemma
4.5.1, we deduce

Γ ` v : class〈γ, {mi : τi}
i∈B〉.

Next, inspecting the rule(T class val HO) and again using Lemma 4.5.1,
we derive

Γ ` vg : γ → {mi : τi}
i∈B → {mi : τi}

i∈B (1).

For somew ∈ FV (vg),according to Lemma 4.5.3, it follows that

Γ, w : γ ` vg : γ → {mi : τi}
i∈B → {mi : τi}

i∈B (2).

Furthermore,
Γ, w : γ ` w : γ (3),
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follows by the (proj) rule. Applying the rule (app) to (2) and (3) we derive

Γ, w : γ ` vg w : {mi : τi}
i∈B → {mi : τi}

i∈B.

The typing offix is Γ, w : γ ` fix : (σ → σ) → σ so it can be applied to
vg w obtaining

Γ, w : γ ` fix (vg w) : {mi : τi}
i∈B.

Finally, applying the rule (λ) we conclude

Γ ` λw.fix (vg w) : γ → {mi : τi}
i∈B.

• (mix HO):

Suppose that

Γ `

mixin

method mj = vj;
(j∈N )

redefine mk = vk;
(k∈R)

expect mi;
(i∈E)

constructor vc;
end

: mixin〈γb, γd, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉.

First we show that we can reconstruct the type for the mixin generatorvg,
given in the rule(T mix val HO).

Inspecting the rule(T mix HO) and using Lemma 4.5.1 we derive the fol-
lowing

For j ∈ N : Γ ` vj : η → Σ → τ ↓

j (1)
Fork ∈ R : Γ ` vk : η → Σ → τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k (2)
Γ ` vc : γd → {fieldinit : η, superinit : γb} (3)
Labels(ΣN ) ∩ Labels(ΣR) ∩ Labels(ΣE) = ∅.

Using Lemma 4.5.3, for somex 6∈ dom(Γ), it follows that

Γ, x : γd ` vc : γd → {fieldinit : η, superinit : γb} (3′).

By the (proj) rule,
Γ, x : γd ` x : γd (4).

Let us recall the definition of the mixin generator given in Section 4.3 in
Figure 4.4:
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Genm
4
= λx.

let t = vc(x) in



gen = λself.{
mj = λy.vj t.fieldinit self y, (j ∈ N )
mk = λy.vk t.fieldinit self y, (k ∈ R)

}
,

superinit = t.superinit





Applying the rule (app) to (3’) and (4), we derive

Γ, x : γd ` t = vc(x) : {fieldinit : η, superinit : γb},

so by the (lookup) rule we derive

Γ, x : γd ` t.fieldinit : η (5),
Γ, x : γd ` t.superinit : γb (6).

Applying Lemma 4.5.3 to (1), (2), (4), and (5), for someself : Σ 6∈ dom(Γ),
we obtain

For j ∈ N : Γ, x : γd, self : Σ ` vj : η → Σ → τ ↓

j (1′′)
Fork ∈ R : Γ, x : γd, self : Σ ` vk : η → Σ → τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k (2′′)
Γ, x : γd, self : Σ, x : γd ` x : γd (4′′)
Γ, x : γd, self : Σ, x : γd ` t.fieldinit : η (5′′),

and by the (proj) rule

Γ, x : γd, self : Σ ` self : Σ (7).

From (1”), (5”), and (7), using the (app) rule twice, we derive

For j ∈ N , Γ, x : γd, self : Σ ` vj t.fieldinit self : τ ↓

j

from which it immediately follows that

For j ∈ N , Γ, x : γd, self : Σ ` mj : τ ↓

j (8).

By the same reasoning applied to (2”), (5”), and (7), it follows that

Fork ∈ R, Γ, x : γd, self : Σ ` mk : τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k (9).

From the definition of the mixin generator, applying the rule(record) fol-
lowed by the rule (λ) to (8) and (9) we obtain

Γ, x : γd ` gen : Σ → {mj : τ ↓

j ,mk : τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k}
j∈N ,k∈R (10).
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Finally, applying the rules (record) and (λ) to (10) and (6), we deduce

Γ ` Genm : γd → {gen : Σ → {mj : τ ↓

j ,mk : τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k}
j∈N ,k∈R,

superinit : γb}.

The typemixin〈γb, γd, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉 for mixin value is then trivially
derivable by the rule(T mix val HO). Notice that the rules(T mix HO) and
(T mix val HO) are equivalent in a sense that the mixin generator collects
all the information about the methods and the constructor.

• (mix app HO):

Let us denote by

v1 = mixinval〈Genm,N ,R, E〉
v2 = classval〈vg,B〉
Σd = ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ (ΣB − (ΣB/ΣR)).

By (mix app HO),
Γ ` v1 ¦ v2 : class〈γd, Σd〉.

Observing the rule(mix app HO) and using Lemma 4.5.1 we deduce

Γ ` v1 : mixin〈γb, γd, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉 (1)
Γ ` v2 : class〈γc, ΣB〉 (2)
Γ ` γb < : γc (3)
Γ ` ΣB < : (ΣE ∪ ΣO) (4)
Γ ` ΣR < : ΣB/ΣR (5)
Labels(ΣB) ∩ Labels(ΣN ) = ∅

Analysing the rule(T mix val HO) and using Lemma 4.5.1 for the first
judgement (1) we obtain

Γ ` Genm : γd → {gen : Σ → {mj : τ ↓

j ,mk : τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k}
j∈N ,k∈R,

superinit : γb} (6).

Using the same lemma, now inspecting the rule(T class val HO) for the
second judgement (2), we derive

Γ ` vg : γc → ΣB → ΣB (7), whereΣB = {mi : τi}
i∈B (8).

As in the previous case, for somex, self 6∈ dom(Γ), we have

Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` x : γd (9), Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` self : Σd (10),
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by the (proj) rule. For easier reference, we repeat first the definition ofthe
generator given in Section 4.3 in Figure 4.4:

Gen
4
= λx.λself.

let mixinrec= Genm(x) in

let mixingen= mixinrec.gen in

let supergen= vg(mixinrec.superinit) in



mj = λy.(mixingen self).mj y, (j ∈ N )
mk = λy.(mixingen self).mk (supergen self).mk y, (k ∈ R)
mi = λy.(supergen self).mi y, (i ∈ B \ R)





Applying Lemma 4.5.3 to (6), we derive

Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` Genm : γd → {gen : Σ → {mj : τ ↓

j ,mk : τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k}
j ∈ N ,
k ∈ R ,

superinit : γb} (6′),

so applying the rule (app) to (6’) and (9), we deduce

Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` Genm(x) : {gen : Σ → {mj : τ ↓

j ,mk : τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k}
j∈N ,k∈R,

superinit : γb (11).

From the definition of the generator, using the rule (lookup) for (11), we
derive

Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` mixingen: Σ → {mj : τ ↓

j ,mk : τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k}
j∈N ,k∈R (12)

Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` mixinrec.superinit : γb (13).

Again using Lemma 4.5.3, from (7) we deduce

Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` vg : γc → ΣB → ΣB (7′).

Since (3) holds, we can apply the (app) rule to (7’) and (13) obtaining

Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` supergen: ΣB → ΣB (14).

Since class can have more methods than expected by the mixin,we deduce
Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` Σd < : Σ (∗), so we can apply the rule (app) to (10)
and (12) to obtain

Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` mixingen self: {mj : τ ↓

j ,mk : τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k}
j∈N ,k∈R (15).
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From (15), using the rule (lookup), we immediately derive

For j ∈ N , mj : τ ↓

j ∈ ΣN (16).

Next, Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` Σd < : ΣB (∗∗) follows from (5), so applying
the rule (app) to (10) and (14) we obtain

Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` supergen self: ΣB (17).

We can apply the rule (lookup) followed by (app) to (15) and (17), obtaining

Fork ∈ R, mk : τ ↓

k ∈ ΣR (18),
For i ∈ B\R, mi : τi ∈ ΣB − (ΣB/ΣR) (19),

since in the first case, the application is possible becauseΓ, x : γd, self :
Σd ` τ ↑

k < : τ ↓

k (from (4)). From (16), (18), and (19), the record produced
by the generator has the typeΣd, so taking into account (9) and (10) it
follows that

Γ ` Gen : γd → Σd → Σd.

Finally, applying the rule(T class val HO) we derive

Γ ` classval〈Gen,N ∪ B〉 : class〈γd, Σd〉,

since the method names fromΣN ∪ΣR ∪ΣB − (ΣB/ΣR) belong toN ∪B.

• (mix comp):

Suppose that the resulting mixin has the type

Γ ` v1 • v2 : mixin〈γb2 , γd1 , ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉,

which is assigned to it by the rule(T mix comp).

Let us introduce the following notation:

v1 = mixinval〈vg1,N1,R1, E1〉
v2 = mixinval〈vg2,N2,R2, E2〉.
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Inspecting the rule(T mix comp) and using Lemma 4.5.1 we derive the fol-
lowing:

Γ ` v1 : mixin〈γb1 , γd1 , Σ
1
N , Σ1

R, Σ1
E , Σ

1
O〉 (1)

Γ ` v2 : mixin〈γb2 , γd2 , Σ
2
N , Σ2

R, Σ2
E , Σ

2
O〉 (2)

Γ ` γb1 < : γd2 (c1)
Γ ` τ ↓

k1
< : τ ′↓

j2
< : τ ↑

k1
if k1 = j2 (c2)

Γ ` τ ↓
k1

< : τ ′↓
k2

< : τ ↑
k1

if k1 = k2 (c3)

Γ ` τ ↓
k1

< : τ ′↑
i2

< : τ ↑
k1

if k1 = i2 (c4)

Γ ` τ ′↓
j2

< : τ ↑
i1

if i1 = j2 (c5)

Γ ` τ ′↓
k2

< : τ ↑
i1

if i1 = k2 (c6)

Γ ` τ ′↑
i2

< : τ ↑
i1
∨ Γ ` τ ↑

i1
< : τ ′↑

i2
if i1 = i2 (c7)

Labels(Σ1
N ) ∩ (Labels(Σ2

N ) ∪ Labels(Σ2
R) ∪ Labels(Σ2

E)) = ∅ (c8)

Analysing the rule(T mix val HO) and using Lemma 4.5.1 for the first
judgement (1) we derive

Γ ` g1 : γd1 → {gen : Σ1 → {mj1 : τ ↓
j1

,mk1 : τ ↑
k1

→ τ ↓
k1
}j1∈N1,k1∈R1 ,

superinit : γb1} (3).

For the second judgement (2), inspecting the same rule we derive

Γ ` g2 : γd2 → {gen : Σ2 → {mj2 : τ
′↓
mj2

,mk2 : τ
′↑
mk2

→ τ
′↓
mk2

}j2∈N2,k2∈R2 ,
superinit : γb2} (4).

As in the previous cases, taking somex 6∈ dom(Γ), by the (proj) rule we
have

Γ, x : γd1 ` x : γd1 (5).

Applying Lemma 4.5.3 to (3) and (4), we deduce

Γ, x : γd1 ` g1 : γd1 → {gen : Σ1 → {mj1 : τ ↓
j1

,mk1 : τ ↑
k1

→ τ ↓
k1
}

j1 ∈ N1,
k1 ∈ R1 ,

superinit : γb1} (3′),

Γ, x : γd1 ` g2 : γd2 → {gen : Σ2 → {mj2 : τ
′↓
mj2

,mk2 : τ
′↑
mk2

→ τ
′↓
mk2

}
j2 ∈ N2,
k2 ∈ R2 ,

superinit : γb2} (4′).

Applying the rule (app) to (3’) and (5), and then the (lookup) rule, we derive

Γ, x : γd1 ` leftgen: Σ1 → {mj1 : τ ↓
j1

,mk1 : τ ↑
k1

→ τ ↓
k1
}j1∈N1,k1∈R1(6)

Γ, x : γd1 ` g1(x).superinit : γb1 (7).
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Applying the (app) rule to (4’) and (7) (which is possible since (c1) holds),
and then applying the (lookup) rule, we obtain

Γ, x : γd1 ` rightgen: Σ2 → {mj1 : τ ′↓
j1

,mk1 : τ ′↑
k1

→ τ ′↓
k1
}j1∈N1,k1∈R1(8)

Γ, x : γd1 ` g2(g1(x).superinit).superinit : γb2 (9).

Now for someself : Σ 6∈ dom(Γ), by the (proj) rule

Γ, x : γd1 , self : Σ ` self : Σ (10),

whereΣ is the type ofself for the resulting composite mixin. Again apply-
ing Lemma 4.5.3 to (6) and (8), we deduce

Γ, x : γd1 , self : Σ ` leftgen: Σ1 → {mj1 : τ ↓
j1

,mk1 : τ ↑
k1

→ τ ↓
k1
}

j1 ∈ N1,

k1 ∈ R1 (6′)

Γ, x : γd1 , self : Σ ` rightgen: Σ2 → {mj1 : τ ′↓
j1

,mk1 : τ ′↑
k1

→ τ ′↓
k1
}

j1 ∈ N1,

k1 ∈ R1 (8′)

From (6’) and (10), and from (8’) and (10), applying the (app) rule we
derive

Γ, x : γd1 , self : Σ ` leftgen self: {mj1 : τ ↓
j1

,mk1 : τ ↑
k1

→ τ ↓
k1
}

j1 ∈ N1,

k1 ∈ R1 (11)

Γ, x : γd1 , self : Σ ` rightgen self: {mj1 : τ ′↓
j1

,mk1 : τ ′↑
k1

→ τ ′↓
k1
}

j1 ∈ N1,

k1 ∈ R1 (12).

Now applying the rule (lookup) to (11) and (12), and the (app) rule to the
obtained results, we immediately deduce





mj1 = λy.(leftgen self).mj1 y : τ ↓

j1
,

(j1 ∈ N1)

mj2 = λy.(rightgen self).mj2 y : τ
′↓
j2

,
(j2 ∈ N2 −R1)

mj3 = λy.(leftgen self).mj3 (rightgen self).mj3 y : τ ↓

j3
,

(j3 ∈ R1 ∩N2)
mk1 = λy.(leftgen self).mk1 y : τ ↑

k1
→ τ ↓

k1
,

(k1 ∈ R1 − (N2 ∪R2))

mk2 = λnext.(leftgen self).mk2 ((rightgen self).mk2 next) : τ
′↑
k2

→ τ ↓

k2
,

(k2 ∈ R1 ∩R2)

mk3 = λy.(rightgen self).mk3 y : τ
′↑
k3

→ τ
′↓
k3

,
(k3 ∈ R2 −R1)





.
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In the casej3 ∈ R1∩N2, the application of(leftgen self).mj3 to (rightgen self).mj3

is sound because of (c2). Whenk2 ∈ R1∩R2, the application of(leftgen self).mk2

to ((rightgen self).mk2) is possible because of(c3).

From the above, we deduce that thegen in the definition of the resulting
generator has the type

Γ, x : γd1 ` gen : Σ → {mj1 : τ ↓

j1
,mj2 : τ

′↓
j2

,mj3 : τ ↓

j3
,mk1 : τ ↑

k1
→ τ ↓

k1
,

mk2 : τ
′↑
k2

→ τ ↓

k2
,mk3 : τ

′↑
k3

→ τ
′↓
k3
} (13),

wherej1 ∈ N1, j2 ∈ N2 −R1, j3 ∈ R1 ∩N2, k1 ∈ R1 − (N2 ∪R2),
k2 ∈ R1 ∩ R2, k3 ∈ R2 −R1. Therefore, by the (record) and (λ) rule, the
resulting generator has the following type, derived from (13) and (9):

Γ ` Gen : γd1 → {gen : Σ → {mj1 : τ ↓

j1
,mj2 : τ

′↓
j2

,mj3 : τ ↓

j3
,mk1 : τ ↑

k1
→ τ ↓

k1
,

mk2 : τ
′↑
k2

→ τ ↓

k2
,mk3 : τ

′↑
k3

→ τ
′↓
k3
},

superinit : γb2 (14).

Notice that

N1 ∪ (N2 −R1) ∪ (R1 ∩N2) = N1 ∪N2,
(R1 − (N2 ∪R2)) ∪ (R1 ∩R2) ∪ (R2 −R1) = (R1 ∪R2) −N2.

Therefore, the resulting mixin has the form

mixinval〈Gen,N1∪N2, (R1∪R2)−N2, (E1−(N2∪R2))∪(E2−R1)〉 (15).

From the record produced by the resulting generator, we deduce that

For j1 ∈ N1, mj1 : τ ↓

j1
∈ Σ1

N ,

For j2 ∈ N2 −R1, mj2 : τ
′↓
j2
∈ Σ2

N − Σ2
N/Σ1

R,
For j3 ∈ R1 ∩N2, mj3 : τ ↓

j3
∈ Σ1

R/Σ2
N ,

Fork1 ∈ R1 − (N2 ∪R2), mk1 : τ ↓

k1
∈ Σ1

R − (Σ1
R/Σ2

N ∪ Σ1
R/Σ2

R),
mk1 : τ ↑

k1
∈ Σ1

O − (Σ1
O/Σ2

N ∪ Σ1
O/Σ2

O),
Fork2 ∈ R1 ∩R2, mk2 : τ ↓

k2
∈ Σ1

R/Σ2
R,

mk2 : τ
′↑
k2

∈ Σ2
O/Σ1

O,

Fork3 ∈ R2 −R1, mk3 : τ
′↓
k3

∈ Σ2
R − Σ2

R/Σ1
R,

mk3 : τ
′↑
k3

∈ Σ2
O − Σ2

O/Σ1
O.

Also,

(Σ1
R − (Σ1

R/Σ2
N ∪ Σ1

R/Σ2
R)) ∪ Σ1

R/Σ2
R = Σ1

R − Σ1
R/Σ2

N and
Σ2

O/Σ1
O ∪ (Σ2

O − Σ2
O/Σ1

O) = Σ2
O
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so we conclude that

ΣN = Σ1
N ∪ (Σ2

N − Σ2
N/Σ1

R) ∪ Σ1
R/Σ2

N (16),
ΣR = (Σ1

R − Σ1
R/Σ2

N ) ∪ (Σ2
R − Σ2

R/Σ1
R) (17),

ΣO = (Σ1
O − (Σ1

O/Σ2
N ∪ Σ1

O/Σ2
O)) ∪ Σ2

O (18).

As far as the expected methods are concerned, the types of methods are
taken according to the indices that identify the expected methods in the re-
sulting mixin. The only exception are the methods expected in both mixins,
therefore they are treated separately inΣmin .

Finally, by the rule (mix comp), from (15)-(18), we derive

Γ ` mixinval〈Gen,N1 ∪N2, (R1 ∪R2) −N2, (E1 − (N2 ∪R2)) ∪ (E2 −R1)〉 :
mixin〈γb2 , γd1 , ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉.

2

4.5.3 Soundness

First of all, let us introduce the notion of theevaluation contextE, which makes
the evaluation procedure deterministic. Choosing the contexts E in such a way,
we can implement the eager order of evaluation.

Definition 4.5.1 (Evaluation contexts) If v’s stand for values, then evaluation
contextsE are defined as follows:

E ::= [ ] | E e | v E | E.x | H h.E
| {m1 = v1, . . . ,mi−1 = vi−1,mi = E,mi+1 = ei+1, . . . ,mn = en}

1≤i≤n

| E ¦ e | v ¦ E | new E | E • e | v • E

Evaluation contexts are used to make sure that the leftmost-outermost reduc-
tion is the only applicable one in the program.

Note thatR, the reduction context defined in Section 4.3, and evaluation con-
textsE, differ only in the fact thatR does not includeH h.R. This is becauseR
is used when looking up heap values, and only the local heap can be used for this.

In the next definition, we formalize programs and answers.

Definition 4.5.2 (Programs and answers)Theprogramsandanswersare defined
as follows:

p ::= ec, whereec is a closed expression
a ::= v | H h.e.
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Hence,programsare closed expressions and arewell-typedif they can be as-
signed a type in an empty type environment. When a program is evaluated by per-
forming successive reductions, each intermediate step is aprogram itself. There
are two possible situations:

- reduction continues forever, i.e., program diverges;
- program reaches a final state, i.e., no further reduction ispossible. In this case,

a program produces either an answer, or a type error.
Next, we define the relation7→ that represents the reduction relation for eval-

uation contexts.

Definition 4.5.3 (7→ relation)

E[e] 7→ E[e′] ⇐⇒ e → e′.

With 7→→ we denote the reflexive and transitive closure of7→.

Introducing the7→ relation enables us to consider the evaluation procedure as
a (partial) functioneval from programs to answers.

Definition 4.5.4 (eval function) The partial functioneval is defined on programs
as:

eval(p) = a ⇐⇒ p 7→→ a.

It can be proved thateval is a function with the following subject reduction
property.

Corollary 4.5.9 (Subject Reduction for 7→→) If Γ ` e : τ and e 7→→ e′, then
Γ ` e′ : τ .

Proof
From the definition of7→→, it is enough to prove the subject reduction for7→

reduction relation and then the result follows by the induction on the number of
the reduction steps ine 7→→ e′.

If e 7→ e′, thene = E[f ], e′ = E[f ′] andf → f ′. By Lemma 4.5.8 (Subject
reduction) we deduce thatf ′ has the same type asf in Γ, hence by Lemma 4.5.4
(Replacement) it can be safely substituted forf in contextE, without changing
the type of the expression. Therefore, it follows thatΓ ` e′ : τ . 2

Faulty programsare introduced to approximate the concept of reaching a
“stuck state” during the evaluation of the program.
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Definition 4.5.5 (Faulty Programs) Thefaulty programsare the programs con-
taining some of the following sub-expressions:

• cv wherec is a constant,v is a value butδ(c, v) is not defined;

• v1v2 wherev1, v2 are values andv1 6= λx.e, ref, !, :=, :=v;

• !v wherev is a value andv 6= x;

• :=v wherev is a value andv 6= x;

• Hh〈x, v2〉.C[xv1] wherev1, v2 are values;

• v.x wherev is a value andv 6= {xi = vi}
i∈I or ∀i, x 6= xi;

• v1 ¦ v2 wherev1 andv2 are values andv1 6= classval〈 , 〉 or
v2 6= mixinval〈 , , , 〉;

• new v wherev is a value andv 6= classval〈 , 〉;

• v1 • v2 wherev1 andv2 are values andv1 6= mixinval〈 , , , 〉 or v2 6=
mixinval〈 , , , 〉.

Definition 4.5.6 (Program divergence)A programp diverges (p ⇑) if p 7→ p′ for
somep′ and for allp′′ such thatp 7→→ p′′ there existsq such thatp′′ 7→ q.

Lemma 4.5.10 For a programp, if there is nop′ such thatp 7→→ p′ andp′ is faulty,
then eitherp is faulty, orp is an answer, orp 7→→ p′′ for some programp′′.

Proof
By induction on the structure ofp.

• p = c, λx.e, ref, !, :=, :=x, fix , {xi = vi}
i∈I , Hh.v, classval〈 , 〉,

mixinval〈 , , , 〉: p is an answer.

• p = x: impossible, sincex is a program.

• p = p1p2: there are three possibilities forp1:

1. p1 7→ q1 whereq1 is a program. This means thatp1 = E1[p
′], q1 =

E1[q
′] for some contextE1, wherep′ → q′. If we denote byE = E1p2,

then
p = p1p2 = E1[p

′]p2 = E[p′] 7→ E[q′]

which is a program;
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2. p1 is faulty: p is faulty;

3. p1 is an answer. Then we analysep2. Again, there are three cases to
consider:

a. p2 7→ q2 whereq2 is a program. This means thatp2 = E2[p
′], q2 =

E2[q
′] for some contextE2, wherep′ → q′. If we denote by

E = p1E2, then

p = p1p2 = p1E2[p
′] = E[p′] 7→ E[q′]

which is a program;

b. p2 is faulty: p is faulty;

c. p2 is an answer: each combination can be
- either reduced in the contextE = [ ] (for instancerefx), or
E = Hh〈x, v〉.[ ] (for instance!x),
- or it can be faulty (for instance!λx.e),
- or it can be non-closed (for instancexx),
- or it can be an answer (for instance:=x).

• p = Hh.p1: there are three cases to consider:

1. p1 7→ q1, q1 is a program, andp1 = E1[p
′], q1 = E1[q

′] for some
contextE1, wherep′ → q′. If E = Hh.E1, then

p = Hh.p1 = Hh.E1[p
′] = E[p′] 7→ E[q′]

andE[q′] is a program;

2. p1 is faulty: p is faulty;

3. p1 is an answer:p is an answer;

4. p1 = R[!x]: if x ∈ Dom(h), thenp reduces according to the rule
(deref), otherwisep is faulty;

5. p1 = R[:=xv]: if x ∈ Dom(h) thenp reduces according to the rule
(deref), otherwisep is faulty.

• p = {mi = pi}
i∈I : if we pick k ∈ I such that for allj ≤ k, pj are values

andpk is not then:

1. if suchk does not exist,i.e., all pi are values, thenp is a value;
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2. pk is faulty: p is faulty;

3. pk = Ek[p
′], qk = Ek[q

′] and p′ → q′. If we takeE = {m1 =
v1, . . . ,mk−1 = vk−1,mk = Ek,mk+1 = pk+1, . . . mn = pn} then,
p = {m1 = v1, . . . ,mk−1 = vk−1,mk = Ek[p

′],mk+1 = pk+1, . . . mn =
pn} = E[p′] 7→ E[q′], andE[q′] is a program.

• p = p1.x:

1. p1 7→ q1, q1 is a program, andp1 = E1[p
′], q1 = E1[q

′] for some
contextE1, wherep′ → q′. If E = E1.x, then

p = p1.x = E1[p
′].x = E[p′] 7→ E[q′]

andE[q′] is a program;

2. p1 is faulty: p is faulty;

3. p1 is an answer: ifp1 6= {xi = vi}
i∈I or x 6= xk, (k ∈ I), thenp is

faulty. Otherwise,p reduces tovk with E = [ ], according to the rule
(select).

• p = p1 ¦ p2: we first considerp1, for which we have three possibilities:

1. p1 7→ q1 andq1 is a program. Then,p1 = E1[p
′], q1 = E1[q

′] for some
contextE1, wherep′ → q′. Let us introduceE = E1 ¦ p2, then

p = p1 ¦ p2 = E1[p
′] ¦ p2 = E[p′] 7→ E[q′]

which is a program;

2. p1 is faulty: p is faulty;

3. p1 is an answer: ifp1 6= mixinval〈 , , , 〉, thenp is faulty. Other-
wise, we analysep2. There are the following cases to consider:

a. p2 7→ q2 andq2 is a program. Then,p2 = E2[p
′], q2 = E2[q

′]
for some contextE2, wherep′ → q′. In this case we can take
E = p1E2, so

p = p1 ¦ p2 = p1 ¦ E2[p
′] = E[p′] 7→ E[q′]

which is a program;

b. p2 is faulty: p is faulty;
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c. p2 is an answer: ifp2 6= classval〈 , 〉, thenp is faulty. Other-
wise,p reduces in the empty contextE = [ ], according to the
(mix app HO) rule.

• p = new p1:

1. In this case,p1 7→ q1 whereq1 is a program. This means thatp1 =
E1[p

′], q1 = E1[q
′] for some contextE1, wherep′ → q′. If we denote

by E = new p1, then

p = new p1 = new E1[p
′] = E[p′] 7→ E[q′]

which is a program;

2. p1 is faulty: p is faulty;

3. p1 is an answer: then there are two possibilities forp1:

a. If p1 is aclassval〈 , 〉 expression, thenp reduces in the context
E = [ ], according to the(new class HO) rule;

b. If p1 is any other value,p is faulty.

• p = p1 • p2: we first considerp1, for which we have three possibilities:

1. p1 7→ q1 andq1 is a program. Then,p1 = E1[p
′], q1 = E1[q

′] for some
contextE1, wherep′ → q′. Let us introduceE = E1 • p2, then

p = p1 • p2 = E1[p
′] • p2 = E[p′] 7→ E[q′]

which is a program;

2. p1 is faulty: p is faulty;

3. p1 is an answer: ifp1 6= mixinval〈 , , , 〉, thenp is faulty. Other-
wise, we analysep2. There are following cases to consider:

a. p2 7→ q2 andq2 is a program. Then,p2 = E2[p
′], q2 = E2[q

′]
for some contextE2, wherep′ → q′. In this case we can take
E = p1 • E2, so

p = p1 • p2 = p1 • E2[p
′] = E[p′] 7→ E[q′]

which is a program;
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b. p2 is faulty: p is faulty;

c. p2 is an answer: ifp2 6= mixinval〈 , , , 〉, thenp is faulty.
Otherwise,p reduces in the empty contextE = [ ], according to
the(mix comp) rule. 2

Corollary 4.5.11 (Uniform Evaluation) For a programp, if there is nop′ such
thatp 7→→ p′ andp′ is faulty, then eitherp ⇑ or p 7→→ a, for some answera.

Lemma 4.5.12 (Faulty Programs are Untypable)If p is faulty there are noΓ, τ
such thatΓ ` p : τ .

Proof
We show that faulty subexpressions ofp (which are responsible forp being

faulty) are not typable. The proof goes by the case analysis on these expres-
sions, reasoning by contradiction. The faulty subexpressions are given in Defini-
tion 4.5.5. We show just a few illustrative cases.

Let us denote byp′ the faulty subexpression ofp.

• p′ = v1v2, wherev1, v2 are values andv1 6= λx.e, ref, !, :=, :=v. Suppose
thatΓ ` p′ : τ . Then inspecting the rule (app) in the presence of subtyping
we derive

Γ ` v1 : σ1 → σ2 andΓ ` v2 : σ1 whereσ2 < : τ.

We can see that the only expressions that can have→ types are the expres-
sionsλx.e, ref, !, :=, :=v. Sincev1 is not any of these,v1 cannot be typed,
which implies thatp′ cannot be typed as well.

• p′ = new v wherev is a value andv 6= classval〈 , 〉. Suppose thatnew v
can be typed in some environmentΓ. ThenΓ ` new v : γ → {mi : τi}

i∈B

is derived fromΓ ` v : class〈γ, {mi : τi}
i∈B〉 by the rule(new class HO).

This is a contradiction, sincev is not a class value, therefore it cannot be
typed. 2

So to conclude, the soundness of our calculus can be proved.

Theorem 4.5.13 (Soundness)Letp be a program. Ifε ` p : τ then eitherp ⇑ or
p 7→→ a andε ` a : τ , for some answera.
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Proof
By Corollary 4.5.11 (Uniform evaluation), eitherp 7→→ p′ andp′ is faulty, or

p ⇑, or p 7→→ a. By Corollary 4.5.9, we deduce thatε ` a : τ andε ` p′ : τ .
If p 7→→ p′ andp′ is faulty, we get thatε ` p′ : τ is a contradiction, since faulty
expressions are not typable, so this case does not apply. Hence,p ⇑ or p 7→→ a and
ε ` a : τ . 2

Let us now introduce a special valuewrong given to the evaluation process
of a programp when it evaluates to a faulty programp′. Then we can define a
new functioneval′ from programsto {answers}∪wrong. This function makes it
possible to distinguish among programs that diverge and theones that cause type
error (eval′(p) = wrong).

To conclude, we state the following two properties, both corollaries of Theo-
rem 4.5.13:

Corollary 4.5.14 (Strong Soundness)Let p be a program. Ifε ` p : τ and
eval′(p) = a, for some answera, thenε ` a : τ .

Corollary 4.5.15 (Weak Soundness)Let p be a program. Ifε ` p : τ , then
eval′(p) 6= wrong.

4.6 An example of mixin inheritance

Mixin inheritance can be used as a powerful tool for constructing class hierarchies
and higher-order mixins further extend the basic functionalities of the language. In
this section, simple examples are given that show how mixinscan be implemented
and used in the calculus and explain some of the uses of mixin application and
mixin composition. For readability, the example uses functions with multiple
arguments even though they are not formalized explicitly inthe calculus.

In the examples given in this section, we will use a slightly simplified syntax
with respect to the calculus presented in Section 4.2:

• we will list the methods’ parameters in between “()”;

• e1; e2 is interpreted aslet x = e1 in e2, x 6∈ FV (e2), coherently with a
call-by-value semantics;

• we will avoid to make references explicit, thuslet x = e in x.m() should be
intended aslet x = refe in (!x).m();
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• method bodies are only sketched.

In the following, the definitions ofEncrypted mixin andCompress mixin
are given, that implement encryption and compression functionality on top of any
stream class. Note that the class to which the mixin is applied may have more
methods than expected by the mixin. For example,Encrypted can be applied
to Socket ¦ Object, even thoughSocket ¦ Object has other methods besides
read andwrite. The mixinRandom allows random access to any stream class,
thus we can build a random access file class with the mixin applicationRandom
¦ FileStream.

let FileStream =
mixin

method write = . . .
method read = . . .

end in

let Socket =
mixin

method write = . . .
method read = . . .
method IPaddress = . . .

end in

let Random =
mixin

method lseek = . . .
expect write;
expect read;

end in

let Encrypted =
mixin

redefine write = λ key. λ self. λ next. λ data.next (encrypt(data, key));
redefine read =λ key. λ self. λ next. λ . decrypt(next (), key);
constructor λ (key, arg).{fieldinit=key,superinit=arg};

end in

let Compress =
mixin

redefine write = λ level. λ self. λ next. λ data.next (compress(data, level));
redefine read =λ level. λ self. λ next. λ . uncompress(next (), level);
constructor λ (level, arg).{fieldinit=level,superinit=arg};

end in . . .

From the definition ofEncrypted, the type system infers the types of the meth-
ods that the mixin wants to redefine. These are the constraints that must be satis-
fied by any class to whichEncrypted is applied. The class must containwrite
and read methods whose types must be supertypes of those given towrite and
read, respectively, in the definition ofEncrypted. In Random such methods
are declared asexpectedand they are used within the methodlseek. Once again
the type system infers their types according to how they are used inlseek.

To create an encrypted stream class, one must apply theEncrypted mixin
to an existing stream class. For example,Encrypted ¦ FileStream is an en-
crypted file class. The power of mixins can be seen when we apply Encrypted
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to a family of different streams. For example, we can construct Encrypted ¦
Socket, which is a class that encrypts data communicated over a network. In ad-
dition to single inheritance, we can express many uses of multiple inheritance by
applying more than one mixin to a class. For example,PGPSign ¦ UUEncode
¦ Encrypted ¦ Compress ¦ FileStream produces a class of files that are
compressed, then encrypted, then uuencoded, then signed. In addition, mixins
can be used for forms of inheritance that are not possible in most single and
multiple inheritance-based systems. In the above example,the result of apply-
ing Encrypted to a stream satisfies the constraint required byEncrypted
itself, therefore, we can applyEncrypted more than once:Encrypted ¦
Encrypted ¦ FileStream is a class of files that are encrypted twice. In our
calculus, class private fields do not conflict even if they have the same name, so
each application ofEncrypted can have its own encryption key.

Mixin composition further enhances the (re)usability of classes and mixins
and enables better modular programming design, by exploiting software compo-
sition at a higher level. For example, the programmer is ableto build a customized
library of reusable mixins starting from existing mixins: one can create the new
mixin 2Encrypt = Encrypted • Encrypted, instead of always applying the
mixin Encrypted twice to every stream class in her program. This also enables
consistency: if in the future the definition of the mixin2Encrypt must be ex-
tended, e.g., by also exploiting UU encoding, then by changing only the definition
of 2Encrypt, with an additional mixin composition, it is guaranteed that all the
functions that used2Encrypt will use the new version. Moreover, construc-
tion of mixins can be delegated to different parts of the program (thus exploiting
modular programming), and the resulting mixins can then be assembled in order
to build a class. For instance, the following code delegatesthe construction of
mixins for encryption and compression to two functions, andthen assembles the
returned mixins for later use:

let m1 = build compression() in let m2 = build encryption() in

let m = m1 • m2 in (new(m ¦ FileStream)).write("foo")

The functionbuild compression returns a specific mixin according to user’s
requests: it can return a simpleCompressmixin, or a more elaborateUUEncode
• Compress mixin. Similarly,build encryption, instead of simply return-
ing a mixinEncrypted, returns the compositionPGPSign • Encrypted. All
these enhanced modular composition functionalities, supported by mixin compo-
sition, would not be directly provided by simple mixin application.
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Finally, let us observe that streams are implemented usually via the design
patterndecorator[GHJV95] (for instance, in Java), and this requires additional
manual programming. Instead, with mixins (and in particular with mixin compo-
sition), streams can be programmed directly exploiting language features. This
is just one of the examples of the additional expressivenessprovided by mixin
composition.
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Chapter 5

Adding incomplete objects

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents an attempt to design a calculus that combines class-based
features with object-based ones. Such a calculus tries to fitinto one setting the
“best of both worlds”, discipline and flexibility first of all.

Objects in object-based calculi can be transformed at any point in a program,
because they can generate other objects with more/different functionalities via
method addition and method override. Mixins can be seen asincompleteclasses,
and their instances asincompleteobjects that could be completed in an object-
based fashion. Therefore, we think that the best suited inheritance mechanism to
be integrated with the object-based paradigm is amixin-based one more than a
pure class-based one. In this version of the calculus it is possible:

(i) to instantiate classes (created via mixin-based inheritance), obtaining fully-
fledged objects ready to be used;

(ii ) to instantiatemixins, yielding incomplete objectsthat can be partly usable
but they might still need to be completed in an object-based fashion (via
method additionand/orobject composition).

In other words, the calculus enables designing tidy yet flexible hierarchies of
classes through mixin application that can be used in the classical way, but it
is also possible to experiment with prototypical incomplete objects. Section 5.7
provides some scenarios in which it looks desirable to have such a hybrid calcu-
lus: in object-oriented design there are some situations when one would like to

85
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simply add new features to existing objects by means of functions, without having
to resort to writing new classes and mixins for this purpose only.

When a mixin is instantiated, we obtain an incomplete object that can be “in-
complete” in two different respects:

(i) it may need some expected methods;

(ii) it may contain redefining methods that need the methods with the function-
ality of theirnext to be added.

In our setting an object can be seen as a pair, where the first component is a set
containing the methods that can be already invoked, and the second component is
a set ofpre-methods, that are waiting to be completed in one way or another.

Completion can happen in two ways:

(i) via method addition, that can add one of the expected methods or one of the
missingnexts;

(ii) via object composition, that takes an incomplete object and composes it with
a complete one containing all the required methods.

The incomplete object has a type that carries constraint information like the
type of the mixin it has been instantiated from. Thus, methodaddition and object
composition must respect the same constraints as the mixin application. The type
system (see Section 5.4) ensures that all method additions and object compositions
are type safe. Furthermore, method addition can only act on incomplete objects,
and the object composition completes an incomplete object with a complete one.
This way we totally exploit the type information at the mixinlevel, obtaining
a “tamed” and safe object-based calculus at the object level. General method
addition and a form of object-based override are under studyas extensions of our
calculus. This means that we do not provide method replacement functionalities
for already complete objects.

When a method is added, it becomes an effective component of the host ob-
ject, i.e., not only the methods of the host object may invokeit, but also the new
added method can use any of its sibling methods. This is rendered by requiring
that all the methods, hence also the ones which are added through method addition
or object composition, must be a function ofself. In this way, the reference to the
host object can be updated every time a method addition or an object composition
takes place, in order to take into consideration the new methods. This automat-
ically enables correct dynamic binding for all the methods,i.e., if for some of
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the methods their correspondingnext methods are provided via addition or com-
position, the redefined versions of such methods will be dynamically invoked by
the other methods. As explained in Section 5.7, this ensuresa realdelegation
mechanism in object composition.

This paper deals with incomplete objects remaining faithful to the above de-
scribed principles. Meaningful differences and extensions to the original syntax
of [BPS99] are commented on below.

In this first version of the calculus we assume that the methods we add to an
incomplete object via addition or composition do not introduce incompleteness
themselves, i.e., the set of “non-ready” methods never increases.

We would like to point out that our purpose was not to directlymodel any form
of delegation-based languages, but merely to explore the point of view of mixins
seen as incomplete classes. Future work will include some thoughts on whether
mixin-based incomplete objects may be useful in a delegation-based realm.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 the mostimportant fea-
tures of our calculus and its syntax are described. Sections5.3 and 5.4 introduce
the operational semantics and the type system, respectively. In Section 5.5 the
possibility to invoke complete methods on incomplete objects is analysed. Sec-
tion 5.6 gives the formal properties of the calculus. In Section 5.7 the usage of the
calculus is illustrated through the examples. Comparison with related work and
future research directions are given in Section 7.2 and 7.3,respectively.

5.2 Syntax of the calculus

As already mentioned, The Core Calculus of Classes and Mixins ofBono et al.
[BPS99] is based onReference MLof Wright and Felleisen [WF94]. To the im-
perative calculus of records, functions, classes and mixins of [BPS99] we add the
machinery to work with incomplete objects. The class and mixin related expres-
sions are:

• class valueclassval〈vg,B〉,

• mixin expressionmixin

method mj = vj;
(j∈N )

redefine mk = vk;
(k∈R)

expect mi;
(i∈E)

constructor vc;
end

,
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e ::= c | x | λx.e | e1 e2 | fix

| ref | ! | := | {xi = ei}
i∈I | e.x

| H h.e | classval〈vg,B〉| new e
| mixin

method mj = vj ;
(j∈N )

redefine mk = vk;
(k∈R)

expect mi;
(i∈E)

constructor vc;
end

| mixinval〈vg,N ,R, E〉
| e1 ¦ e2| e1 ←+ mi = e2| e1 ←+ e2

| obj〈{mi = vi}
i∈I , vg〉

| obj〈{mi = vi}
i∈I , vg, r,N ,R, E〉

v ::= c | x | λx.e | fix | ref| !
| := | := v | {xi = vi}

i∈I

| classval〈vg,B〉
| mixinval〈vg,N ,R, E〉
| obj〈{mi = vi}

i∈I , vg〉

Figure 5.1: Syntax of the core calculus: expressions and values.

• mixin applicatione1 ¦ e2,

• mixin compositione1 • e2,

• instantiation expressionnew e.

The (in)complete-object related expressions are:

• mixin value:mixinval〈vg,N ,R, E〉,

• complete object:obj〈{mi = vi}
i∈I , vg〉,

• incomplete object:obj〈{mi = vi}
i∈I , vg, r,N ,R, E〉,

• method addition:e1 ←+ mi = e2,

• object composition:e1 ←+ e2.

As in Chapter 4, mixins are treated as first class entities in the calculus, al-
though not intended to be written directly. Mixin application creates classes,
mixin evaluation creates mixin values, while object forms can be created by class
and mixin instantiation.

The syntax of the calculus is given in Figure 5.1. Since the lambda calculus
related forms are standard and were explained in detail in Chapter 4, together with
class and mixin related expression, only the forms that are different are explained
here.
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• mixinval〈vg,N ,R, E〉 is amixin value, and it is the result of mixin evalua-
tion. The generatorvg for the mixin is a “partial generator”, i.e., a generator
of incomplete objects. This partial generator is used also in the evaluation
of mixin application¦, where it is appropriately composed with the class
generator (see the operational semantics in Section 5.3). The setsN , R and
E contain the indices of new, redefining and expected methods defined in
the mixin.

• new e uses generatorvg of the class value or of the mixin value to whiche
evaluates to create a function that returns a new object (incomplete, in the
mixin case), as described in Section 5.3.

• e1 ←+ mi = e2 is the method addition operation. It adds the definition for
methodmi with bodye2 to the (incomplete) object to whiche1 evaluates.

• e1 ←+ e2 is the object composition operation. It composes the (incomplete)
object to whiche1 evaluates with the complete object to whiche2 evaluates.

• obj〈{mi = vi}
i∈I , vg〉 is a fully-fledged object that might have been created

by directly instantiating a class, or by completing an incomplete object. Its
first component is a record of methods, the second component is a generator
function, which is kept also for complete objects, since they can be used to
complete the incomplete ones.

• obj〈{mi = vi}
i∈I , vg, r,N ,R, E〉 is an incomplete object. It has six com-

ponents:
- a record of methods{mi = vi}

i∈I ,
- a generator functionvg,
- a recordr containing redefining methods which will be used when a

next for them becomes available during method addition or objectcompo-
sition (as explained in Section 5.3),

- three setsN ,R, andE , containing the indices of new, redefining, and
expected methods defined in the mixin.
When the sets of method namesR andE become empty (and so does the
record of redefining methods) the incomplete object becomesa complete
object.

As in the previous chapter, we define the root of the class hierarchy, class
Object, as a predefined class value:

Object
4
= classval〈 λ .λ .{}, [ ] 〉
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which is necessary to treat uniformly all the other classes.
Let us note again that the difference with respect to the calculus of [BPS99],

is the introduction ofmixin values. Since they can be seen as partially evaluated
incomplete classes (as it can be seen in Section 5.3), they are useful when creating
incomplete objects. They have exactly the same types as the mixins they are eval-
uated from (see Section 5.4), which points out that they are more syntactic sugar
than substantial syntax, which becomes apparent when defining the operational
semantics. Moreover, in the original calculus, objects were simply records, while
in this paper they are tuples, in order to be able to deal with incompleteness. Still,
invocable methods are all contained in a record-shaped component of the tuple.

5.3 Operational semantics

As in the previous Chapter, the operational semantics extends the one of the core
calculus of classes and mixins [BPS99], which is in turn inspired by theReference
ML of Wright and Felleisen [WF94].

Let us first give the definition of contexts.

Definition 5.3.1 (Contexts)

C ::= [ ] | C e | e C | λx.C | C.x | H h.C | H〈x,C〉h.e
| {m1 = e1, . . . ,mi = C,mi+1 = ei+1, . . . ,mn = en}

1≤i≤n

| C ¦ e | e ¦ C | classval〈C,M〉 | new C
| C ←+ m = e | C ←+ e | e ←+ m = C | e ←+ C

| mixin

j ∈ N \ [l]
k ∈ R
i ∈ E

method mj = vj;
method ml = C;
redefine mk = vk;
expect mi;
constructor vc;
end

| mixin

j ∈ N
k ∈ R \ [l]
i ∈ E

method mj = vj;
redefine mk = vk;
redefine ml = C;
expect mi;
constructor vc;
end

| mixin

j ∈ N
k ∈ R
i ∈ E

method mj = vj;
redefine mk = vk;
expect mi;
constructor C;
end

In Figure 5.2, the reduction rules for standard lambda calculus related forms
are given. They are the same as the ones given in Section 4.3.R’s arereduction
contexts[MT89, CF91, FH92], which are slightly different from the reduction
contexts given in Section 4.3. Their definition can be found in Figure 5.3.
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c v → δ(c, v) (δ)
if δ(c, v) is defined

(λx.e) v → [v/x] e (βv)
fix (λx.e) → [fix (λx.e)/x]e (fix)

{. . . , x = v, . . .}.x → v (select)
refv → H〈x, v〉.x (ref)

H〈x, v〉h.R[!x] → H〈x, v〉h.R[v] (deref)
H〈x, v〉h.R[:=xv′] → H〈x, v′〉h.R[v′] (assign)

R[H h.e] → H h.R[e], R 6= [ ] (lift )
H h.H h′.e → H h h′.e (merge)

Figure 5.2: Reduction rules for standard expressions and heap expressions

R ::= [ ] | R e | v R | R.x | new R | R ¦ e | v ¦ R
| {m1 = v1, . . . , mi−1 = vi−1, mi = R, mi+1 = ei+1, . . . , mn = en}

1≤i≤n

| R ←+ m = e | R ←+ e | v ←+ m = R | v ←+ R

Figure 5.3: Reduction contexts

5.3.1 Reduction rules for object-oriented forms

The meaning of the rules for object-oriented related forms given in Figure 5.4 is
as follows.

• (mix IO) rule turns a mixinexpressioninto a mixinvalue. Notice that all the
other mixin operations, i.e., mixin application and mixin instantiation, are
performed on mixin values. A mixin value consists of a function, called the
mixin generator, and the names of methods defined, redefined,and expected
by the mixin. Given the parameterx for the constructorvc of the mixin
expression, the mixin generator returns a record containing the following:

– a (partial) object generatorgen which binds the private field of the
methodsmj (newly defined by the mixin) tofieldinit returned by the
constructor. Recall that method bodies take parametersfield, self,
and, if it is a redefinition, alsonext. The output ofgen has “dummy”
method bodies in place of redefined and expected methods to enable
the correct instantiation of incomplete objects. Intuitively, self must
refer to all the methods: not only the new ones, but also the ones that
are still to be added;
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(mix IO)
mixin

method mj = vj ;
(j∈N )

redefine mk = vk;
(k∈R)

expect mi;
(i∈E)

constructor vc;
end

→ mixinval〈Genm,N ,R, E〉

where

Genm
4
= λx.

let t = vc(x) in



gen = λself.



mj = λy.vj t.fieldinit self y, (j ∈ N )
mk = λy. self.mk y, (k ∈ R)
mi = λy. self.mi y, (i ∈ E)



 ,

superinit = t.superinit,
redef = {mk = λy.vk t.fieldinit y, (k ∈ R)}





(new class IO)
new classval〈vg,M〉 → λw.obj〈fix (vg w), (vg w)〉

(new mix)
new mixinval〈Genm,N ,R, E〉 →

λw.let vg = (Genm w) in

obj〈fix (vg.gen), vg.gen, vg.redef,N ,R, E〉

(obj sel)
obj〈{. . . , mi = vi, . . .}, 〉.mi → vi

(mix app IO)
mixinval〈Genm,N ,R, E〉 ¦ classval〈vg,B〉 → classval〈Gen,N ∪ B〉
where

Gen
4
= λx.λself.

let mixinrec= Genm(x) in

let mixingen= mixinrec.gen in

let mixinred= mixinrec.redef in

let supergen= vg(mixinrec.superinit) in



mj = λy.(mixingen self).mj y, (j ∈ N )
mk = λy.(mixinred.mk self) (supergen self).mk y, (k ∈ R)
mi = λy.(supergen self).mi y, (i ∈ B \ R)





Figure 5.4: Reduction rules for object-oriented forms
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– the argumentsuperinit for the superclass constructor, as returned by
the mixin constructorvc. Let us recall here that theconstructor subex-
pressionvc is a function of one argument which returns a record of two
components: one is the initialization expression for the field fieldinit

the othersuperinit is the argument for the superclass generator;

– the redef component which contains a record of redefined methods
that have their private field already bound tofieldinit (returned by the
constructor), and are ready to have theirnext parameter bound to a
method added to the object at run time, with theirself still unbound.
This record will be used during method addition and object composi-
tion to recover the actual body of the redefined methods, complete it,
and insert it in the working part of the object.

The above generator is called “partial” since it returns an object that con-
tains redefined and expected methods that cannot be invoked (present as
“dummy” methods). The actual implementation of those methods can be
provided by method addition and/or object composition rules (meth add 1),
(meth add 2), (obj comp).

• (new class IO) rule enables the creation of new objects from class defini-
tions. It builds a function which, once passed an argumentw, produces the
complete objectobj〈fix (vg w), (vg w)〉. (vg w) is the object generator, ob-
tained by applying the class generatorvg to an argumentw. This creates a
function fromself to a record of methods.fix (vg w) is the record of meth-
ods that can be invoked on that object, obtained by applying the fixed-point
operatorfix (following [Coo89]) to(vg w) in order to bindself in method
bodies and create a recursive record.

• (new mix) rule createsincomplete objectsfrom mixin values. First, it ap-
plies the mixin generatorGenm to an argumentv, thus binding the private
field of new and redefined methods and providing access toGenm’s gen and
redef components. The mixin object generatorvg.gen is a function fromself
to a record of mixin methods, whilevg.redef is the record of the redefined
mixin methods that have theirfieldinit bound (self andnext have still to be
bound). Thevg.redef record is used for “remembering” the partial redefined
method bodies for the future use. The application of the fixed-point operator
to vg.gen creates a recursive record of methods1.

1Those methods that do not invoke any expected method and/or that have their reference to
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• (obj sel) enables method invocation on a complete object.

• (mix app IO) rule evaluates the application of a mixin value to a class value
and represents inheritance in our calculus. The resulting class value is
classval〈Gen,N ∪ B〉 whereGen is the generator function, andN ∪ B
lists all the method names of the subclass. Using a class generator delays
full inheritance resolution until object instantiation time whenself becomes
available.

The class generator takes a single argumentx, which is used by the mixin
generator, and returns a function fromself to a record of methods. When
the fixed-point operator is applied to the function returnedby the generator,
it produces a recursive record of methods representing a newobject (see the
(new class IO) rule). Gen calls Genm(x) to computemixinrec, which is
used first to compute the mixin object generatormixingen, a function from
self to a record of mixin methods. Next, it is used to computemixinred,
which provides the record of redefining methods from the mixin. Then,
Gen calls the superclass generatorvg, passing argumentmixinrec.superinit,
to obtain a functionsupergenfrom self to a record of superclass methods.
Finally, Gen builds a function fromself that returns a record containingall
the methods, both from the mixin and the superclass.

All the methods from the superclass that are not redefined by the mixin (mi

wherei ∈ B \ R), are inherited by the subclass. They are taken intact
from the superclass’s object (supergen self). These methodsmi include all
the methods that are expected by the mixin (as checked by the type sys-
tem). Methodsmj defined by the mixin are taken intact from the mixin’s
object (mixingen self). As for redefinedmethodsmk, next is bound to
(supergen self).mk by Gen, which is then passed to(mixinred.mk) self.
Notice that at this stage, all methods have already receiveda binding for
the private field. Moreover, for all methods in all generatorfunctions, the
method bodies are wrapped insideλy. · · · y to delay evaluation in our call-
by-value calculus.

theirnextalready resolved can be called on this recursive record component of the newly produced
incomplete object.
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5.3.2 Reduction rules for incomplete objects

The next four rules in Figure 5.5 are the basic rules for manipulating the incom-
plete objects, i.e., they enable completing them with the method definitions that
they need either as expected or redefined.

• (meth add 1) rule adds to an incomplete object a methodml that some other
methods expect. The function incgen mapsself to a record of methods,
where new method definitions are taken from the object generator vg, the
redefining and expected (excludingml) methods remain “dummy” and the
methodml is added. Therefore, applying thefix operator to incgen produces
a recursive record of methods with boundself. Theincgenfunction is a part
of the reduct because it must be carried along in the evaluation process, in
order to enable future method additions and/or object compositions.

• (meth add 2) rule is similar to the previous one, the difference being that
now a method is added in order to complete a redefining methodml, acting
as itsnext. Therefore the definition of the redefined method is not “dummy”
anymore, but gets a new bodyml = λy. (r.ml self) (vl self) y. The body
of ml is taken fromr (it is already bound tofieldinit) and(vl self) is passed
to it asnext. Naturally, this method becomes fully functional, therefore its
definition is removed fromr, and the indexl is removed fromR and added
to N .

The only requirement forml, both in rules (meth add 1) and (meth add 2),
is that the bodyvl must be a function ofself.

• (obj comp) rule combines two objects in such a way that the new added
object

o2 = obj〈{mi = vi}
i∈I , v′

g〉

(which must be already complete) completes the incomplete object

o1 = obj〈{. . .}, vg, r,N ,R, E〉

and makes it fully functional. The record of methods inincgenis built by
taking the new methods from the incomplete objecto1 (these are the only
methods that are fully functional in this object), binding thenext parameter
in redefining methods fromo1, and taking the expected methods from the
complete objecto2. During object composition, the objecto2 used for the
completion getsself rebound to the new resulting object (this is the reason
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(meth add 1)

obj〈{. . .}, vg, r,N ,R, E〉 ←+ (ml = vl) →
let incgen = λself.




mj = λy. (vg self).mj y, (j ∈ N )
mk = λy. self.mk y, (k ∈ R)
mi = λy. self.mi y, (i ∈ E − {l})
ml = λy. vl self y





in obj〈fix (incgen), incgen, r,N ∪ {l},R, E − {l}〉
wherel ∈ E

(meth add 2)

obj〈{. . .}, vg, r,N ,R, E〉 ←+ (ml = vl) →
let incgen = λself.




mj = λy. (vg self).mj y, (j ∈ N )
mk = λy. self.mk y, (k ∈ R− {l})
mi = λy. self.mi y, (i ∈ E)
ml = λy. (r.ml self) (vl self) y





in obj〈fix (incgen), incgen, r − r.ml,N ∪ {l},R− {l}, E〉
wherel ∈ R

(obj comp)

obj〈{. . .}, vg, r,N ,R, E〉 ←+ obj〈{mi = vi}
i∈I , v′g〉 →

let incgen = λself.



mj = λy. (vg self).mj y, (j ∈ N )
mk = λy. (r.mk self) (v′g self).mk y, (k ∈ R)

mi = λy. (v′g self).mi y, (i ∈ I −R)





in obj〈fix (incgen), incgen〉

(completed)

obj〈{mi = vi}
i∈I , vg, {}, I, ∅, ∅〉 → obj〈{mi = vi}

i∈I , vg〉

Figure 5.5: Reduction rules for object completions
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why we need to keep the generator also for complete object values). This
rebinding automatically enables dynamic binding of methods that are rede-
fined even when called from within the methods ofo2. After completion, it
is possible to invoke all the methods on the new created object.

• (completed) rule transforms an incomplete object into a complete one, af-
ter all the missing methods are provided by the previous rules (i.e., after
completing all the methods one by one by subsequently using(meth add 1),
(meth add 2), and(obj comp) rules).

It might be tempting to argue that object composition is justsyntactic sugar,
i.e., it can be derived via an appropriate sequence of methodadditions, but this is
not true. In fact, when adding a method, the method does not have a state, while
a complete object used in an object composition has its own internal state (i.e., it
has a private field, properly initialized when the complete object was created via
a “new” from a class, or when part of it was created via a “new” from a mixin).
Being able to choose to complete an object via the compositionor via a sequence
of method additions (of the same methods appearing in the (complete) object used
in the composition) gives our calculus an extra bit of flexibility.

5.4 Type system

5.4.1 Types

This version of the calculus, apart from adding class and mixin types to the func-
tional, record, and reference types ofReference ML, also adds object types, both
for complete and incomplete objects. Hence, the types in oursystem are the fol-
lowing:

τ ::= ι | τ1 → τ2 | τ ref | {mi : τi}
i∈I

| class〈τ, ΣB〉 | mixin〈τ1, τ2, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉
| obj〈Σ〉 | obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉

whereι is a constant type,→ is the functional type operator,τ ref is the type of
locations containing a value of typeτ , {xi : τi}

i∈I is a record type,class〈τ, ΣB〉
is a class type, andmixin〈τ1, τ2, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉 is a mixin type, as explained
in Section 4.4. The novelty are theobject typesobj〈Σ〉 of complete objects and
obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉 of incomplete objects.
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The definitions of typing environmentsΓ and of typing judgments are the same
as in Section 4.4.

Typing judgments:

Γ ` τ1 < : τ2 τ1 is a subtype ofτ2

Γ ` e : τ e has typeτ

Typing environments:

Γ ::= ε | Γ, x : τ | Γ, ι1 < : ι2

wherex ∈ Var , τ is a well-formed type,ι1, ι2 are constant types, andx, ι1 6∈
dom(Γ).

The typing rules for standard and heap expressions are the same as the ones
given for the calculus enriched with higher-order mixins, and were given in Sec-
tion 4.4 in Figure 4.7. Also, the subtyping rules remain the same, and were given
in Section 4.4 in Figure 4.6. It is important to notice that the subtyping rela-
tion given in Section 4.4 in Figure 4.6 does not include any rule on object types
obj〈. . .〉 (even if there is a record type subtyping rule), in order to avoid conflicts
between object-based inheritance and subtyping.

5.4.2 Typing rules for class related forms

Typing rules for class and complete object related forms aregiven in Figure 5.6.

• Rules (T class val IO) (T class inst IO), and (T root) are analogous to the
corresponding rules in Section 4.4 for the version of the calculus with higher-
order mixins. The only difference to notice is that objects instantiated from
class values do not have a simple record typeΣ, but an object typeobj〈Σ〉.
This is useful for distinguishing standard complete objects, which can be
used for completing incomplete objects, from their internal auto-reference
self, that has typeΣ (in particular, this is to avoid self-inflicted object com-
pletions, which are unsound in our calculus).

• Rule (T obj) says that the type of a complete object is the record of its
method types. Note that in the object expression, the secondcomponentvg

is a function fromself to self (so typed with{mi : τi}
i∈I → {mi : τi}

i∈I),
because it works on the first component of the object, which isthe record of
object’s methods.

• The only operation allowed on complete objects is method selection and it
is typed as ordinary record component selection (rule (T sel)).
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Γ ` vg : γ → {mi : τi}
i∈B → {mi : τi}

i∈B

Γ ` classval〈vg,B〉 : class〈γ, {mi : τi}
i∈B〉

(T class val IO)

Γ ` e : class〈γ, {mi : τi}
i∈B〉

Γ ` new e : γ → obj〈{mi : τi}
i∈B〉

(T class inst IO)

Γ ` Object: class〈unit, {}〉
(T root)

Γ ` {mi = vi}
i∈I : {mi : τi}

i∈I

Γ ` vg : {mi : τi}
i∈I → {mi : τi}

i∈I

Γ ` obj〈{mi = vi}
i∈I , vg〉 : obj〈{mi : τi}

i∈I〉
(T obj)

Γ ` e : obj〈Σ〉 mi : τi ∈ Σ

Γ ` e.mi : τi

(T sel)

Figure 5.6: Typing rules for class related forms

5.4.3 Typing rules for mixin related forms

Typing rules for mixin related forms are given in Figure 5.7.

• The rules (T mix IO) and (T mix val IO) assign the same type to their re-
spective expressions, although deduced in a different way.As in Section 4.4
the side conditionLabels(ΣN ) ∩ Labels(ΣR) ∩ Labels(ΣE) = ∅ of the rule
(T mix HO) ensures that the names of new, redefined, and expected methods
are all distinct.

• In the rule (T inc obj) the type assigned to an incomplete object is similar
to the one of the mixin the object is the instance of, but it does not contain
information about the constructor. This is consistent withthe fact that the
constructor has already been called when an incomplete object has been
created. A difference results in the types of redefined methods: in object
values, the type of the private field disappears since it has already been
bound during mixin instantiation. The type ofself is still present since it
will be bound later during method completion or object completion).
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Γ ` e : mixin〈γb, γd, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉

Γ ` new e : γd → obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉
(T mix inst)

(New) For j ∈ N : Γ ` vj : τ ↓

j

(Redef) Fork ∈ R : Γ ` vk : τ ↓

k

(Expect) For i ∈ E : Γ ` vi : τ ↑

i

Γ ` vg : Σ → Σ
Γ ` r : {mk : Σ → τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k }
k∈R

R∪ E 6= ∅

Γ ` obj〈{ml = vl}
l∈N∪R∪E , vg, r,N ,R, E〉 :

obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉

(T inc obj)

(New) For j ∈ N : Γ ` vj : η → Σ → τ ↓

j

(Redef) Fork ∈ R : Γ ` vk : η → Σ → τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k

(Constr) Γ ` vc : γd → {fieldinit : η, superinit : γb}
Labels(ΣN ) ∩ Labels(ΣR) ∩ Labels(ΣE) = ∅

Γ `

mixin

method mj = vj ;
(j∈N )

redefine mk = vk;
(k∈R)

expect mi;
(i∈E)

constructor vc;
end

: mixin〈γb, γd, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉

(T mix IO)

Γ ` vg : γd → {gen : Σ → Σ, superinit : γb,
redef : {mk : Σ → τ ↑

k
→ τ ↓

k
}k∈R}

Γ ` mixinval〈vg,N ,R, E〉 : mixin〈γb, γd, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉
(T mix val IO)

Γ ` e1 : mixin〈γb, γd, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉
Γ ` e2 : class〈γc, ΣB〉
Γ ` γb < : γc

Γ ` ΣB < : (ΣE ∪ ΣO) Γ ` ΣR < : ΣB/ΣR

Labels(ΣB) ∩ Labels(ΣN ) = ∅

Γ ` e1 ¦ e2 : class〈γd, Σd〉
(T mix app IO)

where Σd = ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ (ΣB − (ΣB/ΣR))

and where in all the rulesΣ = ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ ΣE

ΣN = {mj : τ ↓

j }, ΣR = {mk : τ ↓

k}, ΣE = {mi : τ ↑

i }, ΣO = {mk : τ ↑

k}
τ ↑

i andτ ↑

k are inferred from method bodies

Figure 5.7: Typing rules for mixin related forms
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We recall now the “dummy” methods introduced in Section 5.3,to fully
justify them according to the typing rules. When typing an incomplete ob-
ject value, “dummy” methods allow us to assign the typeΣ → Σ to the
generatorvg (the generator being a function fromself to self). In fact, the
body of “dummy” methods simply calls the homonym method onself, so
the type inferred for expected and redefined methods will be consistent with
the types of “dummy” method bodies (and so with the types of expected and
next methods sought by their sibling methods). If the “dummy” method
“trick” was not used, the generator would have the followingtype

gen : Σ → {mj : τ ↓
j
,mk : τ ↑

k
→ τ ↓

k
}j∈N ,k∈R

and thefix operator could not be applied to generate an incomplete object
(see rule (new mix) in Section 5.3), sincefix : (σ → σ) → σ.

• The rule(mix app HO) is the same as the mixin application rule for the
calculus supporting higher-order mixins and is explained in Section 4.4.

5.4.4 Typing rules for incomplete objects

Finally, Figure 5.8 shows the typing rules related to incomplete objects.

• A methodml can be added to an incomplete object ((T meth add 1) rule),
only if this method is expected by the incomplete object and if the type of
the added method is at least as “good” as the type of the expected method
(i.e., its type is a subtype of the expected one). Method addition in this case
presents a sort of symmetry. The added method completes the functional-
ities of some already present methods, but in turn, it may invoke some of
them as well. Therefore,ml’s self typeΣ1 imposes some constraints on the
type of the incomplete object thatml is supposed to complete. Hence, the
incomplete object must provide all the methods listed inΣ1, on which the
added method is parameterized.Σ1 is inferred fromml’s body. When the
expected typeτ ↑

l is substituted with the actual oneτl in Σ (the type ofself
of the incomplete object), the newly obtained type ofself must be a sub-
type ofΣ1 (the last premise of the (T meth add 1) rule). The added method
becomes a method inΣN in the resulting object, but this does not ensure
that the method can be already called, since the added methodcould call a
method onself that is not actually present in the object or is not complete.
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Γ ` e : obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉
ml : τ ↑

l ∈ ΣE Γ ` vl : Σ1 → τl Γ ` τl < : τ ↑

l

Γ ` (ΣN ∪ {ml : τl} ∪ ΣR ∪ ΣE − {ml : τ ↑

l })< : Σ1

Γ ` e ←+ (ml = vl) :
obj〈ΣN ∪ {ml : τl}, ΣR, ΣE − {ml : τ ↑

l }, ΣO〉

(T meth add 1)

Γ ` e : obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉
ml : τ ↑

l ∈ ΣO ∧ ml : τ ↓

l ∈ ΣR

Γ ` vl : Σ1 → τl Γ ` τ ↓

l < : τl < : τ ↑

l

Γ ` (ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ ΣE)< : Σ1

Γ ` e ←+ (ml = vl) :
obj〈ΣN ∪ {ml : τl}, ΣR − {ml : τ ↓

l }, ΣE , ΣO − {ml : τ ↑

l }〉

(T meth add 2)

Γ ` e1 : obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉
Γ ` e2 : obj〈Σ2〉
Γ ` Σ2 < : (ΣE ∪ ΣO)
Γ ` ΣR < : (Σ2/ΣR)
Labels(Σ2) ∩ Labels(ΣN ) = ∅

Γ ` e1 ←+ e2 : obj〈Σ′〉
(T obj comp)

whereΣ′ = ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ (Σ2 − (Σ2/ΣR))

Γ ` {mi = vi}
i∈I : {mi : τi}

i∈I

Γ ` vg : {mi : τi}
i∈I → {mi : τi}

i∈I

Γ ` obj〈{mi : τi}
i∈I , vg, {}, I, ∅, ∅〉 : obj〈{mi : τi}

i∈I〉
(T completed)

Figure 5.8: Typing rules for incomplete object-related forms

• When adding anext method to complete a methodml that is redefined in
the incomplete object (rule (T meth add 2)), the added method must have a
type consistent with the expected one and with the actual type of the rede-
fined method, i.e.,τ ↓

l < : τl < : τ ↑

l , exactly as for theΣold types in the mixin
application rule ((T mix app IO)). The method now becomes a method in
ΣN (with the redefined type) and its type information is removedboth from
ΣR andΣO.

• The composition of an incomplete object with a complete one (rule (T obj comp))
is basically the typing rule for mixin application (Figure 5.7) applied to ob-
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jects (thus, with the difference that types for the constructor parameters do
not appear).

• Finally, rule (T completed) types the transformation from incomplete to the
complete object, after the completion of the incomplete object.

5.5 Allowing method invocation on incomplete ob-
jects

Method invocation could be allowed also on incomplete objects, but only methods
that are fully complete, i.e., the ones that do not need anext and use neither
expected nor other incomplete methods, could be invoked.

To achieve this, we would need to add the following reductionrule to the
operational semantics:

obj〈{. . . ,mi = vi, . . .}, , , , , 〉.mi → vi (incobj sel)

Then, an appropriate typing rule would forbid non-correct method invocations
on incomplete objects:

Γ ` e : obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉
mi : τi ∈ ΣN TransDep(mi) ⊆ Labels(ΣN )

Γ ` e.mi : τi

(T inc sel)

where Dep(mi)
4
= {mj|“self.mj” ∈ body(mi)}

TransDep(mi)
4
= Dep(mi)

+

The typing rule (T inc sel) would ensure that, even though an object is incom-
plete, it is still possible to call a methodmi on it. In particular, the called method
has to be a complete method (i.e.,i ∈ N ), and in turn all methods called by
mi must be, recursively, complete. This last property is informally stated by the
transitive closure of the propertyDep(mi).

In order to obtain a formalization, it would be necessary to implement a sort of
“transitive closure”, based on a global analysis technique, to list, for each method,
the dependencies from other methods. Since this feature is essentially an imple-
mentation detail, we leave it out from this version of the calculus.
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5.6 Properties of the system

As in the previous chapter, we prove some properties of our system, again follow-
ing [WF94] and [Bon99]. Calculus with incomplete objects is also proved sound
(see Section 5.6.3) using the subject reduction property.

5.6.1 Preliminary properties

Since many of the preliminary properties are analogous to the ones given in Sec-
tion 4.5.1, we only give the ones that are different for this version of the calculus.

The definition of contextsC[ ], used later throughout this Section, was given
in Section 5.3 in Definition 5.3.1. It differs from the one given in Section 4.3
(Definition 4.3.1) in that we have the forms that deal with method addition and
method completion.

The notion of substitution, is defined analogously as in Section 4.5.1. Also
theDeduction properties, Contravariance of→ w.r.t. < : , Weakening is ad-
missible, Replacement, and < : Weakening lemmas are analogous to the ones
given in Section 4.5.1. Hence we only state theSubstitution lemmaand give the
proof of one illustrative case related to incomplete objects.

Lemma 5.6.1 (Substitution) If Γ, x : τ ′ ` e : τ and Γ ` e′ : τ ′, thenΓ `
[e′/x]e : τ .

Proof

• (meth add 2)

Let us suppose that

Γ, x : τ ′ ` e ←+ (ml = vl) :
obj〈Σ′, ΣN ∪ {ml : τl}, ΣR − {ml : τ ↓

l }, ΣE〉ΣO − {ml : τ ↑

l }.

Then by inspecting the rule (T meth add 2) and using Lemma 4.5.1 we de-
rive

Γ, x : τ ′ ` e : obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉 (1)
ml : τ ↑

l ∈ ΣO (2) ml : τ ↓

l ∈ ΣR (3)
Γ, x : τ ′ ` vl : Σ1 → τl (4)
Γ, x : τ ′ ` τ ↓

l < : τl < : τ ↑

l (5)
Γ, x : τ ′ ` (ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ ΣE) < : Σ1 (6).
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Applying the induction hypothesis to the judgements (1) and(4) we deduce

Γ ` [e′/x]e : obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉 (1′)
Γ ` [e′/x]vl : Σ1 → τl (4′)

Since the type assignment does not influence subtyping relation, the judge-
ments (5) and (6) become:

Γ ` τ ↓

l < : τl < : τ ↑

l (5′)
Γ ` (ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ ΣE) < : Σ1 (6′)

Now applying the rule (T meth add 2) to (1’), (2), (3), (4’)-(6’) we get

Γ ` [e′/x]e ←+ (ml = [e′/x]vl) :
obj〈Σ′, ΣN ∪ {ml : τl}, ΣR − {ml : τ ↓

l }, ΣE〉ΣO − {ml : τ ↑

l }.

2

5.6.2 Subject reduction

In this part, we prove the subject reduction property for theversion of the calculus
with incomplete objects. Then, the soundness follows as in Chapter 4.

Since the proof for standard expressions and heap expressions is the same as
in Theorem 4.5.8 (Section 4.5.2), it is omitted. Only the cases related to object-
oriented and object completions related forms are given in the proof.

Lemma 5.6.2 (Subject Reduction)If Γ ` e : τ ande →→ e′, thenΓ ` e′ : τ .

Proof
Object-oriented forms

• (mix IO):

Suppose that

Γ `

mixin

method mj = vj;
(j∈N )

redefine mk = vk;
(k∈R)

expect mi;
(i∈E)

constructor vc;
end

: mixin〈γb, γd, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉.
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First we show that we can reconstruct the type for the mixin generatorvg,
given in the rule(T mix val IO).

Inspecting the rule(T mix IO) and using Lemma 4.5.1 we derive the follow-
ing

For j ∈ N : Γ ` vj : η → Σ → τ ↓

j (1)
Fork ∈ R : Γ ` vk : η → Σ → τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k (2)
Γ ` vc : γd → {fieldinit : η, superinit : γb} (3)
Labels(ΣN ) ∩ Labels(ΣR) ∩ Labels(ΣE) = ∅.

Using Lemma 4.5.3, for somex 6∈ dom(Γ), it follows that

Γ, x : γd ` vc : γd → {fieldinit : η, superinit : γb} (3′).

By the (proj) rule,
Γ, x : γd ` x : γd (4).

Let us recall the definition of the mixin generator given in Section 5.3, in
Figure 5.4:

Genm
4
= λx.

let t = vc(x) in



gen = λself.



mj = λy.vj t.fieldinit self y, (j ∈ N )
mk = λy. self.mk y, (k ∈ R)
mi = λy. self.mi y, (i ∈ E)



 ,

superinit = t.superinit,
redef = {mk = λy.vk t.fieldinit y, (k ∈ R)}





Applying the rule (app) to (3’) and (4), we derive

Γ, x : γd ` t = vc(x) : {fieldinit : η, superinit : γb},

so by the (lookup) rule we derive

Γ, x : γd ` t.fieldinit : η (5),
Γ, x : γd ` t.superinit : γb (6).

Applying Lemma 4.5.3 to (1), (2), (4), and (5), for someself 6∈ dom(Γ),
we obtain

For j ∈ N : Γ, x : γd, self : Σ ` vj : η → Σ → τ ↓

j (1′′)
Fork ∈ R : Γ, x : γd, self : Σ ` vk : η → Σ → τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k (2′′)
Γ, x : γd, self : Σ, x : γd ` x : γd (4′′)
Γ, x : γd, self : Σ, x : γd ` t.fieldinit : η (5′′),
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and by the (proj) rule

Γ, x : γd, self : Σ ` self : Σ (7).

From (1”), (5”), and (7), using the (app) rule twice, we derive

For j ∈ N , Γ, x : γd, self : Σ ` vj t.fieldinit self : τ ↓

j

from which it immediately follows that

For j ∈ N , Γ, x : γd, self : Σ ` mj : τ ↓

j (8).

If k ∈ R or i ∈ E , the method bodies ingen are ”dummy” so we take
their types from the type ofself. SinceΓ, x : γd, self : Σ ` self : Σ =
ΣN ∪ΣR∪ΣE , we deduceΓ, x : γd, self : Σ ` self.mk : τ ↓

k from ΣR using
the rule (lookup), andΓ, x : γd, self : Σ ` self.mi : τ ↑

i from ΣE using the
same rule, i.e.,

Γ, x : γd, self : Σ ` mk : τ ↓

k (9) Γ, x : γd, self : Σ ` mi : τ ↑

i (10).

From (8)-(10) we deduce thatgen produces a record of methods of the type

{mj : τ ↓

j ,mk : τ ↓

k ,mi : τ ↑

i }
j∈N ,k∈R,i∈E = Σ (11).

Finally, from (7) and (11) we derive the type forgen

Γ, x : γd ` gen : Σ → Σ (12),

using the rule (λ).

Lastly, let us look atredef field. Applying Lemma 4.5.3 to (2) we obtain

Fork ∈ R : Γ, x : γd ` vk : η → Σ → τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k (2′).

Applying the rule (app) to (2’) and (5) and then using the rule (record) we
obtain

Γ, x : γd ` redef : {mk : Σ → τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k}
k∈R (13).

Finally, applying the rule (record) and (λ) to (4), (6), (12), and (13), we
deduce

Γ ` Genm : γd → {gen : Σ → Σ, superinit : γb, redef : {mk : τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k}
k∈R}.
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The typemixin〈γb, γd, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉 for mixin value is then trivially
derivable by the rule(T mix val IO).

Notice that the rules(T mix IO) and(T mix val IO) are equivalent in a sense
that the mixin generator collects all the information aboutthe methods and
the constructor.

• (new class IO):

Suppose that
Γ ` new v : γ → {mi : τi}

i∈B.

Since it must be derived by the rule(T class inst IO), applying Lemma 4.5.1,
we deduce

Γ ` v : class〈γ, {mi : τi}
i∈B〉.

Next, inspecting the rule(T class val IO) and again using Lemma 4.5.1, we
derive

Γ ` vg : γ → {mi : τi}
i∈B → {mi : τi}

i∈B (1).

For somew 6∈ dom(Γ),

Γ, w : γ ` vg : γ → {mi : τi}
i∈B → {mi : τi}

i∈B (2),

follows by Lemma 4.5.3 from (1), and

Γ, w : γ ` w : γ (3),

follows by (proj) rule. Applying the rule (app) to (2) and (3) we derive

Γ, w : γ ` vg w : {mi : τi}
i∈B → {mi : τi}

i∈B (4).

The typing offix is Γ, w : γ ` fix : (σ → σ) → σ so it can be applied to
vg w obtaining

Γ, w : γ ` fix (vg w) : {mi : τi}
i∈B (5).

Now applying the rule(T obj) to (4) and (5) we get

Γ, w : γ ` obj〈fix (vg w), (vg w)〉 : obj〈{mi : τi}
i∈B〉,

and finally applying the rule (λ) to (3) and (6) we conclude

Γ ` λw.obj〈fix (vg w), (vg w)〉 : γ → obj〈{mi : τi}
i∈B〉.
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• (new mix):

Suppose that

Γ ` new mixinval〈Genm,N ,R, E〉 : γd → obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉.

Inspecting the rule(T mix inst) in the presence of Lemma 4.5.1 we derive

Γ ` mixinval〈Genm,N ,R, E〉 : mixin〈γb, γd, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉 (1).

Next, by inspection of the rule(T mix val IO) we derive

Γ ` Genm : γd → {gen : Σ → Σ, superinit : γb,
redef : {mk : Σ → τ ↑

k
→ τ ↓

k
}k∈R} (2).

For somew 6∈ dom(Γ), by the (proj) rule we derive

Γ, w : γd ` w : γd (3).

Now applying Lemma 4.5.3 to (2) we deduce

Γ, w : γd ` Genm : γd → {gen : Σ → Σ, superinit : γb,
redef : {mk : Σ → τ ↑

k
→ τ ↓

k
}k∈R} (2′).

Applying the rule (app) to (2’) and (3) we derive

Γ, w : γd ` vg = (Genm w) : {gen : Σ → Σ, superinit : γb,
redef : {mk : Σ → τ ↑

k
→ τ ↓

k
}k∈R} (4).

Applying the rule (lookup) to (4) we obtain

Γ, w : γd ` vg.gen : Σ → Σ (5),
Γ, w : γd ` vg.redef : {mk : Σ → τ ↑

k
→ τ ↓

k
}k∈R (6).

SinceΓ, w : γd ` fix : (σ → σ) → σ,∀σ (7), applying the rule (app) to
(5) and (7) we obtain

Γ, w : γd ` fix (vg.gen) : Σ (8).

SinceΣ = ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ ΣE , from (8) it follows that

For j ∈ N : Γ, w : γd ` vj : τ ↓

j (9)
Fork ∈ R : Γ, w : γd ` vk : τ ↓

k (10)
For i ∈ E : Γ, w : γd ` vi : τ ↑

i (11).
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Applying the rule(T inc obj) to (5), (6), (8)-(11) we derive

Γ, w : γd ` obj〈fix 〈vg.gen〉, vg.gen, vg.redef,N ,R, E〉 :
obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉.

whereL = N ∪R ∪ E .

Finally, applying rule(λ) to (3) and the above, we deduce that

Γ ` λw.obj〈fix 〈vg.gen〉, vg.gen, vg.redef,N ,R, E〉 :
γd → obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉.

• (obj sel):

Let
Γ ` obj〈{. . . ,mi = vi, . . .}, vg〉.mi : τ.

Observing the rule(T sel) in the presence of subtyping, and using Lemma 4.5.1
we derive the following:

Γ ` obj〈{. . . ,mi = vi, . . .}, vg〉 : obj〈{. . . ,mi : τi, . . .}〉 (1)
Γ ` τi < : τ (2).

Now inspecting the rule(T obj) and using Lemma 4.5.1, from (1) we deduce

Γ ` {. . . ,mi = vi, . . .} : {. . . ,mi : τi, . . .} (3)
Γ ` vg : {. . . ,mi : τi, . . .} → {. . . ,mi : τi, . . .}.

From (3), we trivially derive thatΓ ` vi : τi by the rule (lookup), and
combining it with (2) we finally deduceΓ ` vi : τ by (sub).

• (mix app IO):

Let us introduce the following notation:

v1 = mixinval〈Genm,N ,R, E〉
v2 = classval〈vg,B〉
Σd = ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ (ΣB − (ΣB/ΣR)).

By (T mix app IO),
v1 ¦ v2 : class〈γd, Σd〉.
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Inspecting the rule(T mix app IO) and using Lemma 4.5.1 we derive:

Γ ` v1 : mixin〈γb, γd, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉 (1)
Γ ` v2 : class〈γc, ΣB〉 (2)
Γ ` γb < : γc (3)
Γ ` ΣB < : (ΣE ∪ ΣO) (4)
Γ ` ΣR < : ΣB/ΣR (5)
Labels(ΣB) ∩ Labels(ΣN ) = ∅.

Analysing the rule(T mix val IO) and using Lemma 4.5.1 for the first judge-
ment (1) we deduce

Γ ` Genm : γd → {gen : Σ → Σ, superinit : γb,
redef : {mk : Σ → τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k}
k∈R} (6).

Using the same lemma, now inspecting the rule(T class val IO) for the sec-
ond judgement (2), we derive

Γ ` vg : γc → ΣB → ΣB (7), whereΣB = {mi : τi}
i∈B (8).

As in the previous case, for somex, self 6∈ dom(Γ), we have

Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` x : γd (9), Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` self : Σd (10),

by the (proj) rule. For easier reference, we repeat here the definition ofthe
generator given in Section 5.3 in Figure 5.4:

Gen
4
= λx.λself.

let mixinrec= Genm(x) in

let mixingen= mixinrec.gen in

let mixinred= mixinrec.redef in

let supergen= vg(mixinrec.superinit) in



mj = λy.(mixingen self).mj y, (j ∈ N )
mk = λy.(mixinred.mk self) (supergen self).mk y, (k ∈ R)
mi = λy.(supergen self).mi y, (i ∈ B \ R)





Applying Lemma 4.5.3 to (6), we derive

Γ, x : γd, self : Σ ` Genm : γd → {gen : Σ → Σ, superinit : γb,
redef : {mk : Σ → τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k}
k∈R} (6′),
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so applying the rule (app) to (6’) and (9), we deduce

Γ, x : γd, self : Σ ` mixinrec= Genm(x) : {gen : Σ → Σ, superinit : γb,
redef : {mk : Σ → τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k}
k∈R} (11).

From the definition of the generator, applying the (lookup) rule to (11) we
derive the following:

Γ, x : γd, self : Σ ` mixingen= mixinrec.gen : Σ → Σ (12),
Γ, x : γd, self : Σ ` mixinred= mixinrec.redef : {mk : Σ → τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k} (13),
Γ, x : γd, self : Σ ` mixinrec.superinit : γb (14),

Again using Lemma 4.5.3, from (7) we deduce

Γ, x : γd, self : Σ ` vg : γc → ΣB → ΣB (7′).

Since (3) holds, we can apply the (app) rule to (7’) and (14) obtaining

Γ, x : γd, self : Σ ` supergen= vg(mixinrec.superinit) : ΣB → ΣB (15).

Since class can have more methods than expected by the mixin,we deduce
Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` Σd < : Σ (∗), so we can apply the rule (app) to (10)
and (12) to obtain

Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` mixingen self: Σ (16).

From (16), using the rule (lookup), we immediately derive

For j ∈ N , mj : τ ↓

j ∈ ΣN (17).

Next, Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` Σd < : ΣB (∗∗) follows from (5), so applying
the rule (app) to (10) and (15) we obtain

Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` supergen self: ΣB (18).

We can apply the rule (lookup) to (18) obtaining

For i ∈ B\R, mi : τi ∈ ΣB − (ΣB/ΣR) (19).

For k ∈ R, selectingmk from mixinredusing the (lookup) rule, from (13)
we derive

Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` mixinred.mk : Σ → τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k .
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Since (**) holds, we can apply the (app) rule to the above and (10) obtaining

Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` mixinred.mk self : τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k (20).

Selectingmk from supergen selfusing the (lookup) rule we deduce from
(18)

Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` (supergen self).mk : τk, wheremk : τk ∈ ΣB (21).

From the induction hypothesis (4), it follows thatΓ, x : γd, self : Σd `
τk < : τ ↑

k , hence we can apply the (app) rule to (20) and (21) to finally derive

Γ, x : γd, self : Σd ` (mixinred.mk self)(supergen self).mk : τ ↓

k ,

which means that

Fork ∈ R, mk : τ ↓

k ∈ ΣR (22).

From (17), (19), and (22), the record produced by the generator has the type
Σd, so taking into account (9) and (10) it follows that

Γ ` Gen : γd → Σd → Σd.

Finally, applying the rule(T class val IO) we derive

Γ ` classval〈Gen,N ∪ B〉 : class〈γd, Σd〉,

since the method names fromΣN ∪ΣR ∪ΣB − (ΣB/ΣR) belong toN ∪B.

Object completions related forms

• (meth add 1):

Let us first introduce the following notation:

v = obj〈{. . .}, vg, r,N ,R, E〉
v1 = obj〈fix (incgen), incgen, r,N ∪ {l},R, E \ {l}〉
Σ′ = ΣN ∪ {ml : τl} ∪ ΣR ∪ ΣE − {ml : τ ↑

l }.

By (T meth add 1)

v ←+ (ml = vl) : obj〈Σ′, ΣN ∪ {ml : τl}, ΣR, ΣE − {ml : τ ↑

l }〉ΣO.
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We will prove that we can assign the same type tov1.

By inspection of the rule(T meth add 1) and using Lemma 4.5.1 we derive
the following:

Γ ` v : obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉 (1)
ml : τ ↑

l ∈ ΣE (2)
Γ ` vl : Σ1 → τl (3)
Γ ` τl < : τ ↑

l (4)
Γ ` Σ′ < : Σ1 (5)

Let us start from the first judgement (1). Analysing the rule(T inc obj) and
using Lemma 4.5.1 we deduce:

For j ∈ N : Γ ` vj : τ ↓

j (6)
Fork ∈ R : Γ ` vk : τ ↓

k (7)
For i ∈ E : Γ ` vi : τ ↑

i (8)
Γ ` vg : Σ → Σ (9)
Γ ` r : {mk : Σ → τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k}
k∈R (10)

Notice that the incomplete objectv is parameterized onself of type Σ,
whereas the added method is parameterized onΣ1. The type of newly ob-
tainedself is Σ′.

For someself 6∈ dom(Γ), by the (proj) rule we derive

Γ, self : Σ′ ` self : Σ′ (11).

Applying Lemma 4.5.3 to (3), (6), and (9) we obtain

Γ, self : Σ′ ` vl : Σ1 → τl (3′),
For j ∈ N : Γ, self : Σ′ ` vj : τ ↓

j (6′)
Γ, self : Σ′ ` vg : Σ → Σ (9′).

Since (5) holds, it is possible to apply the rule (app) to (3’) and (11), ob-
taining

Γ, self : Σ′ ` ml : τl (12).

Also, because of (4),Γ, self : Σ′ ` Σ′ < : Σ, hence applying the rule (app)
to (9’) and (11), and then using the (lookup) rule and (6’), we deduce

For j ∈ N : Γ, self : Σ′ ` (vg self).mj : τ ↓

j (13).
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From (11), it trivially follows by the (lookup) rule that

Fork ∈ R : Γ, self : Σ′ ` self.mk : τ ↓

k (14)
For i ∈ E − {l} : Γ, self : Σ′ ` self.mi : τ ↑

i (15).

Hence, from (11), (13)-(15), using the (λ) rule, we deduce

Γ ` incgen : Σ′ → Σ′ (16).

At this point, we can apply the fixed-point operator to (16), obtaining

Γ ` fix (incgen) : Σ′ (17).

From (17), using the (lookup) rule we derive

For j ∈ N : Γ ` vj : τ ↓

j

Γ ` vl : τl

Fork ∈ R : Γ ` vk : τ ↓

k

For i ∈ Expect − {l} : Γ ` vi : τ ↑

i

so combining it with (16) and (17) and applying the rule(T inc obj) we
derive

Γ ` v1 : obj〈Σ′, ΣN ∪ {ml : τl}, ΣR, ΣE − {ml : τ ↑

l }〉ΣO.

Notice thatΣ′ < : Σ, which ensures that the object with the new boundself
can invoke all the methods available on the object before adding the new
method.

• (meth add 2):

The proof for this rule is very similar to the proof for the rule (meth add 1).
The only difference is that the added method is the redefined method, there-
fore in the type of the new object, its type has to be added toΣN , and taken
away fromΣR andΣO. In incgen, the added method is the following:

ml = λy.(r.ml self)(vl self) y.

As in the proof of(meth add 1), we can prove that

Γ, self : Σ′ ` (vl self) : τl,
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whereΣ′ = ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ ΣE . Furthermore, from

Γ ` r : {mk : Σ → τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k}
k∈R,

which we derive analysing the typing of the incomplete object, it follows
that

Γ, self : Σ′ ` r.ml : Σ → τ ↑

l → τ ↓

l

by the rule (lookup), so

Γ, self : Σ′ ` r.ml self : τ ↑

l → τ ↓

l

by the rule (app). By inspection of the rule(T meth add 2) we deriveΓ `
τl < : τ ↑

l , which enables the application(r.ml self)(vl self) and types it with
τ ↓

l . Moreover,Γ ` τ ↓

l < : τl, also inspecting the(T meth add 2) rule, so we
finally concludeΓ ` ml : τl.

• (obj comp):

Let us again introduce the following notation:

v1 = obj〈{. . .}, vg, r,N ,R, E〉
v2 = obj〈{mi = vi}

i∈I , v′
g〉

Σ′ = ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ (Σ2 − (Σ2/ΣR)).

By the rule(T obj comp)

Γ ` v1 ←+ v2 : obj〈Σ′〉.

We will prove that we can assign the same type toobj〈fix (incgen), incgen〉.
Analysing the rule(T obj comp) and using Lemma 4.5.1 we derive the fol-
lowing:

Γ ` v1 : obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE , ΣO〉 (1)
Γ ` v2 : obj〈Σ2〉 (2)
Γ ` Σ2 < : (ΣE ∪ ΣO) (3)
Γ ` ΣR < : (Σ2/ΣR) (4)
Labels(Σ2) ∩ Labels(ΣN ) = ∅

Notice that the incomplete objectv1 is parameterized onself of type Σ,
whereas the complete objectv2 being added is parameterized onself of
typeΣ2. The type of newly obtainedself is Σ′.
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First of all, let us look at the first judgement (1). Observingthe rule(T inc obj)
and using Lemma 4.5.1 we derive:

For j ∈ N : Γ ` vj : τ ↓

j (5)
Fork ∈ R : Γ ` vk : τ ↓

k (6)
For i ∈ E : Γ ` vi : τ ↑

i (7)
Γ ` vg : Σ → Σ (8)
Γ ` r : {mk : Σ → τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k}
k∈R (9)

Next, for the second judgement, analysing the rule(T obj) and using Lemma 4.5.1
we deduce

Γ ` {mi = vi} : Σ2 (10)
Γ ` v′

g : Σ2 → Σ2 (11)

For someself 6∈ dom(Γ), using the (proj) rule we obtain

Γ, self : Σ′ ` self : Σ′ (∗).

Applying Lemma 4.5.3 to (8), (9), and (11) we derive

Γ, self : Σ′ ` vg : Σ → Σ (8′)
Γ, self : Σ′ ` r : {mk : Σ → τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k}
k∈R (9′)

Γ, self : Σ′ ` v′
g : Σ2 → Σ2 (11′)

Let us now have a look at the functionincgen. Givenself : Σ′, it produces
the following record of methods:





mj = λy. (vg self).mj y, (j ∈ N )
mk = λy. (r.mk self) (v′

g self).mk y, (k ∈ R)
mi = λy. (v′

g self).mi y, (i ∈ I −R)



 .

SinceΓ, self : Σ′ ` Σ′ < : Σ, we can apply the rule (app) to (*) and (8’) to
obtain

Γ, self : Σ′ ` vg self : Σ (12).

Using the rule (lookup), from (12) we deduceΓ, self : Σ′ ` (vg self).mj :
τ ↓

j , so
For j ∈ N : mj : τ ↓

j ∈ ΣN (13).

Furthermore,Γ, self : Σ′ ` Σ′ < : Σ2 because of (4), so we can apply the
rule (app) to (11’) and (*) to derive

Γ, self : Σ′ ` v′
gself : Σ2 (14).
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By the (lookup) rule, from (14) it follows thatΓ, self : Σ′ ` (v′
gself).mi : τi

wheremi : τi ∈ Σ2. Hence

For i ∈ I −R : mi : τi ∈ Σ2 − Σ2/ΣR (15).

Finally, from (9’) by the rule (lookup), we deduceΓ, self : Σ′ ` r.mk :
Σ → τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k . Applying the rule (app) to it and (*) we derive

Γ, self : Σ′ ` r.mk self : τ ↑

k → τ ↓

k (16).

SinceΓ, self : Σ′ ` Σ2 < : ΣE ∪ ΣO by (3), it follows thatΓ, self : Σ′ `
τk < : τ ↑

k and we can type correctly the application(r.mk self) (v′
g self).mk

with τ ↓

k . To conclude,

Fork ∈ R : mk : τ ↓

k ∈ ΣR (17).

From (13), (15), and (17), it follows that all the methods from the record of
methods produced in the process of object composition, belong to

Σ′ = ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ (Σ2 − Σ2/ΣR) (18).

Therefore, applying the rule (λ) to (18) and (*), we can conclude that

Γ ` incgen : Σ′ → Σ′ (19) Γ ` fix (incgen) : Σ′ (20).

Finally, applying the rule(T obj) to (19) and (20), we derive

Γ ` obj〈fix (incgen), incgen〉 : obj〈Σ′〉.

Notice thatΣ′ < : Σ, which ensures that the completed object with the new
boundself can invoke all the methods available on the object before adding
the new methods.

• (completed):

Suppose that

Γ ` obj〈{mi = vi}
i∈I , vg, {}, I, ∅, ∅〉 : obj〈{mi : τi}

i∈J〉.

Since it must be derived by the rule(T completed), applying Lemma 4.5.1,
we deduce

Γ ` {mi = vi}
i∈I : {mi : τi}

i∈I (1)
Γ ` vg : {mi : τi}

i∈I → {mi : τi}
i∈I (2)

J ⊆ I
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Then applying the rule(T obj) to (1) and (2) we deduce

Γ ` obj〈{mi = vi}
i∈I , vg〉 : obj〈{mi : τi}

i∈I〉.

Finally, by subsumption it follows that

Γ ` obj〈{mi = vi}
i∈I , vg〉 : obj〈{mi : τi}

i∈J〉, J ⊆ I.

2

5.6.3 Soundness

The notion of theevaluation contextE, which enables us to make the evaluation
procedure deterministic, differs again in forms concerning method addition and
method completion forms, from the definition of the evaluation contexts given in
Section 4.5.3.

Definition 5.6.1 (Evaluation contexts) If v’s stand for values, then evaluation
contextsE are defined as follows:

E ::= [ ] | E e | v E | E.x | H h.E
| {m1 = v1, . . . ,mi−1 = vi−1,mi = E,mi+1 = ei+1, . . . ,mn = en}

1≤i≤n

| E ¦ e | v ¦ E | new E
| E ←+ m = e | E ←+ e | v ←+ m = E | v ←+ E

The relation7→, that represents the reduction relation for evaluation contexts,
andeval function on programs, are defined analogously as in Section 4.5.3 and
subject reduction again holds for7→→.

Definition 5.6.2 (7→ relation)

E[e] 7→ E[e′] ⇐⇒ e → e′.

7→→ denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of7→.

Definition 5.6.3 (eval function) The partial functioneval is defined on programs
and is defined as:

eval(p) = a ⇐⇒ p 7→→ a.

Corollary 5.6.3 (Subject Reduction for 7→→) If Γ ` e : τ and e 7→→ e′, then
Γ ` e′ : τ .
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The definition offaulty programsdiffers in mixin and object completions re-
lated forms.

Definition 5.6.4 (Faulty Programs) Thefaulty programsare the programs con-
taining some of the following sub-expressions:

• cv wherec is a constant,v a value butδ(c, v) is not defined;

• v1v2 wherev1, v2 are values andv1 6= λx.e, ref, !, :=, :=v;

• !v wherev is a value andv 6= x;

• :=v wherev is a value andv 6= x;

• Hh〈x, v2〉.C[xv1] wherev1, v2 are values;

• new v wherev is a value and
v 6= classval〈 , 〉 or v 6= mixinval〈 , , , 〉;

• v.x wherev is a value andv 6= {xi = vi}
i∈I or ∀i, x 6= xi;

• v1 ¦ v2 wherev1 andv2 are values andv1 6= classval〈 , 〉 or
v2 6= mixinval〈 , , , 〉;

• v1 ←+ m = v2 wherev1 andv2 are values and
v1 6= obj〈 , , , , , 〉;

• v1 ←+ v2 wherev1 andv2 are values and
v1 6= obj〈 , , , , , 〉 or v2 6= obj〈 , 〉.

Definition 5.6.5 (Program divergence)A programp diverges (p ⇑) if p 7→ p′ for
somep′ and for allp′′ such thatp 7→→ p′′ there existq such thatp′′ 7→ q.

Lemma 5.6.4 For a programp, if there is nop′ such thatp 7→→ p′ andp′ is faulty,
then eitherp is faulty, orp is an answer, orp 7→→ p′′ for some programp′′.

Proof By induction on the structure ofp.

• p = c, λx.e, ref, !, :=, :=x, fix , {xi = vi}
i∈I , Hh.v,

classval〈 , 〉, mixinval〈 , , , 〉, obj〈 , 〉, obj〈 , , , , , 〉: p is
an answer.
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• The casesp = x, p = p1p2, p = Hh.p1, p = {mi = pi}
i∈I , p = p1.x,

p = p1 ¦ p2 are analogous to the ones given in Section 4.5.3 in Chapter 4.

• p = new p1:

1. In this case,p1 7→ q1 whereq1 is a program. This means thatp1 =
E1[p

′], q1 = E1[q
′] for some contextE1, wherep′ → q′. If we denote

by E = new E1, then

p = new p1 = new E1[p
′] = E[p′] 7→ E[q′]

which is a program;

2. p1 is faulty: p is faulty;

3. p1 is an answer: then there are three possibilities forp1:

a. If p1 is aclassval〈 , 〉 expression, thenp reduces in the context
E = [ ], according to the (new class IO) rule;

b. If p1 is a mixinval〈 , , , 〉 expression, thenp reduces in the
contextE = [ ], according to the (new mix) rule;

c. If p1 is any other value,p is faulty.

• p = p1 ←+ m = p2: again, we first consider the first componentp1, for
which we have three possibilities:

1. p1 7→ q1 andq1 is a program. Then,p1 = E1[p
′], q1 = E1[q

′] for some
contextE1, wherep′ → q′. Let E = E1 ←+ m = p2, then

p = p1 ←+ m = p2 = E1[p
′] ←+ m = p2 = E[p′] 7→ E[q′]

which is closed;

2. p1 is faulty: p is faulty;

3. p1 is an answer. Ifp1 6= obj〈 , , , , , 〉, thenp is faulty. Other-
wise, we considerp2. We have three possible cases to consider:

a. p2 7→ q2 andq2 is a program. Then,p2 = E2[p
′], q2 = E2[q

′] for
some contextE2, wherep′ → q′. Let E = p1 ←+ m = E2, so

p = p1 ←+ m = p2 = p1 ←+ m = E2[p
′] = E[p′] 7→ E[q′]

which is closed;
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b. p2 is faulty: p is faulty;

c. p2 is an answer. Then,p reduces in the empty contextE = [ ],
according to one of the following rules: (meth add 1), (meth add
2), or (object compos).

• p = p1 ←+ p2: this case is very similar to the previous one, only noting
that in the case3.c., if p2 6= obj〈 , 〉, thenp is faulty. 2

Corollary 5.6.5 (Uniform Evaluation) For a programp, if there is nop′ such
thatp 7→→ p′ andp′ is faulty, then eitherp ⇑ or p 7→→ a, for some answera.

Then again, it can be proved that faulty programs are not typable, which im-
plies the soundness theorem.

Lemma 5.6.6 (Faulty Programs are Untypable)If p is faulty there are noΓ, τ
such thatΓ ` p : τ .

Theorem 5.6.7 (Soundness)Let p be a program: ifε ` p : τ then eitherp ⇑ or
p 7→→ a andε ` a : τ , for some answera.

Defining in the same way the functioneval′ from programsto {answers} ∪
wrong, the two corollaries of Theorem 5.6.7 follow.

Corollary 5.6.8 (Strong Soundness)Let p be a program. Ifε ` p : τ and
eval′(p) = a, for some answera, thenε ` a : τ .

Corollary 5.6.9 (Weak Soundness)Let p be a program. Ifε ` p : τ , then
eval′(p) 6= wrong.

5.7 Examples

In this section, we provide some examples to show how incomplete objects, and
object completion via method addition and object composition, can be used to
design complex systems, since they supply programming tools that make software
development easier. Again, the examples use functions withmultiple arguments
even though they are not formalized explicitly in the calculus. Moreover, we use
the version of the calculus where it is possible to invoke complete methods on
incomplete objects (see Section 5.5).

For readability, we will use again a slightly simplified syntax as in Section 4.6.
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5.7.1 Object completion via method addition

In the first example, we present a scenario where it is suitable to add some func-
tionalities to existing objects without writing new mixinsand creating related
classes only for this purpose. Let us consider the development of an applica-
tion that makes use of widgets such as graphical buttons, menus and keyboard
shortcuts. These widgets are usually associated to an eventlistener (e.g., a call-
back function), that is invoked when the user sends an event to that specific widget
(e.g., one clicks the button with the mouse or chooses a menu item).

The design patterncommand[GHJV95] is useful for implementing these sce-
narios, in that it allows parameterization of the widgets over the event handlers,
and the same event handler can be reused for similar widgets (e.g., the handler
for the event “save file” can be associated with a button, a menu item, or a key-
board shortcut). However, in such a context, it seems more convenient to be able
to simply add a function without creating a new mixin just forthis aim. Indeed,
the above mentioned pattern seems to provide a solution in pure class-based lan-
guages that normally do not supply the object method addition operation.

Within our approach, this problem can be solved with language constructs:
mixin instantiation (to obtain an incomplete object which can be seen as a proto-
type) and method addition/completion (in order to provide further functionalities
needed by the prototype). For instance, we could implement the solution as in Fig-
ure 5.9. The mixinButton expects (i.e., uses but does not implement) a method
onClick that is internally called when the user clicks on the button (e.g., by the
window where it is inserted, in our example the dialogmydialog). When instan-
tiated, it creates an incomplete object that can be used for invoking methods that
are already usable (e.g.,display, provided it does not useonClick). Then the
button object is completed with the event listenerClickHandler by using
method addition. This listener is a function that has the parameterdoc already
bound to the application main document. Once the object is completed it can be
safely enabled. Notice that the added method can rely on methods of the host
object (e.g.,setEnabled). The same listener can be installed (by using method
addition again) to other incomplete objects, e.g., the menuitem"Save" and the
keyboard shortcut for saving functionalities. Moreover, since we are able to act
directly on instances here, our proposal also enables customization of objects at
run-time.

The following piece of code, given in Figure 5.10 (that workstogether with the
previous one) shows another example of object completion via method addition,
where the method to be completed expects the implementationof the superclass,
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let Button =
mixin

method display = . . .
method setEnabled = . . .
expect onClick;
. . .

end in

let MenuItem =
mixin

method show = . . .
method setEnabled = . . .
expect onClick;
. . .

end in

let ShortCut =
mixin

method setEnabled = . . .
expect onClick;
. . .

end in

let ClickHandler =
(λ doc.λ self. . . . doc.save() . . .self.setEnabled(false)) mydoc
in

let button =new Button("Save") in

let item =new MenuItem("Save") in

let short =new ShortCut("Ctrl+S") in

button.display();
button←+ (OnClick = ClickHandler);
button.setEnabled(true);
mydialog.addButton(button);
// now it is safe to use it
item←+ (OnClick = ClickHandler);
item.setEnabled(true);
mymenu.addItem(item);
short←+ (OnClick = ClickHandler);
short.setEnabled(true);
system.addShortCut(short);

Figure 5.9: Widget example
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let FunnyButton =
mixin

method display = . . .
method setEnabled = . . .
method playSound = . . .
redefine onClick =λself. λnext. . . .next() . . .
self.playSound("tada.wav");

end in

let funnybutton =new FunnyButton("Save") in

funnybutton.display();
funnybutton←+ (OnClick = ClickHandler);
funnybutton.setEnabled(true);
// now it is safe to use it
toolbar.addButton(funnybutton);

Figure 5.10: Funny button example

i.e., it refers to it vianext.
In fact, the mixinFunnyButton does not simply expect the methodonClick,
it expects to redefine such method. The redefined method relies on the implemen-
tation provided bynext method (either provided by a superclass, or in this exam-
ple directly added via method addition to an object instanceof FunnyButton)
and adds a “sound” to the previous implementation. Notice that once again the
previous event handler can be reused in this context.

5.7.2 Object completion by object composition

Object composition is often advocated as an alternative to class inheritance in that
it is defined at run-time and it enables dynamic object code reuse and composition
by assembling existing components. Object composition is often used in con-
junction withdelegation: a receiving object delegates request handling to another
object. However, this mechanism must be programmed explicitly. Furthermore,
object composition is often the right flexible alternative to inheritance when func-
tionalities have to be added dynamically to existing objects at run-time. These
situations are usually dealt with by the patterndecorator[GHJV95]. However,
also in the case of this pattern, explicit programming is required.

With our linguistic constructs for object completion, bothobject composition
and delegation are automatically handled by the language. Indeed, the decorator
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let File =
mixin

method write = . . .
method read = . . .
. . .
end in

let Socket =
mixin

method write = . . .
method read = . . .
method IP = . . .
. . .

end in

let Console =
mixin

method write = . . .
method read = . . .
method setFont = . . .
. . .

end in

let Compress =
mixin

redefine write = λ level. λ self. λ next. λ data. next (compress(data, level));
redefine read =λ level. λ self. λ next. λ . uncompress(next (), level);
constructor λ (level, arg).{fieldinit=level,superinit=arg};

end in . . .
let Buffer =
mixin

redefine write = λ size.λ self. λ next. λ data. // bufferise write requests;
redefine read =λ size.λ self. λ next. λ . // read from the buffer;
constructor λ (size, arg).{fieldinit=size,superinit=arg};

end in . . .

Figure 5.11: Stream example

pattern is easily implementable with these constructs. In this section we show
how to exploit these features for implementing a logging system based on streams.
Notice that streams are often implemented according to the decorator pattern.

In Figure 5.11 there are the definitions ofCompress mixin andBuffer
mixin that, implement compression and buffering functionality on top of any
stream class.File, Socket andConsole represent basic stream function-
alities (for I/O on a file, on the net and on the standard input output, respectively).
Note that the class to which the mixin is applied may have moremethods than
expected by the mixin. For example,Compress can be applied toSocket
¦ Object even thoughSocket ¦ Object has other methods besidesread and
write. Streams are created by composing streams with advanced functionalities
like Compress, that are incomplete objects (i.e., instances of the appropriate
mixin), with streams with basic functionalities likeFile:

let fileoutput =
(new Compress("HIGH")) ←+(new (File ¦ Object) ("foo.txt")) in

fileoutput.write("bar")
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The power of object composition can be seen when we compose more than one
stream in a chain of objects. For example, the following instructions create a
UUEncoded, compressed file stream where I/O is buffered:

let fileoutput =
(new UUEncode("base64")) ←+(new Compress("HIGH")) ←+
(new Buffer(1024)) ←+
(new (File ¦ Object) ("foo.txt")) in

fileoutput.write("bar")

Construction of decorations can be delegated to different parts of the program
(thus exploiting modular programming) and the resulting incomplete objects can
then be assembled in order to build a complete object. For instance, the following
code delegates the construction of decorations for buffering and compression to
two functions, and then assembles the returned objects and completes them:

let o1 = build compression() in

let o2 = build buffering() in

let out = o1 ←+ o2 ←+ (new(File ¦ Object)("foo.txt")) in

out.write("bar")

The functionbuild compression returns a specific incomplete object ac-
cording, e.g., to user’s requests: it can return a simpleCompress object, or a
UUEncode one. Similarly,build buffering takes care of building a buffer-
ing object. The two returned objects can be then completed with a chain of←+
operations.

Now we can program our logging functionalities exploiting the stream system
shown above:

let Logger =
mixin

method doLog =λ verb.λ self. λ msg.
write(self.getTime() +": " + msg);

method getTime = . . .
expect write;
. . .

end in

let logger =new Logger(verbosity)←+ output in

logger.doLog("logging started...");
logger.doLog("log some actions...");
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Theoutput object can be any stream object we showed above. Indeed, it does
not have to be a stream, it is only requested to provide the methodwrite. This
allows to build a more complex logging system by assembling more components.
For instance we can program amultiplexerthat writes to many targets and use this
multiplexer to complete our logger:

let Multiplexer =
mixin

method addTarget =
// add the target to the list;

method removeTarget =
// remove the target from the list;

method write =
// call “write” on every object in the list

. . .
end in

let multi = new Multiplexer¦ Objectin
multi.addTarget((new Compress("HIGH")) ←+
(new (File ¦ Object) ("foo.txt")));

multi.addTarget((new Buffer(1024)) ←+
(new (Socket¦ Object) ("www.foo.it:9999")));

let logger =new Logger(verbosity)←+ multi in

logger.doLog("logging started...");
logger.doLog("log some actions...");

Notice that no explicit programming is required in order to structure classes for
object composition and the presented form of method delegation. The program-
mer can simply concentrate on assembling the components as she likes. Further-
more, the type system (see Section 5.4) ensures that all object compositions are
type safe and that only “complete” methods are invoked on objects.



Chapter 6

Width subtyping for incomplete
objects

6.1 Introduction

In Sections 4.4 and 5.4, subtyping is not allowed on object types (even though
there is a subtyping rule for record types), in order to avoidconflicts between
object-based inheritance and subtyping.

If composition of objects was not present in the calculus, adding width sub-
typing for object types would not pose a significant problem.But the co-existance
of object composition and width subtyping for objects, introduces run-time con-
flicts between methods that might have been hidden by subsumption, in situations
where statically no conflict would occur.

The problem is the following. Suppose we have two objectso1 ando2 that we
want to compose. Objecto1 has a methodm1 that calls a methodm, which might
be hidden by subsumption (i.e., its name does not appear in the type of the object
o1). Objecto2 has a methodm2 that calls a methodm, also possibly hidden by
subsumption. (Notice that it is enough if the methodm is hidden in at least one
of the objects.) When these two objects are composed, there isno explicit name
clash at the type level, but methodsm1 andm2 both call a method with the same
name,m, and it is necessary to:

(i) ensure that after object composition, methodsm1 andm2 continue calling
the methodm they were calling originally, before the composition;

(ii ) guarantee that if one of them’s is not hidden, we expose the reference to
the right one in the object’s “public interface”.

129
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Note that if bothm’s were hidden by subsumption, none of them would be avail-
able to external users anymore, and if none were hidden atrue conflict would
occur, ruled out statically.

This situation is an instance of the “width subtyping versusmethod addition”
problem (well known in the object-based setting, see for instance [FM95]). This
kind of name clash (calleddynamic name clash) should not be considered an
error, but we have to make sure that we resolve all the ambiguities, in such a way
that accidental overrides do not occur and that each method continues to call the
original method internally.

In this version of the calculus, we decided to allow width subtyping only on
complete objects, and we present two extensions of the calculus from the previ-
ous chapter with width subtyping. They differ only in the rules regarding object
composition (one in the operational semantics, one in the type system).

In the first version (see Sections 6.2 and 6.3), when an objectcomposition
occurs, the hidden methods from the complete object are not part of the result-
ing object (the incomplete object can only be completed withthe methods it ex-
pects and/or redefines), while in the second one (see Section6.4) all the addi-
tional methods from the complete object end in the resultingobject. The first
one is an “early-binding” version of the dictionaries approach, where the notion
of “privacy-via-subsumption” of [RS02] is completely implemented, whereas the
second one solves the conflict without implementing the above mentioned notion
in its completeness. We argue that the first solution is more elegant formally,
while the second solution is less restrictive from the pointof view of typing, and
it might give better “performances” if implemented.

In both cases, the solutions that we propose are based on the idea of intro-
ducing one additional construct in the generator used in theobject composition
reduction rule. This part of the generator is used to bind themethods (from the
complete object), that may cause the name clashes, to their implementations in
the complete object, thus ensuring that the right version ofeach method is used,
whether the method was initially invoked inside a complete or an incomplete ob-
ject.

We would like to remark that the high-level ideas underpinning our solutions
are general. In particular, the idea of having self basically “split” into two parts
when composing two objects, one taking care of the statically bound methods, the
other one dealing with the dynamically bound ones, can be applied within any
setting presenting the same problem.
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e ::= c | x | λx.e | e1 e2 | fix

| ref | ! | := | {xi = ei}
i∈I | e.x

| H h.e | classval〈vg,B〉| new e
| mixin

method mj = vj ;
(j∈N )

redefine mk = vk;
(k∈R)

expect mi;
(i∈E)

constructor vc;
end

| mixinval〈vg,N ,R, E〉
| e1 ¦ e2| e1 ←+ mi = e2| e1 ←+ e2

| obj〈{mi = vi}
i∈I , vg〉

| obj〈{mi = vi}
i∈I , vg, r,N ,R, E〉

v ::= c | x | λx.e | fix | ref| !
| := | := v | {xi = vi}

i∈I

| classval〈vg,B〉
| mixinval〈vg,N ,R, E〉
| obj〈{mi = vi}

i∈I , vg〉

Figure 6.1: Syntax of the core calculus: expressions and values.

6.2 Syntax and operational semantics

The syntactic forms of the calculus are precisely the ones given in the previous
chapter in Section 5.2, Figure 5.1. We repeat them here for easier reference, rely-
ing on the explanations given in Section 5.2

All the reduction rules, but the rule for object composition, also remain un-
changed. The reduction rule for object composition (given in Figure 6.2) is the
one that causes problems in the presence of width subtyping.

(T obj comp sub 1) rule again combines two objects in such a way that the
new added objecto2 (which must be already complete) completes the incomplete
objecto1 and makes it fully functional. After completion, it is possible to invoke
all the methods that were in the interface of the incomplete object, i.e., those in
N ∪ R ∪ E . Methods from the complete object that are not requested by the
incomplete one (we call these methodsadditional) are discarded.

The record of methods inincgenis built by taking the new methods from the
incomplete objecto1 (these are the only methods that are fully functional in this
object), binding thenext parameter in redefining methods fromo1, and taking the
expected methods from the complete objecto2. During this operation we have to
make sure that:

• methods of the complete objecto2 that are requested by the incomplete ob-
jectso1 getself rebound to the new resulting object (this is the reason why
we need to keep the generator also for complete object values). This rebind-
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(T obj comp sub 1)

obj〈{. . .}, vg, r,N ,R, E〉 ←+ obj〈{mi = vi}
i∈B, v′

g〉 →
let incgen =

let gen1 = λs1.λs2.{
ml = λy. (v′

g s2).ml y (l ∈ B − (R∪ E))
mr = λy. s1.mr y (r ∈ B ∩ (R∪ E))

}

in

λself.



mj = λy. (vg self).mj y (j ∈ N )
mk = λy. (r.mk self) (v′

g fix (gen1 self)).mk y (k ∈ R)
mi = λy. (v′

g fix (gen1 self)).mi y (i ∈ E)





in obj〈fix (incgen), incgen〉

Figure 6.2: Reduction rule for object composition in the presence of width sub-
typing

ing automatically enables dynamic binding of methods that are redefined
even when called from within the methods ofo2;

• Additional methods ino2 are not subject to “accidental” override.

The second point is crucial in our context, where additionalmethods in the com-
plete object, due to subsumption, may clash with methods already present in the
incomplete object (i.e., those inN ). The above two goals are achieved altogether
using the additional generatorgen1. This generator builds a record where the
additional methods are bound, once and for all, to their implementation in the
complete object (throughs2 that will be propagated with the auto-binding of self,
via the fixed point operator application). The other methods(those requested by
the incomplete object) are instead “open” to redefinitions since they rely on the
reboundself. This generatorgen1 is used in theincgen generator to pass tov′

g

(the generator ofo2), the “self” record, obtained by passing the newself to gen1

and then applyingfix . This realizes the basic idea that the method bodies of the
complete objects will use the “self” where the additional methods are the original
ones, while for the others, dynamic binding is applied.

6.2.1 An example of reduction

In this section we show how the object completion works through an example.
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Suppose we have the following objects (for simplicity let usforget the param-
eter of methods,λy. . . . y, and dummy methods):

o1 = obj〈{m1 = λself. self.m2}, v
1
g , {m3 = λnext.λself. . . .},N = {1},R = {3}, E = {2}〉

o2 = obj〈{m1 = λself. self.m3,m2 = λself. self.m1,m3 = λself. . . .}, v2
g〉

o = o1 ←+ o2

wherem1 in o2 is hidden by subsumption. Now, following the rule (T obj comp sub 1),
o will have the shapeobj〈fix (incgen), incgen〉, whereincgen is the following:

let incgen =
let gen1 = λs1.λs2.




m1 = (v2
g s2).m1

m2 = s1.m2

m3 = s1.m3





in

λself.



m1 = (v1
g self).m1

m3 = (r.m3 self) (v2
g fix (gen1 self)).m3

m2 = (v2
g fix (gen1 self)).m2





In the following we use the notationoi :: mj to refer to the (fully qualified) im-
plementation of methodmj in object (or incomplete object)oi. If we invokem1

on o we would like thato1 :: m1 is executed, theno2 :: m2, theno2 :: m1 (i.e., no
accidental override took place), and finallyo1 :: m3 (i.e., the complete object uses
the redefined version). Let us make explicit the reduction steps performed upon
the invocation of the methodm1 on objecto. (we denotegen1fix (incgen) by gg):

o.m1 → fix (incgen).m1 → (v1
g fix (incgen)).m1 →

(λself. self.m2)fix (incgen) OK: o1 :: m1

→ fix (incgen).m2 → (v2
g fix (gen1 fix (incgen))).m2 → (v2

g fix (gg)).m2 →
(λself. self.m1)fix (gg) OK: o2 :: m2

→ fix (gg).m1 → (v2
g fix (gg)).m1 →

(λself. self.m3)fix (gg) OK: o2 :: m1

→ fix (gg).m3 → fix (incgen).m3 → (r.m3 fix (incgen)) (v2
g fix (gg)).m3 →

(λnext.λself. . . .)(fix (incgen))(v2
g fix (gg)).m3 OK: o1 :: m3
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J ⊆ I

Γ ` {mi : σi}
i∈I < : {mj : σj}

j∈J
(< : record)

Γ ` Σ < : Σ′

Γ ` obj〈Σ〉< : obj〈Σ′〉
(< : cobj)

Figure 6.3: Subtyping for objects

6.3 Type system

The main difference in the typing system with respect to the one given in the
previous chapter is the width subtyping relation for complete objects given in
Figure 6.3.

In the original calculus (without subtyping for complete objects), both depth
and width subtyping was defined on record types. Here, for uniformity with re-
spect to object types, we define only width subtyping on record types as well. The
cost we pay is a less expressive mixin application typing rule. However, modi-
fying the subtyping rules in order to allow also depth subtyping on record types
would be just a technicality and an orthogonal issue with respect to the subject of
this chapter, therefore we leave this modification out for the sake of clarity.

We still have functional, record, and reference types, the types for classes and
complete objects remain the same, but the types for mixins and incomplete objects
have one significant difference. Since there is no depth subtyping for object types,
there is no information about the types assumed for the old bodies of the methods
redefined by the mixin. Hence the types in our type system are now the following:

τ ::= ι | τ1 → τ2 | τ ref | {mi : τi}
i∈I | class〈τ, ΣB〉

| mixin〈τ1, τ2, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE〉| obj〈Σ〉 | obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE〉

where againι is a constant type,→ is the functional type operator,τ ref is the type
of locations containing a value of typeτ , Σ (possibly with a subscript) denotes a
record type of the form{mi : τi}

i∈I , I ⊆ N.
The definitions of typing environmentsΓ and of typing judgments are the same

as in Sections 4.4 and 5.4.
Typing judgments:

Γ ` τ1 < : τ2 τ1 is a subtype ofτ2

Γ ` e : τ e has typeτ

Typing environments:

Γ ::= ε | Γ, x : τ | Γ, ι1 < : ι2
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Γ ` e : mixin〈γ1, γ2, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE〉

Γ ` new e : γd → obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE〉
(T mix inst)

(New) For j ∈ N : Γ ` vj : τj

(Redef) Fork ∈ R : Γ ` vk : τk

(Expect) For i ∈ E : Γ ` vi : τi

Γ ` vg : Σ → Σ
Γ ` r : {mk : Σ → τk → τk}

k∈R

R∪ E 6= ∅

Γ ` obj〈{ml = vl}
l∈N∪R∪E , vg, r,N ,R, E〉 :

obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE〉

(T inc obj)

(New) For j ∈ N : Γ ` vj : η → Σ → τj

(Redef) Fork ∈ R : Γ ` vk : η → Σ → τk → τk

(Constr) Γ ` vc : γd → {fieldinit : η, superinit : γb}
Labels(ΣN ) ∩ Labels(ΣR) ∩ Labels(ΣE) = ∅

Γ `

mixin

method mj = vj ;
(j∈N )

redefine mk = vk;
(k∈R)

expect mi;
(i∈E)

constructor vc;
end

: mixin〈γ1, γ2, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE〉

(T mix IO)

Γ ` Genm : γd → {gen : Σ → Σ, superinit : γb,
redef : {mk : Σ → τk → τk}

k∈R}

Γ ` mixinval〈Genm,N ,R, E〉 : mixin〈γ1, γ2, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE〉
(T mix val IO)

Γ ` e1 : mixin〈γ1, γ2, ΣN , ΣR, ΣE〉
Γ ` e2 : class〈γc, ΣB〉
Γ ` γb < : γc

Γ ` ΣB < : ΣE ∪ ΣR

Labels(ΣB) ∩ Labels(ΣN ) = ∅

Γ ` e1 ¦ e2 : class〈γd, ΣN ∪ ΣB〉
(T mix app IO)

and where in all the rulesΣ = ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ ΣE

ΣN = {mj : τmj
}, ΣR = {mk : τmk

}, ΣE = {mi : τmi
}, τmi

are inferred from method bodies

Figure 6.4: Typing rules for mixin related forms
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wherex ∈ Var , τ is a well-formed type,ι1, ι2 are constant types, andx, ι1 6∈
dom(Γ).

Typing rules for class and complete object related forms also remain unchanged
with respect to the calculus given in Chapter 5, and were givenin Section 5.4 in
Figure 5.6.

Typing rules for mixin related forms are given in Figure 6.4.We will not
comment on them, since they are straightforward modifications of the rules given
in Section 5.4 in Figure 5.7, where the information about thetypes of the old
methods is excluded.

Finally, Figure 6.5 shows the typing rules related to incomplete objects. Again,
they are straightforward modifications of the rules given inSection 5.4 in Fig-
ure 5.8.

Our form of method addition do not introduce any problems with respect to
subtyping, as we can add one by one only those methods that arerequired ex-
plicitly by the incomplete object, that is, we have total type information about the
methods to be added (coming directly from the correspondingwell-typed class
hierarchy)beforethe actual addition takes place (see Section 6.2).

The conflict arises, instead, with object composition that mirrors mixin ap-
plication, therefore the complete object may have more methods than the ones
required by the incomplete object, and these methods may clash with some of
the newly introduced methods of the incomplete object. Notice that this prob-
lem is exactly the same as the one introduced by the general object composition
example described in the introduction (Section 6.1). The resulting object in the
composition has the typeobj〈ΣN ∪ΣR∪ΣE〉, which reflects the fact that only the
redefining and expected methods are taken from the complete object, while the
additional methods are discarded. Hence, the incomplete object determines the
usable interface of the resulting object.

We again do not need any form of recursive types because we do not use a
polymorphicMyTypeto typeself (see, for instance, [FHM94]).

6.4 A more flexible solution

In the solution presented so far, the interface of an object resulting from an object
composition is dictated by the incomplete object only, in the sense that, in the
resulting composed object, only the methods of the incomplete object are invoca-
ble by an external user. This is not symmetric with mixin application, where the
additional methods from the class are still present in the interface of the resulting
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Γ ` e : obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE〉
ml : τl ∈ ΣE Γ ` vl : Σ1 → τl

Γ ` (ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ ΣE)< : Σ1

Γ ` e ←+ (ml = vl) :
obj〈ΣN ∪ {ml : τl}, ΣR, ΣE − {ml : τl}〉

(T meth add 1)

Γ ` e : obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE〉
ml : τl ∈ ΣR Γ ` vl : Σ1 → τl

Γ ` (ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ ΣE)< : Σ1

Γ ` e ←+ (ml = vml
) :

obj〈ΣN ∪ {ml : τl}, ΣR − {ml : τl}, ΣE〉

(T meth add 2)

Γ ` e1 : obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE〉
Γ ` e2 : obj〈ΣB〉
Γ ` ΣB < : ΣE ∪ ΣR

Labels(ΣB) ∩ Labels(ΣN ) = ∅

Γ ` e1 ←+ e2 : obj〈ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ ΣE〉
(T obj comp)

Γ ` {mi = vi}
i∈I : {mi : τi}

i∈I

Γ ` vg : {mi : τi}
i∈I → {mi : τi}

i∈I

Γ ` obj〈{mi : τi}
i∈I , vg, {}, I, ∅, ∅〉 : obj〈{mi : τi}

i∈I〉
(T completed)

Figure 6.5: Typing rules for incomplete object-related forms

subclass, so also visible and therefore invocable on the subclass’ instances.
Actually, such a restriction on object composition was not present in the pre-

vious version of the calculus given in Chapter 5. We introduced it here to give
a first solution to the subtyping-composition conflict. However, this restriction is
not necessary to solve the problems of dynamic name clashes,although it actu-
ally simplifies its treatment, and it allows to implement fully an “early-binding”
version of the “privacy-via-subsumption” notion of [RS02].

In this section, we present an alternative solution that removes this restriction
and thus it is more flexible (in the sense that the interface ofthe composed object
will be richer, i.e., it will contain more methods).

Interestingly enough, from the point of view of typing, all we have to do is to
change the typing rule for object composition in order to include all these class
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methods, as in rule (T obj comp sub 2) in Figure 6.6 (which mirrors the original
rule from the previous chapter).

Also, the semantic rule for object composition must be changed, since we
cannot hide all the additional methods. Those methods that do not clash with
methods defined by the incomplete object must be visible in the resulting object
(while those that clash are still hidden). All we have to do isto modify slightly
the rule (obj comp), obtaining the one given in Figure 6.6.

obj〈{. . .}, vg, r,N ,R, E〉 ←+ obj〈{mi = vi}i∈B, v′g〉 →
let incgen =

let gen1 = λs1.λs2.{
ml = λy. (v′g s2).ml y ((l ∈ B ∩N ))

mr = λy. s1.mr y ((r ∈ B −N ))

}

in

λself.



mj = λy. (vg self).mj y ((j ∈ N ))
mk = λy. (r.mk self) (v′g fix (gen1 self)).mk y ((k ∈ R))

mi = λy. (v′g fix (gen1 self)).mi y ((i ∈ B − (N ∪R)))





in obj〈fix (incgen), incgen〉

(obj comp)

Γ ` e1 : obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE〉
Γ ` e2 : obj〈ΣB〉
Γ ` ΣB < : ΣE ∪ ΣR

Labels(ΣB) ∩ Labels(ΣN ) = ∅

Γ ` e1 ←+ e2 : obj〈ΣN ∪ ΣB〉
(T obj comp sub 2)

Figure 6.6: Reduction and typing rule for the alternative solution

6.4.1 Remarks

The approach we chose here was to allow width subtyping on complete objects
only. It is possible to have width subtyping on incomplete objects as well, if
hidden method names are carried along: (i) in the type of the object; (ii ) in the
object itself.

Solution (i) would imply a more restrictive typing rule for object composi-
tion, which would also check the possible conflicts among non-hidden and hidden
methods, and rule out such conflicts completely. We think, though, that such a
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solution is too restrictive, as we think this kind of name clash is not an error. Hid-
den method name information in the object (solution (ii )) would solve all possible
ambiguities at run-time, but it would be less standard, as the subsumption rule
would act on the object expression, not only on its type. Nevertheless, we think
this solution has the advantage of being quite general, eventhough it might seem
not elegant, and it will be considered as future work.

To the best of our knowledge it is not possible to remove all the ambiguities
without either carrying along the additional information on the methods hidden
by subsumption, or restricting the width subtyping. We discarded immediately
the solution of re-labelling method names at object composition time, as this is
untidy from a semantical point of view and impractical from an implementation
one.

6.5 Properties of the system

It is important to prove that our calculus is sound also in thepresence of width
subtyping. The proof of soundness uses the subject reduction lemma, and then
follows the same pattern as the one given in Section 5.6.3 in Theorem 5.6.7. The
preliminary properties are analogous to the ones given in Section 5.6.1. Hence,
we only give details of some cases of subject reduction prooffor the calculus with
the width subtyping.

6.5.1 Subject reduction

Lemma 6.5.1 (Subject Reduction)If Γ ` e : τ ande →→ e′, thenΓ ` e′ : τ .

Proof: By cases on the one-step→ reduction definition, followed by induction on
the number of steps of reduction usingC[ ]. The proofs for the rules concerning
standard and heap expressions can be found in Chapter 4. We present here the
rule concerning object composition.

• (obj comp):

We will use the following lemma:

LetD be a derivation of

Γ ` obj〈{mp = vp}
p∈B′

, vg〉 : obj〈ΣB〉, B ⊆ B′.
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Then there exists a sub-derivationD′ of D for

Γ ` obj〈{mp = vp}
p∈B′

, vg〉 : obj〈ΣB′〉.

We prove two cases, one for the first presented solution, and the other one
for the alternative solution given.

1. Let us introduce the following notation:

v1 = obj〈{. . .}, vg, r,N ,R, E〉
v2 = obj〈{mp = vp}

p∈B′
, v′

g〉
Σ′ = ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ ΣE .

The visible interface of the complete object contains typesτp, where
p ∈ B, whereas the set of its methods might contain more methods,
i.e., its methods aremp, p ∈ B′. Hence the types of methods hidden
by the subsumption areτh, whereh ∈ H = B′ − B.
By the rule(T obj comp)

Γ ` v1 ←+ v2 : obj〈ΣT 〉.

We will prove that we can assign the same type toobj〈fix (incgen), incgen〉.
Analysing the rule(T obj comp) and using Lemma 4.5.1 we derive the
following:

Γ ` v1 : obj〈ΣN , ΣR, ΣE〉 (1)
Γ ` v2 : obj〈ΣB〉,B ⊆ B′ (2)
Γ ` ΣB < : ΣE ∪ ΣR (3)
Labels(ΣB) ∩ Labels(ΣN ) = ∅ (4)
obj〈Σ′〉< : obj〈ΣT 〉

Notice that the incomplete objectv1 is parameterized onself of type
Σ = ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ ΣE , whereas the complete objectv2 being added is
parameterized onself of typeΣB. The type of newly obtainedself is
Σ′. Hence, in this caseΣ = Σ′.
First of all, let us look at the judgement (1). Observing the rule(T inc obj)
and using Lemma 4.5.1 we derive:

For j ∈ N : Γ ` vj : τj (5)
Fork ∈ R : Γ ` vk : τk (6)
For i ∈ E : Γ ` vi : τi (7)
Γ ` vg : Σ → Σ (8)
Γ ` r : {mk : Σ → τk → τk}

k∈R (9)
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whereΣ = ΣN ∪ΣR ∪ΣE . Next, for the judgement (2), analysing the
rule (T obj) and using Lemma 4.5.1 we deduce

Γ ` {mp = vp}
p∈B′

: {mp : τp}
p∈B = ΣB (10)

Γ ` v′
g : ΣB → ΣB (11)

For someself, s1, s2 6∈ dom(Γ), using the (proj) rule we obtain

Γ, self : Σ′ ` self : Σ′ (∗)

Γ, self : Σ′, s1 : Σ, s2 : ΣB ` s1 : Σ (∗1)

Γ, self : Σ′, s1 : Σ, s2 : ΣB ` s2 : ΣB (∗2)

Applying Lemma 4.5.3 to (8), (9), and (11) we derive

Γ, self : Σ′ ` vg : Σ → Σ (8′)
Γ, self : Σ′ ` r : {mk : Σ → τk → τk}

k∈R (9′)
Γ, self : Σ′, s1 : Σ, s2 : ΣB ` v′

g : ΣB → ΣB (11′)

Let us now have a look at the functionincgen. First we look at itsgen1

component.
We can apply the rule (app) to (11’) and (*2) to derive

Γ, self : Σ′, s1 : Σ, s2 : ΣB ` v′
g s2 : ΣB.

For l ∈ B′ − (R∪ E)

Γ, self : Σ′, s1 : Σ, s2 : ΣB ` (v′
g s2).ml : τl, i.e.,

ml : τl ∈ ΣB′ − (ΣR ∪ ΣE).

We can deduce the types forml : τl, wherel ∈ H using the above
mentioned lemma. Forr ∈ B′ ∩ (R ∪ E), methods are “dummy”, i.e.
they are taken froms1 : Σ so we have

Γ, self : Σ′, s1 : Σ, s2 : ΣB ` s1.mr : τr i.e.,

mr : τr ∈ ΣB′ ∩ (ΣR ∪ ΣE).

So in the contextΓ, self : Σ′, s1 : Σ, s2 : ΣB, the record of methods
produced bygen1 will have the type(ΣB′−(ΣR∪ΣE))∪(ΣB′∩(ΣR∪
ΣE)) = ΣB′ . So we deduce the type forgen1

Γ, self : Σ′ ` gen1 : Σ → ΣB → ΣB (12)
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sinceΣB′ < : ΣB.

Now let us analyse the record of methods produced byincgen.

Givenself : Σ′, it produces the following record of methods:




mj = λy. (vg self).mj y (j ∈ N )
mk = λy. (r.mk self) (v′

g fix (gen1 self)).mk y (k ∈ R)
mi = λy. (v′

g fix (gen1 self)).mi y (i ∈ E)





Applying the rule (app) to (12) and (*) we obtain

Γ, self : Σ′ ` gen1self : ΣB → ΣB

sofix can be applied to the above obtaining

Γ, self : Σ′ ` fix (gen1self) : ΣB.

Finally, applying the (app) rule to (11’) and the above we deduce

Γ, self : Σ′ ` v′
g fix (gen1 self) : ΣB (13).

Selecting the appropriate methods from(13) we get:

Fork ∈ R : Γ, self : Σ′ ` (v′
g fix (gen1 self)).mk : τk (14).

For i ∈ E : Γ, self : Σ′ ` (v′
g fix (gen1 self)).mi : τi (15).

Applying the rule (app) to (8’) and (*), and fork ∈ R to (9’) and (*)
we obtain

Γ, self : Σ′ ` vg self : Σ

Fork ∈ R : Γ, self : Σ′ ` r.mk self : τk → τk.

For j ∈ N ,
Γ, self : Σ′ ` (vg self).mj : τj i.e.,

mj : τj ∈ ΣN (16)

Fork ∈ R,

Γ, self : Σ′ ` (r.mk self)(v′
g fix (gen1self)).mk : τk i.e.,

mk : τk ∈ ΣR (17)
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For i ∈ E ,

Γ, self : Σ′ ` (v′
g fix (gen1self)).mi : τi i.e.,

mi : τi ∈ ΣE (18)

From (16), (17), and (18), the record of methods produced byincgen
has the typeΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ ΣE = Σ′ therefore the type ofincgen is

Γ ` incgen : Σ′ → Σ′ (19)

Γ ` fix (incgen) : Σ′ (20)

Finally, applying the rule(T obj) to (19) and (20), we derive

Γ ` obj〈fix (incgen), incgen〉 : obj〈Σ′〉.

and by subsumption

Γ ` obj〈fix (incgen), incgen〉 : obj〈ΣT 〉.

2. The proof follows the same pattern as in the previous case,so there are
only a few things to point out.

We use the following notation, introduced in Chapter 5, Section 5.4:

Σ1/Σ2 = {mi : τi | mi : τi ∈ Σ1 ∧ mi ∈ Labels(Σ2)}

which is the operator that permits to refer to the method names appear-
ing in both records, giving them the types present in the firstrecord.
This serves to capture the types of the methods hidden by the sub-
sumption that might have name clashes with some of the methods in
N , as they might appear in the complete object with a differenttype
from the type they have in the incomplete object.

In this caseΣ′ = ΣN ∪ΣB and againΣ = ΣN ∪ΣR ∪ ΣE . Again, the
visible interface of the complete object contains typesτp wherep ∈ B,
whereas the set of its methods might contain more methods, i.e., its
methods aremp, p ∈ B′. Hence the types of methods hidden by the
subsumption areτh, whereh ∈ H = B′ − B.

As far asgen1 component ofincgen is concerned, the situation is the
following.
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Applying the rule (app) to (11’) and (*2) we derive:

For l ∈ B′ ∩N

Γ, self : Σ′, s1 : Σ, s2 : ΣB ` (v′
g s2).ml : τl, i.e.,

ml : τl ∈ ΣB′/ΣN .

We can deduce the types forml : τl, wherel ∈ H using the lemma
given in the previous case.

Forr ∈ B′−N , methods are “dummy”, i.e. they are taken froms1 : Σ
so we have

Γ, self : Σ′, s1 : Σ, s2 : ΣB ` s1.mr : τr i.e.,

mr : τr ∈ ΣB′ − ΣB′/ΣN .

So in the contextΓ, self : Σ′, s1 : Σ, s2 : ΣB, the record of methods
produced bygen1 will have the typeΣB′/ΣN ∪ΣB′ −ΣB′/ΣN = ΣB′ .
So again we deduce the type forgen1

Γ, self : Σ′ ` gen1 : Σ → ΣB → ΣB (12).

In the record of methods produced byincgen, only the third group of
methods is taken from a different set. So fori ∈ B′ − (N ∪R),

Γ, self : Σ′ ` (v′
g fix (gen1self)).mi : τi i.e.,

mi : τi ∈ ΣB′ − (ΣB′/ΣN ∪ ΣB′/ΣR) (21).

Now, from (16), (17) and (21) we deduce that the record of methods
produced byincgen has the type

ΣN ∪ ΣR ∪ ΣB′ − (ΣB′/ΣN ∪ ΣB′/ΣR) = ΣN ∪ ΣB

since having only the width subtyping, we have thatΣR = ΣB′/ΣR

andΣB′ − ΣB′/ΣN = ΣB (becauseB′ ∩ N ⊆ H). To conclude, the
type ofincgen is againΣ′ → Σ′, for Σ′ = ΣN ∪ ΣB. 2



Chapter 7

Final remarks

7.1 Conclusions

7.1.1 Mixin calculus supporting higher-order mixins

Chapter 4 presents a calculus that supports the constructionof class hierarchies
via mixin application (already present in [BPS99]) and creation of higher-order
mixins through mixin composition. The goal was to design a general form of
mixin composition without commitment to any already existing language.

Two principal actions are performed in the calculus:

(i) subclasses are created by mixin application;

(ii) higher-order mixins are obtained by mixin composition. This is the novelty
with respect to [BPS99].

Mixin composition is analysed on a general level. We tried togive directions for
constructing the language where many attractive features can be modelled, while
retaining the positive aspects, like data encapsulation, structural subtyping, and
modular object creation, of the original calculus of [BPS99].

7.1.2 Mixin calculus with incomplete objects

In Chapter 5 we integrate some aspects from the mixin-based and the object-
based programming paradigms. We decided that promising starting point could
be the combination of mixin-based inheritance with constructs for manipulating
incomplete objects.

145
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There are two possibilities for creating objects in this proposal:

(i) fully-fledged objects, ready to be used, are obtained by instantiating classes;

(ii) partially usable, incomplete objects are created by instantiating mixins, that
can be seen as “incomplete” classes.

Incomplete objects can be completed via method addition (that adds either one of
the expected methods or one of the missingnexts) and/or object composition.

7.1.3 Incomplete objects with width subtyping

In Chapter 6 we add width subtyping on (complete) object typesto the calculus
of mixins and incomplete objects. We also present two possible solutions to the
“method composition versus width subtyping” conflict.

Working directly with class-as-generator-functions and objects-as-records (and
their respective types) allowed us to alternate between oneversion of the calculus
and another with minimal changes, both in the typing rules and in the semantics.

7.2 Related work - comparison

Since a general account on work on mixins is given in Section 2.2, here we only
compare our work with the work on mixins directly connected with ours.

7.2.1 Mixin calculi

• In Bracha and Cook’s work [BC90] on the extension of Modula-3 with
mixins, mixins are also the basic constructs of the languageand are used
to build inheritance hierarchy. As in our work, it is possible to compose
two mixins and the left-hand mixin has a “precedence” with respect to the
right one. It is possible to apply the same mixin more than once, (as in our
calculus), and the component that is composed more than onceappears as
multiple copies in the result. But in our work the compositionis explicitly
written, whereas in their work it is implicit between each pair of mixins in
a mixin definition. We think that making the composition explicit makes
the programmer aware of how software components are composed, thus
providing more control over the behavior of the program.
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• Bracha and Lindstrom’s JIGSAW is not tied only to object-oriented pro-
gramming, but tries to reorganise language constructs intosmall units called
modules which facilitate inheritance and encapsulation mechanisms. These
modules correspond to our mixins, definitions correspond toour new and
redefined methods, while declarations correspond to our expected methods.
Module composition is supported, but performed by many single operators
to accomplish separate tasks, while our composition is given on a very gen-
eral level incorporating this operations into a single operation. As opposed
to our calculus, in JIGSAW, right-hand mixin has a priority in the case of
overriding. Analogously to our work, name clashes are not allowed. JIG-
SAW can be applied to many different languages, while our proposal is the
self-contained calculus supporting mixins and mixin composition.

• As our work, MIXEDJAVA of Flatt et al. [FKF98, FKF99] is also a theoret-
ical proposal, although it does extend an already existing language. Mixins
also form the basic inheritance mechanism. Their definitionof mixin com-
position was a starting point for our study of higher-order mixins, although
our proposal is given on a more general level. As in our calculus, the left-
hand mixin has a “priority”, providing the bodies of redefining methods that
are common for both mixins. When building the set of the new methods
in the resulting mixin, name collisions are resolved statically by the type
system in our proposal, whereas in MIXEDJAVA , it is possible to resolve
duplication of method names during run-time. This may lead to ambiguity
problems typical of multiple inheritance. As far as expected methods are
concerned, in our calculus the new composite mixin is still allowed to have
expected methods not yet resolved, while in MIXEDJAVA the right-hand
mixin must provide all the methods expected by the left-handone. In this
respect, our approach is more oriented to code composition.

• A marginal difference between the calculus presented in Chapter 4 and the
calculus ofBoudol [Bou01] seems to be in the way references to fields are
created. In our calculus these are created at class creationtime, when mixin
application is evaluated, whereas in the calculus of Boudol they are created
at class instantiation time, i.e., when an object is created. This leads to
different fixed-point operators: we have a general one, while Boudol has a
“guarded” one.

• Ancona and Zucca’s study [AZ98, AZ02] is basically oriented towards
mixins seen as modules, i.e., constructs with some missing components,
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which are expected to be provided by other modules. In our calculus mixins
are class-to-class functions, hence strictly tied to object-oriented program-
ming.

• Ancona et al.’s [LZ03] JAM , is a working extension of Java upward com-
patible with Java 1.0, while our study is purely theoreticaland is not based
on any existing programming language.

A mixin in JAM can declare fields as well as methods, while our mixins
consist only of method declarations where the field is bound in method bod-
ies. Our calculus declares new, redefined and expected methods, whereas
they have declared andinherited ones. Our expected methods corre-
spond to theirinherited methods which do not appear in their list of
declared methods, while our redefining methods are modelledas intersec-
tion of methods declared andinherited in JAM . We distinguish among
new, redefined, and expected methods explicitly because, when considering
a subtyping relation defined over objects, new methods behave covariantly,
redefined methods behave invariantly and expected methods behave con-
travariantly.

In JAM , it is possible to declare static components (that are not part of a
mixin type) as well as abstract methods, which render the class obtained by
applying that mixin also abstract.

While in our calculus the generator is a part of a mixin value (evaluated
mixin expression), the generator in JAM cannot be declared in a mixin, but
is declared for each mixin instance.

As opposed to our calculus, there is no support for mixin composition.

In our calculus subtyping relation does not include any ruleon object types
(there is only a subtyping rule for records), in order to avoid conflicts be-
tween object-based inheritance and subtyping. A version with a safe sub-
typing is a work in progress. In JAM inherited methods must have the
same return and argument type and equivalentthrows clause as the corre-
sponding methods in the parent class, whereas in our calculus the redefining
methods can have types that are subtypes of the ones declaredin the parent
class.

• Traits [SDNB03] are concerned with reuse of behavior and not with the
reuse of state and indeed a trait does not define state variables. Instead, our
main concern is the composition of objects together with their state. Our
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mixins do not suffer from many crucial problems of mixin-based languages
described in [SDNB03], thanks to the design decisions made onredefined
methods and instance variables.

7.2.2 Calculi with incomplete objects

Generally speaking, all object-based calculi can be seen ascalculi of incomplete
objects, especially when in presence of a method addition operation (one example
is the Lambda Calculus of Objects, [FHM94]).

An explicit form of incomplete objects was introduced byBono et al. in
[BBDCL99], where an extension of Lambda Calculus of Objects [FHM94] is pre-
sented. In this work, “labelled” types are used to collect information on the mutual
dependencies among methods (labels list the names of the methods that a given
method might invoke), in order to have a safe subtyping in width. Labels are
also used to implement the notion ofcompletionwhich enables adding methods
in an arbitrary order, allowing the typing of methods that refer to methods not yet
present in the object, thus supporting a form of incomplete objects.

To the best of our knowledge, there exist no attempts other than ours to in-
stantiate mixins in order to obtain prototypical incomplete objects within a hybrid
class-based/object-based framework.

7.3 Future research directions

• As the first future step, the calculus of higher-order mixinscan be integrated
with the calculus of incomplete objects into a unified setting. Although this
integration should be smooth, since both calculi are based on [BPS99], it
would result in a rather complete mixin-based setting. The two genera-
tors are similar so we would have to find a more general form of generator
that accounts for mixin composition and supports incomplete objects. For
higher-order generator, all the methods ingen are fully usable. In the case
of incomplete objects, (partial) object generatorgen binds the private field
only in the newly defined methods tofieldinit and has “dummy” method
bodies in place of redefined and expected methods, to enable the correct
instantiation of incomplete objects. Therefore, this generator needs another
componentredef containing a record of redefined methods with their private
field bound tofieldinit and theirself andnext still unbound. This record is
used during method addition and object composition to recover the actual
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bodies of the redefined methods, complete them, and insert them in the
working part of the object. It is also used in mixin application, to produce
the redefined methods of the subclass.

• We want to study a form of object-based methodoverridethat would work
well in our hybrid setting, and a more general form of method addition, i.e.,
addition of the methods not necessarily expected. Both theseextensions
will add issues to the subtyping problem, hinted at earlier in Section 5.4.

• Adding a form of depth subtyping on object types would also bean interest-
ing research direction to follow. The main issue would be to find solutions
to deal with the conflicts arising when adding width and depthsubtyping
together, in the presence of various operations on objects (method addition,
method override, object composition).

• Another interesting development is the comparison by encoding with the
calculus of Boudol [Bou02].

• An interesting future direction is the study of our incomplete object ap-
proach exploiting traits instead of mixins. With this respect, the starting
point could be the typed calculus of traits of [FR04].

• Finally, higher-order mixins and incomplete objects seem to be a natural
feature to be added to MOM I [BBV02], a coordination language where
object-oriented mobile code is exchanged among the nodes ofa network.
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Chapter 8

Introduction to λµµ̃ calculus and
Gemini

8.1 Intuition and syntax

The λµµ̃ calculus was introduced by Curien and Herbelin in [CH00], giving a
Curry-Howard correspondence for classical logic. The termsof λµµ̃ represent
derivations in the implicational fragment (hence without conjunction or disjunc-
tion) of the sequent calculus proof system LK and reduction reflects the process
of cut-elimination.

The untyped version of the calculus was further studied by Dougherty, Ghilezan,
and Lescanne in [GL04] and [DGL04], where the new terminology for the basic
syntactic constructs was given, which will also be used in this work. This untyped
version of the calculus can be seen as the foundation of a functional programming
language with explicit notion of control. We call this untyped languageGemini.

In [CH00], the basic constructs are calledcommands, terms, andcontexts. In
Gemini the basic syntactic entities are: the setCaller of callers, the setCallee of
callees and the setCapsule of capsules. The summary is given in the following
table:

Caller Callee Capsule
commands terms Contexts

The syntax ofGeminiis given by the following, wherev ranges over the set of
callers,e ranges over the set of callees andc ranges over the set of capsules:
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Caller: v ::= x | λx.v | µα.c
Callee: e ::= α | v • e | µ̃x.c
Capsule: c ::= 〈v ‖ e〉

We will refer to the terms ofGemini asG-terms.
There are two kinds of variables in the calculus: the setVarv, consisting of

caller variables(denoted by Latin variablesx, y, . . .) and the setVare, consisting
of callee variables(denoted by Greek variablesα, β, . . .). The caller variables can
be bound byλ abstraction or byµ abstraction, whereas the callee variables can be
bound byµ̃ abstraction. The sets of free caller and callee variables,Fv v andFv e,
are defined as usual, respecting Barendregt’s convention [Bar84].

Capsules are the place where callers and callees interact (the “twins”, hence
Gemini). A caller can either get the data from the callee (see Figure8.1), or
it can ask the callee to the take place as one of its internal callee variables (see
Figure 8.2). A callee can ask a caller to take the place as one of its internal caller
variables (see Figure 8.3). The components can be nested andmore processes can
be active at the same time (see Figure 8.4).

the caller the callee

Figure 8.1: Consuming a data

µ

The caller The callee

Figure 8.2: A request for a callee

µ
∼

Figure 8.3: A request for a caller
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µ

Figure 8.4: Capsules interacting

In the terms of contexts,〈v ‖ e〉 can be seen as some contexte[ ] filled with
a termv andv • e as a contexte[[ ]v]. In µα.c, α denotes where to continue the
computation. In the case of̃µx.c, µ̃ abstraction allows freezing the expressionv
(as part ofc) into a context waiting for the value for its hole, andµ̃ denotes where
the hole is.

Different names for the syntactic constructs of the calculus, were chosen by
Ghilezan and Lescanne in [GL04], since they reflect better the symmetry of the
calculus. Also, it should be possible to use the notion “term” to refer to all the
expressions of the calculus, not just to a subset of the terms. Finally, commands
definitely do not denote commands.

8.2 Reduction rules

There are only three rules that characterise the reduction in Gemini andλµµ̃:

(→′) 〈λx.v1 ‖ v2 • e〉→〈v2 ‖ µ̃x.〈v1 ‖ e〉〉
(µ) 〈µα.c ‖ e〉→ c[α← e]
(µ̃) 〈v ‖ µ̃x.c〉→ c[x← v]

The above substitutions are defined as to avoid variable capture [Bar84].
The calculus has a critical pair〈µα.c1 ‖ µ̃x.c2〉 where both,(µ) and(µ̃) rule

can be applied ambiguously, producing two different results. For example,

〈µα.〈y ‖ β〉 ‖ µ̃x.〈z ‖ γ〉〉 →µ 〈y ‖ β〉

〈µα.〈y ‖ β〉 ‖ µ̃x.〈z ‖ γ〉〉 →µ̃ 〈z ‖ γ〉
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Hence, the calculus is not confluent. But if the priority is given to one of the rules,
we obtain two confluent subcalculiλµµ̃T andλµµ̃Q, i.e. Geminin andGeminiv
in the untyped case.

Hence, there are two possible reduction strategies in the calculus that depend
on the orientation of the critical pair. If the priority is given to(µ) redexes, call-by-
value reduction is obtained, whereas giving the priority to(µ̃) redexes, simulates
call-by-name reduction.

Thenormal formsare deduced from the reduction rules and are described by
the following syntax:

vnf ::= x | λx.vnf | µα.cnf

enf ::= α | vnf • enf | µ̃x.cnf

cnf ::= 〈x ‖ α〉 | 〈x ‖ vnf • enf〉 | 〈λx.vnf ‖ α〉

It is also possible to give two reduction rules forη reduction:

(ηµ) µα.〈v ‖ α〉→ v if α 6∈ Fv e(v)
(ηµ̃) µ̃x.〈x ‖ e〉→ e if x 6∈ Fv v(e)

8.3 Two confluent subcalculi

In order to distinguish between the call-by-name and the call-by-value versions of
the calculus, two subcalculi are introduced in [CH00]. Firstone is calledλµµ̃T

and is closed under the call-by-name strategy, whereas the other one, calledλµµ̃Q,
is closed under the call-by-value reduction.

First we give the syntactic constructs ofλµµ̃T (andGeminin):

c ::= 〈v ‖ e〉
v ::= x | λx.v| µα.c
E ::= α | v • E
e ::= µ̃x.c | E

We can see that the new syntactic subcategory of callees, called applicative con-
texts, is introduced, in order to model call-by-name reduction.

Reduction rules forλµµ̃T andGeminin are the slight modification of the re-
duction rules forλµµ̃:

(→) 〈λx.v1 ‖ v2 • E〉→〈v1[x← v2] ‖ E〉
(µ) 〈µα.c ‖ E〉→ c[α←E]
(µ̃) 〈v ‖ µ̃x.c〉→ c[x← v]
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Next we give the syntax ofλµµ̃Q (andGeminiv):

c ::= 〈v ‖ e〉
V ::= x | λx.v
v ::= µα.c | V
e ::= α | µ̃x.c | V • e

Here, the new syntactic constructV that models thevaluesis introduced.
Reduction rules forλµµ̃Q andGeminiv are as follows:

(→′) 〈λx.v1 ‖ V2 • e〉→〈V2 ‖ µ̃x.〈v1 ‖ e〉〉
(µ) 〈µα.c ‖ e〉→ c[α← e]
(µ̃) 〈V ‖ µ̃x.c〉→ c[x←V ]

Let us notice that inGeminin, we are allowed to consider(→) reduction, since
(→′) rule can be immediately followed by(µ̃) rule, which has a priority. On the
other hand, inGeminiv, we have to use the rule(→′), since the priority is given
to (µ) rule. A different choice would be to consider only the rule(→′) for both
subcalculi, but we think that our choice makes explicit the priorities of the rules
in each subcalculus.

8.4 Type assignment system forλµµ̃

The original calculus of Curien and Herbelin given in [CH00] isbased on sequent
calculus. It assignssimple typesof the form

A,B ::= p | A→B

to the terms of the calculus, wherep ranges over type variables.
We distinguish acaller basisof the formΓ = x1 : A1, . . . xn : An, from a

callee basisof the form∆ = α1 : A1, . . . αn : An, wherexi, αi are distinct for all
i = 1 . . . n.

The judgements of the type system are given by the following:

Γ `
¨

§

¥

¦
r : A ∆ Γ

¨

§

¥

¦
e : A ` ∆ c : (Γ ` ∆)

whereΓ is the caller basis and∆ is the callee basis. The first judgement is the
typing for the caller, the second is the type for the callee and the third one is the
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Γ, x : A `
¨

§

¥

¦
x : A ∆

(axR)

Γ
¨

§

¥

¦
α : A ` ∆, α : A

(axL)

Γ, x : A `
¨

§

¥

¦
v : B ∆

Γ `
¨

§

¥

¦
λx.v : A → B ∆

(→ R)

Γ `
¨

§

¥

¦
v : A ∆ Γ

¨

§

¥

¦
e : B ` ∆

Γ
¨

§

¥

¦
v • e : A → B ` ∆

(→ L)

c : (Γ ` α : A, ∆)

Γ `
¨

§

¥

¦
µα.c : A ∆

(µR)
c : (Γ, x : A ` ∆)

Γ
¨

§

¥

¦
µ̃x.c : A ` ∆

(µ̃L)

Γ `
¨

§

¥

¦
v : A ∆ Γ

¨

§

¥

¦
e : A ` ∆

〈v ‖ e〉 : (Γ ` ∆)
(cut)

Figure 8.5: Type system forλµµ̃

type for the capsule. The box denotes a distinguished outputor input, i.e. a place
where the computation will continue or where it happened before.

The type assignment system for theλµµ̃ calculus is given in Figure 8.5. This
system can be further enriched with intersection types as in[GL04] or with inter-
section and union types as in [DGL04], where the characterisation of the strongly
normalizing terms of pureλµµ̃ calculus is given for both, the call-by-name and
the call-by-value evaluation strategy. The novelty is alsothat only the rules for
intersection- and union-introduction are used.

8.5 Related systems

8.5.1 λµ calculus

The original version of the typedλµ calculus was formulated by Parigot in [Par92].
It is the extension of lambda calculus with certain sequential operators and was
meant to provide a proof term assignment for classical logicin natural deduction
style. As said in [Bie98], “λµ calculus is a typedλ-calculus which is able to save
and restore the runtime environment.”
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Theλµ calculus was introduced as a call-by-name language, but it received a
call-by-value interpretation in [OS97].

The syntax ofλC calculus is given by the following:

unnamed terms:v ::= x | λx.v | vu | µβ.c
named terms: c ::= [α]v

We distinguish two kinds of variables:λ-variables (x, y, . . . , x1, . . .) andµ-variables
(α, β, . . . , α1, . . .). We also distinguish two kinds of terms:namedandunnamed
ones. It is possible to name arbitrary subterms byµ-variables and refer to them
later.

The reduction rules are:

(λx.u)v → u[x← v]
(µβ.c)v → µβ.c[[β]w←[β](wv)]

[α](µβ.c) → c[β ←α]

In the second rule, every subterm ofc of the form [β]w is replaced by a term
[β](wv).

The calculus is both, strongly normalizing and confluent.
The original version of theλµ calculus is typed, but we omit the typing system

here and refer the reader to [Par92]. The type system is preserved by the reduction.
In Parigot’s version ofλµ calculus, the only syntactic constructs that represent

continuations are continuation variables. In the version of the λµ calculus given
by Streicher and Reus in [SR98a], the original calculus of Parigot is extended
with continuation termsof the formM :: C, and named terms of the form[C]M
(calledR-terms in [SR98a]), hence there is no more need for Parigot’s “mixed
substitution”. This untyped version of theλµ calculus enables direct manipulation
of semantic objects, such as continuations and responses.

The formulation of theλµ calculus given in [SR98a] is much closer to theλµµ̃
calculus andGemini. TheR-terms terms correspond toGemini’s capsules, while
continuation termsM :: C correspond to the calleesv • e.

8.5.2 λC calculus

TheλC calculus was originally proposed by Felleisen et al. in [FFKD87] as an
extension of the untyped lambda calculus with a control operator C. One of its
aims is to be able to model equations for ordinary expressions, as well as equations
for whole programs.
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The syntax of theλC calculus is defined as follows:

values: v ::= b | f | x | λx.e
expressions: e ::= v | ee | Ce
ev. contexts: E ::= [ ] | vE | Ee

whereb are basic constants,f are functional constants, andx are variables.λ-
abstractions are call-by-value procedures, andee is a function application.

In the case ofC operator, its subexpression is applied to an abstraction ofthe
current control context calledcontinuation. This application occurs in the empty
control context calledhalt continuation (that corresponds roughly to ourstop).
When the continuation is invoked, it discards the control context of the application
and resumes the abstracted control context with its argument.

It is possible to define anabort operatorA as

Ae = C(λd.e) whered 6∈ Fv(e),

where the operatorC is applied to a procedure that ignores its argument. It causes
an abort of the program evaluation.

For a detailed description of the syntactic theory of the calculus, we refer the
reader to [FFKD87] and [FH92].

Although λC was conceived as a call-by-value calculus, Streicher and Reus
gave the interpretation of a call-by-name version in the category of negated do-
mains in [SR98a].

In [dG94], it is proved thatλµ calculus is equivalent toλC calculus.



Chapter 9

Confluence ofGemini

9.1 Introduction

Since in the next chapters we work with two confluent subcalculi of Gemini,
we think it is in place to prove the confluence for each of them.We adopt the
technique of parallel reductions given by Takahashi in [Tak95]. This approach
consists of simultaneously reducing all the redexes existing in a term and it is
simpler than standard Tait-and-Martin- Löf proof of confluence ofβ-reduction for
lambda calculus.

For the sake of completeness, we give here the definition of confluence or
Church-Rosser property.

Definition 9.1.1 (Confluence, Church-Rosser)A notion of reductionR is said
to be confluent or Church-Rosser if→R satisfies the diamond property, i.e., if for
all termsM,M1,M2

if M1 R←M →R M2 then there existsM ′ such thatM1 →R M ′
R←M2.

This theorem could be represented by the following diagram,where arrows
represent multistepR-reduction→R:

M
↙ ↘

M1 M2

↘ ↙
M ′
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We denote the union of the three reduction relations forGeminin by →n and
its reflexive and transitive closure by→→n. Analogously, in the case ofGeminiv,
we introduce→v and→→v.

First, we define the notions of parallel reduction⇒n and⇒v, for Geminin and
Geminiv, respectively. Since→→n and→→v are reflexive and transitive closures of
⇒n and⇒v, in order to prove the confluence of→→n and→→v, it is enough to
prove the diamond property for⇒n and⇒v. The diamond property for⇒n and
⇒v, follows from the stronger “Star property” for⇒n and⇒v that we prove.

9.2 Parallel reduction for Geminin
The notion of parallel reduction is defined directly by induction on the structure
of lambda terms, and does not need the notion of residual or any other auxiliary
notion.

Definition 9.2.1 (Parallel reduction for Geminin) The parallel reduction, denoted
by⇒n is defined inductively, as follows:

x⇒n x
(g1n)

v⇒n v′

λx.v⇒n λx.v′
(g2n)

c⇒n c′

µα.c⇒n µα.c′
(g3n)

α⇒n α
(g4n)

v⇒n v′, E ⇒n E ′

v • E ⇒n v′ • E ′
(g5n)

c⇒n c′

µ̃x.c⇒n µ̃x.c′
(g6n)

v⇒n v′, e⇒n e′

〈v ‖ e〉⇒n〈v
′ ‖ e′〉

(g7n)
v1 ⇒n v′

1, v2 ⇒n v′
2, E ⇒n E ′

〈λx.v1 ‖ v2 • E〉⇒n〈v
′
1[x← v′

2] ‖ E ′〉
(g8n)

c⇒n c′, E ⇒n E ′

〈µα.c ‖ E〉⇒n c′[α←E ′]
(g9n)

v⇒n v′, c⇒n c′

〈v ‖ µ̃x.c〉⇒n c′[x← v′]
(g10n)

Lemma 9.2.1 For every termG, G⇒n G.

Proof
By induction on the structure ofG. The base cases are the rules(g1n) and

(g4n) from Definition 9.2.1. For any other term of the calculus, we apply the
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induction hypothesis to the immediate subterms ofG (rules (g2n),(g3n),(g5n)-
(g7n)). 2

Lemma 9.2.2 (Substitution lemma) If x 6= y andx 6∈ Fv v(v2) then

1. G[x← v1][y← v2] = G[y← v2][x← v1[y← v2]];

1. G[α← e][x← v] = G[x← v][α← e[x← v]].

Proof By the inductin on the structure ofG. It is enough to prove the first part
of the lemma for the caller variables, and the second part forthe callee variables
only, since all the other cases are either trivial or follow directly from the induction
hypothesis.

1. * G = x.

Thenx[x← v1][y← v2] = v1[y← v2] andx[y← v2][x← v1[y← v2]]
= x[x← v1[y← v2]] = v1[y← v2].

* G = y.

Theny[x← v1][y← v2] = y[y← v2] = v2 andy[y← v2][x← v1[y← v2]]
= v2[x← v1[y← v2]] = v2, sincex 6∈ Fv v(v2).

* G = z, z 6= x andz 6= y.

Then both sides are equal toz.

2. * G = α.

Thenα[α← e][x← v] = e[x← v] andα[x← v][α← e[x← v]]
= α[α← e[x← v]] = e[x← v].

* G = β.

Then both sides are equal toβ. 2

Next, we give the definition ofcontexts, which are terms with the “hole” and
will be used in the proof of Lemma 9.2.3.

Definition 9.2.2 (Contexts)

C ::= [ ] | λx.C | µα.C | v • C | C • E | µ̃x.C | 〈v ‖ C〉 | 〈C ‖ e〉

With C[G] we denote “filling the hole” of the contextC with the termG (with
possible variable capture).
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Lemma 9.2.3

1. If G→n G′ thenG⇒n G′;

2. If G⇒n G′ thenG→→n G′;

3. If G⇒n G′ andH ⇒n H ′ thenG[x←H]⇒n G′[x←H ′].

Proof

1. By induction on the context of the redex. IfG→n G′ then G = C[H],
G′ = C[H ′] andH →n H ′. We just show a few illustrative cases:

* C = [ ].

Then we proceed by induction on the definition ofH →n H ′. We have
the following cases:

- H = 〈λx.v1 ‖ v2 • E〉 andH ′ = 〈v1[x← v2] ‖ E〉. Then by
(g8n), H ⇒n H ′, sincevi ⇒n vi, i = 1, 2 andE ⇒n E by Lemma
9.2.1.

- H = 〈µα.c ‖ E〉 andH ′ = c[α←E]. ThenH ⇒n H ′ by (g9n),
becausec⇒n c andE ⇒n E by Lemma 9.2.1.

- H = 〈v ‖ µ̃x.c〉 and H ′ = c[x← v]. Then H ⇒n H ′ using
(g10n), sincev⇒n v andc⇒n c by Lemma 9.2.1.

* C = µ̃x.C ′.

Then G = µ̃x.C ′[H] and G′ = µ̃x.C ′[H ′]. By the induction hy-
pothesis,C ′[H]⇒n C ′[H ′], so by(g3n) of the Definition 9.2.1 we get
G⇒n G′.

* C = 〈v ‖ C ′〉.

ThenG = 〈v ‖ C ′[H]〉 andG′ = 〈v ‖ C ′[H ′]〉. By the induction hy-
pothesis,C ′[H]⇒n C ′[H ′], andv⇒n v by Lemma 9.2.1, so by(g7n)
of Definition 9.2.1 we getG⇒n G′.

2. By induction on the definition ofG⇒n G′. We show just a few cases, since
the proofs follow the same pattern in all of them.

* G = x⇒n x = G′.

Then triviallyG = x→→n x = G′.
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* G = v • E ⇒n v′ • E ′ = G′.

This is a direct consequence ofv⇒n v′ andE ⇒n E ′. By the induction
hypothesis,v→→n v′ andE →→n E ′, so it follows that

G = v • E →→n v′ • E ′ = G′.

* G = 〈v ‖ e〉⇒n〈v
′ ‖ e′〉 = G′

This follows directly fromv⇒n v′ andE ⇒n E ′. By the induction
hypothesis,v→→n v′ andE →→n E ′, so it follows that

G = 〈v ‖ e〉→→n〈v
′ ‖ e′〉 = G′.

* G = 〈λx.v1 ‖ v2 • E〉⇒n〈v
′
1[x← v′

2] ‖ E ′〉 = G′.

This follows directly fromv1 ⇒n v′
1, v2 ⇒n v′

2 andE ⇒n E ′. By the
induction hypothesis,vi →→n v′

i, i = 1, 2 andE →→n E ′ so it follows
that

G = 〈λx.v1 ‖ v2•E〉→n〈v1[x← v2] ‖ E〉→→n〈v
′
1[x← v′

2] ‖ E ′〉 = G′.

3. By induction on the definition ofG⇒n G′.

* G = x⇒n x = G′.

ThenG[x←H] = x[x←H] = H ⇒n H ′ = x[x←H ′] = G′[x←H ′],
by the initial hypothesis.

* G = y⇒n y = G′, y 6= x.

ThenG[x←H] = y[x←H] = y⇒n y = y[x←H ′] = G′[x←H ′],
by (g1n).

* G = λy.v⇒n λy.v′ = G′.

This is a direct consequence ofv⇒n v′, so applying the induction hy-
pothesis we deducev[x←H]⇒n v′[x←H ′]. But then

G[x←H] = λy.v[x←H]⇒n λy.v′[x←H ′] = G′[x←H ′]

using(g2n).

* G = µα.c⇒n µα.c′ = G′.

Follows directly from the induction hypothesis, using(g3n)
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* G = α⇒n α = G′.
Trivially, both sides are equal toα so we apply(g4n)

* G = v • E ⇒n v′ • E ′ = G′.
This follows directly fromv⇒n v′ andE ⇒n E ′. Applying the in-
duction hypothesis we deducev[x←H]⇒n v′[x←H ′] andE[x←H]
⇒n E ′[x←H ′]. But then

G[x←H] = (v • E)[x←H] = v[x←H] • E[x←H]
⇒n v′[x←H ′] • E ′[x←H ′] = (v′ • E ′)[x←H ′]
= G′[x←H ′]

using(g5n).

* G = µ̃y.c⇒n µ̃y.c′ = G′.
Analogous to the caseG = λy.v⇒n λy.v′ = G′, using(g6n).

* G = 〈v ‖ e〉⇒n〈v
′ ‖ e′〉 = G′.

Similar to the caseG = v • E ⇒n v′ • E ′ = G′, using(g7n).

* G = 〈λy.v1 ‖ v2 • E〉⇒n〈v
′
1[y← v′

2] ‖ E ′〉 = G′.
This is a direct consequence ofv1 ⇒n v′

1, v2 ⇒n v′
2, and E ⇒n E ′.

By the induction hypothesis it follows thatv1[x←H]⇒n v′
1[x←H ′],

v2[x←H]⇒n v′
2[x←H ′], andE[x←H]⇒n E ′[x←H ′]. Then, us-

ing Lemma 9.2.2(1) we derive

G[x←H] = 〈λy.v1 ‖ v2 • E〉[x←H]
= 〈λy.v1[x←H] ‖ v2[x←H] • E[x←H]〉
⇒n 〈v′

1[x←H ′][y← v′
2[x←H ′]] ‖ E ′[x←H ′]〉

= 〈v′
1[y← v′

2][x←H ′] ‖ E ′[x←H ′]〉
= G′[x←H ′].

using(g8n).

* G = 〈µα.c ‖ E〉⇒n c[α←E].
This directly follows fromc⇒n c′ andE ⇒n E ′. By the induction hy-
pothesis,c[x←H]⇒n c′[x←H ′] andE[x←H]⇒n E ′[x←H ′]. Then,
using Lemma 9.2.2(2) we derive

G[x←H] = 〈µα.c[x←H] ‖ E[x←H]〉
⇒n c′[x←H ′][α←E ′[x←H ′]]
= c′[α←E ′][x←H ′]
= G′[x←H ′].
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using(g9n).

* G = 〈v ‖ µ̃y.c〉⇒n c[y← v]. Similar to the previous case, using
(g10n). 2

From 1. and 2. we can conclude that→→n is the reflexive and transitive closure
of ⇒n.

9.3 Confluence ofGeminin
Next, we define the termG∗ which is obtained fromG by simultaneously reducing
all the existing redexes of the termG.

Definition 9.3.1 Let G be an arbitrary term ofGeminin. The termG∗ is defined
inductively as follows:

(∗1n) x∗ ≡ x

(∗2n) (λx.v)∗ ≡ λx.v∗

(∗3n) (µα.c)∗ ≡ µα.c∗

(∗4n) α∗ ≡ α

(∗5n) (v • E)∗ ≡ v∗ • E∗

(∗6n) (µ̃x.c)∗ ≡ µ̃x.c∗

(∗7n) (〈v ‖ e〉)∗ ≡ 〈v∗ ‖ e∗〉 if 〈v ‖ e〉 6= 〈λx.v1 ‖ v2 • E〉 and〈v ‖ e〉 6= 〈µα.c ‖
E〉 and〈v ‖ e〉 6= 〈v ‖ µ̃x.c〉

(∗8n) (〈λx.v1 ‖ v2 • E〉)∗ ≡ 〈v∗
1[x← v∗

2] ‖ E∗〉

(∗9n) (〈µα.c ‖ E〉)∗ ≡ c∗[α←E∗]

(∗10n) (〈v ‖ µ̃x.c〉)∗ ≡ c∗[x← v∗]

Theorem 9.3.1 (Star property for⇒n) If G⇒n G′ thenG′⇒n G∗.

Proof
By induction on the structure ofG. Since all the cases follow by the straight-

forward induction, we show only a few illustrative ones.
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1. G = x.

ThenG can only parallel reduce tox itself using(g1n) and by(∗1n) x ≡ x∗

which isG∗.

2. G = µα.c.

Then by using(g3n), µα.c⇒n µα.c′ for somec′ such thatc⇒n c′. By the
induction hypothesis,c′⇒n c∗, henceG′ = µα.c′ ⇒n µα.c∗ = G∗ by (∗3n).

3. G = 〈v ‖ e〉 and G 6= 〈λx.v1 ‖ v2 • E〉 and G 6= 〈µα.c ‖ E〉 and
G 6= 〈v ‖ µ̃x.c〉.

In this case, using(g7n) we obtainG⇒n〈v
′ ‖ e′〉 for somev′, e′ such that

v⇒n v′ ande⇒n e′. By the induction hypothesis,v′⇒n v∗ ande′⇒n e∗, so
G′ = 〈v′ ‖ e′〉⇒n 〈e∗ ‖ v∗〉 = G∗ by (∗7n) .

4. G = 〈λx.v1 ‖ v2 • E〉.

If 〈λx.v1 ‖ v2 • E〉⇒n G′ then we distinguish two subcases:

– G′ = 〈λx.v′
1 ‖ v′

2 • E ′〉 for somev′
1, v

′
2, andE ′ such thatvi ⇒n v′

i, i =
1, 2 andE ⇒n E ′. By the induction hypothesis,v′

i ⇒n v∗
i , i = 1, 2 and

E ′ ⇒n E∗. Then,G′ = 〈λx.v′
1 ‖ v′

2 • E ′〉⇒n〈v
∗
1[x← v∗

2] ‖ E∗〉 = G∗

by (g8n).

– G′ = 〈v′
1[x← v′

2 ‖ E ′〉 for somev′
1, v

′
2, andE ′ such thatvi ⇒n v′

i,
i = 1, 2 andE ⇒n E ′. By the induction hypothesis,v′

i ⇒n v∗
i , i = 1, 2

andE ′ ⇒n E∗. Then,G′ = 〈v′
1[x← v′

2] ‖ E ′〉⇒n〈v
∗
1[x← v∗

2] ‖ E∗〉
by Lemma 9.2.3(3) and(g7n).

5. G = 〈µα.c ‖ E〉.

If G = 〈µα.c ‖ E〉⇒n G′ then we distinguish two subcases:

– G′ = 〈µα.c′ ‖ E ′〉 for somec′ andE ′ such thatc⇒n c′ andE ⇒n E ′.
By the induction hypothesis,c′⇒n c∗ and E ⇒n E∗. Then, G′ =
〈µα.c′ ‖ E ′〉⇒n c∗[α←E∗] = G∗ by (g9n).

– G′ = c′[α←E ′] for somec′ andE ′ such thatc⇒n c′ andE ⇒n E ′.
By the induction hypothesis,c′⇒n c∗ and E ⇒n E∗. Then, G′ =
c′[α←E ′]⇒n c∗[α←E∗] = G∗ by Lemma 9.2.3(3) and(g7n).

2
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Now it is easy to deduce the diamond property for⇒n.

Theorem 9.3.2 (Diamond property for⇒n)
If G1 n⇐G⇒n G2 thenG1 ⇒n G′

n⇐G2 for someG′.

Finally, from Theorem 9.3.2, it follows thatGeminin is confluent.

Theorem 9.3.3 (Confluence ofGeminin)
If G1 n←←G→→n G2 thenG1 →→n G′

n←←G2 for someG′.

9.4 Parallel reduction and confluence forGeminiv
Analogous technique to the one given above can be applied also in the case of
Geminiv. Therefore, we will only sketch here the differences with respect to the
technique forGeminin, since the proofs are just the straightforward modifications
of the proofs forGeminin.

Definition 9.4.1 (Parallel reduction for Geminiv) The parallel reduction, denoted
by⇒v is defined inductively, as follows:

x⇒v x
(g1v)

v⇒v v′

λx.v⇒v λx.v′
(g2v)

c⇒v c′

µα.c⇒v µα.c′
(g3v)

α⇒v α
(g4v)

V ⇒v V ′, e⇒v e′

V • e⇒v V ′ • e′
(g5v)

c⇒v c′

µ̃x.c⇒v µ̃x.c′
(g6v)

v⇒v v′, e⇒v e′

〈v ‖ e〉⇒v〈v
′ ‖ e′〉

(g7v)
v1 ⇒v v′

1, v2 ⇒v v′
2, E ⇒v E ′

〈λx.v1 ‖ V2 • e〉⇒v〈V
′
2 ‖ µ̃x.〈v1 ‖ e〉〉

(g8v)

c⇒v c′, e⇒v e′

〈µα.c ‖ e〉⇒v c′[α← e′]
(g9v)

V ⇒v V ′, c⇒v c′

〈V ‖ µ̃x.c〉⇒v c′[x←V ′]
(g10v)

Lemma 9.4.1 For every termG, G⇒v G.

Lemma 9.4.2
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1. If G→v G′ thenG⇒v G′;

2. If G⇒v G′ thenG→→v G′;

3. If G⇒v G′ andH ⇒v H ′ thenG[x←H]⇒v G′[x←H ′].

Definition 9.4.2 Let G be arbitrary term ofGeminiv. The termG∗ is defined
inductively as follows:

(∗1v) x∗ ≡ x

(∗2v) (λx.v)∗ ≡ λx.v∗

(∗3v) (µα.c)∗ ≡ µα.c∗

(∗4v) α∗ ≡ α

(∗5v) (V • e)∗ ≡ V ∗ • e∗

(∗6v) (µ̃x.c)∗ ≡ µ̃x.c∗

(∗7v) (〈v ‖ e〉)∗ ≡ 〈v∗ ‖ e∗〉 if 〈v ‖ e〉 6= 〈λx.v1 ‖ V2 • e〉 and〈v ‖ e〉 6= 〈µα.c ‖
e〉 and〈v ‖ e〉 6= 〈V ‖ µ̃x.c〉

(∗8v) (〈λx.v1 ‖ V2 • e〉)∗ ≡ 〈V ∗
2 ‖ µ̃x.〈v∗

1 ‖ e∗〉〉

(∗9v) (〈µα.c ‖ e〉)∗ ≡ c∗[α← e∗]

(∗10v) (〈V ‖ µ̃x.c〉)∗ ≡ c∗[x←V ∗]

Theorem 9.4.3 (Star property for⇒v) If G⇒v G′ thenG′ ⇒v G∗.

Proof
By induction on the structure ofG. Since the proof follows the pattern given

in the proof of Theorem 9.3.1, we prove only two representative cases relevant for
the call-by-value version ofGemini.

1. G = 〈λx.v1 ‖ V2 • e〉.

If 〈λx.v1 ‖ V2 • e〉⇒n G′ then we distinguish two subcases:

– G′ = 〈λx.v′
1 ‖ V ′

2 • e′〉 for somev′
1, V

′
2 , ande′ such thatv1 ⇒v v′

1,
V2 ⇒v V ′

2 , ande⇒v e′. By the induction hypothesis,v′
1 ⇒v v∗

1, V ′
2 ⇒v V ∗

2 ,
ande′⇒v e∗. Then,G′ = 〈λx.v′

1 ‖ V ′
2 • e′〉⇒v〈V

∗
2 ‖ µ̃x.〈v∗

1 ‖ e∗〉〉 =
G∗ by (g8v).
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– G′ = 〈V ′
2 ‖ µ̃x.〈v′

1 ‖ e′〉〉 for somev′
1, V

′
2 , ande′ such thatv1 ⇒v v′

1,
V2 ⇒v V ′

2 , ande⇒v e′. By the induction hypothesis,v′
1 ⇒v v∗

1, V ′
2 ⇒v V ∗

2 ,
ande′ ⇒v e∗. Then,G′ = 〈V ′

2 ‖ µ̃x.〈v′
1 ‖ e′〉〉⇒v〈V

∗
2 ‖ µ̃x.〈v∗

1 ‖
e∗〉〉 = G∗ by (g7v).

2. G = 〈V ‖ µ̃x.c〉.

If 〈V ‖ µ̃x.c〉⇒v G′ then we distinguish two subcases:

– G′ = 〈V ′ ‖ µ̃x.c′〉 for somec′ andV ′ such thatc⇒v c′ andV ⇒v V ′.
By the induction hypothesis,c′ ⇒v c∗ andV ⇒v V ∗. Then,G′ = 〈V ′ ‖
µ̃x.c′〉⇒v c∗[x←V ∗] = G∗ by (g10v).

– G′ = c′[x←V ′] for somec′ andV ′ such thatc⇒v c′ andV ⇒v V ′.
By the induction hypothesis,c′ ⇒v c∗ and V ⇒v V ∗. Then, G′ =
c′[x←V ′]⇒v c∗[x←V ∗] = G∗ by Lemma 9.4.2(3) and(g7v).

2

From the Star property we deduce the diamond property for⇒v.

Theorem 9.4.4 (Diamond property for⇒v)
If G1 v⇐G⇒v G2 thenG1 ⇒v G′

v⇐G2 for someG′.

Finally, from Theorem 9.4.4, it follows thatGeminiv is confluent.

Theorem 9.4.5 (Confluence ofGeminiv)
If G1 v←←G→→v G2 thenG1 →→v G′

v←←G2 for someG′.

The confluence of thetypedλµ calculus with disjunction is proved in [PR01]
by proving that it is locally confluent and strongly normalising.
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Chapter 10

Semantics ofGemini

10.1 Continuation semantics

10.1.1 Introduction

When interpreting the calculi that embody a notion of control, it is convenient to
start from continuation semantics that enables to explicitly refer tocontinuations,
the semantic constructs that represent evaluation contexts.

The method of continuations was first introduced in [SW74] in order to for-
malize a flow control in programming languages. Continuations can be seen as
analogues of the evaluation contexts, used to evaluate terms. Hence, the term
is evaluated in the context representing the rest of the computation. A subterm is
evaluated in a new context where the rest of the term is evaluated, and then handed
to the old context. The value obtained by evaluation of the term is passed to the
context.

Continuation-passing-style (cps) translations were introduced by Fisher and
Reynolds in [Fis72] and [Rey72] for the call-by-value lambda calculus, whereas a
call-by-name variant was introduced by Plotkin in [Plo75].Moggi gave a semantic
version of a call-by-value cps translation in his study of notions of computation
in [Mog91]. Lafont [Laf91] introduced a cps translation of the call-by-nameλC
calculus [FFKD87], [FH92]to a fragment of lambda calculus that corresponds to
the¬,∧-fragment of the intuitionistic logic. Hence, continuation semantics can
be seen as a generalization of double negation rule from logic.

Categorical semantics of both, call-by-name and call-by-value versions of
Parigot’sλµ calculus [Par92] with disjunction types was given by Selinger in
[Sel01]. It is in this work that the notion ofcontrol categoryis formally intro-

175
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duced. It is showed that the call-by-nameλµ calculus forms an internal language
for control categories, whereas the call-by-valueλµ calculus forms an internal
language for co-control categories. The two variants of theλµ calculus are shown
to be isomorphic to each other in the presence of product and disjunction types.

Hofmann and Streicher presented categorical continuationmodels for the call-
by-nameλµ calculus in [HS02] and showed the completeness.

In their original work on theλµµ̃ calculus [CH00], Curien and Herbelin de-
fined a call-by-name and a call-by-value cps-translation ofthe completetyped
λµµ̃ calculus into simply typed lambda calculus. The important point to notice
is that they also have to interpret the types of the formA − B, which are dual to
the arrow typeA → B. The translations validate call-by-name and call-by-value
discipline, respectively.

Lengrand gave categorical semantics of thetypedλµµ̃ calculus and theλξ
calculus (implicational fragment of the classical sequentcalculus LK) in [Len03].

Ong [Ong97] defined a class of categorical models for the call-by-nameλµ
calculus based on fibrations. This model was later extended for two forms of
disjunction by Pym and Ritter in [PR01].

The first attempt to give denotational semantics of the pure (untyped)λµ cal-
culus is presented in Laurent [Lau04] by defining a type system with intersection
and union types.

Although the originalλµµ̃ calculus of [CH00] has a system of simple types
based on the sequent calculus, the untyped version is a Turing-complete language
for computation with explicit representation of control, as well as code. In this
work we try to give a meaning tountypedλµµ̃ calculus and understand its be-
haviour.

10.1.2 Category of continuations

Categories of continuationswere introduced by Hofmann and Steicher in [HS97].
They can be seen as special instances ofcontrol categories, which were introduced
and formally described by Selinger in [Sel01] and further elaborated in [Sel03].
In simple words, control categories are cartesian closed categories enriched with
premonoidal structure of [PR97].

Let C be a category with distributive finite products and sums. We also assume
that there is a fixed objectR ∈ C such that exponentials of the formRA exist for
all objectsA, and thatRA 6= RB for all objectsA 6= B (see [Sel03]). IfC also
satisfies the mono requirement (i.e. the morphism∂A : A → RRA

is monic for all
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A ∈ C1) then such a categoryC is called aresponse categoryandR is called an
object of responses.

For a given response categoryC, the full subcategory ofC that consists of the
objects of the formRA is called acategory of continuationsand is denoted by
RC. This category is cartesian closed [LRS93] and has a canonical premonoidal
structure [Sel01]. This can be summarized as follows:

• 1 ∼= R0

(terminal object inRC is the empty object0)

• RA × RB ∼= RA+B

(RC has cartesian products)

• (RB)(RA) ∼= RRA×B

(RC has exponentials)

• ⊥ := R1 ∼= R
(bottom exists)

• RA
ORB := RA×B

(O is a binoidal functor inRC, see [Sel01] for details).

In fact, it is proved in [Sel01] that every control category is equivalent to a
category of continuations.

10.1.3 Category of negated domains

As a further specialization of categories of continuations, we describe the category
of negated domainsNR which was introduced by Lafont in [Laf91], where he
investigated the translation of classical propositional logic to the¬,∧-fragment of
the intuitionistic propositional logic.

Before giving the formal definition, let us first of all, fix somebasic terminol-
ogy that will be used.

• Predomain is a partial order where all directed subsets have a supremum.
It does not necessarily have a least element.

• Domain is a predomain with a least element called bottom, denoted by⊥ .

1A morphismf : A → B in a categoryC is calledmonic if for any objectC and any two
morphismsg1, g2 : C → A, if f ◦ g1 = f ◦ g2 theng1 = g2.
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• Scott continuous functionis a monotone function that preserves suprema
of directed sets.

• Strict continuous function is a function that preserves bottom elements.

The category of predomains and Scott continuous functions is denoted byP.
The category of domains and (strict) Scott continuous functions is denoted byD
(D⊥).

LetD be the category of domains and Scott continuous functions and letR be
some fixed domain with the bottom⊥R. We will call R a domain of responses.
For each predomainA ∈ P we can form the exponentialRA ∈ D. Then the
categoryNR is a full subcategory ofD, where the morphisms operate on expo-
nentials of the formRA. Hence, the categoryNR is obtained from the category of
continuations just taking the categoryP of predomains as a basic category, since
it has finite products and sums, and exponentials of the formRA exist. Let us give
the formal definition.

Definition 10.1.1 The category of negated domains NR over a categoryP of
predomains is defined as follows:

• the objects ofNR are objects ofP (predomains)

• NR(A,B) = P(RA, RB)

• composition of morphisms inNR is inherited fromP .

As already mentioned,(RB)(RA) ∼= RRA×B, so we will denote the function
space operator inNR as

A ⇒ B := RA × B

(see [SR98b].)
Since by the assumption,R has a bottom element (it is a domain), all the

exponentials have bottom elements. The bottom element forRA is given by
⊥RA = λx : A.⊥R for any predomainA ∈ P. Hence,NR is a full subcategory of
D. The least fixpoint forf ∈ NR(A,A) is given by

⊔
n∈N

fn(⊥RA).
Therefore, the following theorem holds, as proved in [SR98a].

Theorem 10.1.1The categoryNR is cartesian closed and has the least fixpoint
operator, for any domainR.

Hence, the categoryNR has enough structure to interpret functional calculi,
especially the calculi with control operators.
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10.1.4 From ordinary models to continuation models

For the extensional lambda calculus, a model is given by an object C in a carte-
sian closed category, such thatC is isomorphic to its function space i.e.C ∼=
[C →C] = CC [Sco72], [Sco82]. We call such an object areflexive object.

So in order to obtain a model of lambda calculus and its extensions inNR, we
have the same requirement in the categoryNR of negated domains, which means
that we are looking for an objectK such thatK = K ⇒ K. This requires solving
the domain equation

K = RK × K

in D. ForK which is the intital solution of this domain equation, we have that

RK ∼= RRK×K ∼= (RK)(RK),

so we conclude thatC = RK is a solution of domain equationC = CC in D and
is called acontinuation modelof the untyped lambda calculus.

In Streicher and Reus [SR98a] it is proved thatC = RK is isomorphic to
Scott’sC∞ model of extensional lambda calculus [Sco72], [Sco82] by taking C =
R. Therefore, all the non-syntactic models of extensional lambda calculus are
isomorphic to continuation models.

We can interpret the untyped lambda calculus inNR. The meaning of a lambda
term is an objectRK (the collection of maps) mapping continuations (the elements
of K) to responses (the elements ofR). The continuation for the functionf :
RA → RB is a pair〈s, k〉, where the argument for the functionf is s ∈ RA and
k ∈ B is the continuation forf(s).

This interpretation can be extended to Felleisen’sλC calculus and to the un-
typed version of Parigot’sλµ calculus [SR98a].

In the case of theλC calculus, evaluation ofCM in the contextk accounts
to applying the meaning ofM to ret(k) = λ〈s, h〉.s(k) in the empty evaluation
context represented by the continuationstop.

For theλµ calculus, the meaning of the term[C]M is the following: the mean-
ing of the termM (element ofRK) is applied to the continuation bound toα and
produces an element ofR. The meaning of the termµα.t is the functional abstrac-
tion over the continuation variableα.

For the sake of completeness we include here the definitions of the interpreta-
tion functions for the lambda calculus, theλC calculus, and theλµ calculus.

Definition 10.1.2 LetK be the initial solution of the domain equationK = RK×
K. Denote byC = RK . Let Env be the set of environments that the map object
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variables to the elements ofC and the continuation variables to the elements of
K. The interpretation functions

[[−]]C : Term →Env→C = RK

[[−]]K : Cont →Env→K
[[−]]R : R-Term →Env→R

are defined as follows

λ-calculus
[[x]]Cρ = ρ(x)

[[λx.M ]]Cρ = λ〈s, k〉.[[M ]]Cρ[x := s]k
[[MN ]]Cρ = λk.[[M ]]Cρ〈[[N ]]Cρ, k〉

λC calculus
[[x]]Cρ = ρ(x)

[[λx.M ]]Cρ = λ〈s, k〉.[[M ]]Cρ[x := s]k
[[MN ]]Cρ = λk.[[M ]]Cρ〈[[N ]]Cρ, k〉
[[CM ]]Cρ = λk.[[M ]]Cρ〈ret(k), stop〉

whereret(k) = λ〈s, h〉.s(k) ∈ C andstop ∈ K

λµ calculus

[[x]]Cρ = ρ(x)
[[λx.M ]]Cρ = λ〈s, k〉.[[M ]]Cρ[x := s]k
[[MN ]]Cρ = λk.[[M ]]Cρ〈[[N ]]Cρ, k〉
[[µα.t]]Cρ = λk.[[t]]Rρ[α := k]

[[α]]Kρ = ρ(α)
[[M :: C]]Kρ = 〈[[M ]]Cρ, [[C]]Kρ〉
[[[C]M ]]Rρ = [[M ]]Cρ([[C]]Kρ)

The details of the interpretation of the syntactic objects in the category of
negated domains would be studied in more detail in Sections 10.2, 10.4, and 10.5
where the interpretation of the call-by-name and call-by-value versions of theλµµ̃
calculus inNR is given.

In the same work of Streicher and Reus [SR98a], it is also provedthat the
semantic equations that hold in the continuation model of the untyped lambda
calculus are in 1-1 correspondence with the transition rules of Krivine’s abstract
machine.
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10.2 Semantics ofGeminin
As we have seen, the categoryNR of negated domains is very convenient for
defining the semantics of the various calculi with control operators, since it allows
to explicitly deal with continuations. Therefore, we thinkit is a good starting point
in our quest for better understanding the meaning and behaviour ofGemini.

As mentioned previously,Gemini is not confluent due to the presence of the
critical pair〈µα.c ‖ µ̃x.c〉. Hence, we will consider separately two well-behaved
subsyntaxes which are closed either under call-by-name (Geminin) or under call-
by-value reduction (Geminiv).

We start withGeminin, that is the calculus obtained giving always the prece-
dence to(µ̃) rule over(µ).

Let us remember first the syntax ofGeminin:

c ::= 〈v ‖ e〉
v ::= x | λx.v| µα.c
E ::= α | v • E
e ::= E| µ̃x.c

In this version of the calculus, we distinguish a subsetE of callees which makes
it possible to always give priority to(µ̃) rule over(µ) rule.

The reduction rules ofGeminin are the following:

(→) 〈λx.v1 ‖ v2 • E〉→〈v1[x← v2] ‖ E〉
(µ) 〈µα.c ‖ E〉→ c[α←E]
(µ̃) 〈v ‖ µ̃x.c〉→ c[x← v]

Next, we define the interpretation functions for all syntactic categories of
Geminin in the categoryNR of negated domains.

Definition 10.2.1 LetK be the initial solution of the domain equationK = RK×
K and letC = RK . WithEnv we denote the set of the environments that map the
caller variables to the elements ofC and the callee variables to the elements of
K, i.e. forρ ∈ Env:

∀x ∈ Varv, ρ(x) ∈ C ∀α ∈ Vare, ρ(α) ∈ K.

Then the interpretation functions

[[−]]C : Caller →Env→C = RK

[[−]]K : Callee →Env→K
[[−]]R : Capsule →Env→R
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are defined as follows:

Caller:
[[x]]Cρ = λ〈s, k〉.s〈ρ(x), k〉

[[λx.v]]Cρ = λ〈s, k〉.s〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[v]]Cρ[x := s1]k1, k〉
[[µα.c]]Cρ = λ〈s, k〉.s〈λh.[[c]]Rρ[α := h], k〉

Callee:
[[α]]Kρ = 〈λ〈s, k〉.sρ(α), stop〉

[[v • E]]Kρ = 〈λ〈s, k〉.[[v]]Cρ〈s, [[E]]Kρ〉, stop〉
[[µ̃x.c]]Kρ = 〈λ〈s, k〉.[[c]]Rρ[x := s], stop〉

Capsule:
[[〈v ‖ e〉]]Rρ = [[v]]Cρ([[e]]Kρ)

We will omit the subscripts in various interpretations, since they can be de-
duced from the terms being interpreted.

Intuitively, the callers representcomputationsand are mapped intoC. The
callees representcontinuationsand are mapped intoK. Finally, the capsules can
be seen asresponses, hence are mapped intoR. The distinguished continuation
stop represents thestable state. Since it does not influence the computation, we
can takeanycontinuation forstop but this choice (taken from [SR98a]) is justified
by the fact that it also works for the simplest continuation model whereC = Σ.
Σ = {⊥,>} is known as Sierpinski space, where it is only possible to observe
termination (represented by⊥) and divergence (represented by>). stop is the
greatest element ofK and is defined as

stop = 〈λk.>R, stop〉,

wherek ∈ K and>R is the greatest element of the domainR.
Let us now give some explanation of the given interpretations. First of all,

sinceK ∼= RK × K, continuations are of the form〈s, k〉, wheres ∈ C and
k ∈ K. Therefore we can see continuations as infinite lists of denotations which
correspond to the denotational versions of the call-by-name evaluation contexts.

Callers are interpreted as functions that map continuationsto responses. This
reflects the fact that a caller can either get the data from a callee or ask it to take
the place as one of its internal callee variables. Hence, callers expect callees as ar-
guments. The double abstraction over callees comes from thenecessity to trigger
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the computation in(µ̃) rule. It actually enables applying the current evaluation
context to a computation and continuing the computation.

Since a callee can ask a caller to take the place as one of its internal caller
variables, it has to have a functional part that could be applied to a caller (the
first part of the pair). The second component of the pair isstop, since during the
computation, a new evaluation context is provided by the caller.

Finally, in the case of capsules, the interpretation of the caller is applied to the
interpretation of the callee, thus producing an element inR.

Next, we prove two lemmas, that will be used in order to prove that the se-
mantics is preserved by the reduction rules.

Lemma 10.2.1 (Substitution lemma 1)Let G be the term ofGeminin (caller,
callee, or capsule). Then

1. [[G[x← y]]]ρ = [[G]]ρ[x := ρ(y)];

2. [[G[x←λy.v]]]ρ = [[G]]ρ[x := λ〈s, k〉.[[v]]ρ[y := s]k];

3. [[G[x←µα.c]]]ρ = [[G]]ρ[x := λh.[[c]]ρ[α := h]].

Proof:
By induction on the structure ofG.

1. * G = z trivial

* G = x
[[x[x← y]]]ρ
= [[y]]ρ
= λ〈s, k〉.s〈ρ(y), k〉
= λ〈s, k〉.s〈ρ[x := ρ(y)](x), k〉
= [[x]]ρ[x := ρ(y)]

* G = λz.w
[[λz.w[x← y]]]ρ
= λ〈s, k〉.s〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[w[x← y]]]ρ[z := s1]k1, k〉
= λ〈s, k〉.s〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[w]]ρ[x := ρ(y), z := s1]k1, k〉
= [[λz.w]]ρ[x := ρ(y)]

* G = µα.c
[[µα.c[x← y]]]ρ
= λ〈s, k〉.s〈λh.[[c[x← y]]]ρ[α := h], k〉
= λ〈s, k〉.s〈λh.[[c]]ρ[x := ρ(y), α := h], k〉
= [[µα.c]]ρ[x := ρ(y)]
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* The casesG = β, G = v • E, G = µ̃y.c, andG = 〈v ‖ e〉 are either
trivial or follow directly from the induction hypothesis.

2. Let us denoteλ〈s1, k1〉.[[v]]ρ[y := s1]k1 by t.

* G = z trivial

* G = x
[[x[x←λy.v]]]ρ
= [[λy.v]]ρ
= λ〈s, k〉.s〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[v]]ρ[y := s1]k1, k〉
= λ〈s, k〉.s〈t, k〉
= λ〈s, k〉.s〈ρ[x := t](x), k〉
= [[x]]ρ[x := t]

* G = λz.w
[[λz.w[x←λy.v]]]ρ
= λ〈s, k〉.s〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[w[x←λy.v]]]ρ[z := s1]k1, k〉
= λ〈s, k〉.s〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[w]]ρ[x := t, z := s1]k1, k〉
= [[λz.w]]ρ[x := t]

* G = µα.c
[[µα.c[x←λy.v]]]ρ
= λ〈s, k〉.s〈λh.[[c[x←λy.v]]]ρ[α := h], k〉
= λ〈s, k〉.s〈λh.[[c]]ρ[x := t][α := h], k〉
= [[µα.c]]ρ[x := t]

* The casesG = β, G = v • E, G = µ̃y.c, andG = 〈v ‖ e〉 again
follow trivially.

3. Let us denoteλh.[[c]]ρ[α := h] by s.

* G = z trivial

* G = x
[[x[x←µα.c]]]ρ
= [[µα.c]]ρ
= λ〈s, k〉.s〈λh.[[c]]ρ[α := h], k〉
= λ〈s, k〉.s〈ρ[x := s](x), k〉
= [[x]]ρ[x := s]
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* G = λz.w
[[λz.w[x←µα.c]]]ρ
= λ〈s, k〉.s〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[w[x←µα.c]]]ρ[z := s1]k1, k〉
= λ〈s, k〉.s〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[w]]ρ[x := s, z := s1]k1, k〉
= [[λz.w]]ρ[x := s]

* G = µα.c1

[[µα.c1[x←µα.c]]]ρ
= λ〈s, k〉.s〈λh.[[c1[x←µα.c]]]ρ[α := h], k〉
= λ〈s, k〉.s〈λh.[[c1]]ρ[x := s][α := h], k〉
= [[µα.c1]]ρ[x := s]

* The casesG = β, G = v • E, G = µ̃y.c, andG = 〈v ‖ e〉 again
follow trivially. 2

Lemma 10.2.2 (Substitution lemma 2)Let G be the term ofGeminin (caller,
callee, or capsule). Then

1. [[G[α← β]]]ρ = [[G]]ρ[α := ρ(β)];

2. [[G[α← y • E]]]ρ = [[G]]ρ[α := 〈ρ(y), [[E]]〉].

3. [[G[α←λy.v • E]]]ρ = [[G]]ρ[α := 〈λ〈s, k〉.[[v]]ρ[y := s]k, [[E]]〉].

4. [[G[α←µβ.c • E]]]ρ = [[G]]ρ[α := 〈λh.[[c]]ρ[β := h], [[E]]〉].

Proof
By induction on the structure ofG. It is enough to prove the lemma forG = α

because all the other cases follow either trivially (G = β,G = x) or by the
induction hypothesis.

1. [[α[α← β]]]ρ
= [[β]]ρ
= 〈λ〈s, k〉.sρ(β), stop〉
= 〈λ〈s, k〉.sρ[α := ρ(β)](α), stop〉
= [[α]]ρ[α := ρ(β)]

2. [[α[α← y • E]]]ρ
= [[y • E]]ρ
= 〈λ〈s, k〉.[[y]]ρ〈s, [[E]]ρ〉, stop〉
= 〈λ〈s, k〉.(λ〈s1, k1〉.s1〈ρ(y), k1〉)〈s, [[E]]ρ〉, stop〉
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= 〈λ〈s, k〉.s〈ρ(y), [[E]]ρ〉, stop〉
= 〈λ〈s, k〉.sρ[α := 〈ρ(y), [[E]]ρ〉](α), stop〉
= [[α]]ρ[α := 〈ρ(y), [[E]]ρ〉]

3. [[α[α←λy.v • E]]]ρ
= [[λy.v • E]]ρ
= 〈λ〈s, k〉.[[λy.v]]ρ〈s, [[E]]ρ〉, stop〉
= 〈λ〈s, k〉.(λ〈s1, k1〉.s1〈λ〈s2, k2〉.[[v]]ρ[y := s2]k2, k1〉)〈s, [[E]]ρ〉, stop〉
= 〈λ〈s, k〉.s〈λ〈s2, k2〉.[[v]]ρ[y := s2]k2, [[E]]ρ〉, stop〉
= 〈λ〈s, k〉.sρ[α := 〈λ〈s2, k2〉.[[v]]ρ[y := s2]k2, [[E]]ρ〉](α), stop〉
= [[α]]ρ[α := 〈λ〈s2, k2〉.[[v]]ρ[y := s2]k2, [[E]]〉]

4. [[α[α←µβ.c • E]]]ρ
= [[µβ.c • E]]ρ
= 〈λ〈s, k〉.[[µβ.c]]ρ〈s, [[E]]ρ〉, stop〉
= 〈λ〈s, k〉.(λ〈s1, k1〉.s1〈λh.[[c]][β := h], k1〉)〈s, [[E]]ρ〉, stop〉
= 〈λ〈s, k〉.s〈λh.[[c]][β := h], [[E]]ρ〉, stop〉
= 〈λ〈s, k〉.s〈ρ[α := 〈λh.[[c]][β := h], [[E]]ρ〉](α), stop〉
= [[α]]ρ[α := 〈λh.[[c]][β := h], [[E]]ρ〉] 2

Finally, we can prove the following theorem.

Theorem 10.2.3 (Preservation of the semantics under reduction)

If G1 →G2 then[[G1]] = [[G2]]

Proof

1. 〈λx.v1 ‖ v2 • E〉→〈v1[x← v2] ‖ E〉

[[〈λx.v1 ‖ v2 • E〉]]ρ
= [[λx.v1]]ρ([[v2 • E]]ρ)
= (λ〈s, k〉.s〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[v1]]ρ[x := s1]k1, k〉)〈λ〈s2, k2〉.[[v2]]ρ〈s2, [[E]]ρ〉, stop〉
= (λ〈s2, k2〉.[[v2]]ρ〈s2, [[E]]ρ〉)〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[v1]]ρ[x := s1]k1, stop〉
= [[v2]]ρ〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[v1]]ρ[x := s1]k1, [[E]]ρ〉.

We proceed by induction onv2.

* v2 = y

[[〈λx.v1 ‖ y • E〉]]ρ
= (λ〈s, k〉.s〈ρ(y), k〉)〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[v1]]ρ[x := s1]k1, [[E]]ρ〉
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= (λ〈s1, k1〉.[[v1]]ρ[x := s1]k1)〈ρ(y), [[E]]ρ〉
= [[v1]]ρ[x := ρ(y)][[E]]ρ
= [[v1[x← y]]]ρ[[E]]ρ
= [[〈v1[x← y] ‖ E〉]]ρ

* v2 = λy.w

[[〈λx.v1 ‖ λy.w • E〉]]ρ
= (λ〈s, k〉.s〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[w]]ρ[y := s1]k1, k〉)〈λ〈s2, k2〉.[[v1]]ρ[x := s2]k2, [[E]]ρ〉
= (λ〈s2, k2〉.[[v1]]ρ[x := s2]k2)〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[w]]ρ[y := s1]k1, [[E]]ρ〉
= [[v1]]ρ[x := λ〈s1, k1〉.[[w]]ρ[y := s1]k1][[E]]ρ
= [[v1[x←λy.w]]]ρ[[E]]ρ
= [[〈v1[x←λy.w] ‖ E〉]]ρ

* v2 = µα.c

[[〈λx.v1 ‖ µα.c • E〉]]ρ
= (λ〈s, k〉.s〈λh.[[c]]ρ[α := h], k〉)〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[v1]]ρ[x := s1]k1, [[E]]ρ〉
= (λ〈s1, k1〉.[[v1]]ρ[x := s1]k1)〈λh.[[c]]ρ[α := h], [[E]]ρ〉
= [[v1]]ρ[x := λh.[[c]]ρ[α := h]][[E]]ρ
= [[v1[x←µα.c]]]ρ[[E]]ρ
= [[〈v1[x←µα.c] ‖ E〉]]ρ

2. 〈µα.c ‖ E〉→ c[α←E]

By induction on the structure ofE:

* E = β

[[〈µα.c ‖ β〉]]ρ
= [[µα.c]]ρ([[β]]ρ)
= (λ〈s, k〉.s〈λh.[[c]]ρ[α := h], k〉)〈λ〈s1, k1〉.s1ρ(β), stop〉
= (λ〈s1, k1〉.s1ρ(β))〈λh.[[c]]ρ[α := h], stop〉
= λh.[[c]]ρ[α := h]ρ(β)
= [[c]]ρ[α := ρ(β)]
= [[c[α← β]]]ρ

* E = v1 • E1

[[〈µα.c ‖ v1 • E1〉]]ρ
= [[µα.c]]ρ([[v1 • E1]]ρ)
= (λ〈s, k〉.s〈λh.[[c]]ρ[α := h], k〉)〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[v1]]ρ〈s1, [[E1]]ρ〉, stop〉
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= (λ〈s1, k1〉.[[v1]]ρ〈s1, [[E1]]ρ〉)〈λh.[[c]]ρ[α := h], stop〉
= [[v1]]ρ〈λh.[[c]]ρ[α := h], [[E1]]ρ〉

We proceed by induction on the structure ofv1

- v1 = y
[[〈µα.c ‖ y • E1〉]]ρ
= (λ〈s, k〉.s〈ρ(y), k〉)〈λh.[[c]]ρ[α := h], [[E1]]ρ〉
= (λh.[[c]]ρ[α := h])〈ρ(y), [[E1]]ρ〉
= [[c]]ρ[α := 〈ρ(y), [[E1]]〉]
= [[c[α← y • E1]]]ρ

- v1 = λy.w
[[〈µα.c ‖ λy.w • E1〉]]ρ
= (λ〈s, k〉.s〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[w]]ρ[y := s1]k1, k〉)〈λh.[[c]]ρ[α := h], [[E1]]ρ〉
= (λh.[[c]]ρ[α := h])〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[w]]ρ[y := s1]k1, [[E1]]ρ〉
= [[c]]ρ[α := 〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[w]]ρ[y := s1]k1, [[E1]]ρ〉]
= [[c[α←λy.w • E1]]]ρ

- v1 = µβ.c1

[[〈µα.c ‖ µβ.c1 • E1〉]]ρ
= (λ〈s, k〉.s〈λh1.[[c1]]ρ[β := h1], k〉)〈λh.[[c]]ρ[α := h], [[E1]]ρ〉
= (λh.[[c]]ρ[α := h])〈λh1.[[c1]]ρ[β := h1], [[E1]]ρ〉
= [[c]]ρ[α := 〈λh1.[[c1]]ρ[β := h1], [[E1]]ρ〉]
= [[c[α←µβ.c1 • E1]]]ρ

3. 〈v ‖ µ̃x.c〉→ c[x← v]

By induction on structure ofv.

* v = y
[[〈y ‖ µ̃x.c〉]]ρ
= [[y]]ρ([[µ̃x.c]]ρ)
= (λ〈s, k〉.s〈ρ(y), k〉)〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[c]]ρ[x := s1], stop〉
= (λ〈s1, k1〉.[[c]]ρ[x := s1])〈ρ(y), stop〉
= [[c]]ρ[x := ρ(y)]
= [[c[x← y]]]ρ

* v = λy.w
[[〈λy.w ‖ µ̃x.c〉]]ρ
= [[λy.w]]ρ([[µ̃x.c]]ρ)
= (λ〈s, k〉.s〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[w]]ρ[y := s1]k1, k〉)〈λ〈s2, k2〉.[[c]]ρ[x := s2], stop〉
= (λ〈s2, k2〉.[[c]]ρ[x := s2])〈λ〈s1, k1〉.[[w]]ρ[y := s1]k1, stop〉
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= [[c]]ρ[x := λ〈s1, k1〉.[[w]]ρ[y := s1]k1]
= [[c[x←λy.v]]]ρ

* v = µα.c1

[[〈µα.c1 ‖ µ̃x.c〉]]ρ
= [[µα.c1]]ρ([[µ̃x.c]]ρ)
= (λ〈s1, k1〉.s1〈λh.[[c1]]ρ[α := h], k1〉)〈λ〈s, k〉.[[c]]ρ[x := s], stop〉
= (λ〈s, k〉.[[c]]ρ[x := s])〈λh.[[c1]]ρ[α := h], stop〉
= [[c]]ρ[x := λh.[[c1]]ρ[α := h]]
= [[c[x←µα.c1]]]ρ 2

The main problem when interpreting the call-by-name version of Gemini in
the category of negated domains is the interpretation ofµ̃x.c which requiresK to
be functional. SinceK = RK × K, it is possible to embedRK within K, using a
dummy continuation.

The soundness result may look simple, but there are implicittype-casting iso-
morphisms all over the place, which would not exist in the typed case.

10.3 Kleisli category and continuation semantics

10.3.1 Kleisli category

Kleisli categories provide the categorical semantics of computations based on
monads. Since every monad corresponds to Kleisli triple, the semantics can be
given using Kleisli triples that are easier to justify computationally.

When interpreting a programming language in the call-by-value setting in a
categoryC, we need to distinguish the objectsA that represent the values of typeA
from the objectsTA that represent the computations of typeA. The computations
of typeA are obtained by applying a functorT to A, which is called thenotion
of computation[Mog91]. There are certain conditions thatT has to satisfy and it
turns out thatT needs to be a part of the Kleisli triple, whereas programs form the
Kleisli category for such a triple.

The following definitions are taken from Moggi’s paper on notions of compu-
tations [Mog91], which are in turn taken from [Man76].

Definition 10.3.1 A Kleisli triple over a categoryC is a triple (T, η, ∗), such that
for

• T : Obj(C) → Obj(C)
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• ηA : A → TA for A ∈ Obj(C)

• f ∗ : TA → TB for f : A → TB

the following equations hold:

• η∗
A = idTA;

• f ∗ ◦ ηA = f for f : A → TB;

• g∗ ◦ f ∗ = (g∗ ◦ f)∗ for f : A → TB andg : B → TK.

Next we give the definition of theKleisli category.

Definition 10.3.2 TheKleisli category CT over a categoryC for a given Kleisli
triple (T, η, ∗) is defined as follows:

• the objects ofCT are the objects ofC;

• CT (A,B) = C(A, TB);

• idCT
= ηA : A → TA;

• g ◦CT
f = g∗ ◦ f : A → TK for f ∈ CT (A,B) andg ∈ CT (B,K).

10.3.2 Kleisli triple of continuations

Depending on the specific computation that we want to model, different compu-
tational monads or Kleisli triples can be chosen. In this analysis we will consider
Kleisli triple of continuations given by

• the functorTA = RRA

, whereR is the fixed object of responses (predomain
with the least element and at least one more element), together with the
functors

• ηA(a) = λk : RA.k(a) and

• f ∗(s) = λk : RB.s(λa : A.f(a)(k)) for f : A → TB ands ∈ TA.
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We will denote byKR the Kleisli category over the categoryP of predomains
for a given Kleisli triple of continuations(T, η, ∗).

Then, the intuitive meaning ofηA is the inclusion of values into computations,
whereasf ∗ can be seen as an extension of a functionf mapping values to compu-
tations into a function mapping computations into computations.

As noticed in [SR98b], the Kleisli categoryKR for a continuation Kleisli triple
and the dual of the category of negated domainsN op

R are isomorphic and the iso-
morphism is given byH : KR → N op

R andK : N op
R → KR, where

H(f) = λk : RB.λv : A.f(v)(k) ∈ RARB

for f ∈ TBA,

K(g) = λv : A.λk : RB.g(k)(v) ∈ TBA for g ∈ RARB

.

In the next section, we will see how call-by-value variant ofuntypedλµµ̃
calculus, calledGeminiv, can be interpreted in the Kleisli categoryKR.

10.4 Semantics ofGeminiv
In this section we will considerGeminiv, which is a variant of untypedλµµ̃ cal-
culus closed under the call-by-value reduction. It permitsalways giving the prece-
dence to the(µ) rule over the(µ̃) rule.

Again, we first record the syntax and reduction rules ofGeminiv.
Syntax ofGeminiv:

c ::= 〈v ‖ e〉
V ::= x | λx.v
v ::= V | µα.c
e ::= α | µ̃x.c | V • e

Notice the presence ofvaluesV , which form the subset of the set of callers,
whereas in call-by-name variant we had two syntactic categories for callees. As
in any other call-by-value calculus, we need to distinguishvalues from the rest of
the computations.

Reduction rules forGeminiv:

(→′) 〈λx.v1 ‖ V2 • e〉→〈V2 ‖ µ̃x.〈v1 ‖ e〉〉
(µ) 〈µα.c ‖ e〉→ c[α← e]
(µ̃) 〈V ‖ µ̃x.c〉→ c[x←V ]
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Next, we give the definition of the interpretation functionsfor all four syntactic
categories of the calculus. It means that there is an interpretation function also for
the values, since it prevents the values and the computations to be confused. The
functions are applied to values, but can still have denotations as the result, hence
it is necessary to have

W = CW .

Definition 10.4.1 Let us consider the initial solution of the system of domain
equations

W = CW K = RW C = RK .

LetEnv be the set of the environments that map the caller variables to the elements
of W and the callee variables to the elements ofK i.e. forρ ∈ Env:

∀x ∈ Varv, ρ(x) ∈ W ∀α ∈ Vare, ρ(α) ∈ K.

The interpretation functions

[[−]]W : Value →Env→W = CW

[[−]]C : Caller →Env→C = RK

[[−]]K : Callee →Env→K = RW

[[−]]R : Capsule →Env→R

are defined as follows:

Value:
[[x]]Wρ = ρ(x)

[[λx.v]]Wρ = λw.[[v]]Cρ[x := w]

Caller:
[[x]]Cρ = λk.k[[x]]Wρ

[[λx.v]]Cρ = λk.k[[λx.v]]Wρ
[[µα.c]]Cρ = λk.[[c]]Rρ[α := k]

Callee:
[[α]]Kρ = ρ(α)

[[V • e]]Kρ = λw.(w([[V ]]Wρ))([[e]]Kρ)
[[µ̃x.c]]Kρ = λw.[[c]]Rρ[x := w]

Capsule:
[[〈v ‖ e〉]]Rρ = [[v]]Cρ([[e]]Kρ)
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We will omit the subscripts in various interpretations, (since they can be de-
duced from the term being interpreted), apart from[[−]]W where we leave the sub-
script to avoid the ambiguity.

One important difference when interpreting the call-by-value calculus (with
respect to the interpretation of the call-by-name variant)is that variables are in-
terpreted as values, i.e.ρ(x) ∈ W , whereas in the call-by-name case values are
interpreted as computations, i.e.ρ(x) ∈ C.

The different syntactic constructs ofGeminiv can be seen as elements of the
following semantical objects:

• values are the elements ofW ,

• callers as computations are the elements ofC = RRW

,

• callees as continuations are the elements ofK = RW ,

• capsules as responses are the elements ofR.

Also, notice that the interpretation of values inC is obtained by applying the
function ηA(a) = λk : RA.k(a) from the Kleisli triple, to the interpretation of
values inW . Hence, we include values into denotations. On the other hand, µα.c
is not a value, so its interpretation is given only inC.

In the case of callees,V • e andµ̃x.c can be seen as call-by-value evaluation
contexts. Hence, forV • e the computation (seen as a value) is applied toV and
then evaluated in the evaluation contexte. For µ̃x.c, the caller is just fed into the
capsulec.

As in the previous section, we first prove some lemmas that will be used later
to prove that the semantics is preserved under the reductionrules.

Lemma 10.4.1 (Substitution lemma 1)Let G be the term ofGeminiv (caller,
callee, or capsule). Then

1. [[G[x← y]]](W)ρ = [[G]](W)ρ[x := ρ(y)];

2. [[G[x←λy.v]]](W)ρ = [[G]](W)ρ[x := [[λy.v]]Wρ];

where[[−]](W) means that in the case of values, the lemma holds for both interpre-
tations, namely[[−]]C and [[−]]W.

Proof:
By induction on the structure ofG.
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1. First we prove the statement for[[−]]C.

* G = z trivial

* G = x
[[x[x← y]]]ρ
= [[y]]ρ
= λk.kρ(y)
= λk.kρ[x := ρ(y)](x)
= [[x]]ρ[x := ρ(y)]

* G = λz.r
[[λz.r[x← y]]]ρ
= λk.k(λw.[[r[x← y]]]ρ[z := w])
= λk.k(λw.[[r]]ρ[x := ρ(y), z := w])
= [[λz.r]]ρ[x := ρ(y)]

* G = µα.c
[[µα.c[x← y]]]ρ
= λk.[[c[x← y]]]ρ[α := k]
= λk.[[c]]ρ[x := ρ(y), α := k]
= [[µα.c]]ρ[x := ρ(y)]

* The casesG = β, G = V • e, G = µ̃y.c, andG = 〈v ‖ e〉 are either
trivial or follow from the induction hypothesis.

Next, we prove the lemma for[[−]]W.

* G = z trivial

* G = x
[[x[x← y]]]Wρ
= [[y]]Wρ
= ρ(y)
= ρ[x := ρ(y)](x)
= [[x]]Wρ[x := ρ(y)]

* G = λz.r
[[λz.r[x← y]]]Wρ
= λw.[[r[x← y]]]ρ[z := w]
= λw.[[r]]ρ[x := ρ(y), z := w]
= [[λz.r]]Wρ[x := ρ(y)]
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2. Again, we first prove the statement for[[−]]C and then for[[−]]W.

* G = z trivial

* G = x
[[x[x←λy.v]]]ρ
= [[λy.v]]ρ
= λk.k([[λy.v]]Wρ)
= λk.k(ρ[x := [[λy.v]]Wρ](x))
= [[x]]ρ[x := [[λy.v]]Wρ]

* G = λz.r
[[λz.r[x←λy.v]]]ρ
= λk.k([[λz.r[x←λy.v]]]Wρ)
= λk.k(λw.[[r[x←λy.v]]]ρ[z := w])
= λk.k(λw.[[r]]ρ[x := [[λy.v]]Wρ, z := w]
= [[λz.r]]ρ[x := [[λy.v]]Wρ]

* G = µα.c
[[µα.c[x←λy.v]]]ρ
= λk.[[c[x←λy.v]]]ρ[α := k]
= λk.[[c]]ρ[x := [[λy.v]]Wρ][α := k]
= [[µα.c]]ρ[x := [[λy.v]]Wρ]

* The casesG = β, G = V •e, G = µ̃y.c, andG = 〈v ‖ e〉 again follow
trivially.

* G = z trivial

* G = x
[[x[x←λy.v]]]Wρ
= [[λy.v]]Wρ
= ρ[x := [[λy.v]]Wρ](x)
= [[x]]Wρ[x := [[λy.v]]Wρ]

* G = λz.r
[[λz.r[x←λy.v]]]Wρ
= λw.[[r[x←λy.v]]]ρ[z := w]
= λw.[[r]]ρ[x := [[λy.v]]ρ, z := w]
= [[λz.r]]Wρ[x := [[λy.v]]Wρ] 2

Lemma 10.4.2 (Substitution lemma 2)[[G[α← e]]]ρ = [[G]]ρ[α := [[e]]ρ]
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Proof
By induction on the structure ofG and then by induction on the structure of

e. It is enough to prove the lemma forG = α because all the other cases follow
either trivially (G = γ,G = x) or by the induction hypothesis.

* e = β
[[α[α← β]]]ρ
= [[β]]ρ
= [[α]]ρ[α := Aiβρ]

* e = µ̃x.c
[[α[α← µ̃x.c]]]ρ
= [[µ̃x.c]]ρ
= [[α]]ρ[α := [[µ̃x.c]]ρ]

* e = V • e
[[α[α←V • e]]]ρ
= [[V • e]]ρ
= [[α]]ρ[α := [[V • e]]ρ] 2

Theorem 10.4.3 (Preservation of the semantics under reduction)

If G1 →G2 then[[G1]] = [[G2]]

Proof

1. 〈µα.c ‖ e〉→ c[α← e]

[[〈µα.c ‖ e〉]]ρ = [[µα.c]]ρ([[e]]ρ)
= (λk.[[c]]ρ[α := k])([[e]]ρ)
= [[c]]ρ[α := [[e]]ρ]
= [[c[α← e]]]ρ

2. 〈V ‖ µ̃x.c〉→ c[x←V ]

By induction on the structure ofV .

* V = y
[[〈y ‖ µ̃x.c〉]]ρ = [[y]]ρ([[µ̃x.c]]ρ)
= (λk.kρ(y))(λw.[[c]]ρ[x := w])
= (λw.[[c]]ρ[x := w])ρ(y)
= [[c]]ρ[x := ρ(y)]
= [[c[x← y]]]ρ
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* V = λy.v
[[〈λy.v ‖ µ̃x.c〉]]ρ = [[λy.v]]ρ([[µ̃x.c]]ρ)
= (λk.k(λw.[[v]]ρ[y := w]))(λw1.[[c]]ρ[x := w1])
= (λw1.[[c]]ρ[x := w1])(λw.[[v]]ρ[y := w])
= [[c]]ρ[x := λw.[[v]]ρ[y := w]]
= [[c[x←λy.v]]]ρ

Hence[[〈V ‖ µ̃x.c〉]]ρ = [[c[x←V ]]]ρ.

3. 〈λx.v ‖ V • e〉→〈V ‖ µ̃x.〈v ‖ e〉〉

[[〈λx.v ‖ V • e〉]]ρ
= [[λx.v]]ρ([[V • e]]ρ)
= (λk.k(λw.[[v]]ρ[x := w]))(λw1.(w1([[V ]]Wρ))([[e]]ρ))
= (λw1.(w1([[V ]]Wρ))([[e]]ρ))(λw.[[v]]ρ[x := w])
= (λw.[[v]]ρ[x := w])([[V ]]Wρ)([[e]]ρ)
= [[v]]ρ[x := [[V ]]Wρ]([[e]]ρ)
= [[v[x←V ]]]ρ([[e]]ρ)

[[〈V ‖ µ̃x.〈v ‖ e〉〉]]ρ
= [[V ]]ρ([[µ̃x.〈v ‖ e〉]]ρ)
= [[〈v ‖ e〉[x←V ]]]ρ as in 2.
= [[v[x←V ]]]ρ([[e]]ρ) sincex 6∈ e 2

10.5 Improving the semantics ofGeminin

In this section, we would still keep the domain equations from Section 10.2, but
we will also try to integrate the ideas from Section 10.4.

In Section 10.4, we considered two different types of computations, namely
thevaluesas elements ofW and thecomputationsas the elements ofC. With the
help of the functorηA(a) = λk : RA.k(a) from the Kleisli triple, we had a way of
including the values into the computations.

So we will apply the same technique at the level ofcontinuations. In the set
of callees we will distinguish basic continuations that we call co-values(called
applicative contextsin [CH00]), from the rest of continuations. Co-values will be
interpreted inK as in Section 10.2, but callees will be interpreted inRRK

. The
functor

ηK(k) = λs : RRK

.s(k)

from the Kleisli triple will serve to include co-values intocontinuations.
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For the sake of completeness, we repeat here the syntax ofGeminin:

c ::= 〈v ‖ e〉
v ::= x | λx.v| µα.c
E ::= α | v • E
e ::= E| µ̃x.c

Next, we give the interpretation functions for all thefour syntactic constructs
of Geminin. Notice that the interpretation function is also given for co-values,
thus making a clear difference between them and the rest of callees.

Definition 10.5.1 LetK be the initial solution of the domain equationK = RK×
K and letC = RK andF = RC . WithEnv we denote the set of the environments
that map the caller variables to the elements ofC and the callee variables to the
elements ofK, i.e. forρ ∈ Env:

∀x ∈ Varv, ρ(x) ∈ C ∀α ∈ Vare, ρ(α) ∈ K.

Then the interpretation functions

[[−]]C : Caller →Env→C = RK

[[−]]K : Co-value →Env→K
[[−]]F : Callee →Env→F = RC

[[−]]R : Capsule →Env→R

are defined as follows:

Co-value:
[[α]]Kρ = ρ(α)

[[v • E]]Kρ = 〈[[v]]Cρ, [[E]]Kρ〉

Caller:
[[x]]Cρ = ρ(x)

[[λx.v]]Cρ = λ〈s, k〉.[[v]]Cρ[x := s]k
[[µα.c]]Cρ = λk.[[c]]Rρ[α := k]

Callee:
[[α]]Fρ = λs.s([[α]]Kρ)

[[v • E]]Fρ = λs.s([[v • E]]Kρ)
[[µ̃x.c]]Fρ = λs.[[c]]Rρ[x := s]

Capsule:
[[〈v ‖ e〉]]Rρ = [[e]]Fρ([[v]]Cρ)
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We will omit the subscripts in various interpretations, as they can be deduced
from the terms being interpreted, apart from[[−]]F where we leave the subscript to
avoid the ambiguity.

Now, we can see the different syntactic constructs ofGeminin as the elements
of the following semantical objects:

• callers as computations are the elements ofC = RK ,

• co-values as basic continuations are the elements ofK ∼= RK × K,

• callees as continuations are the elements ofF = RC ,

• capsules as responses are the elements ofR.

Also, notice that the interpretation of the co-values inF is obtained by apply-
ing the functionηK(k) = λs : RRK

.s(k) from the Kleisli triple, to the interpreta-
tion of the co-values inK. Hence, we include the co-values into the continuations.
On the other hand,̃µx.c is not a co-value, hence its interpretation is given only in
F .

As in the previous sections, we first prove some lemmas that will be used later
to prove that the semantics is preserved under the reductionrules.

Lemma 10.5.1 (Substitution lemma)LetG be the term ofGeminin (caller, callee,
or capsule). Then

1. [[G[x← v]]]ρ = [[G]]ρ[x := [[v]]ρ];

2. [[G[α←E]]](K)ρ = [[G]](K)ρ[x := [[E]]Kρ].

where[[−]](K) means that in the case of co-values, the lemma holds for both inter-
pretations, namely[[−]]F and[[−]]K.

Proof
By induction on the structure ofG.

1. It is enough to prove the statement forG = x, since the rest of the cases
follow either trivially or by the induction hypothesis.

[[x[x← v]]]ρ
= [[v]]ρ
= [[x]]ρ[x := [[v]]ρ]
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2. In this case it suffices to prove the statement forG = α. We prove the
lemma for both interpretations,[[−]]F and[[−]]K.

* [[α[α←E]]]Fρ
= [[E]]Fρ
= λs.s[[E]]Kρ
= λs.sρ[α := [[E]]Kρ](α)
= λs.s[[α]]Kρ[α := [[E]]Kρ]
= [[α]]Fρ[α := [[E]]Kρ]

* [[α[α←E]]]Kρ
= [[E]]Kρ
= ρ[α := [[E]]Kρ](α)
= [[α]]Kρ[α := [[E]]Kρ] 2

Finally, we can prove the following theorem.

Theorem 10.5.2 (Preservation of the semantics under reduction)

If G1 →G2 then[[G1]] = [[G2]]

Proof

1. 〈λx.v1 ‖ v2 • E〉→〈v1[x← v2] ‖ E〉

[[〈λx.v1 ‖ v2 • E〉]]ρ
= [[v2 • E]]ρ([[λx.v1]]ρ)
= (λs.s([[v2 • E]]Kρ))([[λx.v1]]ρ)
= [[λx.v1]]ρ〈[[v2]]ρ, [[E]]Kρ〉
= (λ〈s, k〉.[[v1]]ρ[x := s]k)〈[[v2]]ρ, [[E]]Kρ〉
= [[v1]]ρ[x := [[v2]]ρ]([[E]]Kρ)
= [[v1[x← v2]]]ρ([[E]]Kρ)

[[〈v1[x← v2] ‖ E〉]]ρ
= [[E]]ρ([[v1[x← v2]]]ρ)
= (λs.s([[E]]Kρ))([[v1[x← v2]]]ρ)
= [[v1[x← v2]]]ρ([[E]]Kρ)

2. 〈µα.c ‖ E〉→ c[α←E]

[[〈µα.c ‖ E〉]]ρ = [[E]]ρ([[µα.c]]ρ)
= (λs.s([[E]]Kρ))(λk.[[c]]ρ[α := k])
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= (λk.[[c]]ρ[α := k])([[E]]Kρ)
= [[c]]ρ[α := [[E]]Kρ]
= [[c[α←E]]]ρ

3. 〈v ‖ µ̃x.c〉→ c[x← v]

[[〈v ‖ µ̃x.c〉]]ρ
= [[µ̃x.c]]ρ([[v]]ρ)
= (λs.[[c]]ρ[x := s])([[v]]ρ)
= [[c]]ρ[x := [[v]]ρ]
= [[c[x← v]]]ρ 2
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Chapter 11

Final remarks

11.1 Conclusions

This work investigates some properties ofGeminin andGeminiv, the two subcal-
culi of untypedλµµ̃ calculus of Curien and Herbelin [CH00], closed under the
call-by-name and the call-by-value reduction, respectively.

First of all, the proof of confluence for both versions of theλµµ̃ calculus is
given, adopting the method of parallel reduction of [Tak95].

As a step towards a better understanding of denotational semantics ofλµµ̃
calculus, itsuntypedcall-by-name (λµµ̃T ) and call-by-value (λµµ̃Q) versions are
interpreted, which permits exploitingλµµ̃ as a programming language. Continu-
ation semantics ofλµµ̃T is given by the interpretation in the category of negated
domains of [SR98a], whereasλµµ̃Q is interpreted in Moggi’s Kleisli category over
predomains for the continuation monad [Mog91]. Using computational monads,
improved interpretation forλµµ̃T is given. In all the cases the reduction preserves
the denotations.

The main point about these domain-theoretic models is that they cope with
untypedness of the calculus by solving a recursive domain equation.

11.2 Future research directions

• We would like to extend the present work to the complete symmetric cal-
culus of [CH00] and find the interpretation for all the constructs of that
calculus, includinge • v andβλ.e. It seems that this is not a trivial task, and
that we need a better understanding of the behaviour of theseterms.
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• Another interesting direction to follow would be to interpret the typedλµµ̃
calculus in Selinger’s control (co-control) categories [Sel01], for both call-
by-name and call-by-value variant of the calculus, similarto the ones given
in [Len03], but giving different interpretations for types(closer to the ones
given in [HS97]).

• Still in the realm of categorical semantics, we think that interpreting the
typedλµµ̃ calculus using fibrations, as done for theλµ calculus in [Ong97]
and [PR01], would give us more insight into the structure and behaviour of
theλµµ̃ calculus.

• Finally, thorough analysis of semantics of the typed calculus using intersec-
tion and union types [DGL04] is foreseen.



Part IV

Using intersection types to
characterise the behaviour of

lambda terms
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Chapter 12

Behavioural inverse limit λ-models

12.1 Introduction

The aim of this work is to present twoλ-models which completely characterise
well-known computational properties ofλ-terms. We consider nine computational
properties ofλ-terms and corresponding nine sets ofλ-terms: the sets ofnormal-
ising, head normalising, weak head normalisingλ-terms, those corresponding to
thepersistentversions of these notions, and the sets ofclosable, closable normal-
ising andclosable head normalisingλ-terms.

We build twoinverse limitλ-modelsD∞ andE∞, according to Scott [Sco72],
which completely characterise each of the mentioned sets ofterms. More pre-
cisely, for each of the above nine sets of terms there is a corresponding element
in at least one of these models such that a term belongs to the set if and only if its
interpretation (in a suitable environment) is greater thanor equal to that element.
This is proved by using the finitary logical descriptions of the modelsD∞ and
E∞, obtained by defining twointersection type assignment systemsin the follow-
ing way. Starting from atomic types corresponding to the elements ofD0 andE0,
we construct the setsTTD andTTE of types using thefunction typeconstructor and the
intersection typeconstructor. Then, we define the setsFD andFE of filters on the
setsTTD andTTE , respectively. Following Scott [Sco82], Coppo et al. [CDCHL84],
and Alessi [Ale91], we will show that the setsFD andFE (ordered by subset
inclusion) and the corresponding inverse limitλ-modelsD∞ andE∞ are isomor-
phic as Scott domains. This isomorphism falls in the generalframework ofStone
dualities (Johnstone [Joh86]). This framework later received a frame-theoretic
explanation by Abramsky in the broader perspective perspective of “domain the-

207
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ory in logical form” [Abr91]. The interest of the above isomorphism lies in the
fact that the interpretations ofλ-terms inD∞ andE∞ are isomorphic to the fil-
ters of types one can derive derive in the corresponding typeassignment systems.
This gives the desired finitary logical descriptions of the models. Therefore, the
primary complete characterisation can be stated equivalently as follows: a term
belongs to one of the nine sets mentioned if and only if it has acertain type (in a
suitable basis) in one of the obtained type assignment systems.

In order to prove one part of this property we apply thereducibility method.
It is a well-known method, based on a set-theoretic semantics of types, for proving
the strong normalisation property of various type systems (Tait [Tai67], Tait [Tai75],
Girard [Gir71], Krivine [Kri90, Kri93], Mitchell [Mit90]). The reducibility method
is also used in Leivant [Lei86] and Gallier [Gal98] for characterising strongly nor-
malising terms, normalising terms, head normalising terms, and weak head nor-
malising terms by their typeability in various intersection type systems. In Dezani
et al. [DCHM00] the reducibility method is applied in order tocharacterise both
the mentioned sets of terms and their persistent versions.

In all these papers different properties are characterisedby means of different
type assignment systems. So, the novelty of our approach is the characterisation
of all nine computational properties of terms by means ofonly two type assign-
ment systems, which induceλ-models. Moreover, in all the papers mentioned,
different computational properties require different type interpretations in the re-
ducibility method, whereas we adapt the reducibility method usingonly two type
interpretationsfor all nine computational properties.

The most intriguing part of the other direction of the proof is the one con-
cerning the persistently normalising terms. For that reason we develop a new
characterisation of these terms which is less general but much simpler than the
one presented in Dezani et al. [DCHM00].

Lastly, we remark that there areapparently twokinds of semantics for intersec-
tion types in the literature and that the present paper dealswith both of them. The
set-theoreticalsemantics, originally introduced in Barendregt et al. [BCDC83],
generalises the one given by Scott for simple types (Scott [Sco75]). The mean-
ings of types are subsets of the domain of discourse, arrow types are defined as
logical predicatesand intersection is the set-theoretic intersection. This semantics
is the basis of our application of the reducibility method. The second semantics
views types ascompact elementsof Plotkin’s λ-structures (Plotkin [Plo93]). Ac-
cording to this interpretation, the universal type denotesthe least element, inter-
sections denote joins of compact elements, and arrow types allow to internalise
the space of continuous endomorphisms. This semantics allows us to obtain the
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isomorphisms between the modelsD∞ andE∞ and the setsFD andFE of filters
of types. It is also true that these two kinds of semantics arestrongly related.
If S is a Scott domain,c ∈ S is compact, and we define the basic open subset
Oc = {d ∈ S | c v d}, then the set of allOc is a basis for the topology onS.
Moreover, basic open subsets are closed under intersectionand basic open subsets
of function spaces are defined by logical relations.

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 12.2 discusses the duality be-
tween intersection types and inverse limit domains. In Section 12.3 the models
D∞ andE∞ are built. In Section 12.4 we define intersection types and build sets
FD andFE of filters in order to prove the isomorphism between the inverse limit
λ-models and the filter models. The corresponding intersection type assignment
systems are defined in Section 12.5. The main result is a complete characterisa-
tion of computational behaviours of terms by their typeability in the corresponding
type systems. This is stated in Section 12.5 and one direction of the equivalence
is proved there for all cases but for persistently normalising terms. Section 12.6
deals with the case of persistently normalising terms, which needs the notions of
replaceable and non-replaceable variables. In Section 12.7 we prove the other di-
rection of the equivalence using standard techniques of thereducibility method
adapted for these type systems.

12.2 Inverse limit λ-models and intersection types

12.2.1 Stone duality

Stone dualityallows to describe special classes of topological spaces bymeans of
(possibly finitary) partial orders. The seminal result is the duality between the cat-
egories of Stone spaces and of Boolean algebras (see Johnstone [Joh86]). Other
very important examples are the descriptions ofω-algebraic complete latticesas
intersection type theoriesin Coppo et al. [CDCHL84],Scott domainsas Scott
information systemsin Scott [Sco82], andSFP domainsaspre-localesin Abram-
sky [Abr91]. It is worthwhile to mention also Martin-L̈of’s domain interpretation
of intuitionistic type theory in [ML83]. Notice that all theabove mentioned dual-
ities are discussed in [Joh86].

Intersection type theories offer a syntactic (i.e. finitary) approach to presenting
the compact elements of certain domain constructions.

In the literature intersection types are usually employed for describingω-
algebraic complete lattices. Instead, in this paper we describe Scott domains (i.e.
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consistently completeω-algebraic cpos) by means of intersection types, where the
intersection between types is a partial operator. In fact intersection types with par-
tial intersection and equipped with preorders (i.e.intersection type theories) be-
come essentially equivalent to Scott information systems,as first stated in Coppo
et al. [CDL83] and proved in Alessi [Ale91].

12.2.2 Inverse limitλ-models

It is well known (see [Sco72, AO93]) that the category of Scott domainsSDom
with embedding projections has solutions for domain equations of the form

{
X

∼
= F(X )

C0 ← X

whereF : SDom 7→ SDom is continuous andC0 is a given Scott domain such
thatC0 ← F(C0). The solution is obtained by computing the inverse limit of the
chain of projections

C0 ← F(C0) ← F(F(C0)) . . .

We are interested in the following two cases:

• F is the function-space functorX 7→ [X → X ],

• F is the lifted function-space functorX 7→ [X → X ]⊥.

In each case, the solutionC∞ computed by the inverse limit produces aλ-
model, called aninverse limitλ-model(see [Bar84], Chapters 5 and 18).

More precisely, letF∞ : C∞ 7→ F(C∞) andG∞ : F(C∞) 7→ C∞ denote the
two canonical isomorphisms of either solution,Env∞ be the set of all mappings
from the set of term variables toC∞ and letρ range overEnv∞. Then, the standard
semantic interpretation[[ ]]∞ : Λ × Env∞ 7→ C∞ of λ-terms is given by:

[[x]]∞ρ = ρ(x)
[[tu]]∞ρ = F∞([[t]]∞ρ )([[u]]∞ρ )
[[λx.t]]∞ρ = G∞(λλd ∈ C∞.[[t]]∞ρ[d/x]),

where for the third clause we have taken the advantage of the fact that, in any case,
every continuous endofunction onC∞ belongs toF(C∞).

Clearly, the inverse limitλ-models can be described in terms of their compact
elements. As stated in the proof sketch in Coppo et al. [CDCHL84]and fully
proved in Alessi [Ale91], these can be denoted by taking:
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1. the types freely generated by closing (a set of atomic types corresponding
to) the elements of the initial cpo under thefunction typeconstructor→ and
the intersection typeconstructor∩ betweencompatibletypes, where two
types are compatible if the corresponding elements have a join;

2. the preorder between types induced by reversing the orderin the initial cpo
and by encoding the initial embedding, according to the correspondence:

function type constructor ; step function
intersection type constructor ; join.

12.2.3 Step functions

To conclude, we recall a well-known relation between joins of step functions (see
for example Gierz et al. [GHK+80]). Given compact elementsa andb in the Scott
domainsA andB respectively, the step functiona ⇒ b is defined by

λλd. if a v d then b else⊥.

Given a Scott continuous functionf : A 7→ B, one has that

f is greater than or equal toa ⇒ b iff f(a) is greater than or equal tob.

Since we wish to deal only with compact elements, we are interested in the
case whenf : A 7→ B is compact, i.e.f =

⊔
i∈I(ai ⇒ bi). Then we have:

⊔

i∈I

(ai ⇒ bi) w a ⇒ b iff
⊔

i∈J

bi w b, whereJ = {i ∈ I | a w ai} (12.1)

In view of the above given correspondence between step functions, joins and
type constructors the statement (12.1) can be rewritten fortypes as follows:

⋂

i∈I

(Ai → Bi) ≤ A → B iff
⋂

i∈J

Bi ≤ B whereJ = {i ∈ I | A ≤ Ai} (12.2)

where we use the standard notation for types and preorders onthem (obtained
from Definitions 12.4.1 and 12.4.4 by replacing pretypes with types). Condi-
tion (12.2) holds for almost all intersection type theoriesconsidered in the litera-
ture, in particular for those in this work and in [ADCL04].Section 6 of [ADCL04]
discusses similarities and differences between these two papers.
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12.3 The models

12.3.1 Reminder onλ-calculus

We use standard notations forλ-terms andβ-reductions.

Definition 12.3.1 (The setΛ of λ-terms) The setΛ of (type-free)λ-terms is de-
fined by the following abstract syntax.

Λ ::= var | (ΛΛ) | (λvarΛ)
var ::= x | var′

We usex, y, z, . . . , x1, . . . for arbitrary term variables andt,u,p, . . . , t1, . . . for
arbitrary terms. When writing the terms we assume the standard conventions on
vectors, parentheses and dots [Bar84], namelyλ

→
x .u

→

t is a short for

(λx1 . . . (λxn(. . . (ut1) . . .)tk) . . .),

where
→

t is t1 . . . tk andk is thelengthof
→

t . Theinitial abstractionsin the given
term areλx1 . . . λxn.

FV(t) denotes the set of free variables of a termt. By t[x :=u] we denote the
term obtained by substituting the termu for all free occurrences of the variablex
in t, taking into account that free occurrences of variables ofu remain free in the
term obtained.

The axiom ofβ-reductionis (λx.t)u →β t[x :=u]. A term of the form(λx.t)u
is called aβ-redex. The congruence induced by the transitive reflexive closureof
→β is denoted by→→β: it is closed under substitutions. A term isa normal form
if it does not containβ-redexes.

12.3.2 Normalisation, persistent normalisation, and closable prop-
erties

We introduce now the computational behaviours ofλ-terms we want to charac-
terise.

Definition 12.3.2 (Normalisation properties)
1. A termt has a normal form, t ∈ N , if t reduces to a normal form.

2. A termt has a head normal form, t ∈ HN , if t reduces to a term of the
formλ

→
x .y

→

t (where possiblyy appears in→
x ).
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3. A termt has a weak head normal form, t ∈ WN , if t reduces to an ab-
straction or to a term starting with a free variable.

For each of the above properties, we also consider the correspondingpersistent
version (see Definition 12.3.3).Persistently normalisingterms were introduced in
Böhm and Dezani [BDC75].

Definition 12.3.3 (Persistent normalisation properties)

1. A termt is persistently normalising, t ∈ PN , if t
→
u ∈ N for all terms

→
u in

N .

2. A termt is persistently head normalising, t ∈ PHN , if t
→
u ∈ HN for all

terms
→
u .

3. A termt is persistently weak head normalising, t ∈ PWN , if t
→
u ∈ WN

for all terms
→
u .

We also consider the reducibility of terms to closed terms, to closed normal
forms, and to closed head normal forms.

Definition 12.3.4 (Closability properties)

1. A termt is closable, t ∈ C, if t reduces to a closed term.

2. A termt is closable normalising, t ∈ CN , if t reduces to a closed normal
form.

3. A termt is closable head normalising, t ∈ CHN , if t reduces to a closed
head normal form.

Example 12.3.1
LetI ≡ λx.x, W2 ≡ λx.xx,W4 ≡ W2W2, Y ≡ λf.(λx.f(xx))(λx.f(xx)),

K ≡ λxy.x.

• λx.xW2W2 ∈ N , but λx.xW2W2 /∈ PWN (henceλx.xW2W2 /∈
PHN ), since(λx.xW2W2)I→→β W2W2 /∈ WN . Notice thatλx.xW2W2 /∈
PN sinceI ∈ N . Finally, λx.xW2W2 ∈ CN .

• λx.yW4 ∈ PHN , butλx.yW4 /∈ N .
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• λx.xW4 ∈ HN , butλx.xW4 /∈ N andλx.xW4 /∈ PWN , since
(λx.xW4)W2 →β W2W4 /∈ WN . Moreoverλx.xW4 ∈ CHN , but
λx.xW4 /∈ CN .

• YK ∈ PWN , butYK /∈ HN , henceYK /∈ PHN .

• λx.W4 ∈ WN , butλx.W4 /∈ HN andλx.W4 /∈ PWN , since(λx.W4)t
→→β W4 /∈ WN . Moreoverλx.W4 ∈ C, but λx.W4 /∈ CHN , hence
λx.W4 /∈ CN .

PN

²²

PHN ∩N

yyrrrrrrrrrr

##
HHHHHHHHH CN

²²ÄÄ~~
~~

~~
~

PHN

²² %%LLLLLLLLLL N

{{vvvvvvvvv
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²²vvllllllllllllll

PWN

%%LLLLLLLLLL HN

²²

C
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±±
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±

WN

##
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Λ

Figure 12.1: Inclusions between sets ofλ-terms

12.3.3 Relationships between sets of terms

The following proposition, represented pictorially by Figure 12.1, sums up the
mutual implications between the above notions.
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Proposition 12.3.2 The followingstrict inclusions hold:

PN Ã N Ã HN Ã WN Ã Λ
PN Ã PHN Ã PWN Ã WN
PHN Ã HN
CN Ã CHN Ã C Ã Λ
CN Ã N
CHN Ã HN .

No other inclusion holds between the above sets. Moreover

PHN = PWN ∩HN PN Ã PHN ∩N
CHN = C ∩ HN CN = C ∩ N
C ∩ PHN = ∅ C ∩ PN = ∅.

Proof
A persistently weak head normalising termt is either an unsolvable term of

order∞ (as defined in Abramsky and Ong [AO93]), i.e. for alln there isu

such thatt =β λx1 . . . xn.u, or it is a solvable term such that the head vari-
able of its head normal form is free. In fact, ift is an unsolvable term of fi-
nite order, i.e. t =β λx1 . . . xn.u whereu is unsolvable and it does not re-
duce to an abstraction, thent →

u /∈ WN , where →
u aren arbitraryλ-terms. If

t =β λ
→
xy

→
z .y

→
u we gett →

xW4
→
z →→β W4

→

u′ /∈ WN , where →
x has the same

length as→
x , →

z has the same length as→z , W4 is defined in Example 12.3.1, and
→

u′ =
→
u [

→
x :=

→
x , y := W4,

→
z :=

→
z ].

The above discussion also shows that a persistently head normalising term is
a solvable term such that the head variable of its head normalform is free. So we
get:

PHN = PWN ∩HN .

From the same example we have that a necessary condition for anormalising term
to be a persistently normalising term is that the head variable of its normal form is
free. This condition is not sufficient, since for example(λx.y(xx))W2 →β yW4

(W2 andW4 are defined in Example 12.3.1). Beingλx.y(xx) ∈ PHN and
λx.y(xx) ∈ N this term shows that:

PN Ã PHN ∩N .

For closable terms we clearly have:

CHN = C ∩ HN CN = C ∩ N
C ∩ PHN = ∅ C ∩ PN = ∅.
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The above discussion gives some inclusions between the current sets of terms,
and Example 12.3.1 shows differences between them. The remaining inclusions
easily follow by definition.

12.3.4 Functional behaviour of terms

Our goal is to build two inverse limitλ-models (Scott [Sco72]) which satisfy the
following condition:
for each one of the above nine sets of terms there is a corresponding element in
one of these models such that a term belongs to the set iff its interpretation (in a
suitable environment) is greater than or equal to that element.

We therefore need to discuss the functional behaviours of the terms belonging
to these classes, in particular with respect to the step functions.

A weak head normalising term either reduces to an abstraction or to an appli-
cation of a variable to (possibly zero) terms: in both cases (in a suitable environ-
ment) it behaves at least as well as (i.e. its interpretationis greater or equal to the
interpretation of) the step function⊥ ⇒ ⊥. Therefore, we can choose the repre-
sentative of the step function⊥ ⇒ ⊥ as the element which corresponds to the set
WN . We need to consider a model in which this step function is notthe bottom
of the whole domain, i.e. a solution of the domain equationD = [D → D]⊥,
where as usual[D → D] is the domain of continuous functions fromD to D and
⊥ is the lifting operator.

A persistently weak head normalising term applied to any number of arbitrary
terms gives a weak head normalising term, i.e. it behaves at least as well as the
step functions⊥ ⇒ . . . ⇒ ⊥︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

⇒ ⊥ for any valuen. Therefore, the element rep-

resenting
⊔

n∈N
(⊥ ⇒ . . . ⇒ ⊥︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

⇒ ⊥) is a good candidate for the correspondence

with the setPWN .
A head normalising term, when applied to a persistently headnormalising

term, reduces to a head normalising term: in its turn a persistently head normal-
ising term applied to an arbitrary term gives a persistentlyhead normalising term.
Therefore, ifh andĥ are two elements corresponding to the setsHN andPHN
respectively, they represent the step functionsĥ ⇒ h and⊥ ⇒ ĥ.

A normalising term is also a head normalising term and therefore it behaves
at least as well as the step functionĥ ⇒ h. Similarly a persistently normalising
term is also a persistently head normalising term and therefore it behaves at least
as well as the step function⊥ ⇒ ĥ. Moreover, a persistently normalising term
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applied to a normalising term gives a persistently normalising term. One can show
that:

Proposition 12.3.3 The application of a normalising term to a persistently nor-
malising term is in turn a normalising term.

Proof
We show that ifu ∈ N andt ∈ PN , thenut ∈ N . We can assume that

u is in normal form. Ifu is λ-free it is trivial. Otherwise letu ≡ λx.u′. The
proof is by induction on the number of occurrences ofx in u′. The basic step,
i.e. x does not occur inu′, is immediate. Ifx occurs inu′, let u′ ≡ C[x], where
the hole inC[ ] identifies the left-most occurrence ofx in u′. Let y be fresh: by
the induction hypothesis(λx.C[y])t→→β C ′[y] andC ′[y] is in normal form. By
construction there is exactly one hole inC ′[ ]. Let →

u be all the terms to which[ ]
is applied inC ′[ ]. Sincet ∈ PN , t →

u ∈ N and therefore(λy.C ′[y])t ∈ N too.
We concludeut ∈ N sinceut =β (λxy.C[y])tt =β (λy.C ′[y])t.
Therefore, ifn and n̂ are two elements corresponding respectively to the setsN
andPN , they represent the functions(ĥ ⇒ h)t(n̂ ⇒ n) and(⊥ ⇒ ĥ)t(n ⇒ n̂).

A closable term applied to a closable term reduces to a closable term. Then,
if c is the element representing the setC, it behaves like the functionc ⇒ c.
The key observation here is that there are closable terms (like W4, see Example
12.3.1) which are not weak head normalising, and therefore we need to equate⊥
and⊥ ⇒ ⊥, i.e. we need to consider a solution of the domain equationD =
[D → D]. Moreover we do not have a join betweenc andĥ (and hencên) since
all persistently head normalising terms are open.

12.3.5 Definition of models

To sum up we consider a latticeD0 with elementŝn, ĥ t n, ĥ, n, h,⊥ and a cpoE0

obtained by adding toD0 the elementc and the relative joins (see Figure 12.2).
We suggest the reader to compare the inclusions between setsof λ-terms (Fig-

ure 12.1) with the cpoE0 (Figure 12.2): this makes apparent the correspondence
between properties of terms and elements ofE0.

In Section 12.2 we recalled that the construction of inverselimit λ-models is
parametric in the initial cpos and the embedding between them. So in the follow-
ing definition we take particularD0,D1 andE0, E1, as well asiD

0
andiE

0
in order to

build two inverse limitλ-modelsD∞ andE∞.

Definition 12.3.5
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1. LetD∞ be the inverse limitλ-model obtained by taking asD0 the lattice in
Figure 12.2, asD1 the lattice[D0 → D0]⊥, and by defining the embedding
iD
0

: D0 → [D0 → D0]⊥ as follows:

iD
0
(n̂) = (⊥ ⇒ ĥ) t (n ⇒ n̂), iD

0
(n) = (ĥ ⇒ h) t (n̂ ⇒ n),

iD
0
(ĥ) = ⊥ ⇒ ĥ, iD

0
(h) = ĥ ⇒ h, iD

0
(⊥) = ⊥.

2. Let E∞ be the inverse limitλ-model obtained by taking asE0 the cpo in
Figure 12.2, asE1 the cpo[E0 → E0], and by defining the embeddingiE

0
:

E0 → [E0 → E0] as follows:

iE
0
(n̂) = (⊥ ⇒ ĥ) t (n ⇒ n̂), iE

0
(n) = (ĥ ⇒ h) t (n̂ ⇒ n),

iE
0
(ĥ) = ⊥ ⇒ ĥ, iE

0
(h) = ĥ ⇒ h,

iE
0
(c) = c ⇒ c, iE

0
(⊥) = ⊥ ⇒ ⊥.

3. We will denote the partial orders onD∞ and E∞ by vD andvE , respec-
tively.
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Figure 12.2: The latticeD0 and the cpoE0

12.3.6 Main theorem, version I

Since each variable is clearly a persistently normalising term, it is meaningful to
interpret terms in the environment which maps each variableto the element̂n. The
main result of this part is:
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Theorem 12.3.4 (Main theorem, version I)LetD∞ andE∞ be the inverse limit
λ-models defined in Definition 12.3.5 andρn̂ the environment defined byρn̂(x) = n̂

for all x ∈ var. Then:

1. t ∈ PN iff [[t]]D∞
ρn̂

wD n̂ iff [[t]]E∞ρn̂
wE n̂;

2. t ∈ N iff [[t]]D∞
ρn̂

wD n iff [[t]]E∞ρn̂
wE n;

3. t ∈ PHN iff [[t]]D∞
ρn̂

wD ĥ iff [[t]]E∞ρn̂
wE ĥ;

4. t ∈ HN iff [[t]]D∞
ρn̂

wD h iff [[t]]E∞ρn̂
wE h;

5. t ∈ PWN iff [[t]]D∞
ρn̂

wD
⊔

n∈N
(⊥ ⇒ . . . ⇒ ⊥︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

⇒ ⊥);

6. t ∈ WN iff [[t]]D∞
ρn̂

wD ⊥ ⇒ ⊥;

7. t ∈ CN iff [[t]]E∞ρn̂
wE c t n;

8. t ∈ CHN iff [[t]]E∞ρn̂
wE c t h;

9. t ∈ C iff [[t]]E∞ρn̂
wE c.

The proof of this theorem is done by means of finitary logical descriptions of
D∞ andE∞ obtained by defining intersection type assignment systems in Sec-
tion 12.5.

12.4 Types and filter models

In the present section we will exploit the duality describedin Section 12.2 for
building finitary logic descriptions of the two inverse limit λ-models introduced
in Definition 12.3.5.

12.4.1 Pretypes and types

Let Ẽ0 be the lattice obtained fromE0 by adding the missing joins and̃E∞ the
inverse limitλ-model obtained from̃E0 by taking asẼ1 the cpo[Ẽ0 → Ẽ0], and as
initial embedding the embeddingiE

0
of Definition 12.3.5. We first define pretypes

corresponding to the elements ofẼ∞ and then types corresponding to the elements
of D∞ andE∞.
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Definition 12.4.1 (The setPP of pretypes) The setPP of pretypes is defined as fol-
lows.

PP ::= ν | ν̂ | µ | µ̂ | γ | Ω | PP → PP | PP ∩ PP

Pretypes will be denoted byA, B, A1, . . . , A
′, . . ..

We give now the correspondence between pretypes and the finite elements of
Ẽ∞ (as usual we identify an element ofẼn with its embedding iñE∞).

Definition 12.4.2 (The mappingm) The mappingm : PP → Ẽ∞ is defined as fol-
lows.

m(ν) = n m(ν̂) = n̂

m(µ) = h m(µ̂) = ĥ

m(γ) = c m(Ω) = ⊥
m(A → B) = m(A) ⇒ m(B) m(A ∩ B) = m(A) t m(B).

The mappingm allows us to single out the sets of types.

Definition 12.4.3 (The setsTTD and TTE of types)

1. A pretypeA is aD-type,A ∈ TTD iff m(A) ∈ D∞;

2. A pretypeA is anE-type,A ∈ TTE iff m(A) ∈ E∞.

Types will be denoted byA,B, . . . , A1, . . .. When writing types we shall use the
following convention: the constructor∩ takes precedence over the constructor→
which associates to the right. For example

(A → B → C) ∩ A → B → C ≡ ((A → (B → C)) ∩ A) → (B → C).

MoreoverAn → B will be short forA → · · · → A︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

→ B (n ≥ 0).

Remark 12.4.1 Definition 12.4.3 makes intersection on types a partial operation.
Actually, given typesA,B, the pretypeA ∩ B is a type iff the compact elements
m(A), m(B) have a join.

We can now give the preorders on pretypes and on types.

Definition 12.4.4 (Preorder on pretypes)The relation≤ on pretypes is defined
by the axioms and rules given in Figure 12.3.
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(refl) A ≤ A (trans)
A ≤ B B ≤ C

A ≤ C

(mon)
A ≤ A′ B ≤ B′

A ∩ B ≤ A′ ∩ B′
(idem) A ≤ A ∩ A

(inclL) A ∩ B ≤ A (inclR) A ∩ B ≤ B

(→ ∩) (A → B) ∩ (A → C) ≤ A → B ∩ C (η)
A′ ≤ A B ≤ B′

A → B ≤ A′ → B′

(Ω) A ≤ Ω (ν̂ν) ν̂ ≤ ν (ν̂µ̂) ν̂ ≤ µ̂
(νµ) ν ≤ µ (µ̂µ) µ̂ ≤ µ
(ν̂ →) ν̂ ∼ (Ω → µ̂) ∩ (ν → ν̂) (ν →) ν ∼ (µ̂ → µ) ∩ (ν̂ → ν)
(µ̂ →) µ̂ ∼ Ω → µ̂ (µ →) µ ∼ µ̂ → µ

whereA ∼ B is short forA ≤ B andB ≤ A.

Figure 12.3: Preorder axioms and rules

In Figure 12.3 the first eight axioms and rules correspond to standard prop-
erties of joins and step functions. The successive five axioms mimic the partial
order onD0. The last four axioms encode the initial embedding of the constants
different fromγ andΩ.

Being∩ commutative and associative, we will write
⋂

i≤n Ai for A1∩ . . .∩An.
Similarly we will write

⋂
i∈I Ai. We convene thatI, J,K etc., when referred to as

sets of indices for types, always denote finite sets and that
⋂

i∈∅ Ai is Ω.

Definition 12.4.5 (Preorders onTTD and TTE) 1. The relation≤D is defined on
TTD by the axioms and rules of Figure 12.3 plus the following axiom:

(Ω →) A → Ω ≤ Ω → Ω;

2. The relation≤E is defined onTTE by the axioms and rules of Figure 12.3 plus
the following axioms:

(Ω-η) Ω ≤ Ω → Ω (γ →) γ ∼ γ → γ.

The axioms(Ω →) and(Ω-η) reflect the differences between the embeddings
iD
0

and iE
0

on ⊥. Notice that(Ω-η) and (Ω) imply (Ω →). The axiom(γ →)
encodes the initial embedding of the constantγ.
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Remark 12.4.2 The partial orders induced by the preorders≤D and≤E do not
collapse the sets of typesTTD and TTE to a single point: this is a consequence of
Lemma 12.7.3 in Section 12.7.
The setsTTD andTTE are not downward closed under≤, e.gν̂ ∈ TTD, ν̂ ∈ TTE and by
rule (inclL) ν̂ ∩ γ ≤ ν̂, but ν̂ ∩ γ 6∈ TTD, ν̂ ∩ γ 6∈ TTE .

12.4.2 Filter models

We build filters on the set of pretypes and then single out the filters on the sets of
types.

Definition 12.4.6 (The setsFD andFE) 1. Afilter is a setΞ ⊆ PP such that:

(a) Ω ∈ Ξ;

(b) if A ≤ B andA ∈ Ξ, thenB ∈ Ξ;

(c) if A,B ∈ Ξ, thenA ∩ B ∈ Ξ;

where≤ is the preorder defined in Figure 12.3;

2. if Ξ ⊆ PP, then↑ Ξ denotes the filter generated byΞ;

3. a filter isprincipal if it is of the shape↑ {A}, for some typeA. We shall
denote↑ {A} simply by↑ A;

4. FD denotes the set of filtersΞ such that

(a) if A ∈ Ξ, thenA ∈ TTD;

(b) if A ≤D B andA ∈ Ξ, thenB ∈ Ξ;

5. FE denotes the set of filtersΞ such that

(a) if A ∈ Ξ, thenA ∈ TTE ;

(b) if A ≤E B andA ∈ Ξ, thenB ∈ Ξ.

It is easy to verify that bothFD andFE , ordered by subset inclusion, are Scott
domains. As is well known, the compact elements are precisely the principal fil-
ters, and the bottom element is↑ Ω. Furthermore,FD is anω-algebraic complete
lattice, since it has the top elementTTD.
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Using the mappingm we can show thatFD andD∞ are isomorphic asω-
algebraic complete lattices, and thatFE andE∞ are isomorphic as Scott domains.
In this respect, it is useful to show that the mappingm agrees with the preorders
on types and the partial orders on inverse limitλ-models. Let∇ ∈ {D, E}.

Lemma 12.4.3 For all typesA,B ∈ TT∇ we have:

m(A) w∇ m(B) iff A ≤∇ B.

Proof
For the reader’s convenience we rewrite here the statement (12.1) of Section

12.2:
⊔

i∈I

(ai ⇒ bi) w a ⇒ b iff
⊔

i∈J

bi w b, whereJ = {i ∈ I | a w ai} (12.3)

Notice the setJ can be empty and in this caseb = ⊥ .
We show thatA ≤∇ B implies m(A) w∇ m(B) by induction on≤∇. The

axioms on constant types just mimic the order on the initial cpos and the initial
embeddings. Axiom(Ω →) immediately follows from the definition of the step
function. The only interesting cases are axiom (→ ∩) and rule (η).

For axiom (→ ∩) we have to show that

m(A → B ∩ C) v∇ m((A → B) ∩ (A → C))

which is equivalent to

m(A) ⇒ (m(B) t m(C)) v∇ (m(A) ⇒ m(B)) t (m(A) ⇒ m(C)).

Then, the statement follows by (12.3), takinga1 = a2 = a = m(A), b1 =
m(B), b2 = m(C), b = m(B) t m(C).

For rule (η), letA′ ≤∇ A andB ≤∇ B′. By the induction hypothesism(A) v∇

m(A′) andm(B′) v∇ m(B), hence by (12.3)m(A′) ⇒ m(B′) v∇ m(A) ⇒ m(B).
Thus we getm(A′ → B′) v∇ m(A → B) by the definition ofm.

Now we show thatm(A) w∇ m(B) impliesA ≤∇ B by structural induction
on A andB. First notice that each type is an intersection of type constants and
arrows. Moreover, each type constant (different fromΩ in case of≤D) is equiva-
lent to an intersection of arrows between constants. So eachtype inTTD is either an
intersection ofΩ or it is equivalent to an intersection of arrows, each type inTTE is
equivalent to an intersection of arrows. More precisely, ifA is not an intersection
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of Ω or ∇ = E thenA ∼∇
⋂

i∈I(Bi → Ci) for someI, Bi, Ci such that each
Bi, Ci is either a constant or a subtype ofA.

If both A andB are type constants then bothm(A) andm(B) are elements of
the initial cpos: just notice that there is a one-one correspondence between the
preorder on type constants and the partial order on the initial cpos.

If B is an intersection ofΩ the proof is immediate. IfA is an intersection ofΩ
thenm(A) = ⊥ and this impliesm(B) = ⊥. If ∇ = D it is easy to verify that only
intersections ofΩ are mapped into⊥. SoB must also be an intersection ofΩ.

Otherwise we getA ∼∇
⋂

i∈I(A
(1)
i → A

(2)
i ), B ∼∇

⋂
l∈L(B

(1)
l → B

(2)
l ),

for someI, A
(1)
i , A

(2)
i , L,B

(1)
l , B

(2)
l such that eachA(1)

i , A
(2)
i is either a constant

or a subtype ofA and eachB(1)
l , B

(2)
l is either a constant or a subtype ofB.

Let m(A(h)
i ) = a

(h)
i , m(B(h)

l ) = b
(h)
l , h = 1, 2. Then, since by above equiva-

lent types are mapped into the same element,m(A) =
⊔

i∈I(a
(1)
i ⇒ a

(2)
i ) and

m(B) =
⊔

l∈L(b
(1)
l ⇒ b

(2)
l ). By (12.3),m(A) w∇ m(B) implies that for eachl ∈ L⊔

i∈Jl
a
(2)
i w∇ b

(2)
l whereJl = {i ∈ I | b

(1)
l w∇ a

(1)
i }. By structural induction

on types, we get that
⋂

i∈Jl
A

(2)
i ≤∇ B

(2)
l for eachl ∈ L, whereJl = {i ∈ I |

B
(1)
l ≤∇ A

(1)
i }. By (η) rule

⋂
i∈Jl

A
(1)
i →

⋂
i∈Jl

A
(2)
i ≤∇ B

(1)
l → B

(2)
l . It is easily

provable that(A(1)
p → A

(2)
p ) ∩ (A

(1)
q → A

(2)
q ) ≤∇ (A

(1)
p ∩ A

(1)
q ) → (A

(2)
p ∩ A

(2)
q )

for any p, q ∈ N. Therefore,
⋂

i∈I(A
(1)
i → A

(2)
i ) ≤∇

⋂
i∈Jl

A
(1)
i →

⋂
i∈Jl

A
(2)
i ,

and we can concludeA ≤∇ B.

Theorem 12.4.4 (Isomorphism)

1. The mappingm∗ : FD 7→ D∞ defined by

m∗(Ξ) =
⊔

A∈Ξ

m(A)

is an isomorphism betweenFD andD∞.

2. The mappingm∗ : FE 7→ E∞ defined by

m∗(Ξ) =
⊔

A∈Ξ

m(A)

is an isomorphism betweenFE andE∞.

Proof Notice thatm∗(↑ A) = m(A). Then the result is obvious since the mapping
is an order-preserving bijection between the compact elements.
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12.5 The type assignment systems

12.5.1 The type assignment systems and examples of deriva-
tions

Due to the above isomorphism the interpretations ofλ-terms inD∞ andE∞ are
isomorphic to the filters of types one can derive in the following type assignment
systems. This gives us the finitary logical descriptions of the models.

First we introduce bases and some related notations. Let∇ ∈ {D, E}.

Definition 12.5.1 (Basis) A ∇-basisis a (possibly infinite) set of statements of
the shapex : A, whereA ∈ TT∇, with all term variablesx distinct.

We will use the following notations:

• If Γ is a∇-basis thenx ∈ Γ is short forx : A ∈ Γ for someA.

• If Γ is a∇-basis andA ∈ TT∇ thenΓ, x : A is short forΓ ∪ {x : A} when
x /∈ Γ.

In the following, we will use bases which assign to all variables the same type
as well as bases which assign to all variables but one the sametype.

Definition 12.5.2
ΓA = {x : A | x ∈ var} andΓx:B

A = {x : B} ∪ {y : A | y ∈ var andy 6≡ x}.

Definition 12.5.3 (The type assignment systems)The∇-type assignment system
is a formal system for deriving judgements of the formΓ `∇ t : B, where thesub-
ject t is an untypedλ-term, thepredicateB is in TT∇, andΓ is a ∇-basis. The
system has the following axioms and rules.

(Ax)
(x : A) ∈ Γ

Γ ` x : A
(Ax-Ω) Γ ` t : Ω

(→ I)
Γ, x : A ` t : B

Γ ` λx.t : A → B
(→ E)

Γ ` t : A → B Γ ` u : A

Γ ` tu : B

(∩I)
Γ ` t : A Γ ` t : B

Γ ` t : A ∩ B
(≤∇)

Γ ` t : A A ≤∇ B

Γ ` t : B
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This way we obtain two type assignment systems in which the derivability is
denoted bỳ D and`E .

Example 12.5.1Figure 12.4 gives some paradigmatic examples of derivations in
our type systems. Notice the use of intersection introduction and subsumption
rules in order to derive atomic types. All derivations but the last one are valid in
both systems, whereas the last one is valid only in`E . We omit the indexesD and
E .

Having axiom (Ax-Ω), one can give a type to a term without assigning types
to its free variables. In this axiom, termt can be anyλ-term. For example, in
derivations(D3) and(D4) (Figure 12.4) this axiom is used to type the termW4

with the typeΩ.

Remark 12.5.2 Notice that we do not need restrictions in rule(∩I) also for the
system̀ E , since we haveA ∩ B ∈ TTE wheneverΓ `E t : A and Γ `E t : B.
This can be proved by induction ont using the Generation Theorem (Theorem
12.5.3). A shorter semantic proof is the following:Γ `E t : A andΓ `E t : B
imply by Theorem 12.5.4[[t]]E∞ρ wE m(A) and [[t]]E∞ρ wE m(B) whereρ(x) =↑E C
for (x : C) ∈ Γ. Therefore,m(A) and m(B) have a join,E∞ being a cpo, i.e.
m(A) t m(B) = m(A ∩ B), and so by Definition 12.4.3A ∩ B ∈ TTE .

As usual we considerλ-terms moduloα-conversion. It is easy to verify that
the intersection elimination rules are derivable1:

(∩E)
Γ ` t : A ∩ B

Γ ` t : A

Γ ` t : A ∩ B

Γ ` t : B
and that the following rules are admissible:

(≤∇ L)
Γ, x : A ` t : B A′ ≤∇ A

Γ, x : A′ ` t : B

(W)
Γ ` t : B x 6∈ Γ

Γ, x : A ` t : B
(S)

Γ, x : A ` t : B x 6∈ FV (t)

Γ ` t : B

As usual we have a Generation Theorem for our type assignmentsystems: the
proof by induction on derivations follows the proof of the same property for the
standard intersection type system (see e.g. [ADCL04]).

1A rule is derivablein a system if, for each instance of the rule, there is a deduction in the
system of its conclusion from its premises. A rule isadmissiblein a system if, for each instance
of the rule, if its premises are derivable in the system then so is its conclusion.
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(Ax)
Γx:Ω

ν̂ ` y : ν̂
(≤)

Γx:Ω
ν̂ ` y : Ω → µ̂

(Ax)
Γx:Ω

ν̂ ` x : Ω
(→ E)

Γx:Ω
ν̂ ` yx : µ̂

(→ I)
Γν̂ ` λx.yx : Ω → µ̂

(Ax)
Γx:ν

ν̂ ` y : ν̂
(≤)

Γx:ν
ν̂ ` y : ν → ν̂

(Ax)
Γx:ν

ν̂ ` x : ν
(→ E)

Γx:ν
ν̂ ` yx : ν̂

(→ I)
Γν̂ ` λx.yx : ν → ν̂

(∩I)
Γν̂ ` λx.yx : (Ω → µ̂) ∩ (ν → ν̂)

(≤)
(D1) Γν̂ ` λx.yx : ν̂

(Ax)
Γx:µ̂

ν̂ ` x : µ̂
(≤)

Γx:µ̂
ν̂ ` x : µ̂ → µ

(Ax)
Γx:µ̂

ν̂ ` x : µ̂
(→ E)

Γx:µ̂
ν̂ ` xx : µ

(→ I)
Γν̂ ` λx.xx : µ̂ → µ

(Ax)
Γν̂ ` x : ν̂

(≤)
Γν̂ ` x : ν̂ → ν

(Ax)
Γν̂ ` x : ν̂

(→ E)
Γν̂ ` xx : ν

(→ I)
Γν̂ ` λx.xx : ν̂ → ν

(∩I)
Γν̂ ` λx.xx : (µ̂ → µ) ∩ (ν̂ → ν)

(≤)
(D2) Γν̂ ` λx.xx : ν

(Ax)
Γx:Ω

ν̂ ` y : ν̂
(≤)

Γx:Ω
ν̂ ` y : Ω → µ̂

(Ax-Ω)
Γx:Ω

ν̂ ` W4 : Ω
(→ E)

Γx:Ω
ν̂ ` y(W4) : µ̂

(→ I)
Γν̂ ` λx.y(W4) : Ω → µ̂

(≤)
(D3) Γν̂ ` λx.y(W4) : µ̂

(Ax)
Γx:µ̂

ν̂ ` x : µ̂
(≤)

Γx:µ̂
ν̂ ` x : Ω → µ

(Ax-Ω)
Γx:µ̂

ν̂ ` W4 : Ω
(→ E)

Γx:µ̂
ν̂ ` x(W4) : µ

(→ I)
Γν̂ ` λx.x(W4) : µ̂ → µ

(≤)
(D4) Γν̂ ` λx.x(W4) : µ

(Ax)
Γx:γ

ν̂ ` x : γ
(≤)

Γx:γ
ν̂ ` x : γ → γ

(Ax)
Γx:γ

ν̂ ` x : γ
(→ E)

Γx:γ
ν̂ ` xx : γ

(→ I)
Γν̂ ` λx.xx : γ → γ

(Ax)
Γx:γ

ν̂ ` x : γ
(≤)

Γx:γ
ν̂ ` x : γ → γ

(Ax)
Γx:γ

ν̂ ` x : γ
(→ E)

Γx:γ
ν̂ ` xx : γ

(→ I)
Γν̂ ` λx.xx : γ → γ

(≤)
Γν̂ ` λx.xx : γ

(→ E)
(D5) Γν̂ ` (λx.xx)(λx.xx) : γ

Figure 12.4: Type derivations
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Theorem 12.5.3 (Generation theorem)

1. AssumeA 6∼∇ Ω. ThenΓ `∇ x : A iff (x : B) ∈ Γ andB ≤∇ A for some
B ∈ TT∇.

2. Γ `∇ tu : A iff Γ `∇ t : B → A, andΓ `∇ u : B for someB ∈ TT∇.

3. Γ `∇ λx.t : A iff Γ, x : Bi `
∇ t : Ci and

⋂
i∈I(Bi → Ci) ≤` A, for some

I andBi, Ci ∈ TT
`

.

4. Γ `∇ λx.t : B → A iff Γ, x : B `∇ t : A.

Note that in the first case of the theorem, we have to suppose that A 6∼∇ Ω,
since we can derivè∇ x : Ω using axiom(Ax-Ω).

The main motivation for introducing the type assignment systems is to get the
meaning of aλ-term in the inverse limitλ-models by means of the types which
are deducible for it.

Recall that mappingsρ : var 7→ FD andρ : var 7→ FE are called environ-
ments. The notationΓ ¤ ρ means that for(x : B) ∈ Γ one has thatB ∈ ρ(x).
The proof of the following theorem by induction onλ-terms using the Generation
Theorem 12.5.3 is easy.

Theorem 12.5.4 (Finitary logical descriptions) 1. For anyλ-termt and en-
vironmentρ : var 7→ FD,

[[t]]F
D

ρ = {A ∈ TTD | ∃Γ. Γ ¤ ρ & Γ `D t : A};

2. For anyλ-termt and environmentρ : var 7→ FE ,

[[t]]F
E

ρ = {A ∈ TTE | ∃Γ. Γ ¤ ρ & Γ `E t : A}.

As an immediate consequence we get that typings are invariant under subject
conversion.

Corollary 12.5.5 If Γ `∇ t : A andt =β u, thenΓ `∇ u : A.
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12.5.2 Main theorem, version II

Theorems 12.4.4 and 12.5.4 allow us to rephrase the main theorem of Section 12.3,
Theorem 12.3.4, as follows:

Theorem 12.5.6 (Main theorem, version II)

1. t ∈ PN iff Γν̂ `D t : ν̂ iff Γν̂ `E t : ν̂;

2. t ∈ N iff Γν̂ `D t : ν iff Γν̂ `E t : ν;

3. t ∈ PHN iff Γν̂ `D t : µ̂ iff Γν̂ `E t : µ̂;

4. t ∈ HN iff Γν̂ `D t : µ iff Γν̂ `E t : µ;

5. t ∈ PWN iff Γν̂ `D t : Ωn → Ω for all n ∈ N;

6. t ∈ WN iff Γν̂ `D t : Ω → Ω;

7. t ∈ CN iff Γν̂ `E t : γ ∩ ν;

8. t ∈ CHN iff Γν̂ `E t : γ ∩ µ;

9. t ∈ C iff Γν̂ `E t : γ.

The proofs of the (⇒) parts of this Theorem are mainly straightforward in-
ductions and case split, with the exception of the case of persistently normalising
terms, which is treated in Section 12.6. The proofs of the (⇐) parts require the set-
theoretic semantics of intersection types using saturatedsets, which is developed
in Section 12.7.
Proof (9)-(2)(⇒)
In this proof we will use the characterisations ofPWN andPHN given in the
proof of Proposition 12.3.2.

(9) We will show Γγ `E t : γ for all t by structural induction ont. If t is a
variable it is trivial. Ift ≡ up, then by the induction hypothesisΓγ `E u : γ
andΓγ `E p : γ. By rule (≤E) we getΓγ `E u : γ → γ and therefore
using (→ E) we concludeΓγ `E t : γ. If t ≡ λx.u, by the induction
hypothesisΓγ `E u : γ. Then using (→ I) we deduceΓγ `E t : γ → γ,
and we conclude by (≤E) Γγ `E t : γ. We can concludè E t : γ for all
closedt, and by rule (W)Γν̂ `E t : γ. Derivation (D5) in Figure 12.4 is a
paradigmatic example.
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(6) By Corollary 12.5.5 it suffices to considert in weak head normal form. If
t ≡ λx.u, then we getΓx:Ω

ν̂ `D u : Ω by (Ax-Ω) andΓν̂t : Ω → Ω by rule
(→ I). If t ≡ x

→
u , wherem is the length of→u , beingν̂ ≤D Ωm+1 → Ω, we

deriveΓν̂ `D t : Ω → Ω using (Ax-Ω), (≤D) and (→ E).

(5) If t is an unsolvable term of order∞, i.e. for alln ≥ 0, there isu such that
t =β λx1 . . . xn.u, we can deriveΓν̂ `D λx1 . . . xn.u : Ωn → Ω by (Ax-Ω)
and rule (→ I). If t is a solvable term such that the head variable of its head
normal form is free, i.e.t =β λ

→
x .y

→
u , beingν̂ ≤D Ωm+l → Ω for all l, we

can deriveΓν̂ `D λ
→
x .y

→
u : Ωn+l → Ω, wherem is the length of→u andn is

the length of→x .

(4) Again by Corollary 12.5.5 it suffices to considert in head normal form.
Let t ≡ λ

→
y .x

→
u where →

y has lengthn and →
u has lengthm. We have

Γµ̂ `∇ x
→
u : µ by rules (Ax-Ω), (≤∇) and(→ E) beingµ̂ ≤∇ Ωm → µ.

By (→ I) this impliesΓµ̂ `∇ t : µ̂n → µ. We concludeΓν̂ `∇ t : µ using
(≤∇) and(≤∇ L). An example is derivation (D4) in Figure 12.4.

(8) follows from (4) and(9) beingCHN = C ∩ HN .

(3) The head variable of the head normal form oft must be free. We can type a
term of the shapeλ →

x .y
→
u , wherey /∈

→
x as follows:Γν̂ `∇ λ

→
x .y

→
u : Ωn →

µ̂, sinceν̂ ≤∇ Ωm → µ̂, wherem is the length of→u andn is the length of
→
x . We concludeΓν̂ `∇ t : µ̂ using (≤∇). See the (D3) in Figure 12.4 as an
example.

(2) By (4), we getΓν̂ `∇ t : µ. Sinceµ ∼ µ̂ → µ, we only need to prove
Γν̂ `∇ t : ν̂ → ν. The proof is by induction on the normal formt. If t is a
variable it is trivial, sincêν ≤∇ ν̂ → ν. If t ≡ x

→
u then by inductionΓν̂ `∇

u : ν for all u ∈
→
u and we getΓν̂ `∇ t : ν̂ → ν sinceν̂ ≤∇ νm → ν̂ → ν,

wherem is the length of→u . If t ≡ λx.u then by inductionΓν̂ `∇ u : ν
and this givesΓν̂ `∇ t : ν̂ → ν by rule (→ I). A paradigmatic example is
derivation (D2) in Figure 12.4.

(7) follows from (2) and(9) beingCN = C ∩ N .
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12.6 Persistently normalising terms

12.6.1 Safe and unsafe subterms

In the following section we omit the index∇. We need some definitions in order
to state the characterisation of the setPN given in Böhm and Dezani [BDC75]
(Theorem 12.6.4).

We split the occurrences of variables in normal forms intoreplaceableand
non-replaceableones. Roughly a variable is replaceable int iff it can be replaced
by an arbitrary term whent is applied to a suitable sequence of arguments.

Definition 12.6.1 (Replaceable and non-replaceable variables) In a normal form
t:

• All occurrences of variables bound in the initial abstractions arereplace-
able.

• All occurrences of free variables arenon-replaceable.

• Let x
→
u(λ

→
z y.p) be a subterm oft. Then the occurrences ofy in p are

(non)-replaceableif the showed occurrence ofx is (non)-replaceable.

LetRV(t) andNV(t) denote, respectively, the sets of replaceable and non-replaceable
variables oft.

Example 12.6.1 In the termλx.y(λz.x(yx)(λu.zu)) the variablesx, u are re-
placeable and the variablesy, z are non-replaceable.

It is easy to verify that each occurrence of a variable in a normal form is either
replaceable or non-replaceable according to the previous definition.

We can classify the subterms of a normal form, which are arguments of a
variable, according to whether the occurrence of this variable is replaceable or
non-replaceable. Informally, a subterm of a normal formt is safe when it remains
an argument of the same variable whent is applied to arbitrary terms.

Definition 12.6.2 (Safe and unsafe subterms)Let t be a normal form andx
→
pu

be a subterm oft. Then (the showed occurrence of)u is:

• anunsafesubterm if (the showed occurrence of)x is replaceable;
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• a safesubterm if (the showed occurrence of)x is non-replaceable.

Moreovert is anunsafesubterm oft.

Example 12.6.2 In the termλx.y(λz.x(yx)(λu.zu)) the term itself and the proper
subtermsyx and λu.zu are unsafe while the subtermsλz.x(yx)(λu.zu), u are
safe.

Remark 12.6.3 The variables bound in the initial abstractions of a safe subterm
are non-replaceable, while the variables bound in the initial abstractions of an
unsafe subterm are replaceable.

12.6.2 Characterisation ofPN

Theorem 12.6.4 (Characterisation ofPN ) (Böhm and Dezani [BDC75]) A term
is persistently normalising iff in its normal form all head variables of unsafe sub-
terms are non-replaceable.

Example 12.6.5 In the termλx.y(λz.x(yx)(λu.zu)) the unsafe subterms are the
term itself and the proper subtermsyx, λu.zu: the variablesy, z are non-replaceable,
thereforeλx.y(λz.x(yx)(λu.zu)) ∈ PN .

In particular it follows that ift ∈ PN is a normal form, then its head variable
is free.

We will use this characterisation in order to prove that ift ∈ PN thenΓν̂ `
t : ν̂. Before that we give last definition and three lemmas about thetypes of safe
and unsafe subterms.

Definition 12.6.3 Lett be a normal form,u be a subterm oft andA,B be types.
We define the basisΣ(t,u, A,B) as follows:

Σ(t,u, A,B) = {x : A | x ∈ RV(t) ∩ FV(u)} ∪ {x : B | x ∈ NV(t) ∩ FV(u)}.

Lemma 12.6.6 Let t ∈ PN be a normal form, andλ →
x .u be an unsafe subterm

of t. Then:
Σ(t,u, Ω, µ̂) ` u : µ̂.

Proof Let u ≡ λ
→
z .y

→
p andΓ = Σ(t,u, Ω, µ̂). By Theorem 12.6.4y is non-

replaceable int, soy is free inu (Remark 12.6.3), since the variables in→
z are

replaceable by Definitions 12.6.1 and 12.6.2. Thereforey : µ̂ ∈ Γ. Using axiom
(Ax-Ω), and rules (≤), (→ E) we can deriveΓ ` y

→
p : µ̂ sinceµ̂ ∼ Ω → µ̂. We

can conclude by rules (→ I) and (≤) taking as premisesz : Ω for all z ∈
→
z .
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Lemma 12.6.7 Let t ∈ PN be a normal form, andλ →
x .u be a safe subterm oft.

Then:
Σ(t,u, µ, µ̂) ` u : µ.

Proof Let u ≡ λ
→
z .y

→
p , Γ = Σ(t,u, µ, µ̂) andΓ′ = Γ ∪ {z : µ̂ | z ∈

→
z }. The

variables in→
z are non-replaceable by Definitions 12.6.1 and 12.6.2. This implies

Σ(t,p, µ, µ̂) ⊆ Γ′ for all p ∈
→
p .

If y is replaceable, then by Definition 12.6.2 allp ∈
→
p are unsafe subterms, so

Σ(t,p, Ω, µ̂) ` p : µ̂ for all p ∈
→
p . By rules (≤ L) and (W) we getΓ′ ` p : µ̂ for

all p ∈
→
p . Fromy : µ ∈ Γ′ we can then deriveΓ′ ` y

→
p : µ using rules (≤), and

(→ E), sinceµ ∼ µ̂ → µ. We can conclude by rules(→ I) and(≤).
If y is non-replaceable, fromy : µ̂ ∈ Γ′ using axiom (Ax-Ω), and rules(≤),
(→ E) we can deriveΓ ` y

→
p : µ̂, sinceµ̂ ∼ Ω → µ̂. By rule (≤) this gives

Γ ` y
→
p : µ, so we can conclude using rules(→ I) and(≤).

Lemma 12.6.8 Let t ∈ PN be a normal form. Then:

Σ(t,u, ν, ν̂) ` u : ν̂ wheneverλ →
x .u is an unsafe subterm oft;

Σ(t,u, ν, ν̂) ` u : ν wheneverλ →
x .u is a safe subterm oft.

Proof The proof is by structural induction on safe and unsafe subterms oft.
The first step, i.e. whenu is a variable, is trivial.
For the induction step letΓ = Σ(t,u, ν, ν̂). We distinguish the following cases.
If u ≡ y

→
p andλ

→
x .u is unsafe, then by Theorem 12.6.4y is non-replaceable in

t, soy : ν̂ ∈ Γ. By Definition 12.6.2 allp ∈
→
p are safe subterms, and so by the

induction hypothesisΣ(t,p, ν, ν̂) ` p : ν. By rule (W) we getΓ ` p : ν for all
p ∈

→
p , so we concludeΓ ` u : ν̂ using(≤) and(→ E), sinceν̂ ≤ ν → ν̂.

If u ≡ y
→
p andλ

→
x .u is safe, theny can be either replaceable or non-replaceable,

but in both casesΓ ` y : ν. By Definition 12.6.2 allp ∈
→
p are unsafe subterms, so

by the induction hypothesisΣ(t,p, ν, ν̂) ` p : ν̂. We conclude as in the previous
case sinceν ≤ ν̂ → ν.
If u ≡ λz.u′ andλ

→
x .u is unsafe, then by the induction hypothesisΣ(t,u′, ν, ν̂) `

u′ : ν̂. By Definitions 12.6.1 and 12.6.2 12.6.2z is replaceable int, therefore
z : ν ∈ Σ(t,u′, ν, ν̂). Using rule(→ I), we getΓ ` u : ν → ν̂. By Lemma 12.6.6
Σ(t,u, Ω, µ̂) ` u : µ̂. Using rules (≤ L) and (∩I) we getΓ ` u : µ̂ ∩ (ν → ν̂), so
we can conclude by (≤), sinceν̂ ∼ µ̂ ∩ (ν → ν̂).
If u ≡ λz.u′ andλ

→
x .u is safe, the proof is similar to the previous case using

Lemma 12.6.7 instead of Lemma 12.6.6.
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Proof Proof of Theorem 12.5.6(1)(⇒) By Corollary 12.5.5 it suffices to consider
t in normal form, and Lemma 12.6.8 yields the conclusion ast is an unsafe term
itself, using rules (≤ L) and (W). Derivation (D1) in Figure 12.4 is a paradigmatic
example.

12.7 Reducibility method

12.7.1 Reducibility method

In order to prove the (⇐)-part of our main statement (Theorem 12.5.6), we will
use the set theoretic semantics of intersection types and saturated sets, which is
referred to as thereducibility method.

The reducibility method was introduced by Tait [Tai67] for proving the strong
normalisation property of the simply typedλ-calculus. Further it was developed
in Tait [Tai75] and Girard [Gir71] for proving the strong normalisation property
of polymorphicλ-calculus.

In Pottinger [Pot80], van Bakel [vB92], Krivine [Kri90, Kri93], Ghilezan
[Ghi96], Amadio and Curien [AC98], the reducibility method isapplied in or-
der to characterise exactly all strongly normalisingλ-terms inλ-calculus with
intersection types. The reducibility method is also used for characterising some
special classes ofλ-terms such as strongly normalising terms, normalising terms,
head normalising terms, and weak head normalising terms. They are charac-
terised by their typeability in various intersection type assignment systems in
Leivant [Lei86] and Gallier [Gal98], whereas both the mentioned terms as well
as their persistent versions are characterised in Dezani etal. [DCHM00]. Fur-
thermore, this method was applied in the proof of the Church-Rosser property
(confluence) of the simply typedλ-calculus in Statman [Sta85], Koletsos [Kol85],
and Mitchell [Mit90, Mit96].

We will adapt the reducibility method, by requiring that theterms typeable
with the key types listed in Theorem 12.5.6 belong to the corresponding sets.

In order to develop the reducibility method we considerΛ as theapplicative
structurewhose domain areλ-terms and where the application is just the applica-
tion of terms.

We first define theinterpretations of typesin TTD and inTTE : the only difference
between the two interpretations concerns the arrow constructor. LetP(Λ) denote
the powerset ofΛ.

Definition 12.7.1
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1. The map[[−]]D : TTD → P(Λ) is defined by:

[[ν]]D = N , [[ν̂]]D = PN , [[µ]]D = HN , [[µ̂]]D = PHN , [[Ω]]D = Λ;

[[A ∩ B]]D = [[A]]D ∩ [[B]]D;

[[A → B]]D = [[A]]D
D

7−→ [[B]]D

= {t ∈ WN | ∀u ∈ [[A]]D tu ∈ [[B]]D}
.

2. The map[[−]]E : TTE → P(Λ) is defined by:

[[ν]]E = N , [[ν̂]]E = PN , [[µ]]E = HN [[µ̂]]E = PHN , [[γ]]E = C,
[[Ω]]E = Λ;

[[A ∩ B]]E = [[A]]E ∩ [[B]]E ;

[[A → B]]E = [[A]]E
E

7−→ [[B]]E = {t ∈ Λ | ∀u ∈ [[A]]E tu ∈ [[B]]E}.

Observe the relation between
D

7−→ and
E

7−→:

S
D

7−→ T = (S ∩WN )
E

7−→ T .

Notice that

[[Ω → Ω]]D = {t ∈ WN | ∀u ∈ [[Ω]]D tu ∈ [[Ω]]D}
= {t ∈ WN | ∀u ∈ Λ tu ∈ Λ} = WN ,

and by Definition 12.3.3
⋂

n∈N
[[Ωn → Ω]]D =

⋂
n∈N

[[Ωn → Ω → Ω]]D

= {t ∈ WN | ∀
→
u ∈ [[Ω]]D t

→
u ∈ [[Ω → Ω]]D}

= {t ∈ WN | ∀
→
u ∈ Λ t

→
u ∈ WN} = PWN .

The following definition ofsaturated setis standard, see Krivine [Kri90],
[Kri93].

Definition 12.7.2 A setS ⊆ Λ is saturated, notationSAT(S), if

(∀t,u,
→
p ∈ Λ) t[x :=u]

→
p ∈ S ⇒ (λx.t)u

→
p ∈ S.

Obviously, each of the setsPN , N , PHN , HN , C, andΛ satisfies the above
condition, since they are closed underβ-conversion. We can show that both type
interpretations are saturated.
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Lemma 12.7.1 (∀A ∈ TT∇)SAT([[A]]∇).

Proof The proof is by structural induction on types. The only interesting case
is that of arrow types. Lett,u,

→
p ∈ Λ. Supposet[x :=u]

→
p ∈ [[A → B]]D. Let

q ∈ [[A]]D be arbitrary. By Definition 12.7.1(1 ) t[x :=u]
→
pq ∈ [[B]]D. Then by the

induction hypothesis(λx.t)u
→
pq ∈ [[B]]D. Moreover, by Definition 12.7.1(1 ) we

gett[x :=u]
→
p ∈ WN , and this implies(λx.t)u

→
p ∈ WN . Sinceq was arbitrary,

according to Definition 12.7.1(1 ) we get(λx.t)u
→
p ∈ [[A → B]]D. Similarly one

can show thatt[x :=u]
→
p ∈ [[A → B]]E implies(λx.t)u

→
p ∈ [[A → B]]E .

We can simplify Lemma 12.7.1.

Corollary 12.7.2 (∀A ∈ TT∇) (∀u ∈ Λ) t[x :=u] ∈ [[A]]∇ ⇒ (λx.t)u ∈ [[A]]∇.

The preorders on types agree with the set theoretic inclusion between type
interpretations.

Lemma 12.7.3 If A ≤∇ B, then[[A]]∇ ⊆ [[B]]∇.

Proof By induction on the length of the derivation ofA ≤∇ B. Proposition 12.3.2
justifies the axioms between atomic types. Axioms(µ̂ →) and(µ →) follow from
Definitions 12.3.2 and 12.3.3. Axiom(ν̂ →) follows from the same definitions
taking into account thatPN ⊆ Λ → PHN sincePHN = Λ → PHN . Axiom
(ν →) follows from Proposition 12.3.3 taking into account thatN ⊆ PHN →
HN sinceHN = PHN → HN .

12.7.2 Soundness

We define the∇-valuations of terms[[−]]∇θ : Λ → Λ and thesemantic satisfiability
relations |=∇ which connect the type interpretations and the term valuations as
follows.

Definition 12.7.3 Let [[−]]∇ : TT∇ → P(Λ), ∇ ∈ {D, E}, be the defined type
interpretation and letθ : var → Λ be a valuation of term variables inΛ. Then

1. [[−]]∇θ : Λ → Λ is defined by
[[t]]∇θ = t[x1 := θ(x1), . . . , xn := θ(xn)], whereFV(t) = {x1, . . . , xn};

2. θ |=∇ t : A iff [[t]]∇θ ∈ [[A]]∇;

3. θ |=∇ Γ iff (∀(x : A) ∈ Γ) θ |=∇ x : A;
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4. Γ |=∇ t : A iff (∀θ |=∇ Γ) θ |=∇ t : A.

We can prove that our type assignment systems aresoundfor the above se-
mantic satisfiability.

Theorem 12.7.4 (Soundness)

Γ `D t : A ⇒ Γ |=D t : A Γ `E t : A ⇒ Γ |=E t : A.

Proof
By induction on the derivation ofΓ `∇ t : A.
Case 1.The last step is (Ax), i.e.Γ, x : A `∇ x : A. ThenΓ, x : A |=∇ x : A

by Definition 12.7.3(3).
Case 2.The last step is (→ E), i.e.Γ `∇ t : A → B, Γ `∇ u : A ⇒ Γ `∇

tu : B. Then by the induction hypothesisΓ |=∇ t : A → B andΓ |=∇ u : A.

Let θ |=∇ Γ, then [[t]]∇θ ∈ [[A → B]]∇ = [[A]]∇
∇

7−→ [[B]]∇ and [[u]]∇θ ∈ [[A]]∇.
Therefore[[tu]]∇θ ≡ [[t]]∇θ [[u]]∇θ ∈ [[B]]∇.

Case 3. The last step is (→ I), i.e. Γ, x : A `∇ t : B ⇒ Γ `∇ λx.t :
A → B. By the induction hypothesisΓ, x : A |=∇ t : B. Let θ |=∇ Γ and
let u ∈ [[A]]∇. We defineθ[x :=u](x) = u, θ[x :=u](y) = θ(y) for x 6= y.
Thenθ[x :=u] |=∇ Γ, sincex /∈ Γ, andθ[x :=u] |=∇ x : A, sinceu ∈ [[A]]∇.
Thereforeθ[x :=u] |=∇ t : B, i.e. [[t]]∇θ[x :=u] ∈ [[B]]∇, which means by Def-
inition 12.7.3(1) that t[ →

y := θ(
→
y )][x :=u] ∈ [[B]]∇, where →

y = FV(t) \ {x}.
By Corollary 12.7.2 we have(λx.t[

→
y := θ(

→
y )])u ∈ [[B]]∇. Then [[λx.t]]∇θ u ∈

[[B]]∇ sincex /∈ FV(λx.t). Notice that[[λx.t]]Dθ ∈ WN . Therefore,[[λx.t]]Dθ ∈

[[A]]D
D

7−→ [[B]]D = [[A → B]]D, sinceu ∈ [[A]]D was arbitrary. Similarly
[[λx.t]]Eθ ∈ [[A → B]]E .

Case 4.The last step is (∩I), i.e. Γ `∇ t : A, Γ `∇ t : B ⇒ Γ `∇ t : A ∩ B.
Then by the induction hypothesisΓ |=∇ t : A andΓ |=∇ t : B. Let θ |=∇ Γ, then
[[t]]∇θ ∈ [[A]]∇ and[[t]]∇θ ∈ [[B]]∇. Therefore[[t]]∇θ ∈ [[A∩B]]∇, i.e. Γ |=∇ t : A∩B.

Case 5.The last step is (≤∇), i.e.Γ `∇ t : A, A ≤∇ B ⇒ Γ `∇ t : B. By
the induction hypothesisΓ |=∇ t : A. Let θ |=∇ Γ, then[[t]]∇θ ∈ [[A]]∇. According
to Lemma 12.7.3[[A]]∇ ⊆ [[B]]∇ so it follows that[[t]]∇θ ∈ [[B]]∇, i.e. Γ |=∇ t : B.
Proof Proof of Theorem 12.5.6(⇐) The proofs of all parts are similar, so we only
consider part (5). LetΓν̂ ` t : Ωn → Ω, for all n. By soundness (Theorem 12.7.4)
we have that ifθ |=D Γν̂ , then [[t]]Dθ ∈ [[Ωn → Ω]]D, for all n. We can take
θ1(x) = x, beingθ1 |=D Γν̂ , because all variables belong toPN . Obviously,
θ1(t) = t for everyλ-term t. Therefore we get thatt ∈ [[Ωn → Ω]]D, for all n.
Hence,t ∈ PWN since

⋂
n∈N

[[Ωn → Ω]]D = PWN by Definition 12.7.1.
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Remark 12.7.5 Observe that the interpretation of terms we use in the proof of
Theorem 12.5.6(⇐) is just the identity.

The present section is another witness of the power and elegance of the re-
ducibility method, which allows to split the necessary double induction on types
and deductions in simple statements with easy proofs.

12.8 Conclusion

The main contribution of this work is to show that two models can characterise
many different sets of terms. On the one hand it seems that we cannot find ele-
ments representing weak head normalisability and closability in the same model,
since the first property requires the lifting of the space of functions and this does
not agree with the second one. On the other hand, there are properties which
appear strongly connected, like each normalisation property with its persistent
version. It is not clear if these properties can be characterised separately, i.e. if
one can build models in which only one of these properties is characterised.
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